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RÉSUMÉ

La conquête spatiale des 60 dernières années a généré une grande quantité d’objets à la dé-
rive sur les orbites terrestres. Leur nombre grandissant constitue un danger omniprésent pour
l’exploitation des satellites, et requiert aujourd’hui une intervention humaine pour réduire
les risques de collision. En effet, l’estimation de leur croissance sur un horizon de 200 ans,
connue sous le nom de “syndrôme de Kessler”, montre que l’accès à l’Espace sera grandement
menacé si aucune mesure n’est prise pour endiguer cette prolifération. Le scientifique J.-C.
Liou de la National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) a montré que la tendance
actuelle pourrait être stabilisée, voire inversée, si au moins cinq débris massifs étaient désor-
bités par an, tels que des satellites en fin de vie ou des étages supérieurs de lanceur. Parmi les
nombreux concepts proposés pour cette mission, la robotique s’est imposée comme une des
solutions les plus prometteuses grâce aux retours d’expérience des 30 dernières années. La
Station Spatiale Internationale (ISS) possède déjà plusieurs bras robotiques opérationnels, et
de nombreuses missions ont démontré le potentiel d’un tel système embarqué sur un satellite.
Pour deux d’entre elles, des étapes fondamentales ont été validées pour le service en orbite,
et s’avèrent être similaires aux problématiques de la désorbitation des débris.

Cette thèse se concentre sur l’étape de capture d’un débris en rotation par un bras robo-
tique ayant des segments flexibles. Cette phase comprend la planification de trajectoire et le
contrôle du robot spatial, afin de saisir le point cible du débris de la façon la plus délicate
possible. La validation des technologies nécessaires à un tel projet est quasiment impossible
sur Terre, et requiert des moyens démesurés pour effectuer des essais en orbite. Par consé-
quent, la modélisation et la simulation de systèmes multi-corps flexibles est traitée en détails,
et constitue une forte contribution de la thèse. À l’aide de ces modèles, une validation mixte
est proposée par des essais expérimentaux, en reproduisant la cinématique en orbite par des
manipulateurs industriels contrôlés par une simulation en temps réel. En résumé, cette thèse
est construite autour des trois domaines suivants : la modélisation des robots spatiaux, le
design de lois de contrôle, et leur validation sur un cas test.

Dans un premier temps, la modélisation de robots spatiaux en condition d’apesanteur est
développée pour une forme “en étoile”. Cette hypothèse suppose que le système est composé
d’une base rigide sur laquelle sont attachés des appendices flexible formés de corps en série.
Les méthodes de modélisation de Lagrange et de Newton-Euler sont utilisées conjointement
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pour représenter les flexibilités, et pour calculer la dynamique de façon efficace du point
de vue numérique. Les robots rigides à base fixe sont rapidement décrits pour introduire
les notations principales, puis les systèmes flexibles sont traités, pour enfin terminer par
les robots spatiaux avec une base mobile. Tout au long de ces développements, la méthode
du Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement (DeNOC) permet d’obtenir les modèles non-
linéaires utilisés en simulation, ainsi que leur version linéarisée pour la synthèse et l’analyse
des correcteurs.

Pour ce faire, la seconde partie met l’accent sur la génération de trajectoires de capture et
sur le design global de la structure de contrôle. À la lumière de la théorie du contrôle optimal
et du principe du minimum de Pontryagin, les trajectoires traditionnelles sont revisitées pour
étendre la continuité au moment du contact aux termes d’accélération. Ainsi, le point cible est
atteint délicatement, et son suivi avant le verrouillage du mécanisme de capture se fait sans
à-coups au niveau des efforts de commande. Un correcteur global est ensuite proposé pour
parcourir précisément ces trajectoires, en coordonnant le mouvement du satellite support
avec celui de son bras robotique. La méthode de synthèse H∞ structurée est utilisée pour
obtenir des correcteurs d’ordre faible, suffisamment simples pour être embarqués sur les
processeurs spatiaux actuels. Une analyse de robustesse est aussi menée sur la stabilité et
les performances du système en boucle fermée, lorsque la configuration du bras change. À
partir du formalisme de la Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT), un modèle minimal est
d’abord obtenu pour représenter une matrice de rotation en fonction de son angle, permettant
ensuite de paramétrer la dynamique globale par l’ensemble des angles aux articulations. Une
µ-analyse est menée sur ces modèles pour extraire les bornes maximales de variation des
angles garantissant le stabilité et la performance robuste en boucle fermée.

Enfin, la validation de la structure de contrôle est obtenue à deux niveaux : d’abord nu-
mériquement avec un simulateur haute-fidélité, et ensuite expérimentalement avec un banc
d’essais robotique. Le schéma de simulation reproduit le comportement du robot spatial en
apesanteur ainsi que celui du débris en rotation. Les non-linéarités dues aux segments flexibles
sont intégralement prises en compte dans le calcul de la dynamique. La capture du débris
est alors assurée en maintenant l’erreur de suivi de la trajectoire optimale sous une tolérance
donnée, et ce, tout au long de la simulation. Au niveau expérimental, le simulateur est embar-
qué sur un module temps-réel afin de contrôler les deux robots industriels. Ils reproduisent
simultanément la cinématique en apesanteur de l’effecteur du robot spatial, d’une part, et
du point cible du débris, d’autre part. Une caméra et son algorithme de traitement d’images
sont incorporés dans la boucle de mesure du correcteur, de manière à réaliser des validations
matérielles, aussi qualifiées de Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL).
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Pour résumer, cette thèse contribue dans un premier temps à la modélisation de robots spa-
tiaux ayant un nombre arbitraire d’appendices flexibles, dans les deux buts distincts de leur
simulation et de leur contrôle. De plus, la génération des trajectoires a été adaptée pour
obtenir la continuité en position, en vitesse et en accélération au moment de la capture, et
un correcteur robuste est synthétisé et analysé pour assurer un suivi précis de ces dernières.
Finalement, les validations expérimentales en boucle fermée constituent la dernière contribu-
tion majeure de cette thèse, avec l’utilisation d’éléments physiques en temps réel au sein de
simulations numériques.
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ABSTRACT

After 60 years of intensive satellite launches, the number of drifting objects in Earth orbits
is reaching a shifting point, where human intervention is becoming necessary to reduce the
threat of collision. Indeed, a 200 year forecast, known as the “Kessler syndrome”, states that
space access will be greatly compromised if nothing is done to address the proliferation of
these debris. Scientist J.-C. Liou from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has shown that the current trend could be reversed if at least five massive objects,
such as dead satellites or rocket upper stages, were de-orbited each year. Among the var-
ious technical concepts considered for debris removal, robotics has emerged, over the last 30
years, as one of the most promising solutions. The International Space Station (ISS) already
possesses fully operational robotic arms, and other missions have explored the potential of a
manipulator embedded onto a satellite. During two of the latter, key capabilities have been
demonstrated for on-orbit servicing, and prove to be equally useful for the purpose of debris
removal.

This thesis focuses on the close range capture of a tumbling debris by a robotic arm with
light-weight flexible segments. This phase includes the motion planning and the control of a
space robot, in order to smoothly catch a target point on the debris. The validation of such
technologies is almost impossible on Earth and leads to prohibitive costs when performed
on orbit. Therefore, the modeling and simulation of flexible multi-body systems has been
investigated thoroughly, and is likewise a strong contribution of the thesis. Based on these
models, an experimental validation is proposed by reproducing the on-orbit kinematics on
a test bench made up of two industrial manipulators and driven by a real-time dynamic si-
mulation. In a nutshell, the thesis is built around three main parts: the modeling of a space
robot, the design of control laws, and their validation on a test case.

The first part is dedicated to the flexible modeling of a space robot in conditions of weightless-
ness. A “star-shaped” multi-body system is considered, meaning that the rigid base carries
various flexible appendages and robotic arms, assumed to be open mechanical chains only.
The classic Newton-Euler and Lagrangian algorithms are brought together to account for the
flexibility and to compute the dynamics in a numerically efficient way. The modeling step
starts with the rigid fixed-base manipulators in order to introduce the notations, then, details
the flexible ones, and ends with the moving-base system to represent the space robots. Using
the Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement (DeNOC) approach, a complete nonlinear
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model is developed for simulation, while a linearized version is extracted for the synthesis
and the analysis of the controllers.

To this end, the second part focuses on the path planning and the design of a global control
law. Classic capture trajectories are revisited in the scope of optimal control theory with the
Pontryagin’s minimum principle, in order to reach the acceleration continuity at the instant
of grasping. By ensuring this latter in addition to the position and the speed continuity, the
target point can be reached and then tracked before grasping, without any discontinuity in
the control efforts. A coordinated controller is then introduced to manage both the spacecraft
and the arm motions, in order to accurately follow these trajectories. The fixed-structure
H∞ framework is used to design reduced-order controllers, which stay simple enough to be
compatible with current space processors capabilities. A robustness analysis is also performed
to assess their stability and their performances when the joint angles are varying. Based on
the Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) formalism, a minimal model is first derived for
a rotation matrix as a function of its angle, and then, it is used recursively to parameterize
the whole dynamics by the set of joint angles defining the arm configuration. Several µ-
analyses are performed to obtain the maximum joints motion before losing the stability and
the performances of the closed-loop system.

Finally, the validation is carried out by a twofold approach: numerically with a high-fidelity
simulator, and experimentally with a robotic test bench. The simulation scheme reproduces
the behavior of the space robot and of the tumbling debris in weightlessness. It includes
the whole nonlinearities coming from the flexible segments dynamics. The debris capture
is ensured by maintaining, throughout the simulation, the trajectory tracking error below
a given tolerance. Then, this simulator is embedded on a real-time module to control two
industrial manipulators that reproduce the kinematics of, respectively, the end-effector of the
space robot and the target point of the debris. A camera and its image processing algorithm
are introduced in the loop to provide the controller feedback, and thus, allow to perform a
Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) validation.

As a conclusion, this thesis first contributes to the modeling of space robots with an arbitrary
number of flexible appendages, for the purposes of simulation and control. In addition, a
path planning algorithm is derived to ensure the position, the speed, and the acceleration
continuity at the instant of capture, and a robust controller is synthesized and analyzed to
efficiently track this desired trajectory. Eventually, the closed-loop experiments are the last
main contribution of the thesis, with the real-time interfacing of physical components with
numerical simulations.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Space science and technology have known a tremendous leap forward in the last century,
bringing into orbit all kinds of satellites and rocket stages. Nowadays, most of these objects
are no longer functional and are classified as space debris. They have multiplied at an
increasing pace over the last years, reaching a tipping point where their natural decay with
the atmospheric drag is no longer sufficient to counter this rise. In 1978, the scientists
D. J. Kessler and B. G. Cour-Palais pointed out for the first time that such a density of
orbiting bodies would lead to an increasing probability of collision, that could create a debris
belt around the Earth (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978) (see Figure 1.1). Exploring these
probabilistic scenarios through extensive simulations, J.-C. Liou eventually demonstrated
that the “Kessler syndrome” is already engaged, meaning that, the debris would multiply in
an unstoppable chain reaction without human intervention (Liou and Johnson, 2009). The
only remaining uncertainty in these studies is whether the loss of space access will happen
in a near or far future, depending on the growth rate of the debris population.

These objects are giving rise to two main issues: they threaten the functional satellites
and endanger the astronauts aboard the International Space Station (ISS) or during Extra-
Vehicular Activity (EVA) (Selding, 2014; Woods, 2015). Due to their very high speed, around
10 km/s, they can cause serious damages depending on their size. In addition, they will stay
in orbit for years or centuries depending on their trajectory. According to the French space
agency Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), the actual debris population is divided
into three main categories:

• 350,000,000 debris smaller than 1 cm, of low risk ;

• 300,000 debris between 1 cm and 10 cm, of high risk ;

• 16,000 debris bigger than 10 cm, of moderate risk.
Among these, the medium size debris are the most hazardous because they are too small to
be tracked by ground systems, but big enough to cause disastrous damages on a functional
satellite (Johnson, 2009). Actual materials for shielding allow the satellite to endure impacts
with the smallest ones, and the biggest ones are tracked from ground to prevent any impact
by performing avoidance maneuvers.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the debris population over the space exploration.
Source: NASA - http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/photogallery/beehives.html#geo

1.1 Space Debris Mitigation

Following the recommendations of J.-C. Liou in (Liou et al., 2010), at least 5 massive debris
must be deorbited per year to stabilize the actual population and avoid the Kessler syndrome.
Indeed, these objects are more likely to create new debris by colliding with one another and
hence represent the main objective of mitigation missions. In the next section, a general and
technical overview is given over the main issues involved in a debris removal mission, from
the legal framework to technical considerations.

1.1.1 Today’s issues

The space debris issue is mainly tackled by a working group of the United Nations (UN)
called the Committee On the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). It provides many data
about the actual space pollution, and draws some recommendations and guidelines to reduce
as much as possible the current human footprint (COPUOS, 1999). Among its members,
the most influent space agencies around the world also created the Inter-Agency space Debris
Coordination Committee (IADC) in 1993, which aims at cooperating more closely to perform
the necessary technical studies.

Recommendations For example in 2007, the IADC wrote the Space Debris Mitigation
Guidelines, and this document served as a reference for the COPUOS report (COPUOS,
2010). These recommendations encourage end-of-life procedures to deorbit satellites and

http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/photogallery/beehives.html#geo
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rockets, and aim at preventing catastrophic collisions or breakups. Indeed, two main events
worsened the situation in the 2000s. In 2007, the Chinese decided to test an Anti-Satellite
missile in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) on their Fengyun-1C satellite, and in 2009, a collision
occurred between an American satellite, Iridium 33, and a Russian one, Cosmos 2251. These
events increased the number of debris of 4,000 and 2,500 pieces, respectively.

Surveillance Most of the actual debris greater than 10 cm can be tracked from the ground
thanks to surveillance networks like the United States (US) facility called Space Surveillance
Network (SSN), capable of detecting objects greater than 10 cm (Wright, 2010) in LEO.
The measurements are turned into the famous Two-Line Elements (TLE) dataset by the
North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), in order to describe the orbital
parameters of these objects. These data are available for example https://celestrak.com.
Thanks to such a system, the evolution of space debris population has been observed since
the launch of the first satellite, Sputnik, by the Russians on October 4th, 1957. The result is
illustrated in Figure 1.2.

For autonomy purposes, the Russians also own a similar space surveillance system, the Rus-
sian Space Surveillance System (RSSS) also known as SKKP. Even though currently less
efficient, the European Space Agency (ESA) is developing a third major facility called Space
Surveillance and Tracking Segment (SSTS).

Selection Once the space debris are cataloged, one needs to choose the most relevant
objects to deorbit. For example, in (Couzin et al., 2013), a mission-based approach is used,
so space debris are sorted for a given range of orbital inclination and altitude. It highlights
which groups are reachable with a minimum of maneuvers in a multi-target removal scenario.
On the other hand, from a risk-based approach, C. Bonnal focuses on the criticality of each
object in orbit. Its size and mass strongly influence its probability of collision with others, as
well as the overcrowding of its orbit. In the same way, the top 500 objects with the highest
collision probability are drawn up in (Liou, 2011), and provide a solid starting point.

Legal Framework Prior to the treatment of any debris, one major issue remains about
the definition of its nationality. This is supposed to determine the liability of a given country
to clean it up. As emphasized by (Weeden, 2011; Ansdell, 2010), many definitions can be
adopted to choose this country: is it the one that built the object? that launched it? that
operated it? All these questions are still open, but steps forward have been made with
the United Nations (UN), through the Outer Space Treaty (OST) defined in 1967, and the
Liability Convention adopted in 1972. This legal framework is also supposed to dictate how
the price of an active debris removal mission must be shared between the liable countries.

https://celestrak.com
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Fengyun-1C

Iridium 33 / Cosmos 2251

Figure 1.2: Monthly number of cataloged objects in Earth orbit, tracked by the Space Sur-
veillance Network (SSN). The last two peaks are due to the breakup of the Chinese satellite
Fenguyun-1C in 2007, and to the collision of Iridium/Cosmos in 2009.
Source: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) - Orbital Debris Quarterly
News - April 2016 - vol. 20 (1-2), annotated.

Disintegration Eventually, the debris disintegration is the last source of concern. The
consumed portion of a body during the atmospheric re-entry is hardly known due to its un-
predictable nature, which fostered active researches on the matter. For example, a complete
simulation software called SCARAB is proposed in (Fritsche et al., 2000). All the components
of a satellite can be specified in terms of material and shapes, and simulations are performed
at structural and thermal levels to predict the level of disintegration on a given re-entry
orbit. This issue drives C. Bonnal to recommend, in (Bonnal et al., 2013), an Active Debris
Removal (ADR) scenario with a controlled target trajectory, instead of a simple uncontrolled
re-entry.

1.1.2 Potential technical solutions

The emphasis is now put on the technical solutions that allows to safely deorbit a space debris.
Some of them provide remote effects or direct efforts in the common goal to lower the debris
altitude and drive it to a re-entry trajectory that will consume it entirely. A major difference
must also be made between the deorbitation concepts and the capture devices requiring a

http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/newsletter/pdfs/ODQNv20i1-2.pdf
http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/newsletter/pdfs/ODQNv20i1-2.pdf
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physical contact. In the sequel, the term “non-cooperative” means that the capture must
be performed for tumbling objects without any visual marker nor grappling fixtures (Bonnal
et al., 2013).

Deorbitation devices Among the many solutions proposed in the literature, they first
differ by the way they act on the debris. The choice is made here to present the ground-
based concepts and the on-orbit ones as two different families.

Figure 1.3: Laser Orbital Debris Removal
(LODR) concept by C. Phipps.
Source: (Phipps, 2014)

• From ground: As mentioned earlier
with the Chinese satellite breakup, an Anti-
SATellite weapon (ASAT) missile could be
launched directly from the ground to inter-
cept and destroy a space debris. This idea is
obviously left aside for ADR missions since
it only dismantle a big debris into smaller
pieces and does not solve their threat.
Another remote action is possible through
the laser ablation technology presented by
(Phipps et al., 1996). It consists in hitting
the debris with a high-energy pulsed laser in
order to locally ablate material, as shown in
Figure 1.3. The resulting jet of plasma creates an impulse force on the debris by the reaction
principle. This approach remains only effective in a short amount of time for the smallest
debris (<10 cm), but can also be considered to slightly lower the altitude of massive debris
in order to reduce the threat they represent on crowded orbits.

• On-orbit: Due to the hazardous re-entry of a debris treated from the ground, most of
actual concepts turn to on-orbit scenarios. Again, both kind of devices are encountered to
exert a force on the debris, with or without contact.

– Contactless: As a variant of the previous idea, space-based lasers are proposed in
(Schall, 1998) and (Phipps, 2014). The main advantages are to avoid the crossing of
the atmosphere and to allow for the use of lasers of lower energy. Instead of creating
the plasma by ablating matter, M. Merino et al. (Merino et al., 2011) proposed to
generate it on board, and then to throw it toward the debris to drive it, as shown in
Figure 1.4a. In the same way, an ESA study proposes to form a foam ball around the
debris by throwing it from the chaser (Andrenucci et al., 2011). It would increase the
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(a) Source: (Wormnes et al., 2013) (b) Source: JAXA

Figure 1.4: Examples of on-orbit deorbitation methods with and without contact.
(a) Ion beam thrown toward a debris; (b) Concept of an electrodynamic tether.

surface to mass ratio of the debris, and consequently improve the drag effect to lower
its altitude.
Other contactless concepts focus on magnet-based actuators embedded on a chaser
to move the debris with the induced Eddy currents (Ortiz Gómez et al., 2016). In
addition to the small forces applied, this approach requires a very accurate formation
flight between the chaser and the target (Fabacher et al., 2015).

– Contact: Concerning the devices which need a physical contact with the debris, one
can find electrodynamic tethers, solar sails or even deorbiting kits with a small engine
(Bonnal et al., 2013). The first ones are long wires suspended to the object, and
undergo a drag force due to the Earth magnetic field, which is transmitted to the
debris, as illustrated in Figure 1.4b. A thorough overview to assess the pros and cons
is given in (Pardini et al., 2009), where the probability of impact with small orbiting
debris is evaluated for these appendages spreading over many kilometers. To give an
idea, in 1996, the French satellite Cerise lost its mast of only 3 m by a collision with
an orbiting debris (Alby et al., 2007). Eventually, the last option with a deorbiting kit
would be the best solution for a controlled re-entry (Couzin et al., 2013). Nevertheless,
the kit itself is much heavier than the tether solution, since it contains a rocket with
its propulsion and can reach hundreds of kilograms.
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(a) Source: (Wormnes et al., 2013) (b) Source: ESA - eDeorbit

Figure 1.5: Most promising methods to capture a debris.
(a) Pulling technology with a net grasping; (b) Pushing technology with a clamping mecha-
nism.

As a conclusion about the deorbitation technologies, some of them appear more suited for
small debris, like the laser ablation or the foam expansion, and others are more effective for
big debris, like the electrodynamic tethers or the deorbiting kits. For the latter, a capture is
necessary to append the kit on the debris.

Capture devices Again, many solutions are under development, like nets, harpoons or
robotic arms. A survey is provided in (Wormnes et al., 2013) from the ESA point of view.
Pulling technologies using nets and harpoons are emphasized for mono-target scenario. The
chaser would capture only one debris and then pull it toward the Earth to burn with it
(see Figure 1.5a). In a multi-target scenario, solid propulsion deorbiting kits offer a better
compromise since a chaser could embed many of them in a single mission (Castronuovo,
2011). Focusing on this concept, C. Bonnal comes to the conclusion that a robotic arm is the
best compromise to perform both capture and kit fastening (Bonnal et al., 2013). In addition,
this technology is the main option for on-orbit servicing and its Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) is already higher than most of its competitors (NASA, 2010) (see Figure 1.5b).

According to the previous analyses, space robotics emerges as one of the key technology for
active debris removal, as well as the nets and harpoons concepts. The present thesis naturally
builds upon the strengths of the robotic arm solution. In the sequel, a typical mission is
described for such a capture mechanism. Within this description, the parts addressed by this
thesis are highlighted. A review of the past and current robotic missions for both on-orbit
servicing and debris capture is also provided to enhance the remaining fields of improvement
for these technologies.
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(a) Source: (Diftler et al., 2011)

(b) Source: (Fuchs et al., 2009)

Figure 1.6: Most advanced project of humanoid robotics in space.
(a) Robonaut2 project from NASA and General Electric ; (b) Rollin’Justin from the DLR.

1.2 On-Orbit Space Robotics

The latest developments about all the fields of space robotics can be found in the surveys
of K. Yoshida in (Yoshida, 2009), of L. Pedersen et al. in (Pedersen et al., 2003), or in
the more technical paper of A. Flores-Abad et al. in (Flores-Abad et al., 2014). Apart
from the in-space technologies, they also go deeply into mobile robotics, covering the vast
fields of robotic motion on-ground, perception, image analysis, path planning in an a priori
unknown environment, etc. Impressive humanoid robots are also being developed to help
and replace astronauts in hazardous operating conditions. The more advanced ones are
the American Robonaut2, which was already sent on the ISS (Diftler et al., 2011), and the
German Rollin’Justin (Fuchs et al., 2009). They are respectively illustrated in Figure 1.6a
and Figure 1.6b.

In the present work, the stress is put on the projects including robotic arms embedded on
a spacecraft to capture cooperative or non-cooperative objects. This last point split the
fields of application into two main branches: the on-orbit servicing and the active removal
of massive debris. They both ask for similar technologies, but the main difference lies in the
nature of the object to catch: for the debris removal issue, no handle or visual marker are
present during capture, and the object can be rotating at high rates. The capabilities of the
involved technologies have already been demonstrated on servicing scenarios, but remains an
open question in the case of the on-orbit capture of a tumbling debris.

Many other missions followed the pioneering era of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator Sys-
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tem (SRMS), the Canadian robotic arm embedded on the Space Shuttle in the 80’s and
nicknamed Canadarm. To name but a few, the Canadarm allowed to capture the famous
Hubble telescope for repairs in the early 90’s, the Japanese space agency Japan Aerospace
eXploration Agency (JAXA) demonstrated a collaborative capture with the Engineering Test
Satellite (ETS)-VII project in 1997, and the Americans performed autonomous rendezvous
and semi-autonomous capture and berthing with the Orbital Express (OE) mission in 2006.
They are presented into more details through the next sections to draw a brief overview of
the maturity of actual technologies.

1.2.1 Typical mission scenario

The sequence of events usually performed for an autonomous rendezvous and capture is well
described in (NASA, 2010) for servicing, and in (Rekleitis et al., 2007; Bonnal et al., 2013)
for debris removal. To summarize, the mission has the following steps:

1. Long-Range Rendezvous: from 25 km to 300 m from the target (see Figure 1.7a);

2. Short-Range Rendezvous: from 300 m to 50 m (see Figure 1.7b);

3. Fly Around & Data acquisition: estimation and propagation of the target dynamics1,
path planning for the capture (see Figure 1.7c);

4. Capture: deployment of the capture mechanism, interception trajectory, and mechani-
cal interfacing with the target; (see Figure 1.7d);

5. Post-Capture: de-tumbling and securing of the composite system (chaser+target),
berthing to release the load on the capture mechanism (see Figure 1.7e);

6. Service Operations: refueling or unit change for servicing, or fixation of a deorbitation
kit for ADR (depending on the strategy) (see Figure 1.7f);

7. Final Step: release for servicing, or deorbitation for ADR.

More details about the mission profile are available through (Castronuovo, 2011; Guariniello
et al., 2011) from the debris removal point of view. One key point, which is still undergoing
intensive tests, is the choice of the point of capture on the debris. Since the target does not
possess any handle, the focus is set on common features, like the launcher ring or on the
nozzle of the apogee kick motor. The first one is common to any satellite and its counterpart
is also present on the orbiting rocket upper stages, making it more attractive to capture these

1See (Persson, 2015) for an innovative approach based on Kalman filtering
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Long Range (25km - 300m)

(a) Long-Range Rendezvous

Short Range (>300m)

(b) Short-Range Rendezvous

Observation & Planning (~50m)

(c) Fly Around

Mechanical Interfacing

(d) Capture

De-tumbling & Berthing

(e) Post-Capture

Servicing or Removal Operation

(f) Service Operations

Figure 1.7: Typical servicing/debris removal mission profile

two types of debris with the same system (Castronuovo, 2011; Obermark et al., 2007). The
second one is most common for geostationary satellites, since they need an extra impulse to
reach their final orbit. The nozzle provides a feature strongly enough to dock on it and then
manipulate the whole spacecraft through it (Yoshida and Nakanishi, 2003; Boge et al., 2010).

1.2.2 Past missions overview

Among the few missions mentioned above, the three main ones involved a robotic capture
with different levels of autonomy. A full description of each mission achievements regarding
this autonomy and the task performed by the robotic arms is done in (Rekleitis et al., 2007).
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Figure 1.8: Human-like structure of the Canadarm (6 joints). Source: (Aikenhead et al.,
1983)

The next paragraphs illustrate especially the robotic tasks performed during these missions,
and do not extend to other interesting aspects, like the autonomous rendezvous. Indeed, this
issue has already been demonstrated and is common for projects like the Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV) by ESA (Wikipedia, 2013a), or the H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) by JAXA
(Wikipedia, 2013b). Conversely, space robotics are still under advanced developments to
increase their autonomy level. The Canadian robotic arm embedded on the Space Shuttle is
presented first, then the contributions of the Japanese mission ETS-VII and of the American
one Orbital Express are emphasized. For each of them, illustration are provided in Figure 1.9.

1.2.2.1 Canadian SRMS

Manually controlled robotic arm.
This arm was designed by a Canadian company called SPAR Aerospace at that time, and
whose robotic division is now part of theMacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) group.
The arm was 15 meters long and had a structure similar to a human arm with a shoulder,
a forearm, an elbow, an arm and a wrist, as illustrated in Figure 1.8. The two main beams
were, respectively, around 6 and 7 meters long for a total mass of 450 kg (Aikenhead et al.,
1983). Flexibility was a strong issue to control this arm because the first flexible mode fre-
quencies were very low.

Reviews of its main missions are done in (Sachdev, 1986; Hiltz et al., 2001). Among the most
important ones, the Canadarm used to inspect the thermal protection system of the Space
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Shuttle before the atmospheric re-entry. In some cases, it reveals critical for the mission
success and for the crew safety. For instance, it allowed to clean a venting port blocked with
ice on the 41-D mission in 1984, and it regularly offered a safe base to maintain the astronaut
during EVA.

In a nutshell, the Canadarm was the first space robotic arm and proved to be essential to
carry out many tasks, from the repairing of malfunctioning satellites, to the inspection of the
Space Shuttle itself, and even for the assembly of multi-pieces structures. But this arm was
controlled by the astronauts on-orbit, and did not offer any autonomy.

1.2.2.2 Japanese ETS-VII

Semi-autonomous robotic capture of a cooperative target.
In the late 90’s, the Japanese space agency, called at that time the NAtional Space Devel-
opment Agency (NASDA), performed a visionary mission with the ETS-VII project. Based
on two satellites, a chaser Hikoboshi of 2.5 tons and a target Orihime2 of 0.4 t, autonomous
rendezvous and docking were carried out, including also robotic captures (Kasai et al., 1999).
During the operations, the ground teleoperated the arm with a time delay of 6 to 7 seconds,
thanks to relay satellites in geostationary orbit.

At the robotic level, the Toshiba Co. company designed its 6 Degree-of-Freedom (DoF)
manipulator, with a mass of 45 kg, a span of 2 m and a power consumption of 80 W. It
demonstrated a robotic release of the target with a relative motion of 1 mm/s in translation
and 0.01◦/s in rotation (Inaba and Oda, 2000). Thanks to the onboard image processing and
the handle marker on the target, the robotic arm was remotely controlled to re-capture it
from the ground. A coordinated control was designed to perform the required robotic motion,
while compensating for the large disturbances induced on the spacecraft (Oda, 1996, 1999).
A simplified feedforward compensation was used by approximating the angular momentum
transfer from the arm to the base (Oda, 1994).

It is worth reminding that this experiment was the first in history to perform an autonomous
rendezvous in short-range, a refueling and an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) transfer in
semi-autonomous mode. The robotic arm was manipulated from the ground with semi-
autonomous tasks, like “Move from point A to point B", or fully manually by driving its
end-effector with joysticks (Kasai et al., 1999).

2From the names of a prince and a princess in a Japanese legend (Yoshida, 2009).
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1.2.2.3 American Orbital Express

Autonomous capture of a cooperative target.
The last servicing demonstration took place with the Orbital Express (OE) mission sponsored
by the American Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). It consisted of two
satellites, the chaser of 1.1 t called Autonomous Space Transport Robotic Orbiter (ASTRO),
and the target of 0.2 t named Next generation Satellite (NextSat). The first one was equipped
with a 6 DoF robotic arm designed by MDA, with a mass of 71 kg, a span of 3.3 m and a
power consumption of 131 W. It was able to capture and service the target, to perform a
refueling and a battery and ORU replacements (Friend, 2008).

The mission demonstrated many autonomous rendezvous and docking, even for far-range
scenarios (>5 km), and performed autonomous captures with the robotic arm. The docking
mechanism was a brand new concept developed in (Timmons and Ringelberg, 2008; Stamm
and Motaghedi, 2004).

The robotic arm was once again mainly designed to perform the servicing tasks, and in few
scenarios to capture and lead the target for a safe berthing. This was the first time that a
fully autonomous capture by a robotic arm took place in space. But the object was a
cooperative spacecraft with visual markers and a fixed attitude.

The next section presents the robotic arms operating in space, and the missions under de-
velopment which aim at demonstrating a non-cooperative capture.

1.2.3 Current and future missions

As mentioned above, the space robotics has one of the highest TRL among the servicing or
debris removal technologies. The past missions described earlier demonstrated their benefits
and many robotic arms are still in operation on the ISS. Moreover, some missions around
the world are pushing further these fields of research to enforce for rendezvous and capture
of non-cooperative objects in the coming years. A review of the actual robotic arms aboard
the ISS is first made, and the main missions in preparation for debris removal or servicing
are exposed. Again, some illustrations of the spacecraft concepts are given in Figure 1.9.
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(a) Canadarm & Space Shuttle. Source:
NASA

(b) ETS-VII mission. Source: JAXA

(c) Orbital Express mission. Source: DARPA (d) DEXTRE robotic arm. Source: NASA

(e) TECSAS/DEOS mission. Source: DLR (f) Phœnix mission. Source: DARPA

Figure 1.9: Most significant space robotics missions for servicing/debris removal
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of the main space robotic arms

Name Base DoF Length Mass Power Year Control

Canadarm3 Space Shuttle (68.6 t) 6 15.2 m 450 kg 1,000 W 1980 Manual

Canadarm24 ISS (400 t) 7 17.6 m 1,800 kg 435 W 2006 Manual

Dextre5 ISS 15 2×3.5 m 1,662 kg 600 W 2008 Manual

JEMRMS6 ISS 12 12.2 m 970 kg - 2008 Manual

ERA7 ISS 7 11.3 m 630 kg 475 W 2017? Manual

ETS-VII8 Hikoboshi (2.5 t) 6 2.0 m 45 kg 80 W 1997 Ground

OE9 ASTRO (1.1 t) 6 3.3 m 71 kg 131 W 2006 Autonomous

DEOS10 Servicer (0.79 t) 7 3.2 m 40.5 kg 100 W 2018? Autonomous

1.2.3.1 Robotic arms aboard the ISS

Among the most famous robotic arm brought up to the ISS, one can find the Canadarm2, its
extension Dextre, the Japanese Experiment Module Remote Manipulator System (JEMRMS)
as part of the Japanese module, the two Russian cranes Strela and the European Robotic
Arm (ERA), about to be launched next year. Their main characteristics in terms of DoF or
mass and span have been compiled in Table 1.1.

It is worth noticing the difference in dimension between these arms and the ones embedded
in the previous missions. They are designed to carry huge loads on long distance when
assembling modules, so they result in heavy structures and long span. Moreover, since the
ISS is an extremely massive base compared to them, they do not impact much its attitude
when moving and their inertia is not a concern.

On the contrary, when the mass ratio between the arm and the base is more critical, the
attitude control of the spacecraft is much more challenging. This is why the robotic arms of
ETS-VII or OE were much lighter.

3(Aikenhead et al., 1983)
4http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/structure/elements/mss.html
5https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/structure/elements/dextre.html
6http://iss.jaxa.jp/en/kibo/about/kibo/rms/
7http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/International_Space_Station/European_Robotic_Arm
8https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/e/ets-vii
9http://www.slideserve.com/patsy/orbital-express-a-new-chapter-in-space

10(Rank et al., 2011)

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/structure/elements/mss.html
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/structure/elements/dextre.html
http://iss.jaxa.jp/en/kibo/about/kibo/rms/
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/International_Space_Station/European_Robotic_Arm
https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/e/ets-vii
http://www.slideserve.com/patsy/orbital-express-a-new-chapter-in-space
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1.2.3.2 Missions to come

Two main missions are supposed to be launched in the upcoming years: the German project
for debris removal with DEutsche Orbitale Servicing mission (DEOS), and the American
Phœnix.

The first one is illustrated in Figure 1.9e and is also built on the idea of a common launch
with both the chaser and target. This project was originally called TEChnology SAtellites for
demonstration and verification of Space systems (TECSAS) and was a cooperation between
the German, Canadian and Russian space agencies (Martin et al., 2005; Flores-Abad et al.,
2014). Unfortunately, it suffered reorientations from its involved members in 2006, such that
Deutsches zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) decided to take the lead alone and came
up with the DEOS project since 200911. Its main goal is now to demonstrate an autonomous
rendezvous, fly-around, capture and stabilization of a non-cooperative debris (Reintsema
et al., 2010). The DLR agency already demonstrated a great expertise in space robotics with
the RObot Komponent Verification on ISS (ROKVISS) project embedded on the Russian
module of the ISS (Hirzinger et al., 2004). Moreover, most of the developed technologies are
also jointly used for the servicing project Orbital Life Extension Vehicle (OLEV), providing
life extension for geostationary satellites. The DLR also validates intensively its technologies
on the ground with the state-of-the-art robotic testbench European Proximity Operations
Simulator (EPOS) wich allows for Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) experiments and rendezvous
scenarios with satellite mockups (Boge et al., 2010; Boge and Ma, 2011).

The second mission of interest leans more toward on-orbit servicing, but it will push further
many common technologies, like the robotic manipulation or the image processing. The
Phœnix mission is built upon the legacy of two former missions. The original program was
the Spacecraft for the Unmanned Modification of Orbits (SUMO), initiated in 2002 to capture
and service malfunctioning satellites in geostationary orbits, and not initially designed for
servicing purposes. Then followed the Front-end Robotics Enabling Near-term Demonstration
(FREND) project as part of the SUMO program, one of whose main contributions was the
design of a multi-purpose arm, used on the last Phœnix mission (Obermark et al., 2007).
The advances of the image processing paved the way for an autonomous capture of non-
cooperative objects at low tumbling rate (Flores-Abad et al., 2014). On the actual design of
the Phœnix mission, three arms are embedded on the servicer: two of them service the target,
and the third one is dedicated to image acquisition and processing allowing for much more

11http://www.dlr.de/rmc/rm/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3825/5963_read-8759/

http://www.dlr.de/rmc/rm/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3825/5963_read-8759/
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Figure 4.4 – Notional Mission Suite Coverage of the Servicing Study Trade Space – The notional missions were designed to 

cover every area of the diagram so that we can sample a range of trade space possibilities.  

Figure 4.3 – Servicing Study Trade Space Regions Covered by Historical Missions – This graphic summarizes the regions of 

the trade space diagram that have been sampled already (historical) or are yet to be sampled (unsampled). 
Figure 1.10: Balance between fulfilled and remaining challenges for on-orbit servicing.
Source: NASA (NASA, 2010)

flexibility during the operations. The arms are direct evolutions of the FREND program. One
improvement is the design of new tools used at the end-effector and above all the capacity
to change autonomously the tool to perform multiple tasks with the same arm (Sullivan
et al., 2015). Even if this last project is conducted in the scope of on-orbit servicing, its
demonstration will create strong assets for space robotics, especially useful in the future
debris removal missions.

1.3 Remaining Challenges

As a conclusion, this introductory part has presented the most promising technologies for
active debris removal and on-orbit servicing. First, the orbiting space debris have been clas-
sified according to their size, their orbit, and their probability of collision. This ranking has
allowed to exhibit a priority list for future removal missions, and to adapt the mission plan
depending on the deorbitation method and the number of objects to treat.

Indeed, many concepts were presented to deorbit them, from the ground-based lasers to the
capture devices. Nowadays, the two most promising technologies are the robotic arms and
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the nets. Both emerge as the best compromises for the active debris removal, considering
their maturity, their related risks, and the advantages they have. The focus has been mainly
put on the space robotics, because of its versatility for servicing as well and its promising
developments on the upcoming missions. A clear overview of the accomplished and remaining
challenges is given in Figure 1.10 from the servicing standpoint.

The present introduction has also shown how autonomous rendezvous, fly-around and dock-
ing have been performed in the past. In addition, the robotic captures were mainly achieved
by astronauts or by tele-operation, and always with cooperative targets. Therefore, an au-
tonomous capture with a non-cooperative object is still an open problem and fuel the current
researches. Such debris must be captured with tumbling rates of a few degrees per second
(Lampariello, 2013; Bonnal et al., 2013), and most often without any visual marker nor grap-
pling fixtures (Inaba and Oda, 2000; Friend, 2008). These last points are intensive axes of
research, along with the flexible behavior of such manipulators. Indeed, their structure is
optimized to minimize as much as possible the global mass at launch. These lightweight arms
exhibit very low frequency modes, that can severely degrade the controller performances.

Going further in the technical details, the next chapter brings an overview of the current
research topics on the modeling and control of such systems. Based on this critical analysis
of the literature, the research objectives and the expected contributions of the thesis are
given.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This thesis aims at studying the modeling and the control of a space robot. The name
“space robot” denotes a system composed of a “base” on which a “robotic manipulator” is
embedded. The base includes all the usual components of a spacecraft: a rigid central body,
with some appendages, like solar panels and antennas, and with an Attitude and Orbital
Control System (AOCS), including actuators and sensors. The robot itself is a system of
connected and actuated bodies. It can be modeled by either rigid or flexible segments, and
its joints have commonly one degree of freedom.

Therefore, the following review mixes both spacecraft and robotics theories. The emphasis is
put first on the modeling and control of fixed-base robots with flexible members. Secondly,
spacecraft dynamics is quickly covered to focus more on the modeling and control of space
robots. In both sections, the usual control schemes and control strategies are also introduced.
A section follows to address more specifically the guidance of a space robot aiming at cap-
turing a tumbling debris. Then, the controller synthesis and analysis are developed for the
purpose of flexible systems and for robust synthesis. Finally, the last part reviews the current
means of validation and testing for space robotics.

2.1 Fixed-Base Robotics

Fixed-base robots are already thoroughly covered through reference books like (Spong et al.,
2006; Craig, 1989; Featherstone, 2008). Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement in
research avenues, such as flexible modeling, obstacle avoidance or localization and mapping
(Garcia et al., 2007). For example, service robotics is perceived as a high potential applica-
tion in the near future, while medical robots are already employed 1. It is worth recalling
that many of them have their technical roots in space robotics, in terms of high dexterity ef-
fectors and vibration reductions 2. The present section gives the key references for fixed-base
robotics, with a focus on flexible modeling and control. This last point is crucial for space
manipulators due to their extreme slenderness and lightness.

For both sections on rigid and flexible robotics, the modeling is covered through the kine-
matics, kinetics, dynamics and simulation aspects.

1http://mdacorporation.com/isg/robotics-automation/commercial-systems/medical
2http://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/canadarm/robotic.asp

http://mdacorporation.com/isg/robotics-automation/commercial-systems/medical
http://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/canadarm/robotic.asp
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2.1.1 Rigid modeling & control

Rigid robots consists in the interconnection of rigid bodies. Their description is readily
obtained by applying the corresponding constraints of motion on their free kinetics and
dynamics.

Kinematics Rigid kinematics was firstly based on the Denavit Hartenberg (DH) param-
eters (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955). Four scalar quantities per segment are sufficient to
fully describe the position and attitude of any point along the robotic arm. Using the DH
formalism, transformation matrices are defined to express the local coordinates of a point in
the inertial frame, linked to the base. This is mainly used to express the end-effector posi-
tion. Unfortunately, these parameters turned to be ambiguous when dealing with tree-type
systems (Khalil, 2010). Modified Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters were thus introduced
to overcome this limitation by W. Khalil and J. F. Kleinfinger in (Khalil and Kleinfinger,
1986). A similar set of four parameters is proposed to build the transformations by a different
sequence of rotations and translations.

Among these parameters, three are constant for a one degree-of-freedom segment (i.e., allowed
to move along only one direction). The variable ones form the arm configuration, denoted
q ∈ Rn with n being the number of rigid DoF. In this case, it is also equal to the number
of segments. With this notation, the kinematic relation giving the end-effector position and
attitude w.r.t. the inertial frame reads:

xE = f(q) (2.1)

Kinetics When deriving this kinematic relation w.r.t. time, the angular and linear speeds
of this point are obtained and merged into the twist t. The Jacobian matrix of the manip-
ulator Jm comes out to express the end-effector twist as:

tE = Jm(q) q̇ (2.2)

This Jacobian matrix depends only on the arm configuration q. When it looses its full rank,
the corresponding configuration is called a kinematic singularity (Craig, 1989; Spong et al.,
2006). For a fixed-based manipulator, these configurations occur when two axes of rotation
are aligned, or when the workspace boundary is reached. It means that the effector can no
longer move along the directions corresponding to the zero singular values of the Jacobian.
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Dynamics The previous kinetic relation can be applied for the segments Center of Mass
(CoM). Their position and speed are expressed in terms of the arm configuration, in or-
der to derive the global kinetic energy or the segment accelerations. The dynamics of the
manipulator can be obtained by two main approaches (Spong et al., 2006).

• Local: The free dynamic equations of each segment are used in the local approach.
The constraints of motion are then applied to take into account that each body is
interacting with its direct neighbors. This approach is called Newton-Euler, because the
translational dynamics is given by the classic Newton laws, and the rotational ones by
the Euler equation. Using the arm configuration and its time derivatives, the position,
speed and acceleration of the segment CoM are computed to derive the resulting efforts
applied along its axis of motion. For each segment, the dynamic equation reads:

∀i = 1 . . . n, Mi

 v̇i
ω̇i

+ hi(vi,ωi) =
 fi

ni

 (2.3)

with (vi,ωi) the segment linear and angular velocities at a given reference point, Mi

the segment mass matrix, hi the vector of nonlinear efforts (or Coriolis and centrifugal
vector), and (fi,ni) the forces and torques applied on it. The corresponding generalized
effort τi is obtained by extracting from (fi,ni) the resulting effort applied along the axis
of motion.
• Global: The manipulator is now considered as a whole. By iterating on each segment,

the kinetic and potential energies are computed to derive the global Lagrangian. The
corresponding Lagrangian equations are then derived by considering the previous DH
parameters qr as generalized coordinates. Similar for most mechanical systems (Spong
et al., 2006; Craig, 1989), the closed-form equation of motion is usually written as:

Dr(qr) q̈r + hr(qr , q̇r) = τ r (2.4)

with Dr(qr) the global mass matrix, hr(qr , q̇r) the global vector of nonlinear effects,
and τ r the generalized efforts (i.e., force/torque depending on the joint type).

The previous dynamic schemes are used in two ways: inverse and forward dynamics. Inverse
dynamics computes the joint efforts τ r resulting from a given arm configuration (qr , q̇r , q̈r).
For example, it may be used for open-loop control, by computing the efforts to apply at the
joints, τ des, in order to produce a desired trajectory, given by (qdes, q̇des, q̈des). On the other
hand, forward dynamics is used to compute the resulting accelerations q̈r when some given
efforts τ r are applied. To do this, they need to invert the global mass matrix and appeal to
sophisticated simulation schemes.
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Simulation Efficient recursive algorithms are proposed for the Newton-Euler approach in
(Walker and Orin, 1982), and for the Lagrangian one in (Hollerbach, 1980). They reach
similar O(n) computational complexity, varying thus linearly with the number of segments.
But the recursive Newton-Euler scheme proved to be more popular than the Lagrangian one,
because it was slightly more efficient in terms of multiplications according to (Featherstone
and Orin, 2000). The main Newton-Euler methods are summarized in (Featherstone, 2008).
Among them, one finds the Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm (RNEA) for inverse dynamics,
the Composite Rigid Body Algorithm (CRBA) for computing the global mass matrix, and
the Articulated-Body Algorithm (ABA) for forward dynamics.

Already mentioned above, the first one is built upon a recursive computation of the general-
ized efforts τ , by using explicitly the internal efforts. Presented in (Walker and Orin, 1982),
the starting point of CRBA is to notice that an inverse dynamics algorithm InvDyn(q, q̇, q̈)
can be used to efficiently obtain the mass matrix. Indeed, the nonlinear effects are quadratic
in the generalized speeds (Spong et al., 2006), such that the ith column of the mass matrix is
given by InvDyn(q,0, ei), denoting by ei the ith basis vector. More physical meaning is given
in (Featherstone and Orin, 2000), showing that the algorithm actually evaluates recursively
the inertia matrix of a composite system rooted at the current joint. This system is made
of the rigidly connected subsegments emerging from this joint. Finally, the ABA algorithm
developed by R. Featherstone is one of the most efficient methods for forward dynamics.
Without the need to compute the whole mass matrix, it only inverts a reduced inertia matrix
for each joint, resulting in a linear O(n) complexity.

A similar approach is brought by the Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement (DeNOC)
algorithm. Originally, J. Angeles and S. K. Lee introduced the Natural Orthogonal Comple-
ment (NOC) method to eliminate the internal efforts from the equations of free dynamics
(Angeles and Lee, 1988). Based on the Kane’s formulation (Parsa, 2007), it reduces the 6n
equations of motion for free rigid bodies to only n. Indeed, since the segments are constrained
to translate/rotate only along their joint axis, the linear dependency between twists and joint
speeds in (2.2) is extended to every segment’s CoM. Gathering these twists and speeds into
t and q̇, this relation is extended as follows:

t = N(q) q̇ (2.5)

with N ∈ R6n×n. The equations of motion are then reduced by pre-multiplying them by
N, in the form of Kane’s equations. S. K. Saha pushed further the NOC approach by
expressing N as the product of two matrices: N = Nl Nd, where Nl ∈ R6n×6n is a lower
triangular matrix, and Nd ∈ R6n×n is a block diagonal matrix. This decomposition leads to
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the DeNOC algorithm and provides analytical and compact expressions for the manipulator
dynamics (Saha, 1999). The mass matrix is obtained in the same way as the CRBA (Saha,
1997). A Recursive Gaussian Elimination (RGE) is even proposed to invert the manipulator
mass matrix without the need to compute it explicitly. In that sense, forward dynamics is
solved in a same way as the ABA algorithm does. All steps are detailed for rigid bodies
through (Mohan and Saha, 2007), and a state-of-the-art about the DeNOC applications is
available in (Saha et al., 2013). One of its major advantages lies in its immediate extension
to flexible segments, as explained in the following.

Alternative approaches are also presented in the literature. G. Rodriguez reveals an interest-
ing analogy between the rigid forward dynamics and the Kalman filtering, and Bryson-Frazier
smoothing equations all together (Rodriguez, 1987). He pushes further the idea by building
the Spatial Operator Algebra for modeling, control and even path planning of rigid manipu-
lators (Rodriguez et al., 1991). An operational-space model is also proposed by O. Khatib
in (Khatib, 1987), in order to explicit the dynamics w.r.t. the cartesian coordinates of the
effector. This approach is very straightforward to derive a cartesian path planning.

Control The control of robotic arms may be classified into the usual linear and nonlinear
methods. Starting with the most simple scheme, one can use mere Proportional-Derivative
(PD) controllers at each joint (Kawamura et al., 1988). It is shown how the Derivative action
can always be set high enough to track any reference trajectory, but at the expense of high
command levels. The main advantage of these methods is their low computational cost, while
the main drawback is the inevitable drop in performance, due to the limited capabilities of
the actuators. For example, H∞ methodology is a widespread tool to tune linear controllers.
It is given in more details into Section 2.4, dedicated to control.

Regarding the nonlinear approach, classic controllers are given by the transposed and inverse
Jacobian schemes (Craig, 1989). They are illustrated, respectively, in Figure 2.1a and Fi-
gure 2.1b. In both schemes, the reference signal is directly the desired effector trajectory. In
order to avoid kinematic computations inside the feedback loop, it is far better to provide
inertial measurements of the effector position. For example, a ground-based camera is a
common sensor for this kind of scheme (Umetani and Yoshida, 1989a). As mentioned above,
the Jacobian matrix is configuration-dependent and has to be updated as the robotic arm is
moving. To do this, efficient algorithms are given in (Spong et al., 2006).

Another classic scheme is the computed-torque control, which is nothing more than a feedback
linearization from the point of view of nonlinear control theory (Khalil, 2001). It decouples
the manipulator dynamics by using the inverse dynamics problem in (2.4), and then uses
a classic PD or Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller on the independent states.
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Figure 2.1: Jacobian-based control for fixed-base robots;
(a) Transposed Jacobian structure; (b) Inverse Jacobian structure.

A real-time implementation is proposed in (Khosla and Kanade, 1989), and compares with
the performances of the previous PD controllers for two computed-torque implementations:
one with the Coriolis and centrifugal terms, and another one without them. It turns out
that these terms are necessary to reach a good trajectory tracking, but that the required
command often reaches the saturation level.

Finally, a last method of control which is worth mentioning is the Operational Space For-
mulation developed by O. Khatib. Based on the effector dynamics in the cartesian space,
hybrid force/motion control is proposed to ensure a constrained tool motion when a contact
has to be maintained with the environment (Khatib, 1987). D. N. Nenchev goes further in
(Nenchev, 2013), by using the Reaction Null Space control method to perform a force/motion
control less sensitive to the kinematic singularities. This method is described in more detail
through the space robot section.

Reminding that the final goal of the thesis is to model and to control lightweight space robots,
the flexible counterparts of the previous methods are presented in the next section. Emphasis
is given to the flexible extension of rigid modeling techniques and to the new issues arising
to control these flexible manipulators.
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(a) Source: (De Luca and Book, 2008)
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the closed-loop error e(t) = O(t ) - ()d(t) sat isfies t hc second arder differential 
equation 

Je + (B + KD)e + K pe(t ) = -Td(t ) (6.38) 

We note from Equation (6.38) that the characteristic polynomial of the 
closed-loop system is iclentical to Equation (6.19) . However, the system 
(6.38) is now written in t crms of the tracking error :(t ). assum-
ing that the closecl-loop system is stable, the cn:or wlll approach 
zero asymptotically for any clesirecl joint space traJectory 111 the absence of 
clisturbances, that is, if d = O. 

6.5 DRIVE TRAIN DYN AMICS 

In this section we cliscuss in more cletail the problem of joint fiexibility. 
For many manipulators, part icularly those using drives torque 
transmission, the joint flexibility is significant. In add1t10n to flex-
ibility in the gears, joint flexib ility is caused by effects su.ch as. 
bearing cleformation, and compressibili ty of t he hydrauhc fhud 111 hydrauhc 
robots. 

The Harmonic Drive 

Harmonic drives are a type of gcar mcchanism t hat are very popular for use 
in robots due to their low backlash, high torque t ransmission , and compact 
size. 

F igure 6. 19: T he hannonic clrive. The rotat ion ?f t he 
erator meshes the t eeth of the flexspline ancl c1rcular spl111e resultmg 111 
low backlash and high torque t ransmission. (Courtesy of of HD Systems, 
www.hdsi.net.) 

... / 
' 
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A typical drive is shown in Figure 6. 19 and consists of a rigid 
circular spline, a flexible ftexspline , and an ellipt ical wave ge nerator. 
The wave generator is at tached to the actuator and hence is turned at high 
speed by the motor. The circular spline is attached to the load. As the wave 
generator rotates it deforms the flexspline causing a number of teeth of the 
flexspline to mesh with the teeth of the circular spline. The effective gear 
ratio is determined by t he difference in the number of teeth of the flexspline 
and circular spline. 

The low backlash and high torque throughput of the harmonic drive 
results from the relat ive large number of teeth t hat are meshed at any given 
time. However, the principie of t he harmonic clrive relies on the flexibility 
of the fiexspline. This flexibility is the limiting factor to the achievable 
performance in many cases. 

Figure 6.20: Idealized model to represent joint flexibility. The stiffness 
constant k represents the effective torsional stiffness of t he harmonic drive. 

Consider the idealized situation of Figure 6.20 consisting of an actuator 
connected to a load through a torsional spring representing the joint flexi-
bility. For simplicity we take the motor torque u , rather than the armature 
voltage, as input. The equat ions of motion are 

JeBe + BeBe+ k(Oe- Om) O 
l mBm + BmBm- k(Oe - Om) = u 

(6 .39) 
(6.40) 

where Je, 1m are the load and motor inertias , Be and Bm are the load and 
motor damping constants, and u is the input torque applied to the motor 
shaft . T he joint stiffness constant k represents the torsional stiffness of the 
harmonic drive gears. In t he Laplace domain we can write t he above system 

(b) Source: (Spong et al., 2006)

Figure 2.2: Elastic joints of a robotic arm;
(a) Harmonic drive mechanisms; (b) Schematic behavior of in-joint elasticity.

2.1.2 Flexible modeling and control

Flexible systems are not common in industrial robotics, which is usually based on heavy and
stiff segments. Joint flexibility is the main source of concern with the use of gearboxes. The
motion of large payloads or high-speed trajectories can also induce flexible deflections, that
lower performances and may lead to high vibrations if uncontrolled.

For on-orbit systems, and especially embedded flexible manipulators, this issue is even wors-
ened by the segment flexibility. In addition, experiments are not always possible because
of their prohibitive cost or because of the lack of gravity compensation facilities. Their
simulation is thus necessary, but becomes more and more cumbersome as the number of
degrees-of-freedom increase. Indeed, their dynamics lies on high order differential equations.
An introductory work is given in (Piedboeuf, 1992), while A. A. Shabana in (Shabana, 1997)
and S. K. Dwivedy and P. Eberhard in (Dwivedy and Eberhard, 2006) propose two thorough
reviews on the field. Eventually, A. De Luca also presents a control-oriented state of the art
in (De Luca and Book, 2008).

To distinguish both sources of deformation, the torsional joint deflection is usually called
elasticity, while flexibility rather stands for the segment one (Piedboeuf, 1992).

In-joint elasticity As emphasized in (Flores-Abad et al., 2014), revolute joints often con-
tain a harmonic drive gearbox. Thanks to a coaxial assembly, it increases the torque capacity
while remaining very compact. The motor shafts also have to endure high inertia when sub-
segments are moving at high speed or when a load is grasped by the end-effector. It creates
a torsional effect which generates joint oscillations around the desired angle. A common
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Figure 2.3: Flexible links of a robotic arm;
(a) Lumped flexibilities with virtual joints; (b) Assumed modes method with distributed
flexibility.

modeling approach is to introduce a passive joint with a torsional spring of relatively low
stiffness (Nicosia et al., 1981; Spong, 1992). An example of the joint mechanisms and the
corresponding flexible model are given in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. Control issues for this type
of in-joint flexibility has been widely addressed in the literature (Spong et al., 2006; De
Luca and Book, 2008). The use of PD controllers is investigated and the control scheme is
improved by feeding back the motor angle and velocity instead of the link ones.

Segment flexibility For the modeling of long flexible segments, many different approaches
exist and are well summarized through (Dwivedy and Eberhard, 2006). One simple but
effective idea is to cut them into many rigid sub-segments driven by virtual passive joints, as
shown in Figure 2.3a. Many names are given to this model, like the fictitious joint approach
(Alazard and Chrétien, 1992) or the finite segment approach (Shabana, 1997). Since the same
techniques presented above can be used for the rigid-body modeling, it reduces drastically
the computational burden in simulation. Still, proper values of stiffness and damping for the
passive joints have to be used, using either an energy equivalence (Chrétien et al., 1985) or
an identification with an experimental setup (Yoshikawa and Hosoda, 1991). These models
provide a suitable modal analysis for a preliminary control design, but they require too many
virtual joints to remain valid in simulation.

A more accurate modeling is obtained with the Assumed Mode Method (AMM) illustrated in
Figure 2.3b. The flexible deformation is described by a set of modes, given by the product of
a time amplitude by a spatial function defined over the whole segment. The computation of
these modal shapes is done using different structural beam models (Timoshenko, 1955). The
corresponding Partial Differential Equation (PDE) to compute the eigenfunctions describing
each mode are gathered in (Meirovitch, 2001). The most common one is the Euler-Bernoulli
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model governing the dynamics of a slender beam. Transverse shear and rotary inertias are
neglected, and the beam section is supposed to remain planar and orthogonal to the main
axis (Piedboeuf, 1992). Since the sub-segments have non-negligible masses and inertias, the
clamped-loaded boundary conditions must be used instead of clamped-free ones (Oakley
and Cannon, 1989; De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). A more precise and intricate model is also
available through the Timoshenko beam theory, if one needs to account for shear deformation
and structural visco-elasticity (Loudini et al., 2006).

A comparison is given in (Alazard and Chrétien, 1992) between the fictitious joint approach,
the assumed modes method, and a last one based on assumed polynomial shapes. The
study is carried out on the modeling of a loaded flexible manipulator from a control point
of view. It is shown that the three methods yield similar results concerning the system
modal frequencies but it does not investigate their behavior in simulation. A flexible model
based on polynomials and Rayleigh-Ritz expansion is also proposed in (Nicosia et al., 1996).
The link deformation is approximated by these polynomial expressions and validated on an
experimental setup. Similar works aim at building models for control synthesis. The second
order relations between flexible variables and strain inside the beam are used to build a two
port model in (Murali et al., 2015). Still using polynomials to describe the flexible deflections,
the accelerations and the interaction forces are propagated through each element to build
the linear model of any multi-body structure.

A modeling method is also available for more complex shapes: the Finite Element Method
(FEM). Based on a refined discretization of the beam for an improved accuracy, a great
number of state variables are necessary in simulation. Since the resulting computation time
increases, it rather serves as a reference case to evaluate the validity of a given flexible model
(Dwivedy and Eberhard, 2006). The AMM appears to be a good candidate to serve both in
the control design and in the simulation of flexible elements.

Kinematics/Kinetics Whatever the flexible model, the manipulator kinematics can still
be expressed using the usual 4 × 4 transformation matrices of rigid robotics (Book, 1984).
They are augmented with the flexible deflections, expressed as the summation of modal
shapes. Nevertheless, the influence of the beam bending and torsion must be carefully con-
sidered to update the global rotation matrix and the flexible angular rate (Damaren and
Sharf, 1995). An improved AMM kinematics framework is also proposed in (Oakley and
Cannon, 1989) to account for the link foreshortening when it is bending. Indeed, the classic
AMM assumes that the beam has always the same length.
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Dynamics The derivation of flexible dynamics is mainly based on the Lagrangian equation.
A recursive approach is proposed in (Book, 1984) to compute the speed and acceleration of
any point along a flexible member, and then to build the mass matrix based on the Lagrangian
equations. This recursion also allows for the automatic derivation of dynamic equations,
using symbolic languages (De Luca et al., 1988). A complete example for a planar flexible
manipulator with two segments is given with the AMM in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991),
and with the FEM in (Usoro et al., 1986).

A general mathematical framework is introduced in (Boyer and Glandais, 1999; Boyer et al.,
2010) to derive the flexible kinematics and dynamics by the equilibrium principle rather than
a Lagrangian approach. They come back to the definition of the Eulerian and Lagrangian
formalism to express, respectively, the rigid and flexible motions of a segment. This approach
is similar in every way to the quasi-coordinates concept of L. Meirovitch in (Meirovitch, 1991).
The main idea is still to use the linear and angular speeds to describe the rigid-body motion of
the segment, while the flexible motion is parametrized by the generalized flexible coordinates
(i.e., the mode amplitudes for the AMM approach).

An alternative modeling technique is available through (Vakil et al., 2012). The flexible
behavior of joints and segments is decoupled into two sub-models: one with flexible segments
and rigid joints, and a second with only flexible joints. The work is based on the Lagrangian
equation of a single flexible beam mounted on a moving base. It avoids thus the intricate
computation of the global Lagrangian to derive the closed-form dynamic equation in (2.6).
Unfortunately this method is developed for planar robots only.

In the general case, flexible dynamics is written in the same way using either the AMM or
the FEM:

Df(qf) q̈f + hf(qf , q̇f) + Bf q̇f + Kf qf = Q τ r (2.6)

where the subscript “f” denotes the flexible version of previous matrices. The generalized
coordinates qf =

[
q>r δ>

]>
are augmented with the flexible coordinates δ. The mass

matrix Df and the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms hf are both augmented to account
for the flexible dynamics. Finally, Kf and Bf are the flexible stiffness and damping matrix,
and Q is the input matrix.

Simulation An adapted Newton-Euler scheme proves to be very efficient to simulate the
flexible dynamics. Using the dynamic model of a single segment, F. Boyer and P. Coiffet
extend the rigid scheme to flexible elements (Boyer and Coiffet, 1996). They added the
flexible coordinates dynamics to the classic Newton/Euler laws of rigid-body motion. The full
algorithm is available through (Boyer et al., 2010; Benosman et al., 2002). A generalization
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is also proposed for parallel robots in (Briot and Khalil, 2013).

The rigid NOC approach is also generalized for flexible members by Cyril (Cyril, 1988). In
the same way, the DeNOC approach is extended to flexible links by A. Mohan and S. K.
Saha in (Mohan and Saha, 2009). Using the Lagrangian approach, analytical expressions are
derived for the global mass matrix Df and the nonlinear vector hf . The main advantage is
that the Recursive Gaussian Elimination (RGE) technique extends for flexible forward dy-
namics in a straightforward way. It is shown in (Mohan and Saha, 2009) that this algorithm
leads to one of the most efficient solutions to compute the forward dynamics.

One major drawback of these methods is the general formulation of dynamics in terms of
integrals over the whole segment. Indeed, the Lagrangian equations are derived from the
kinetic energy integrated over the whole manipulator. Since time-varying terms appear in
these integrals, they should be updated on-line during the simulation and would increase
greatly the computational burden. A step forward is done by C. Damaren and I. Sharf in
(Damaren and Sharf, 1995) to reduce the dynamic model in a coherent way. Approximate
models are built according to the number of inertial and geometric terms neglected in the
integrals. They are eventually compared in simulation to choose the most relevant terms.

Control The control of flexible manipulators is now reviewed as a conclusion for the sec-
tion on fixed-base robotics. As mentioned earlier, classic PD controllers provides good per-
formance for a collocated feedback, with the motor angle and velocity (Spong et al., 2006).
A good insight into the impedance control of elastic-joint robot is given in (Ott et al., 2008).
Using a joint torque feedback, they develop two controllers for gravity compensation and
impedance control. Both the joint-space control and the cartesian-space one are considered
using the Jacobian matrix. Proofs of system passivity and stability with the gravity com-
pensation are provided for both controllers. They are also validated with the manipulators
of the DLR.

Regarding flexible-link robots, input or command shaping can be used, but the active control
techniques seem more suited to counteract the loss of precision due to the flexible deflections
(De Luca and Book, 2008). One major challenge for these systems is the presence of zeros
in the right half plane, also said to be non-minimum phase. Indeed, the control of the
effector motion with distributed flexibility leads to a non-collocated control scheme (Kwon
and Book, 1994). It is thus impossible to implement a direct inversion in practice, due to
the corresponding unstable terms. To overcome this limitation, approaches based on the
transfer function analysis are introduced in (Kwon and Book, 1994; Benosman et al., 2002).
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Using the linear flexible dynamics, inverse dynamics are solved in the time domain, where
the unstable exponential terms appear clearly. By canceling their value, a stable scheme is
proposed for end-effector trajectory planning. If the loop is closed to perform an input-output
linearization, the controller stability must be carefully investigated (De Luca et al., 1988).
This technique is used to design a nonlinear controller, and it is applied on a planar two-link
robot with in-joint elasticity and link flexibility. They showed the presence of unobservable
states in closed loop. The dynamics of these latter, called sink dynamics, must be studied to
settle whether it would destabilize the system or not.

Considering the system dynamics, flexible models are known to be very large in size. In
order to reduce the controller complexity, a singular perturbation approach is presented in
(Siciliano and Book, 1988). Global flexible dynamics are split between slow rigid modes and
fast flexible ones. A composite controller is proposed with a slow term controlling the rigid
motion, and a fast one compensating for the flexible deflections. Its validity is proven in
simulation on a single flexible link example.

Linear controllers are also investigated in (Oakley and Cannon, 1989). An experimental setup
at the Stanford University is used to validate the controller tuning. A nonlinear estimator
is used to predict the effector location, and to compare it with a reference trajectory. A
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is then synthesized on the resulting error. For trajectory
tracking, this end-point control turns to be much more efficient than a traditional collocated
control with PD joint controller. An alternative approach is proposed in (Krauss, 2006)
with the Transfer Matrix Method. Based on the linear state-space equations, this frequency
domain model is built upon the propagation of static positions and efforts from one end of the
beam to the other. Control-oriented models are derived to perform the controller synthesis,
and a pole-placement optimization is introduced.

As mentioned above, passivity is also a powerful framework to get strong stability proper-
ties for the closed-loop system. To preserve it, the effector deflection can be weighted to
ensure the passivity with the control torque (Saad, 2003). The system output is taken as
an intermediate deflection along the manipulator. In order to keep describing faithfully the
deflection, the location of this output is as close as possible from the tip. The closed-loop
passivity is then investigated with PD controllers and the optimal sensor location is obtained
to guarantee it. To go further, a time-domain passivity control including a trajectory planner
is proposed in (Ryu et al., 2003). The energy flow going through the feedback controller and
the flexible manipulator is described in terms of joint velocities and torques. A passivity
observer and controller are designed and validated in simulation.
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Furthermore, the controllability of flexible modes is not always ensured depending on the
arm configuration. The controllability matrix related to the flexible states must be examined
to find the singular configurations in joint and cartesian space (Lopez-Linares et al., 1997).
When the manipulator reaches these configurations, the flexible modes cannot be damped
nor controlled by the joint torques because the controllability matrix loses its full rank. This
phenomenon is a strong limitation for the controller performances in 3D motion.

The dynamics and the simulation of flexible robots have been investigated throughout the
last sections. The modeling of a space robot is now considered with the addition of a moving
and actuated base. The additional challenges that arise are covered in each of the previous
fields, from kinematics and dynamics to control strategies.

2.2 Space Robotics

When considered as a point mass, the coarse behavior of a space system is governed by the
orbital dynamics and by the disturbances coming from the harsh space environment. But
due to the multi-body structure of a space robot, the point mass hypothesis no longer stands
and the modeling must be refined to encompass all the interactions between the appendages
and the rigid base. Their complex attitude dynamics lie on a nonholonomic relation that
translates the disruptive effect of an appendage motion onto the base spacecraft.

In the sequel, orbital dynamics are quickly reviewed in Section 2.2.1 and more efforts are
put on the dynamics of space robot in Section 2.2.2, where they are considered as tree-
type systems in weightlessness conditions. A great number of control schemes are available
depending on the constraints considered. One may ensure a pointing performance of the
spacecraft, or the following of a given trajectory by the robotic manipulator. The whole
Section 2.2.3 is thus dedicated to review these schemes.

2.2.1 Orbital mechanics

The general behavior of the satellites on orbit is described through reference books like
(Hughes, 1986) and (Chobotov, 1991). When reduced to point masses, their trajectory
follows an orbit around the Earth, and is described by a set of six parameters illustrated in
Figure 2.4. They are called the Keplerian elements, and read as follows for an elliptical orbit:

• Plane of the orbit: the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) Ω and the
inclination i ;
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Figure 2.4: Keplerian elements of an orbit

• Shape of the orbit: the eccentricity e and the semi-major axis a ;
• Orientation of the orbit: the argument of the perigee ω ;
• Satellite position: either the mean anomaly M , the eccentric anomaly E, or the true

anomaly ν.

Around this linear motion, the spacecraft attitude can be described by different sets of param-
eters. For rigid bodies, various representations may be used to give the angular orientation
w.r.t. the Earth frame: Euler angles, Euler parameters, axis/angle parameterization, quater-
nions or even direct cosine matrices (Hughes, 1986). Based on four variables, the Euler
parameters or the quaternions are often preferred for their stability in simulation and the
avoidance of singular orientations. However, the Euler angles are easier to handle from a
physical viewpoint, and they are a common output of the actual sensors.

To reach and maintain the desired orbit, a set of actuators, sensors and on-board processors
are embedded on the spacecraft. They are referred to as the Attitude and Orbital Control
System (AOCS) (Wertz et al., 2011). Actuators are used to apply forces and torques on
the spacecraft, depending on the commands sent by the control computers. Among the
most common ones, there are thrusters, reaction and momentum wheels, Control Moment
Gyroscope (CMG) and magnetic torquers. On the other hand, the sensors determine the
body attitude and angular rate w.r.t. inertial elements, in order to provide these data to
the controller. They are mixing star trackers, sun sensors, GPS receivers, gyroscopes and
magnetometers.
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Some of these elements are spinning, like the reaction wheels or CMGs, so they influence
greatly the spacecraft dynamics. The linear modeling of a satellite with these two spinning
actuators is investigated for control purposes in (Alazard et al., 2008). Flexible solar panels
are also a great source of disturbance. They must be included in the control design and
synthesis when their lowest frequencies wrap around the controller bandwidth (Guy et al.,
2014). More details are provided on the flexible issues arising for the spacecraft control in
Section 2.4.2.

The nonlinear dynamics and control of the orbiting multi-body systems is covered in the next
section. The focus is put more specifically on space robots, which contain actively controlled
and chain-like appendages.

2.2.2 Space robot dynamics

As mentioned in the introduction, servicing tasks and debris removal missions boil down
to similar tasks with a robotic arm. A thorough review over the kinematics, dynamics,
control and path planning of space robots is given in (Flores-Abad et al., 2014). The cases
of spacecraft with either a single or multiple manipulators are equally treated. Dedicated
reviews are also available for the kinematics and dynamics in (Dubowsky and Papadopoulos,
1993), for the control strategies in (Yoshida and Wilcox, 2008; Moosavian and Papadopoulos,
2007a) and for the path planning in the introduction of (Aghili, 2012). From a broader point
of view, space applications cover a wide variety of systems, from the humanoïd and mobile
robotics to the classic chain-like manipulators embedded on a spacecraft (Yoshida, 2009).

In the next sections, spacecraft with single robotic manipulators are emphasized to avoid
the case of closed mechanical chains, which may occur for a multiple-arm system grasping a
target (Hu and Vukovich, 1997). This underlying hypothesis drives the review on modeling,
control and path planning of space robots to capture tumbling objects. By making this
choice, the modeling of tree-type systems apply easily, and the case of human-like robots
provides efficient algorithms (Shah et al., 2012a). Indeed, these latter also exhibit a moving
base, that is usually not actuated, unlike the space robot.

Kinematics In 1987, R. W. Longman et al. proposed to describe the space robot with
a kinematic scheme derived from the classic Newton-Euler algorithm for fixed-base robots
(Longman et al., 1987). In order to compute the inertial location of the effector, the base
motion is introduced as an initial condition in the kinematic loop. When performing the sec-
ond recursion from the effector to the base, the disturbances resulting from the manipulator
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perform inverse kinematic  and workspace  calculations for a 
free-floating system.  The second  requires methods for plan- 
ning  manipulator motions that would self-correct the vehi- 
cle's orientation  with  little or no reaction jet  adjustments. 
These  approaches  and associated issues are addressed  here 
through  the  Virtual  Manipulator technique. Assumed in 
this work is that  the  external  forces/torques  acting on the 
system  are negligible, and  that  the  system is Free floating. 
Also assumed is that  the  system  elements may be modeled 
as rigid bodies. The  later  assumption may not be valid if a 
manipulator  must  perform high speed motions. 

The  Virtual  Manipulator is a massless kinematic  chain. 
The  Virtual  Ground is an  imaginary  point fixed in inertial 
space  to which the VM's base is attached.  The VG  is the 
center of mass of the complete system.  This  point will not 
move in inertial  space when there  are  no  external forces like 
reaction  jet forces acting on the  system.  Internal forces such 
as  joint  torques  and friction or forces due  to  manipulator 
motions will not move the VG.  Consequently, the VM  has 
some very useful properties. 

Virtual  Manipulator link lengths remain  constant as 
the  manipulator moves. 

The  joint between the 1" virtual link and  the VG 
is spherical;  the  rotations of this joint  are  equal  to 
the  rotations of the spacecraft with respect to  inertial 
space. 

The axis of the ith virtual  joint is always parallel to 
the ith axis of the real system  joint. 

The  amount of rotation of the ith virtual revolute joint 
is equal to  the  rotation of the ith revolute joint of 
the real system.  The displacement of VM prismatic 
joints  are easily calculated  from the  actual  prismatic 
displacement'. 

The proofs of these properties  are  contained in 
 reference^^,^. These  Properties enables  modellers to de- 
scribe  the kinematic and  dynamic motions of a free-floating 
manipulator  system by the motions of a much simpler Vir- 
tual  Manipulator which has  a fixed base in inertial  space. 

Virtual  Manipulators  can be  found for a  number of dif- 
ferent manipuiator  structures  such as open or closed chains, 
single or multiple  arms, revolute or prismatic  joints, or for 
any  combination of these. The  Virtual  Manipulator  end 
point  can always be  made  to coincide with a selected point 
in the real manipulator,  such as the  manipulator  end effec- 
tor.  The description of the VM construction given below is 
restricted  to  the end effector VM of a single serial link ma- 
nipulator  with revolute joints because of space  limitations. 

Consider  the N link open  chain rigid bodies  formed by 
a spatial  manipulator  and  its  supporting vehicle shown in 
Figure 2. It has N-1 revolute  ,joints. The ith joint is re- 

ferred to  as Ji; Ci is the  center of mass of the  ith body. The 
first  body in the  chain is the vehicle, and  the N t h  body is a 
combination of the  last  manipulator link and  the  manipu- 
lator's payload. A VM can  be  constructed  to any point in 
the real manipulator,  a useful fact in writing  the  dynamic 
equati'ons for the  system5.  The following equations give a 
VM for the  manipulator  end effector shown  in Figure 2. 
The  body fixed vectors R; and Li connect Ci to Ji and Ji 
to Ci+1, respectively. The vector RN connects CN to the 
end effector E which is on the  last link. 

The ith link of the  Virtual  Manipulator for the  end ef- 
fector  shown  in Figure 3 is defined by the vector Vi, where: 

VI = ID1 

v2 = H I +  Dz 

vi = Hi-1 +Di (1) 

where 

Dz = Ri Mq/" to t  ( i  = 1,2 ,  ...) N )  ( 2 )  

and 
q=1 

I 

Hi = Li M*/" (2 = I ,  2, ...) N - 1) (3) 
q = 1  

N 
Mtot = Mq (4) 

The location of the VG  in inertial space, the center of mass 
of the  system, can be determined  either geometrically by 
constructing  the VM back from  the  end effector, or by the 
equation: 

q = l  

Ai i-I  

v, = C ! S  + E(% + & ) l M / "  ( 5 )  
i=l j=1 

where the vector S specifies the center of mass of the lSt 
body i n  inertial space, as shown in Figure 2. 

- Llnk I of the real manlpulator 

3 for 

/ .- Vehicle 

X 

Figure 2: An N Link System  and  its  End Effector VM. 

580 

(a) Source: (Vafa and Dubowsky, 1987) (b) Source: (Papadopoulos and Moosa-
vian, 1994)

Figure 2.5: Kinematics of space robots.
(a) Virtual Manipulator concept; (b) Barycentric Vector approach.

motion is computed and compensated by a feedforward control. The same kind of Newton-
Euler algorithm is extended to multiple arms in (Carignan and Akin, 2000). If the generalized
coordinates of the appendages are gathered in q and if xb denotes the base coordinates, the
effector position is now influenced by a second term unlike (2.1):

xE = f(xb ,q) (2.7)

For example, Z. Vafa and S. Dubowsky developed the Virtual Manipulator approach to
extend the fixed-base analysis tools to space robot. A fictitious fixed-based manipulator is
derived based on the inertial properties of the whole system. Its anchorage point is chosen as
the global CoM, which is supposed to stay fixed in the inertial frame with no external efforts,
and its effector is located and oriented as the space robot one. In addition, the first joint is
spherical and represents the inertial base attitude. An illustration is given in Figure 2.5a.
Though well suited for kinematics and path planning, this method leads to complex dynamic
equations and does not consider an actuated base.

The Barycentric Vector approach, illustrated in Figure 2.5b, is introduced by writing for
each segment the inertial CoM position w.r.t. the global CoM (Umetani and Yoshida, 1989b;
Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991a). The computation of the kinetic energy turns out to
be quite intricate, but, thanks to the inertial derivation, the global linear and angular motion
are completely decoupled from the joint dynamics. In order to improve the computational
efficiency, the Direct Path approach describes the position of any point along the spacecraft
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w.r.t. the base coordinates instead of the global CoM (Moosavian and Papadopoulos, 2004).
When written for the segments CoM, the kinetic energy and the dynamic equations are
expressed in a compact form more suited for simulation. By contrast, these equations govern
the base dynamics instead of the global position and attitude, and a post-treatment is thus
necessary to extract these global quantities from the simulation data.

Kinetics When the kinematic relations are derived w.r.t. time, the Jacobian matrix is
extended with the base motion. The end-effector velocities are written in a general way as:

tE = Jb tb + Jm(q)q̇ (2.8)

where tb and tE are the twists of, respectively, the base and the end-effector. The global
Jacobian matrix is split into a base term, with Jb, and a manipulator one, with Jm. Consider-
ing the free-floating case, whose base is not actively controlled, the momentum conservation
brings an additional relation when the system is originally at rest:

H = Dbb(q) tb + Dbm(q) q̇ = 0 (2.9)

The inertia matrices of the base and the manipulator are denoted by Dbb and Dbm. Com-
bining both relations, it leads to the Generalized Jacobian Matrix (GJM) introduced for the
first time by Y. Umetani and K. Yoshida in (Umetani and Yoshida, 1989b). It reads:

tE = J∗(q) q̇ with J∗ = Jm − Jb D#
bb Dbm (2.10)

where the subscript # denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix.

Similar to the fixed-base case, inverse dynamics scheme using this new Jacobian matrix are
introduced in (Caccavale and Siciliano, 2001). Nevertheless, since it now contains inertial
terms through the Dbb and Dbm matrices, it does depend on the inertias and the masses of the
manipulator and its base. Therefore, the singularities are not solely function of the geometric
parameters and the manipulator configuration, but also of the inertial parameters. They are
called dynamic singularities and were introduced by E. Papadopoulos and S. Dubowsky in
(Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1989).

The space robot workspace is still partitioned according to these singularities. When the base
is actively controlled, it is similar to the fixed-base case, but Z. Vafa shows how it is reduced
drastically for a free-floating system (Vafa and Dubowsky, 1987). The difference is illustrated
in Figure 2.6a. The workspace shrinks even further when the robot operates in a space free of
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(a) Source: (Vafa and Dubowsky,
1987)
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At the limit, when both m, and I, approach infinity, it is 
easy to see that 0 + I ,  + r , ,  y + I ,  + r 2 ,  i.e., they ap- 
proach the manipulator link lengths, while mo / M  + 1, 
m , / M + O ,  m,/M+O, D,/D+ 1, D , / D + O ,  and 
D, / D  + 0; To becomes a constant transformation from the 
manipulator base frame to the inertial frame, usually the unit 
matrix; and finally, J* + J,  the fixed-based Jacobian, and 
H* + H, the fixed-based inertia matrix, as given by (24) and 
(26), respectively. 

One can select any control algorithm that can be used for 
fixed-based manipulators, using the two matrices H* and J*, 
depending on the manipulator task. Here, the transposed 
Jacobian control is used, augmented by a velocity feedback 
term for increased stability margins. The end-point position 
and velocity x = [ x ,  yIT and x = [ x, LIT can be calculated 
or measured directly. Assuming we measure x and x, the 
control law is 

7 = J*T{Kp(~des - X )  - KdX} (27) 

where Xdes is the inertial desired point location. K, and K, 
are positive definite diagonal matrices. Note that this algo- 
rithm drives the end point to the desired location but does not 
specify a path. If the control gains are large enough, then the 
motion of the end-point will be a straight line. The torque 
vector is nonzero till the (xdes - x) and x are zero, or until 
the vector in the brackets in (27) is in the null space of J*T. 

Fig. 5 depicts the reachable workspace, the PIW, and the 
PDW for this example. The boundaries of all three are circles 
with their center at the system CM. The PDW is found by 
noting that the distance of the end effector from the system 
CM is a function of the system configuration q only. All 
singular configurations q, obtainable by solving the det (J*) 
= 0, can be mapped to circles with their centers at the 
system CM. The union of all these circles gives the PDW. 
Subtracting the PDW from the reachable workspace results in 
the PIW. For a more general exposition of this subject, the 
reader is referred to [ l l ]  and [12]. 

First, the end-point path will be restricted to the PIW part 
of the workspace, and hence dynamic singularities will be 
avoided. Fig. 6 shows the motion of the end-point from the 
initial location (1, 0) to the final (0.8, 0.8). This path is 
shown in Fig. 5 as path A. The control gain matrices are 
K, = diag (5, 5) and K , = diag (15, 15). The end-point 
path, shown with a heavy line, is almost a straight line and 
converges to the desired location. Shown also is the end-point 
path that results when the control law, given by (27), uses the 
fixed-based Jacobian given by (24). In this case, the end-point 
diverges from the straight line because it does not resolve the 
error term correctly. Depending on the situation, the use of 
the fixed-based Jacobian can create stability problems [9]. 
Fig. 7 shows the spacecraft attitude 8 and the joint angles as 
a function of time, during the end-point motion depicted in 
Fig. 6, when J* is used. Note that although the spacecraft 
attitude changes for about 35 O ,  the manipulator end-point 
converges to the desired inertial location as it would do if its 
base were fixed. 

Next, the end-effector is commanded to follow a straight 
line path from (2, 0) to (1.5, 1.5), shown as path B in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 .  The reachable, PIW and PDW, for the system shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6. End-point paths in the PDW using J* and J. 
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Fig. 7. The spacecraft orientation 0 and the joint angles q, and q2 along 

the path shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 shows the actual end-effector path. Note that initially 
the end-effector moves along a straight line until it reaches 
point B, where a dynamic singularity occurs for the first 
time. At this point the end-effector diverges from the desired 
path and the joint angles start oscillating around singular 
configurations, as shown in Fig. 9. Finally, the end-effector 
converges to point C, which is an equilibrium point. Note 
that if an inverse Jacobian algorithm had been used, it would 
have failed numerically at point B. 

In this example, we have assumed that the end-point 
position and velocity are measured. However, if we know the 
system parameters exactly, they can both be calculated. To 
do this, one has to measure the joint angles q and calculate 
the spacecraft attitude integrating numerically (16). Then the 
manipulator would rely entirely on internally provided infor- 
mation and would not need end-point sensing. However, it 
may be very difficult to obtain the correct values for all the 

(b) Source: (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991a)

Figure 2.6: Workspaces analysis for free-flying/free-floating space robots. (a) Reachable
workspaces derived from the Virtual Manipulator; (b) Cartesian space partitioning according
to the dynamic singularities.

dynamic singularities. An example of space partitioning depending on these singularities is
given in (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991a) and illustrated in Figure 2.6b. The two areas
are denoted the Path-Dependent Workspace (PDW), also called the Guaranteed Workspace
in (Yoshida and Umetani, 1990), and the Path-Independent Workspace (PIW). These names
refer to the fact that, in the presence of singularities, alternative paths can be found to reach
an inertial effector position while avoiding them. This crucial idea of dependency upon the
path followed is due to the nonholonomic relation of the angular momentum conservation
in (2.9) (Nakamura and Mukherjee, 1989, 1993). It means that a space manipulator can
reach a given inertial position with different configurations, according to its base location
and attitude. For example, the singularities can be avoided by changing the initial base
attitude, prior to the manipulator motion (Nanos and Papadopoulos, 2012).

Lastly, a manipulability map is proposed in (Umetani and Yoshida, 2001) to measure the
motion capabilities of a space manipulator. Around a given position, the effector can only
move in a limited area before reaching a singularity, and the index of manipulability gives
an indication on their proximity. It may be used to plan the manipulator task in areas
maximizing its manipulability and avoiding the closest singularities. This analysis is led
relatively to the base frame, and is presented for a planar case in (Umetani and Yoshida,
2001). On that example, an inverse kinematics convention is chosen to compute the arm
configuration corresponding to an inertial position, either the “elbow up” or the “elbow
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(a) Source: (Umetani and Yoshida, 2001) (b) Source: (Umetani and Yoshida, 2001)

Figure 2.7: Manipulability comparison between fixed-base and space robots. (a) Manipula-
bility measure for a fixed-base robot with 2 DoF; (b) Manipulability measure for the same
robot with a moving base.

down”. It is clearly seen in Figure 2.7 how the manipulability index is drastically reduced
when the base is moving freely.

Dynamics Concerning the dynamics of a space robot, the additional effort from the fixed-
base algorithm is to model the free rigid motion of the base. Indeed, this latter is often
considered as a rigid body on which various appendages are fixed, such as solar panels,
antennas or robotic arms. Since the manipulator motion is usually planned for a short pe-
riod of time, the orbital mechanics can be neglected and the system is considered to be in
weightlessness3 for the capture of a debris (Umetani and Yoshida, 1989b). The rigid space
robot dynamics is derived using the Lagrangian approach and the barycentric vectors in
(Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991a,b), and the case of a multi-arm system is treated in
(Papadopoulos and Moosavian, 1994). A compact model is presented and extended to hu-
manoid robots in (Nenchev, 2013). When flexible appendages are embedded, the Lagrangian
approach is still the most convenient one to model the whole system. The dynamics of a
spacecraft with flexible solar panels and rigid arms is derived in (Ebrahimi and Moosavian,
2007), and a generic model of a flexible base is proposed in (Nenchev et al., 1999). The
Jourdain’s principle, equivalent to the Kane formalism, may also be used for these systems
(Xu et al., 2014).

As mentioned above, there is some recurrent problems to model the rigid dynamics. Espe-
cially for the attitude motion, the Lagrangian equations become more intricate because the

3For longer robotic motion, the complete model with the gravity effects are investigated in (Wang et al.,
2006; Guariniello et al., 2011).
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kinetic energy of a rigid body is given by Trot = 1
2ω
> Iω, with I its inertia matrix and ω

its angular rate. This latter is not the immediate time derivative of any set of generalized
coordinates (Hughes, 1986). For example, its relation with the Euler angles Ψ as generalized
coordinates is given by a nonlinear equation: ω = RΨ Ψ̇, with RΨ a transformation matrix
described in (Craig, 1989). To overcome this limitation, quasi-Lagrangian equations are in-
troduced by Meirovitch (Meirovitch, 1989) and Hughes (Hughes, 1986) to develop the hybrid
state equations. The flexible dynamics is still derived with the classic Lagrangian formalism,
but the rigid dynamics is based on the compact equations of Newton-Euler.

The derivation of linearized models is also crucial for the control of space robots. A dedicated
tool is presented in (Alazard et al., 2008) to model any rigid tree-type system freely floating
in space. In addition, any number of single flexible bodies can be attached to the base,
in order to build more complex synthesis models. The solution, called Satellite Dynamics
Toolbox (SDT), is available online4 and the underlying theory is given in (Alazard et al.,
2008; Tantawi, 2007).

Simulation Regarding the simulation of space robot systems, the duality between La-
grangian and Newtonian approach still holds. On the one hand, the space robot dynamics
are derived symbolically by augmenting the Lagrangian of the robotic arm with the base
energy in (Moosavian and Papadopoulos, 2004). The model is computed once for all, and
it allows for fast simulations, but it is only numerically tractable for a few DoF. Indeed,
symbolic results become too large to store for more involved systems. On the other hand, C.
R. Carignan considers the base dynamics by extending the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm
of fixed-base robotics (Carignan and Akin, 2000). The efforts resulting from the manipula-
tor motion are coupled to the base as external disturbances, while the segments kinetics is
dictated by the base one.

A more general framework is provided by the DeNOC algorithms generalized for any tree-type
system in (Shah et al., 2012a). The example of a humanoid robot is developed thoroughly and
an efficient numerical algorithm is detailed. A toolbox dedicated to rigid multi-body systems
is proposed with the ReDySim software5, standing for Recursive Dynamics Simulator (Shah
et al., 2012b). The modeling and simulation of legged and floating-base robots are covered.
The present thesis extends these algorithms to include the dynamics of any flexible body
inside the tree-type system.

4http://personnel.isae.fr/daniel-alazard/matlab-packages/satellite-dynamics-toolbox.html
5http://redysim.weebly.com/

http://personnel.isae.fr/daniel-alazard/matlab-packages/satellite-dynamics-toolbox.html
http://redysim.weebly.com/
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2.2.3 Control strategies

The automatic maneuvers required to perform a rendezvous between two spacecrafts is cov-
ered in reference books like (Fehse, 2008). The Clohessy-Wiltshire equations may be used
to describe the relative dynamics and then to design control laws and trajectory planning
(Ankersen, 2011). This thesis rather focuses on the last steps of the capture, when the two
spacecrafts can be considered floating freely in space, and when the target is within reach of
the end-effector, or close to it.

Under these conditions, the control of a space robot may be chosen among two main avenues:
the free-flying or the free-floating strategies. The first one consists of controlling both the
base spacecraft and the robotic arm, while the second one is leaving the base free to react
to any disturbances produced by the arm motion. This section goes through both strategies
and presents the potential refinements.

Full Free-flying The free-flying mode is preferred when the base attitude has to be main-
tained during the arm motion. This is a strong requirement if the space robot is tele-operated
from the ground, and if antennas need to be accurately pointed. As mentioned in (Dubowsky
and Papadopoulos, 1993), any controller for the fixed-base robots may be applied if the base
is precisely controlled and if the dynamic singularities are avoided. This is only realistic if
powerful on-board actuators are used, like thrusters (Dubowsky et al., 1989; Dubowsky and
Torres, 1991) or CMGs (Carpenter and Peck, 2009). When splitting the global controller
between the base and the arm ones, a feedforward approach is presented in (Oda, 1994) to
compensate for the arm disturbances on the base. The computational burden is lowered by
approximating the wrist of the arm as a point mass in (Oda, 1996). On the contrary, the
feedforward approach may provide the base efforts to the arm controller, in order to con-
trol the effector position and attitude by relative measurements, such as an on-board camera
(Alexander and Cannon, 1989). In this work, a resolved-acceleration control is designed based
on the explicit dependency of the effector acceleration with the control efforts of the base,
extending thus the Operational Space Formulation (Khatib, 1987).

This is in sharp contrast with the “coordinated” control, when the base and the end-effector
are managed in a cooperative fashion. For example, a coordinated controller is designed
using the Transposed Jacobian scheme in (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991b), where an
extended Jacobian matrix is built to describe the base and the effector motion at the same
time. In addition, it is shown how the dynamic singularities can destabilize the controller
when the Jacobian inverse is used to control the effector in the cartesian space. It is important
to recall that the reaction wheels are too weak to compensate entirely for the disturbances
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when the arm is moving fast, such that a coordinated control is necessary to perform agile
motion. One potential solution is to use a redundant arm to plan reactionless trajecto-
ries (Spofford, 1991). A coordinated control is designed to reduce as much as possible the
disturbances on the base, so they can be handled by the reaction wheels only.

Partial Free-flying A partial control of the base is also possible when the base position
is not critical while its pointing accuracy must be maintained. This strategy, consisting
in actively controlling the attitude while the position is left free, is usually denoted the
“partial free-flying” control. The space robot kinematics is modified to account for the
free translational motion during the end-effector path planning in (Longman et al., 1987).
No control is thus necessary in translation, but the use of reaction wheels or thrusters is
mandatory to manage the angular motion. An adaptive approach is proposed in (Walker
and Wee, 1991) to cope with the uncertainties on the system inertial parameters.

Free-floating When fuel must be saved, the free-floating mode is preferred: the base is let
free to translate and rotate when the arm moves, and the momentum conservation introduces
the nonholonomic relation in (2.9). Based on the Reaction Null-Space (RNS) approach, D. N.
Nenchev proposes a feedforward scheme combined with a reactionless path planner (Nenchev,
2013). A computed-torque controller is designed to cancel any disturbance, provided that
the manipulator is sufficiently redundant (i.e., it has more degrees-of-freedom than the end-
effector constraints). The same kind of controller is reduced to lower the on-line computations
in (Koningstein and Cannon, 1991). By neglecting the base accelerations into the arm equa-
tions, the dynamics are reduced for the control, and the resulting errors are investigated on
the real system. It is experimentally shown that this simplifying hypothesis is legitimate,
when compared to the uncertainties on the masses and inertias of either the robot or the
payload.

Jacobian-based control are also exploited for space robots using the Generalized Jacobian Ma-
trix (GJM) presented above. An inverse-Jacobian scheme with a resolved motion rate control
is developed and validated experimentally in (Umetani and Yoshida, 1989a,b). An extension
of these works with a resolved-acceleration scheme is proposed in (Nenchev et al., 1999). In
addition, the controller uses the RNS formulation to suppress the vibrations coming from
a flexible base. Since this method is very sensitive to singularities, the transpose-Jacobian
scheme is often preferred. An extension for space robot is presented in (Papadopoulos and
Dubowsky, 1991a). With the additional hypothesis of a massive base, the generalized Jaco-
bian is approximated by the fixed-base one in (Masutani et al., 1989). The resulting error
is also investigated to assess the validity of this approach depending on the desired accuracy
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for the effector positioning. To improve the control performances and to reduce the gain val-
ues, the Modified Transpose Jacobian is developed in (Moosavian and Papadopoulos, 1997,
2007b). Finding its roots in the feedback linearization technique, the proposed controller is
based on a transpose-Jacobian form, and is augmented by a term depending on the previous
commands to dampen the effect of nonlinear terms.

Adaptive approaches are also widely applied for the control of space robots. In order to
preserve a reactionless motion of the arm, a scheme updates its inertial parameters when a
target is grasped by the effector in (Nguyen-Huynh and Sharf, 2011). A main concern for
adaptive control is the linear parametrization w.r.t. the estimated parameters. As shown in
(Xu et al., 1994), the model of a space robot can be linearly parametrized by the dynamical
parameters of the base, when it is expressed in the local frame instead of the inertial one.
An extension is proposed by using neuronal networks to improve the effector accuracy and
the energy consumption in (Vance and Sanner, 1996).

The mass distribution of a free-floating multi-body system is also investigated to give some
design advices on the manipulator size and shape in (Agrawal et al., 2009). The main goal
is to obtain a “flat system” because advantageous control and planning concepts follow, thus
avoiding the use of computationally demanding techniques like nonlinear programming.

As a conclusion, both free-flying and free-floating strategies are usually brought together in
a mission scenario. A comprehensive example is investigated for the whole capture scenario
of a tumbling debris in (Yoshida et al., 2006). The Bias Momentum Approach is used first
to synchronize the chaser with the tumbling target (Dimitrov, 2005), then the Impedance
Control avoids to push it away during the contact phase (Yoshida and Nakanishi, 2003), and
finally, the Distributed Momentum Control cancels the global angular momentum during the
post-capture.

The previous sections dealt with the control strategies available for space robots. Once
the controller structure is fixed, its tuning parameters are adjusted to ensure the desired
performances and to meet the robustness requirements. In addition, a reference trajectory
must be computed to automatically perform the capture of a tumbling object. The next
sections cover, firstly, the path planning of a space robot depending on the control strategy,
and secondly, the analysis and synthesis tools available to tune the control laws.
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2.3 Guidance

Once the control strategy is fixed, the end-effector of the space robot can follow any reference
input that lies into its workspace. This section focuses on the trajectory generation, and more
specifically on the paths to safely capture a tumbling debris. The available strategies are still
developed depending on the free-flying or free-floating control scheme of the space robot. In
the sequel, the spacecraft to capture is called the “debris”, while the specific point to grasp
on it is referred as the “target”.

2.3.1 Target trajectory

First of all, the trajectory of the target point must be known precisely, whether by a sen-
sor measure or by a model-based estimation. Performed during the ETS-VII mission, a
vision-based servoing was developed to recognize visual markers on the serviced spacecraft
(Inaba et al., 2003). In others experiments, the algorithm robustness w.r.t the harsh space
environment and the illumination conditions is improved by using either a multi-camera
configuration (Obermark et al., 2007), or by propagating the target dynamics (Lampariello,
2013). Some simplifying hypothesis can be made to alleviate the path planner complexity.
By considering the target as a point mass, the dynamic singularities are avoided by following
a straight line in the Guaranteed Workspace (Yoshida and Umetani, 1990). A circular target
trajectory may also be used to approximate a flat-spin motion of the debris (Piersigilli et al.,
2010; Nguyen-Huynh and Sharf, 2011). A more generic trajectory is computed by propa-
gating the rigid-body tumbling motion with the dynamic parameters of the debris known a
priori (Lampariello, 2013). Two examples from this reference are given in Figure 2.8, for two
different initial conditions on the angular rate of the debris.

From a more practical point of view, the target dynamics will be estimated and improved
on-orbit by measurement data from a camera. By merging the visual data and the estimation
of the debris dynamics, the Kalman Filter (KF) provides an optimal estimator for the target
trajectory (Nagamatsu et al., 1996; Aghili et al., 2010). This approach was even validated
on the robotic test bench of the Canadian space agency (Rekleitis et al., 2007). Advanced
concepts push further the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to focus on the estimation of the
dynamics of a tumbling airship in weightlessness (Persson, 2015). When the debris is grasped,
an identification of its inertial parameters, such as mass, moments and products of inertia,
may be performed by using the gravity gradient effect in (Abiko and Yoshida, 2001). This
identification refines the dynamic model of the debris and allows to update the controller
accordingly to improve the performances.
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(a) Source: (Lampariello, 2013) (b) Source: (Lampariello, 2013)

Figure 2.8: Two trajectories of the target for different initial tumbling rate of the debris.

2.3.2 Path planning

The debris dynamics estimation provides the target trajectory that has to be intercepted for
capture. When considering the space robot controller design, different approaches may be
considered depending on the free-flying/free-floating configuration, and whether the primary
goal is to minimize the base disturbance or to ensure a soft capture. In the following,
the first section describes in more details the path planning methods to intercept the target
trajectory, while the second one focuses on the criteria that can be optimized when computing
the capture trajectory.

2.3.2.1 Target interception

The capture can be realized by matching only the target position, or both its position and
speed. Without the speed continuity at capture, an impact must occur but could be min-
imized by using the percussion point theory in (Papadopoulos and Paraskevas, 2006). To
avoid pushing away the debris from the robot, an impedance control is also presented in
(Yoshida and Nakanishi, 2003). On the other hand, if speed continuity is ensured at capture,
no impact is expected in theory. A closed-form solution is presented in (Aghili, 2009a), by
using the Pontryagin’s minimum principle (Athans and Falb, 1966; Bryson and Ho, 1975).
The goal is to minimize a cost function and to match the target position and speed at the
instant of capture. In the case of noisy measurements and parametric uncertainties on the
debris inertia matrix, a complete scheme is proposed in (Aghili, 2012) to estimate and predict
its trajectory using a Kalman filter, and thus ensuring a more robust capture.

Nevertheless, no study consider the acceleration continuity when designing the capture tra-
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jectory. By switching in a smoother way to the free target trajectory, this last requirement
avoids any discontinuity in the commanded torques at the instant of capture. Doing this,
the grapple fixture can be tracked during a short period, and then the capture mechanism
will be closed in a safer way. The corresponding path planner is one of the contributions of
this thesis.

2.3.2.2 Optimization criteria

Many criteria can be considered to design the capture trajectories. Among the most impor-
tant ones, one may need to reduce the fuel consumption of the base, or to avoid the obstacles
during the manipulator motion. An overview of the criteria proposed in the literature is
given in this section.

Actuator efforts and saturations When the base is actively controlled, the Limit Curve
concept is introduced in (Dubowsky et al., 1989) to compute the time optimal trajectory
without saturating the base thrusters. The speed is increased along the trajectory, as long as
the arm configuration does not produce disturbances higher than the actuators capabilities,
as illustrated in Figure 2.9. A similar concept is studied with reaction wheels in (Oki et al.,
2008). A special focus is put on the choice of switching points where the arm must be slowed
down or where it can be accelerated, depending on whether the trajectory was, respectively,
reaching, or going away, from the limit curve. Instead of specifying limitations on the actu-
ators, a set of requirements might also be imposed on the maximum angular speed and drift
of the base (Oda, 1997).

From the point of view of spacecraft rendezvous, a simultaneous minimization on time and
fuel is developed in (Ma et al., 2007). The required thrust profile is computed to synchronize
the chaser linear and angular motion with a tumbling object in (Boyarko et al., 2011). The
6DoF rendezvous is developed in a circular orbit, and it is built on numerical methods to
solve the Pontryagin’s minimum principle. Unfortunately, it remains too cumbersome to
consider a real-time application. Nevertheless, the use of such a method would allow to move
the space robot such that the target trajectory stays into the manipulator’s workspace.

Manipulator disturbances and base attitude When the AOCS efforts must be re-
duced, the manipulator motion can be planned to minimize the disturbances produced on its
base. For example, the singular values of the submatrix Dbm introduced in (2.9) are used to
draw the Disturbance Map, which indicates a direction of motion with minimal disturbances
(Dubowsky and Torres, 1991). This tool was initially developed for a two-links manipulators,
and is extended for any number of joints with the Enhanced Disturbance Map in (Torres and
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(a) Source: (Dubowsky et al., 1989) (b) Source: (Oki et al., 2008)

Figure 2.9: Limit curve concept and switching point choices.

Dubowsky, 1992). It is further developed to encompass the flexible behavior of the base
with the Coupling Map, in order to limit the base vibrations produced by the manipulator
motion (Torres and Dubowsky, 1993). This particular matrix Dbm gives the participation of
the manipulator to the global momentum, and it also couples the base and the manipulator
states in the global dynamics. In addition, this is the foundation of the RNS approach, which
provides effector trajectory with no reaction on the base (Nenchev, 2013). This approach is
applied with an adaptive control scheme to maintain a reactionless motion while capturing a
target (Nguyen-Huynh and Sharf, 2011). Another planning method is developed in (Yamada
et al., 1995) to efficiently use the momentum stored in the reaction wheels to dampen the
spacecraft angular drift and to avoid any nutation.

When the base is considered free-floating, the momentum conservation introduces a non-
holonomic relation. Using this system property, the Bi-Directional Approach is proposed
in (Nakamura and Mukherjee, 1991) to control simultaneously the base orientation and the
manipulator’s joints with the joint torques only. A performance index is even introduced,
called the Coupling Factor, to measure the influence of the manipulator motion on the base,
depending on its configuration (Xu, 1993). An alternative technique is proposed with the
Self-Correcting Motions to modify the base attitude, not with the AOCS, but with the arm
itself (Vafa and Dubowsky, 1987). This approach avoids any fuel consumption and relies
only on the electric consumption of the joints. It consists in performing cyclic maneuvers of
the arm to adjust the base attitude as needed.

The drawback of the previous method is to correct periodically the angular motion of the base
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to recover a given pointing performance. Therefore, no large motions of the arm are possible,
or the communication signal would be lost. A solution is brought by the Fixed-Attitude
Restricted motion, using redundant manipulators (Nenchev et al., 1992). The path planning
is based on a velocity reference taken in the kernel of the manipulator Jacobian Matrix, in
order to maintain the base attitude. Similar to fixed-base robotics, a manipulability measure
is also derived to help analyzing and designing the path-planner of space-based manipulators.

Obstacle avoidance Apart from minimizing the disturbances on the base and the related
energy consumption, the path planning must also deal with the potential collisions with the
obstacles surrounding the manipulator. As presented in (Lampariello, 2013), the trajectories
can be parametrized as B-splines, whose variables are optimized to reach the target while
avoiding the obstacles. The underlying optimization problem with the obstacle avoidance
constraint is solved numerically using the single shooting method. The advantage of a nu-
merical method is to account for all sort of constraints as the limits on the joint positions
and speeds, or the avoidance of inner collisions between the segments themselves. A real-
time implementation based on lookup-tables is proposed in (Lampariello, 2010), even though
the resulting algorithm is time-consuming and requires a substantial computation power.
In a more analytic fashion, the obstacles can be mapped into an intermediate space, where
the space robot configurations are also projected in a one-to-one manner that prevent any
singularity (Papadopoulos et al., 2002). Similar to the techniques of mobile robotics, the
trajectories are then represented by polynomials, with a degree sufficiently high to avoid all
the obstacles. Search algorithms are also developed around the concept of the sampling-based
A∗ algorithm in (Persson, 2015). It provides an efficient motion planner of the robotic arm,
that can avoid obstacles and joint limits, and even optimizes a given cost function .

Dynamic singularities avoidance A final area of concern is the management of the
dynamic singularities mentioned earlier. An inertial trajectory planning is proposed in (Nanos
and Papadopoulos, 2012, 2015) to avoid the path-dependent singularities. The initial system
configuration is carefully chosen, in order to reach the final inertial position of the effector
without passing by a singularity as shown in Figure 2.10. It implies to re-orient the base and
the arm before performing the maneuver. This approach is consistent with the arm’s ability
to re-orient the satellite by cyclic maneuvers, as it takes advantage of the nonholonomic
nature of the system (Vafa and Dubowsky, 1987). The main drawbacks are the free-floating
hypothesis and the rotation of the base, that prevent any ground communication during the
motion.
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(a) Source: (Nanos and Papadopoulos, 2015) (b) Source: (Nanos and Papadopoulos, 2015)

Figure 2.10: Singularity avoidance by modifying the initial configuration of the space robot;
(a) Singularity coming up with a random initial configuration, (b) Avoidance of the singularity
with a new initial configuration.

2.4 Controller Synthesis

In order to follow the previous capture trajectories, the space robot controller must be effi-
ciently designed and tuned. In the light of the above comments, the control of such systems
faces many challenges. Firstly, the gain synthesis is mainly based on linear models, obtained
by linearizing their highly nonlinear dynamics. Secondly, the presence of lumped or distrib-
uted flexibility forces to perform extended analysis to assess the stability and performances
of the closed-loop system. Finally, uncertainties occur at many levels and require to evaluate
the robustness properties of the controller.

2.4.1 Synthesis methods

Once the controller structure is fixed, stability and performance are ensured by carefully
tuning its gains. As highlighted for the rigid case by (Kawamura et al., 1988), a PD con-
troller may achieve any trajectory tracking performance with a sufficiently high derivative
action. Nevertheless, limited gain values are considered to avoid actuators saturation, while
a trajectory tracking performance is still needed. To meet this requirements, the so-called
fixed-structure H∞synthesis has known a growing interest in the last years with the addi-
tion of controller constraints in the original optimization problem (Gahinet and Apkarian,
2011a). The classic H∞synthesis yielded an optimal tuning which complies with internal
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stability and frequency domain performances, but for a full order controller. As empha-
sized in (Apkarian and Noll, 2006), optimization techniques are necessary as soon as general
constraints are specified, like controller order, decentralized control or PD-like structure. A
nonsmooth optimization method has been introduced by P. Apkarian and D. Noll to over-
come the standard H∞limitations. It allows to specify the controller order and/or structure
(e.g., decentralized, PD, delay, observer-based. . . ), to impose frequency domain constraints
for performance purpose (e.g., response time, bandwith, disturbance rejection. . . ), and to
perform multi-model synthesis (Gahinet and Apkarian, 2011b). This approach avoids the re-
duction of an optimal full order controller obtained through classic H∞synthesis solvers. An
efficient implementation is available since the 2012b release of the Robust Control Toolbox of
the Matlab c© software (Gahinet and Apkarian, 2011a; Apkarian, 2013). In this fixed-structure
H∞framework, the unmodeled dynamics or the disturbance rejection can be handled by using
weighting functions on the acceleration sensitivity function, rather than on the position or
velocity ones (Alazard, 2013).

Reminding that space robots are driven by space processors with limited capabilities, linear
controllers are preferred for their simplicity and their low computational load. In this case,
a gain-scheduling approach appear necessary to handle the highly nonlinear system behavior
and to design a controller valid on the widest workspace (Rugh and Shamma, 2000; Leith
and Leithead, 2000). Indeed, when a joint of the arm is moving, great changes appear in the
dynamic model and some terms can even change sign. An example for a flexible fixed-base
robot with two DoF is proposed in (Apkarian and Adams, 1998). The controller is scheduled
w.r.t. the arm configuration. Unlike random uncertainties, a specific structure for the uncer-
tainty block can be derived, and more robust and efficient controllers are synthesized with
the proposed technique. Experimental results are also presented for a flexible manipulator
with a controller scheduled on the whole workspace (Carusone et al., 1993). Synthesis are
performed on many linearized models of the rigid dynamics, and the scheduled controller is
obtained by a linear interpolation among these gains. The main advantage is to provide a
controller valid for any desired trajectory, but at the expense of a large memory storage.

The scheduling variable could also be the tilt angle of a solar panel, the size of which also has
a strong impact on the dynamic model and on the spacecraft flexible modes (Nagashio et al.,
2011). The next section addresses more specifically the control of such a flexible system.
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2.4.2 Flexible control issues

The control of a flexible structure still remains a challenging task, mainly because of non-
collocated feedback schemes and due to the presence of flexible modes in the vicinity of
the desired bandwidth. Derived from a classic PD controller, a phase control is developed in
(Alazard and Chrétien, 1993) to overcome the limitations of both collocated or non-collocated
control alone. Indeed, the collocated feedback allows to dampen the in-joint flexibility with
reasonable margins, but they shrink when the controller is sampled. On the other hand,
a non-collocated scheme feeding back the flexible deflection does not succeed in damping
enough the rotor mode.

Considering flexible links, the system exhibits a non-minimum phase property that is a
strong performance limitation (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005). The singular perturba-
tion technique can be used to design a composite controller that stabilizes the fast flexible
dynamics, and ensures the minimum phase property of the reduced low dynamics (Hashtrudi
Zaad and Khorasani, 1996). A variation is proposed in (Masoudi and Mahzoon, 2011), where
the low dynamics corresponding to the rigid motion are controlled in open loop, while the
fast flexible dynamics are suppressed by a feedback control tuned by an LQR approach.

Attention must also be paid to the spill-over effect, i.e., the potential instability of the
closed-loop system when high-frequency flexible modes are neglected in the synthesis. In-
deed, a high controller bandwidth is necessary to ensure the performances, but it may excite
the unmodeled flexible modes and could result in an unstable closed loop. In the scope of
space robots, a matrix is extracted from the dynamic equations, and the sign of its terms
indicates if the spillover is avoided or not (Gasbarri and Pisculli, 2015). A comparison is
also proposed to highlight the benefits of using the H∞ synthesis over the classic LQR one in
(Grewal and Modit, 1995). Against the unmodeled dynamics like high-frequency flexibilities,
the H∞ synthesis performed better thanks to a strong roll-off specification on the system
output. To go further on practical aspects, an optimal configuration for the number and
placement of piezoelectric devices is developed to actively control and suppress the vibra-
tions on a fully flexible space robot in (Sabatini et al., 2012).

As mentioned earlier, the flexible behavior can be represented by many different techniques
and the modes shapes or frequencies may vary greatly depending on the boundary condi-
tions. This leads to new uncertainties. In addition to the unstructured uncertainties due
to unmodeled high-frequency modes, the flexible modes introduce a structured uncertainty
because they shift when an element of a multi-body system moves. Considering the example
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of a spacecraft equipped with rotating solar panels, a gain-scheduled controller is designed to
cope with both uncertainties and is validated by on-orbit experiments with the ETS-VIII mis-
sion (Nagashio et al., 2011). More insights are given in the next section about the robustness
issue for manipulators and flexible systems.

2.4.3 Robustness analysis

From the robustness point of view, a rigid robotic system can be set under one of the many
Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) forms available in the literature, as illustrated in (Löhning,
2010) for the Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT). The joint angles are considered as
bounded uncertain parameters. They parametrize the nonlinear model of a 3-DoF robot,
including the mass matrix and the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms. This approach
can be extended to more complex robots with a 6-DoF manipulator (Saupe and Pfifer, 2012).
The first axis controller is designed considering that the load inertia seen by the motor is a
varying parameter. To handle the model dependency on all the joint angles, the parameter set
mapping is also introduced in (Hashemi et al., 2012). By reducing the number of parameters
used in the LPV model, the controller synthesis is simplified and computational complexity
is lowered.

The drawback of these methods is to consider the analytical expression of the mass matrix
terms to compute their extreme values when the arm moves. A more general approach is
obtained by first deriving the LFT form of a single rotation matrix w.r.t. its angle, as in-
troduced in (Manceaux-Cumer and Chrétien, 2001). With this LFT form, the dynamics
is readily parametrized by this rotation angle. The synthesis of a robust controller is then
performed for a satellite with varying tilt angles of the solar arrays. A smaller LFT represen-
tation of the rotation matrix is also proposed in (Guy et al., 2014). This approach allows to
derive the LFT model of complex spacecrafts with uncertainties on rigid and flexible quan-
tities at the same time (Loquen et al., 2012). A controller is designed for a satellite with
flexible solar panels and antenna. Based on the H∞ and the µ frameworks, an analysis is
performed to highlight the limitations of the robust performance when the uncertainties are
becoming too important.

In addition, some key parameters might be considered as additional optimization variables in
the design process. Called the Co-Design synthesis, this approach allows to simultaneously
optimize the system parameters, such as lengths or masses, along with the gains (Alazard
et al., 2013). It provides a powerful tool for a preliminary design of both the system itself and
its controller. By optimizing these key parameters, it may lead to improved performances.
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2.5 Testing and Validation

Finally, the closed-loop system and the path planner must be brought together to evaluate
the full and safe capture of a debris. A first step is provided by the simulation tools described
earlier and further developed in this thesis. But an experimental validation is necessary to
assess the real performances, and raises the issue of reproducing the space conditions on
Earth. In addition to the lighting conditions, the temperatures, and the space radiations,
the weightlessness dynamics is one of the biggest challenges. In this section, the main avenues
to test and validate space robotic systems are reviewed and classified from the cheapest to
the most expensive.

Suspension systems According to (Menon et al., 2007), the suspension of the segments by
long wires and springs allows to compensate for their weight. Low and small displacements
are required to prevent the system from getting out of this artificial weightlessness condition.
Indeed the cables do not remain exactly vertical when the manipulator moves and thus the
gravity is not fully compensated in long-reach motion. The main advantage of this solution
is obviously its modest cost.

Air-bearing planar systems This system consists of a set of air-cushion pads located
under each segment and under the base. The pressurized air cancels the ground friction, and
fully compensates for the gravity. Therefore, the base reacts exactly as if it were in conditions
of weightlessness. Moreover, long-time experiments can be led with no additional cost. The
main drawback is the limitation to a planar motion. This setup is very popular though,
because of its cost-benefits ratio. The first space robotics experiments were conducted with
these systems (Alexander and Cannon, 1989), including for the ETS-VII mission (Umetani
and Yoshida, 1989a). Many experiments are also based on air-bearings, by the Space Research
Center in Poland (Rybus et al., 2013; Rybus and Seweryn, 2013), and by the University of
Padova in Italy (Cocuzza et al., 2011), among others.

In addition, these test benches appear well-suited for the validation of flexible robots intro-
duced in (Nenchev et al., 1999) and in (Alazard and Chrétien, 1992), which are planar as
well.

Industrial robots Kinematics, trajectories and hardware devices can be validated with
industrial robots. The German space agency DLR possesses this kind of test bench with
the EPOS project illustrated in Figure 2.11a. By reproducing the lighting conditions with
glaring and reflections, an embedded camera and its image processing algorithm are tested
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B. The New RvD Facilty - EPOS 2.0 
Future applications for satellite on-orbit servicing missions require the EPOS facility to be able to provide the 

following test and simulation capabilities 
 

(A)  the 6-DOF relative dynamic motion of two satellites in the final approaching phase from 25 meters to 0 meters. 
(B)  the 6-DOF contact dynamic behavior during the entire docking process including the initial impact, soft 

docking, and hard docking (final rigidization). 
(C)  the space-representative lighting and background conditions 
 

Since the old EPOS facility apparently could not provide all of these capabilities, it was replaced completely by a 
new EPOS system. The design and construction work of the new facility began in 2008. The development work is a 
joint effort of two institutions of DLR at Oberpfaffenhofen. The first institution is the German Space Operations 
Center (GSOC), which provides the major resources for the project and is responsible for the overall design, 
construction, and operation of the facility. The second contributing institution is the DLR's Robotics and 
Mechatronics Institute, which provided expertise in space robotics technology and some HIL simulation experience. 

The new EPOS facility is aimed at providing test and verification capabilities for complete RvD processes of on-
orbit servicing missions.. The facility comprises a hardware-in-the-loop simulator based on two industrial robots (of 
which one is mounted on a 25m rail system) for physical real-time simulations of rendezvous and docking 
maneuvers. This test bed will allow simulation of the last critical phase (separation ranging from 25m to 0m) of the 
approach process including the contact dynamics simulation of the docking process. 

Moreover, its main advances are: 
 
• It is a highly accurate test bed. The measurement and positioning performance will be increased by factor 

10 compared to the former EPOS facility.  
• Dynamical capabilities will allow for high commanding rates and the capability of force and torque 

measurements. 
• The simulations of sunlight illumination conditions as well as the compensation of Earth-gravity force are 

both part of the assembly to generate an utmost realistic simulation of the real rendezvous and docking 
process. 

• The utilization of standard industrial robotics H/W allows a very high flexibility related to different 
application scenarios.  

 
The new facility consists of the following components (for details, see ref. 17): 
 

• A rail system mounted on the floor to move an industrial robot up to a distance of 25m, 
• A KUKA KR240 robot (robot 1) mounted at the end of the rail system for simulating the 6 degree of freedom of 

the second spacecraft.  
• A KUKA KR100HA robot (robot 2) mounted on the rail system for simulating the 6 degree of freedom of one 

spacecraft.  
• A PC-based monitoring and control system to monitor and control the RvD simulation on the facility. It can be 

   
 
Figure 4  The new EPOS facility: robotics-based testbed (left) and operation station (right)  

(a) Source: (Boge et al., 2010)

tion when no external forces are being applied (see [7], [15],
[23], [26], [37], and [42]). The Newton-Euler approach, how-
ever, has been used by other researchers [6] to develop the
free-flyer dynamics for a single arm by incorporating the 6
DOF of the satellite into the base link. Few formulations
seem to consider the case of multiple arms [22], [44] where
the Newton-Euler formulation may offer some advantage.

Decoupled Vehicle-Arm Dynamics
To facilitate the derivation of the coupled vehicle/arm dy-
namics, the dynamics of the vehicle without arms will be de-
rived first. Before proceeding, the basic notation used
throughout the rest of this article is described. The3 1× vec-
tor C B

Ap( ) represents the Cartesian position of the origin of
frame{ }A (or a point A) with respect to the origin of frame{ }B

in frame{ }C coordinates. Thus, the subscript “ A” represents
the point being described, and the presuperscript “ B” indi-
cates the coordinate frame that is being referenced. The su-
perscript “ C” in front of the parentheses indicates that the
vector is being expressed in frame{ }C coordinates. If the co-
ordinate frame { }C is omitted, then by default frame { }C is
equivalent to frame{ }B , i.e., B

A
B B

Ap p≡ ( ).
For a free vector such as force in which there is no refer-

ence point, the presuperscript represents the coordinate
frame in which the vector is expressed. If no presuperscript
is designated, then the coordinate frame is understood to
be the inertial reference frame unless otherwise stated. The
orientation of a frame { }A with respect to frame { }B can be
represented by the 3 × 3 rotation matrix B

AR , which is the
matrix of direction cosines relating the two frames. The ori-
entation can also be expressed as the quaternion
B

A
T Tq~ [ ( / ) ( / )]≡ φ φsin cos2 2υ , where υ is the eigenaxis vec-

tor and φis the eigenvalue rotation angle [10].

Vehicle Dynamics
In this section, the general case of a rigid spacecraft trans-
lating and rotating under the influence of body-fixed actua-
tion devices is considered. For a rigid body with force Fb

acting through the center of mass, the acceleration of the
center of mass �vCb

can be found from

F m vb b Cb
= �

(1)

wheremb is the mass of the body, and both Fb and �vCb
are de-

fined with respect to an inertial reference frame. Equation
(1) is referred to as “Newton’s Equation.”

The linear acceleration of the center of mass �vCb
is related

to the acceleration of the origin of the body reference frame
�vb through

( ) ( )( )� � �v v p pC b b
r b

C b b
r b

Cb b b
= + × + × ×ω ω ω
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where ωb is the angular velocity of the body in inertial space
and r b

Cp
b

( ) is the body’s center of mass position in the body
frame{ }b expressed in inertial frame{ }r coordinates.

The angular acceleration �ωb of the body being acted on

by moment Nb can be found using the relations
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where hb is the angular momentum of the
body in inertial space. C

b
b I is the body

inertia in the body center of mass frame,
which is parallel to frame{ }b but with its
origin at the center of mass. Equation (3)
is referred to as “Euler’s Equation.”

The addition of a reaction wheel to
the spacecraft body modifies (3) as [17]

( ) ( )N h h h hb b w b b w= + + × +� � ω (4)

where hw represents the angular momentum of the reaction
wheel in inertial space. Because the angular velocity of the
wheel is typically much greater than that of the body, the
wheel’s angular momentum in inertial space is usually ap-
proximated by h hw

r b
w≈ ( ) where

b
w

C
w

b
wh Ib= ω (5)

represents the angular momentum of the wheel with respect
to the body. The inertia of the wheel, C

w
b I , is also defined in

the body’s center of mass frame, and b
wω is the angular ve-

locity of the reaction wheel with respect to the body.
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Since the base platform is mobile, the
initial conditions need to be expressed
in terms of the vehicle states.

Figure 3. Ranger NBV grappled to a satellite mockup at the
University of Maryland Neutral Buoyancy Research Facility.
(b) Source: (Carignan and Akin, 2000)

Figure 2.11: Test benches to validate space robotics on Earth; (a) EPOS test bench developed
by the DLR; (b) Neutral Buoyancy Ranger from the University of Maryland.

and validated almost in real conditions (Boge et al., 2010). One robotic arm reproduces the
rotating motion of a target with a mockup of the debris, while the second one is translating
on a rail and stands for the chaser on approach. Since the control loop is closed by the visual
feedback, this approach is called HIL.

A similar test bench is presented by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) in (Rekleitis et al.,
2007). For this one, both robots are static but the principle remains the same. One is moving
like the target and the other one like the chaser. High level task were performed based on the
Cortex control software, in order to demonstrate autonomous steps of a capture mission. It
is also worth mentioning the Chinese test bench made up of two static industrial robots (Xu
et al., 2007), and the neutral-buoyant airship developed at the McGill University (Persson,
2015). An exhaustive list of the similar setups is available in (Flores-Abad et al., 2014).

Under-water systems In order to improve the on-orbit dynamics simulation, under-water
systems have been designed. They are used intensively for the astronauts training phases
on Earth, and have recently been proved to be very similar to the weightlessness conditions
(Macaluso et al., 2016). Thanks to the Archimedes’ buoyancy principle, weightlessness can
be reached for big systems provided that they are built to be waterproof and that they can fit
into a pool. 3D motion can also be tested and long-time experiments are feasible. However,
when an object is moving underwater, it experiences hydrodynamic effects and friction that
do not occur in space. An advanced hydrodynamic study is provided in (Menon et al., 2007),
and it shows that a spherical object actuated with hydro-jet nozzles can accurately reproduce
the behavior of a spacecraft.

Using the Neutral Buoyancy Vehicle (NBV) from the University of Maryland, C. R. Carignan
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performed underwater experiments (Carignan and Akin, 2000), as illustrated in Figure 2.11b.
The base displacement is observed when a manipulator motion is performed with the AOCS
turned on and off. It illustrates the necessity of the free-flying strategy over the free-floating
one when the base has to be precisely pointed.

Parabolic flights When a plane performs parabolic trajectories, the gravity felt by the
passengers can be augmented by the descent rate and the resulting centrifugal force. On the
contrary, when it is rising the gravity can be canceled by this same centrifugal force. This
method allows to reach micro-gravity conditions for almost 30 seconds, it can be repeated
dozens of time on a single flight and can validate systems which fit inside the cabin. Therefore,
only short-time experiments are possible in a limited workspace, and this solution still remains
quite expensive. However, it reproduces quite faithfully the weightlessness conditions with
only 5% of the terrestrial gravity, and it is also shown that mockups of space robots can be
embedded (Menon et al., 2007). The French company Novespace provides this service with
a A300 plane for a cumulative time of ten minutes in micro-gravity on one flight6.

On-orbit experiments Eventually, the most expensive way of testing space systems, and
the most faithful one, is to bring them up to space. As highlighted in the introduction of
the thesis, many missions provide strong feedbacks on space robotic systems, such as the the
experiments of the ETS-VII, of the OE, or of the Canadarm. A potential low-cost solution
has been proposed in (Seweryn et al., 2011), by using the Columbus module of the ISS to let
the astronauts perform the experiments. A similar project has been brought to life by the
SPHERES spacecrafts of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). They were sent
aboard the ISS to investigate the proximity maneuvers of a chaser with a target, to build
a 3D map of the debris, and to perform a rendezvous while avoiding obstacles (Stoll et al.,
2012).

6http://www.novespace.fr/en,home.html

http://www.novespace.fr/en,home.html
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CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this thesis are based on the previous literature review. By highlighting
the advantages and limitations of the current methods used for the modeling, the control and
the path planning of space robots, the expected contributions are presented. In the present
work, algorithms are developed for the flexible modeling and the control synthesis of such
robotic system to capture a tumbling debris.

The mission scenario is first described to highlight the limits of the project. Then, the
objectives and their corresponding contributions are detailed, before introducing the global
organization of the thesis.

3.1 Mission Scenario

This thesis aims at studying the modeling and the control of a space robot to capture a
tumbling debris. Too many questions are surrounding such a challenging task, and some hy-
pothesis are necessary to narrow the field of research. To this end, only the planning and the
capture phases of the whole mission are studied. They correspond to the steps of fly-around
and of mechanical interfacing, illustrated in the global scenario in Figures 1.7c and 1.7d. The
project aims at modeling faithfully a space robot with lightweight flexible segments, in order
to build a high-fidelity simulator and to derive a linearized model for the control synthesis.
The validation of the designed controller is performed by the study case of a small debris
tumbling at a rate of 4◦/s, and using a chaser similar to past or existing projects, like the
ETS-VII or the DEOS. An illustration of the considered phase is given in Figure 3.1.

With these limitations on the mission scenario, the capture is assumed to last a small amount
of time, compared to the period of the spacecraft trajectories around the Earth. Therefore,
orbital mechanics will be neglected and the weightlessness hypothesis is used in the model-
ing. Nevertheless, the on-orbit disturbances are introduced as external efforts applied on the
spacecraft supporting the manipulator.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the on-orbit capture of a debris by a space robot

The main features of the thesis may be summarized by:

• Multi-body dynamics in weightlessness;

• Chaser considered as a rigid moving base with chain-like flexible appendages;

• Manipulator described by chain-like structures, with flexible and rigid segments;

• Debris considered as a tumbling rigid body.

while the underlying hypotheses are listed below:

• Orbital mechanics neglected;

• In-joint flexibility of the manipulator neglected;

• Tree-type systems neglected;

• Mechanical closed-loops neglected;

• Actuators and sensors assumed to be perfect.

3.2 Thesis Contributions

With this clear description of the thesis limits, the objectives and the contributions are
described in more details according to the four main avenues of the project, namely, the multi-
body modeling, the path planning, the control synthesis and analysis, and the experimental
validation.
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Main contribution The main contribution of the thesis is proposed based on the ex-
tended literature review provided earlier, and on the hypotheses made above. It might be
summarized as follows:

Original Contribution

Design of the control law of a space robot to perform the capture of a tum-
bling debris, and its validation by numerical simulations, and experiments
with industrial manipulators.

Specific axes of development This main contribution is built on the next specific ob-
jectives. Each of them is formulated with the related hypothesis, and a short discussion
describing the conditions considered to assess their fulfillment. The four specific objectives
are denoted by Oi, and their hypothesis by Hi.

O1 - Derivation of the nonlinear flexible model of the chaser dynamics to
build linearized synthesis models and a high-fidelity simulator.

H1 - The nonlinear flexible model is linearizable, and the simulation of the multi-body
system is numerically tractable with a stable error on the energy drift during the
simulations.

This hypothesis is validated if the nonlinear dynamics of the chaser can be linearized around
an equilibrium point, as it is the case for most mechanical systems. Concerning the simula-
tion, the energy drift must be monitored to check that the numerical errors are not increasing
constantly during the computations. Otherwise, the results would be distorted and the nu-
merical simulation will not be an efficient mean of validation. This objective will be validated
on the complete chaser with a rigid base, two flexible solar panels, and a flexible manipulator
as well.

O2 - Design of a coordinated control law and of a path planner for the space-
craft and its embedded manipulator, allowing to capture a tumbling
debris from a few meters.

H2 - A separated control law on the spacecraft and on the robotic arm is able to track a
capture trajectory within an accuracy of a few centimeters, in order to synchronize
precisely the end-effector motion with the target point one.
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The control law is designed for the specific case of the capture of space debris tumbling at a
low rate. The base consumption and the end-effector positioning will be evaluated to assess
the global performance of the law. A path planner must be developed to track the debris in a
smooth way, avoiding any impact at the instant of capture. Two different controllers will be
investigated on the manipulator, in order to simplify the law as much as possible and make
it compatible with space processor capabilities. Their accuracy in simulation must reach an
error of a few centimeters, as required in the previous space missions involving a capture.

O3 - Analysis of the controller robustness w.r.t. the important dynamic
changes related to the manipulator motion.

H3 - A robustness analysis provides the extreme variations of the joint angles allowing
to maintain the required performances on the linearized models of synthesis.

This hypothesis accounts for the parameter-varying structure of the linearized model of a
manipulator. When the joint configuration is modified, then the linearized model changes
completely and the controller validity must be checked on the new configuration. This prob-
lem will be overcome by specifying the maximal variations of the joint angles, in order to
maintain the performances. Therefore, the domain of validity of the closed loop performances
with one given controller can be derived in terms of joint angles variations around the nom-
inal configuration. This study is based on the µ-analysis of the linear model of a robotic
system, and must be performed for both the rigid and the flexible cases.

O4 - Validation of the control laws by performing a complete capture sce-
nario on a robotic test bench.

H4 - Numerical simulations and industrial manipulators allow to faithfully reproduce
the multi-body dynamics in weightlessness, in order to measure precisely the cap-
ture accuracy of a given controller.

The main problem for this objective is to reproduce the multi-body dynamics in weightless-
ness with terrestrial manipulators undergoing the gravity. The coupling of both the numerical
and experimental simulations must lead to the validation of the capture with Hardware-In-
the-Loop (HIL) components like the chaser camera tracking the debris position and attitude.
The resulting error at capture remains the criterion for the mission success.
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Figure 3.2: Global control architecture of the system and topics of the thesis in the orange
blocks

3.3 Thesis Content

The thesis is organized into three main parts: the modeling, the control, and the validation.
Various chapters are included in each part as described below. The main contents and results
are in these parts, while the detailed computations, proofs and physical data used in each
chapter are gathered in the appendices. The global architecture of the project is illustrated
in Figure 3.2, where the specific topics of the thesis are emphasized by orange blocks.

Part 1: Modeling The first part deals with the modeling of a space robot using the
DeNOC framework. The notations and the main steps are first introduced for rigid manip-
ulators, before being extended to account for the segment flexibility. The resulting flexible
dynamics of a manipulator is derived under the same form as for the rigid ones, using com-
mon notations for the matrices involved in their kinematics, kinetics and dynamics. The
corresponding algorithms to compute the forward and inverse dynamics in simulation are ex-
tended to include the motion of the base. This model describes the space robot as a rigid base
with various appendages, that can be either rigid or flexible, either fixed or actuated. The
global model is derived under the weightlessness hypothesis, mainly considering the efforts
in orbit as external disturbances.

The main contribution on this topic is the derivation of flexible dynamics using the DeNOC
approach. It allows to clearly separate the dynamical terms which depends on the flexible
coordinates, from the ones that remain constant. These corrective terms, that need to be
updated during the simulation, are neglected to build approximate models, numerically more
efficient and still accurate. A trade-off between the computation time reduction and the
resulting accuracy is proposed in order to recommend the best simulation model.
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Part 2: Path planning and control The second part aims at designing a control law
for this complex system, by coordinating two separate controllers on the base and on the
manipulator. The main goal being to follow a capture trajectory, a path planner is first
developed to ensure that the reference followed by the space robot will result in a safe and
smooth capture of the debris. Secondly, the controller syntheses are performed using the
H∞ framework with a requirement of disturbance rejection on the acceleration sensitivity
function. This feature allows to better take care of the unmodeled dynamics. The global
controller is split between two independant ones for the base and the arm. For this latter,
two different control architectures are synthesized and compared: a centralized structure,
that couples the measurements of all joints, and a decentralized one, that performs a “blind”
control at each joint. These two cases allow to compare the trajectory tracking performances
for both controllers in order to advise the best compromise between the performance and
computational standpoints.

The robustness is also studied to assess the domain of validity of these controllers when the
arm configuration is modified. To do this, the LFT modeling of a single rotation matrix is
derived under the minimal form, and then applied recursively in the dynamic algorithms.
The resulting models of any multi-body system is parameterized by the joint angles and
dedicated tools are used to study the robust stability and performance by µ-analysis. This is
the first time that a manipulator mass matrix is derived under the LFT form, and this work
provides a starting point to validate the robust behavior of robotic controllers.

Part 3: Validation Eventually, the last part is dedicated to the validation of the control
law and of its path planner. The numerical validation is first investigated by testing the
control architecture designed earlier. The results are discussed according to the different
strategies used to control and guide the end-effector and the base. Then, the experimental
results obtained on the robotic test bench are presented. A global overview is given of the
Thales Alenia Space (TAS) facility. The capabilities and limitations of this bench are dis-
cussed in the scope of space robotics, before presenting the results of a capture obtained by a
mixed numerical and physical simulation. The main contribution of this work is the success-
ful simulation of a closed-loop system integrating Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) components,
with a real camera and its dedicated image processing software.
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CHAPTER 4 RIGID FIXED-BASE ROBOT MODELING

The dynamic equations are first developed for a rigid body, in order to express the classic
Newton and Euler laws of motion using the Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement (De-
NOC) approach. This latter is especially useful to write kinematics, kinetics and dynamics in
a compact form, mainly based on the general screw theory (Featherstone, 2008). In addition,
the quasi-coordinates are introduced in this section for the simple rigid case, before extending
them to the more intricate flexible case.

4.1 Model of a Single Rigid Segment

The model of a single rigid segment constrained at both ends is developed by applying the
quasi-Lagrangian equations ((Hughes, 1986), p.60). The kinetic energy of the whole body
is obtained based on the twist describing the body motion, while its derivation w.r.t. the
system states yields the dynamic equations.

4.1.1 Kinematics

Three different frames are introduced in Figure 4.1: RI is the inertial frame, Ro and Re

are two body-fixed frames attached, respectively, at the segment base O1, and at its end-tip
E. The segment motion is described in frame Ro attached to O, which is not necessarily
its CoM. The inertial position of O is denoted ro . Regarding the angular motion, it can be
parameterized either by a quaternion or by a set of Euler angles, among others. Alterna-
tive parameters have been described in the literature review and are thoroughly covered in
(Hughes, 1986). The Euler angles Ψ are mainly used for their physical meaning while the
quaternions Q are preferred for simulation. Using the Euler angles, the segment attitude is
given by Ψo ∈ R3:

Ψo =
[

Ψx Ψy Ψz

]>
(4.1)

the related direct cosine matrix w.r.t. the inertial frame is given by:

IRo = R3-2-1(Ψ)

= Rot(Ψz, Z)Rot(Ψy, Y )Rot(Ψx, X)
1which is chosen as the reference point here to describe the segment dynamics.
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Figure 4.1: Kinematics of a rigid segment; (a) Frames and vectors describing the global
motion w.r.t. the reference point O; (b) Relative position δp of any point P w.r.t. its
corresponding projection C on the centroidal axis of the segment

The explicit expression of the rotation matrix for this 3-2-1 Euler convention is obtained as:

R3-2-1(Ψ) =


cy cz −cx sz + sx sy cz sx sz + cx sy cz

cy sz cx cz + sx sy sz −sx cz + cx sy sz

−sy sx cy cx cy

 (4.2)

where ci = cos(Ψi), si = sin(Ψi) for i ∈ {x; y; z}. The alternative expression of the direct
cosine matrix using the quaternion is given in Appendix A.2. In the sequel, the free, or
unconstrained, coordinates of a free rigid body w.r.t. the inertial frame RI are merged into
the states xo :

xo =
[

r>o Ψ>o
]>

(4.3)

For any point P along the rigid segment, its relative position w.r.t. O is given by a lon-
gitudinal term pc, which follows the centroidal axis, and by a transverse one δp, giving its
position in the section plane. Its projection on the centroidal axis, C, is parameterized by the
curvilinear abscissa s, while the transverse term is only function of the relative coordinates
in the section plane (y, z). This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Denoting by “r”
and “p” the inertial and relative positions, it yields:

r(p, t) = ro(t) + p

= ro(t) + (pc(s) + δp(y, z))

(4.4)
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4.1.2 Kinetics

When the previous relations are derived w.r.t. time in the inertial frame RI, the linear and
angular velocities are obtained and merged into the twist vector t:

to =
 vo

ωo

 =
 I3 03×3

03×3 RΨo


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Rxo

ẋo (4.5)

where (vo , ωo) are the linear and angular velocities w.r.t. the inertial frame RI, RΨ is
the transformation matrix introduced to convert the time derivative of the Euler angles
into an angular rate2, and ˙ denotes the time derivative in RI. Its expression is detailed in
Appendix A.2.

According to the screw theory, the velocity of any point P along the segment is expressed
as a function of to . Since the angular rate ωo remains the same along a rigid body, the
corresponding twist is given by:

tp =
 v

ωo

 =
 vo + ω×o p

ωo

 (4.6)

where the cross product is denoted by the Gibbs notation, with the skew-symmetric matrix:

x× y = x×y with x× =


0 −z y

z 0 −x
−y x 0

 for x =


x

y

z


The last equation (4.6) can be re-written by introducing the rigid version of the twist-propa-
gation matrix Ap,o defined by S. K. Saha in (Saha et al., 2013), also called kinematic model
in (Alazard et al., 2008):

tp =
 I3 −p×

03×3 I3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Ap,o(p)

to =⇒ te =
 I3 −p×e

03×3 I3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Ae,o

to (4.7)

where the end-tip twist, denoted te , is given on the Right Hand Side (RHS) by evaluating
the twist propagation matrix for the curvilinear abscissa s = se. The subscript “e” is used
in the sequel to denote the quantities related to the segment end-tip.

The global kinetic energy is now obtained under its classic form by integrating it over the
2If a quaternion is used instead of the Euler angles, the free coordinates are given by xo =

[
r>o Q>o

]>
with Qo ∈ R4, and a similar transformation matrix RQ between its time derivative and the angular rate is
derived in Appendix A.2.
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whole segment. As illustrated in Figure 4.1a, the whole segment L is assumed to have an
elbow-shape with a short rigid portion at the beginning, denoted by E , and a long slender
beam for the main part, denoted by B. The rigid kinetic energy Trr is expressed by using the
upper row of Ap,o :

Trr = 1
2

∫
L
v>vdm

= 1
2 t>o

 ∫L I3dm
∫
L−p×dm

∗
∫
L

(
− (p×)2

)
dm

 to

= 1
2 t>o

 mI3 −c×

∗ Io


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Mr

to (4.8)

where m denotes the segment’s mass; c =
∫
L pdm is the first moment of inertia defined by

c/m = pG, with pG the relative position of its CoM w.r.t. O in Ro ; and Io =
∫
L(− (p×)2)dm

is the second moment of inertia of the undeformed body, expressed at O in Ro (Hughes,
1986; Spong et al., 2006). The symbol “∗” is introduced to represent the symmetric parts of
a matrix.

Besides, if a hub were to be considered, its mass matrix at O expressed in Ro must be added
to Mr . According to the previous expression in (4.8), its mass matrix is given as follows for
a rigid hub :

Mhub =
 mhubI3 −mhubp×Ghub

∗ Ihub,O


4.1.3 Dynamics

The rigid segment dynamics are derived using the quasi-Lagrangian equations introduced in
(Hughes, 1986). In this formalism, the twist variables are considered as the velocity states,
instead of the time derivatives of the generalized coordinates. As mentioned in the literature
review, this step simplifies greatly the rotational dynamics. Indeed, in the classic Lagrangian
theory, the generalized coordinates x and their corresponding velocities ẋ are used to describe
the motion. Under matrix form, dynamics is commonly written as (Spong et al., 2006):

Qx = d
dt

(
∂L

∂ẋ

)
− ∂L

∂x
(4.9)
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where Qx are the generalized efforts related to x, and L is the Lagrangian. This latter is
defined as the difference between the kinetic energy T and the potential energy U:

L(x, ẋ) = T(x, ẋ)− U(x) (4.10)

The expression of (4.9) becomes quite intricate to derive for the rotational motion, because
the corresponding kinetic energy depends simultaneously on the generalized coordinates and
on their velocities:

Trot(Ψ, Ψ̇) = 1
2 ω

> Iω = 1
2 Ψ̇>R>Ψ IRΨ Ψ̇

To overcome this limitation, the quasi-Lagrangian equations are preferred to describe the
rigid-body motion. Introduced in (Hughes, 1986), they use the generalized coordinates and
the twist t to express dynamics. The angular rate of the reference frame ω serves as gener-
alized rotational speed and provides more compact equations. The Lagrangian is re-written
as:

L(x, t) = T(x, t)− U(x)

And the state equations are given under matrix form by:

Q = d
dt

(
∂L

∂t

)
− ∂̃L

∂x
(4.11)

to summarize the following set of equations (Hughes, 1986; Meirovitch, 1991):

Qv = d
dt

(
∂L

∂v

)
−
(
∂L

∂r

)

Qω = d
dt

(
∂L

∂ω

)
−R−>Ψ

(
∂L

∂Ψ

)
+ v×

(
∂L

∂v

) (4.12a)

(4.12b)

where v is the inertial speed of the reference point, ω is the angular rate of the reference
frame, and Q are the generalized forces corresponding, respectively, to the linear speed with
Qv, and to the angular rate with Qω. The term ∂̃L

∂x is an extended version of the derivative
w.r.t. segment states. It is denoted by:

∂̃L

∂x
,

 ∂L
∂r

R−>Ψ

(
∂L
∂Ψ

)
− v×

(
∂L
∂v

)
 (4.13)
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N.B.: The equations provided in (4.12) are slightly different from the ones available
in (Hughes, 1986; Meirovitch, 1991). Indeed, the terms ω × ∂L

∂v
and ω × ∂L

∂ω
in the lin-

ear/angular dynamics have been removed because the time derivative d
dt are considered

in the inertial frame here, whereas they were expressed in the body-fixed frame in both
references. More details are given in (4.14), with the introduction of the notation x
and x to denote, respectively, the time derivatives with respect to the inertial frame
RI and w.r.t. the local frame Ro .

These equations are now derived for the rigid segment considered above. The Lagrangian is
only defined by the kinetic energy T, while there is no potential energy U under the weight-
lessness hypothesis3. Before deriving the dynamic equations, the time derivative convention
of P. C. Hughes is introduced based on the vectrix concept (Hughes, 1986). A differentiation
w.r.t. the inertial frame RI is denoted by x, while a differentiation w.r.t. the local frame Ro

is denoted by x. It implies the following relations for a vector x and a matrix A, considering
a local frame rotating along ω :

x = x + ω× x

A = A + ω×A−Aω×
(4.14a)

(4.14b)

Applying (4.11) with the kinetic energy of a rigid body in (4.8), the state derivatives simplifies
because the lagrangian does not depend explicitly upon the reference frame position ro and
attitude Ψo :

Q = d
dt (Mrto) +

 03×1

v×o (mvo − c×ωo)


= Mrto + Mrto +

 03×1

(c×ωo)× vo


= Mrto +

(
Mr + ΩoMr −MrΩo

)
to +

 03×1

(c×ωo)× vo


where the cross product property x×x = 0 is used, and where Ωo = diag(ω×o ,ω×o ), with
diag(X) denoting the diagonal or block-diagonal matrix with the elements X (either a set of
scalars or matrices).

Since the mass matrix Mr does not depend explicitly upon time when expressed in the local
3If the gravity field g were to be considered, instead of introducing it through potential energy, it is

preferred to set the base acceleration to v̇o = g in the inverse dynamics of Algorithm 4.1 in order to improve
numerical efficiency (see (Walker and Orin, 1982)).
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frame Ro , the term Mr vanishes. In addition, the relation of Jacobi4 is used to develop the
nested cross product:

(a × b)× = a× b× − b×a×

It yields:

Q = Mrto +
 mω×o vo − ω×o c×ωo

ω×o c×vo + ω×o Ioωo

−
 mω×o vo − c×ω×o ωo

c×ω×o vo + Ioω
×
o ωo

+
 03×1

c×ω×o vo − ω×o c×vo



which further simplifies, introducing the matrix Ev =

 03×3 03×3

03×3 I3

 from (Saha et al., 2013):

Q = Mrto +
 −ω×o c×ωo

ω×o Ioωo


= Mrto + Ωo

 03×3 −c×

03×3 Io

 to

= Mrto + ΩoMrEvto (4.15)

The generalized efforts are developed in terms of constraint effort applied at the segment’s
ends. When coming back to the definition of virtual work in terms of speed (Parsa, 2007),
they read as follows when applied for only one segment:

Qqj
=
∑
i

(
∂vMi

∂q̇j

)>
f i +

(
∂ωMi

∂q̇j

)>
nMi

(4.16)

where q̇j denotes the generalized speeds, (f i,nMi
) are the forces and torques acting at (and

along) the pointMi, and (vMi
,ωMi

) are the linear/angular speeds of this point. In the sequel,
forces and torques are merged using the wrench notation. In the scope of a robotic arm in
weightlessness, they are only applied at the end-tips (i.e., at the interface with preceding and
following segments), and are denoted:

wo =
[
f>o n>o

]>
we =

[
f>e n>e

]> (4.17a)

(4.17b)

where (f o,no) and (f e,ne) are the efforts applied at the segment base O and end-tip E.
If additional external efforts were to be considered, a general derivation of Q is provided
in Appendix A.3.1. Denoting by (vo ,ωo) the inertial speed and angular rate at O, the

4The Jacobi relation states that: a× (b× c) + b× (c× a) + c× (a × b) = 0, so the double cross product
reads: a × (b× c) = −b× (c× a)− c× (a × b) = b× (a × c) + (a × b)× c = (b×a× + (a × b)×) c.
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corresponding generalized efforts are expressed by:

Qqj
=
(
∂

∂q̇j

[
v>o ω>o

])
wo +

(
∂

∂q̇j

[
v>e ω>e

])
we (4.18)

Replacing the generalized speeds q̇j by the twist variables vo and ωo , and applying the
propagation relation in (4.7) for the end-tip, the generalized efforts are obtained as:

Q =
(
∂to

∂to

)>
wo +

(
∂te

∂to

)>
we

= wo + A>e,owe (4.19)

For the free body case, this generalized efforts are sometimes denotedW o in the sequel, and
especially in the algorithms, since they represent the wrench of the resultant net force
and torque expressed at the segment base O.

Rigid dynamics of a single segment

The dynamic equations of a rigid body are finally obtained for any reference point O
by combining (4.15) and (4.19):

mvo − c×ωo − ω×o c×ωo = f o + f e

c× vo + Ioωo + ω×o (Ioωo) = no + ne + p×e f e

or in a more compact form:

Mrto + ΩoMrEvto = wo + A>e,owe (4.20)

4.2 Model of a Rigid Multi-body System

The previous dynamic model of a single segment is now used recursively to obtain the dy-
namics of a whole chain-like manipulator. Kinematics and kinetics are introduced based on
a modified version of the DH parameters (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955). Manipulator dy-
namics is derived in the general case of n links, each of them being described by the previous
model. A Newton-Euler scheme is developed to compute efficiently the inverse dynamics. A
closed-form equation is also introduced based on the DeNOC approach, with the derivation
of two algorithms to get the global mass matrix and the Coriolis and centrifugal vector. Fi-
nally, a simulation scheme is built by solving the forward dynamics using (Saha, 1999; Saha
et al., 2013).
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Though well known in the literature of rigid systems, these steps are developed for sake of
completeness. They allow to introduce the global DeNOC notations and algorithms, before
extending them to the flexible case in the Chapter 5. The superscript “r” is used to denote
the rigid terms, and “f” will be used later for the flexible ones.

4.2.1 Kinematics

The Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters are used to describe the kinematic structure of
a manipulator. A frame Ri is rigidly fixed to each segment, and a set of four parameters[
θi di ai αi

]
is used to characterize the homogeneous transformation i−1Ti between two

successive segments (Craig, 1989; Spong et al., 2006). With the classic parameters, the ith

joint axis5 is aligned with the Z-axis of the previous frame Ri−1. In addition, its origin
Oi is often located at the segment’s end-tip. As mentioned in the literature review, the
modified parameters were proposed to manage the ambiguous configurations arising for tree-
type systems (Khalil and Kleinfinger, 1986). Nevertheless, with these modified parameters,
the frame is often located at the elbow, at point A in Figure 4.1a, and not at the segment
base, as desired with Ro . Therefore, an adapted version of the DH formalism is proposed
in Appendix A.1 to ensure that the frames are at the beginning of the segments for the
particular case of elbow shapes6. The three formalisms are compared thoroughly on a planar
and a 3D examples in Appendix A.1. The resulting frames are illustrated for the Canadarm
example in Figure 4.2.

Using this adapted formalism, kinematics are still described by a set of four DH parameters,
but taken in the following order

[
di ai αi θi

]
. In the rigid case, the corresponding

homogeneous transformation i−1T r
i between the successive framesRi−1 , Roi−1 andRi , Roi

is performed by:
i−1T r

i = Trans(di, Z)Trans(ai, X)Rot(αi, X)Rot(θi, Z)

=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di

0 0 0 1




1 0 0 ai

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




1 0 0 0
0 cos(αi) − sin(αi) 0
0 sin(αi) cos(αi) 0
0 0 0 1




cos(θi) − sin(θi) 0 0
sin(θi) cos(θi) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


5i.e., the rotation axis for a revolute joint, or the translation axis for a prismatic one.
6It is worth noticing that this formalism is not well suited for prismatic joints because the ith variable

position di would be accounted for in the (i + 1)th set of parameters. If one considers prismatic joints, the
modified parameters remain the best choice.
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Figure 4.2: Adapted Denavit-Hartenberg frames for the Canadarm example

leading to:

i−1T r
i =


cθi −sθi 0 ai

cαisθi cαicθi −sαi 0
sαisθi sαicθi cαi di

0 0 0 1

 (4.21)

where cx and sx denote respectively cos(x) and sin(x). The rotation matrix between the two
frames is given by i−1T r

i (1:3, 1:3)7:

i−1Rr
i(θi) = Rot(αi, X)Rot(θi, Z)

=


cθi −sθi 0
cαisθi cαicθi −sαi
sαisθi sαicθi cαi

 (4.22)

and the vector relying them, between Oi−1 and Ei−1 ≡ Oi, is given by i−1T r
i (1:3, 4):

pr
i−1 , pei−1 = Trans(di, Z)Trans(ai, X)

=


(i−1)


ai

0
di

 or
(i)


ai cθi + di sθi sαi
−ai sθi + di cθi sαi

di cαi

 (4.23)

7Using the Matlab vector notation, with X(i:j) being the the sub-vector of X from the ith to the jth
component.
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where the vector x expressed in frame Ri is denoted by (i)x.

Considering that each segment has one rigid degree of motion along its joint axis, its gener-
alized coordinate reduces to a scalar term qi ∈ R. For a manipulator with n segments, the
global vector of generalized coordinates is given by:

qr =
[
q1 . . . qn

]>
(4.24)

with qi =
[
θi
]
(resp.

[
di
]
) for a revolute (resp. prismatic) joint, while the three remaining

DH parameters are constant.

Using recursively the previous transformations, the inertial position of any point M along
the ith link, with the relative coordinates ipM in Ri, is then given in the base frame Ro as
a function of qr . Provided that x̃ denotes the homogeneous form of a position vector (i.e.,
x̃ =

[
x> 1

]>
), it yields:

r̃M =
(

0T r
1(q1) 1T r

2(q2) . . . i−1T r
i (qi)

)
ip̃M = 0T r

i (qr) ip̃M (4.25)

And especially for the end-effector, both its position and orientation can be described by
an additional frame, commonly known as the effector frame RE ≡ Rn+1. The additional
transformation nTE gives the kinematic properties of a given tool fixed at the end-effector E =
On+1. More specifically, its relative position is described by pr

n+1 ,
npe , and its orientation by

the rotation matrix nRr
n+1 ,

nRE. Denoting the global transformation by 0T r
E = 0T r

n(qr) nT r
E,

which depends upon qr , the effector frame is obtained by:

rE(qr) = 0T r
E

 03×1

1

 and 0Rr
E(qr) = 0T r

E(1:3, 1:3) (4.26)

As a conclusion, a robotic arm is described by two dual quantities: the position and the
orientation of its end-effector, xE , or the angles between its segments, qr . These latter are
called the joint angles or the arm configuration. Kinematics is based on the last relation
linking the end-effector position and orientation to the joint angles. It can be summarized
as:

xE =
 rE

ΨE

 = fkin(qr) (4.27)
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4.2.2 Kinetics

When differentiating the previous kinematic relations with respect to time, one derives the
robot kinetics, required to express its kinetic energy and then to derive its dynamics. A
recursive relation between the twists of two successive segment is derived first. This relation
is necessary to apply the segment dynamics in (4.20) which depends upon the reference twist
to . The recursive twist relation is straightforward by adding the angular (resp. linear) speed
coming from the revolute (resp. prismatic) joint motion to the end-tip twist of the previous
segment:

toi = tei−1 + q̇i zi
= Aei−1,oi−1 toi−1 + q̇i zi

where zi is the generalized joint axis8, and Aei−1,oi−1 is the twist-propagation matrix in (4.7)
written for the end-tip of the (i− 1)th segment.

To alleviate the notations in the sequel, the ith reference twist is denoted ti , toi , and the
twist-propagation matrix from the (i− 1)th to the ith segment is denoted Ai,i−1. With these
notations, the recursive twist relation reads:

ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̇i (4.28)

where Ai,i−1 and Pi are the rigid version of the twist propagation matrix, and of the joint
rate propagation matrix. Reminding the expression of pr

i−1 , pei−1 in (4.23), they read as
follows (Mohan and Saha, 2007):

Ar
i,i−1 =

 I3 −
(
pr
i−1

)×
03×3 I3


Pr
i =

[
zi
]

(4.29a)

(4.29b)

These two matrices are introduced to obtained the kinetic relations in a compact matrix
form, and they will be easily extended to the flexible case since the same set of equations
holds. In (4.28), it is very important to notice that the twist ti and ti−1 may be expressed
in, respectively, Ri and Ri−1 to speed up the computations by limiting the changes of frame.
To that end, Pi is rather expressed in Ri, where its expression is simpler, while Ai,i−1 is
augmented by the change of frame, because it is expressed inRi−1 to perform the product with

8zi =
[

0> Z>i

]> for a revolute joint, and zi =
[
Z>i 0>

]> for a prismatic one. With the adapted DH
convention, Zi reads simply [0,−sαi , cαi ]> in Ri−1, or [0, 0, 1]> in Ri.
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ti−1. Therefore, the generalized rotation matrix i−1Ri is introduced and the final expressions
of Ai,i−1 and Pi are given by:

Ai,i−1 = i−1R>i
(i−1)Ar

i,i−1

Pi = (i)Pr
i

(4.30a)

(4.30b)

where the generalized rotation matrix is given by:

i−1Ri =
 i−1Rr

i 03×3

03×3
i−1Rr

i

 (4.31)

The relation (4.28) is the recursive version of the Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement
(DeNOC) approach, and will be used to perform efficient simulations. Nonetheless, kinetics
may also be viewed globally by seeing the manipulator as a whole, in order to derive the arm
Jacobian.

Jacobian Matrix by the DENOC Approach To express the global twist of the seg-
ments t = [ t>1 , . . . t>n ]> as a function of the global generalized coordinate qr = [ q1, . . . qn ]>,
J. Angeles and S. K. Lee introduced the NOC matrix N such that t = N q̇r . This denom-
ination has its roots into the holonomic constraints expression. Describing the fact that
the segments of a manipulator are forced to only move along one axis, these kinematic con-
straints can be written as a function of the segment coordinates x = [ x>1 , . . . , x>n ]>, with
xi = xoi = [ r>oi , Ψ>oi ]> (Dimitrov, 2005):

Φ(x) = 0

When differentiated with respect to time, the resulting relation shows that the segment
velocities must lie within the null space of the Jacobian matrix of the constraints, which is
denoted Φx = ∂Φ/∂x. The differentiation yields: Φx ẋ = 0.

In addition, it has been shown in (4.5) that ẋi is linked to the twist ti by an invertible
matrix Rxi . When this relation is extended to express the global velocity as a function of
the global twist, it yields: t = [Rx ] ẋ, with [Rx ] = diag (Rxi) still invertible in the absence
of singular configurations. The time differentiation of the constraints can then be re-written
as (Dimitrov, 2005):

Φx ẋ = 0 =⇒ Φx
[
R−1

x

]
t = 0
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Denoting Φt , Φx
[
R−1

x

]
and replacing the global twist t by the NOC relation, it yields:

ΦtNq̇r = 0 =⇒ ΦtN = 0

since the generalized coordinates qr are, by definition, independent. This last relation states
that the columns of N span the null space of Φt, describing the Space of Allowable Motion
introduced in (Dimitrov, 2005). Each column of N is therefore orthogonal to each row of Φt,
justifying its name of NOC.

S. K. Saha introduced the decoupled form of N by using the recursive twist relation in (4.28).
As shown in (Saha, 1997), the explicit expression of N can be obtained by expressing first
the twist relation under matrix form, in order to highlight the kinematic structure of the
manipulator. Starting with the base twist t0 = 0 for a fixed base, the following system of
equations is obtained for n segments:



t1

t2

t3
...

tn


=



0 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 0 0 · · · 0
0 A3,2 0 · · · 0
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 0 An,n−1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,A



t1

t2

t3
...

tn


+



P1 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0

0 0 P3
. . . ...

... ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 Pn


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Nd



q̇1

q̇2

q̇3
...
q̇n



such that 

I6 0 0 · · · 0
−A2,1 I6 0 · · · 0

0 −A3,2 I6 · · · 0
... ... . . . · · · 0
0 0 0 −An,n−1 I6


t =



P1 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0
0 0 P3 · · · 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 Pn


q̇r

In the Left Hand Side (LHS), the matrix (I − A) can be inverted analytically using the
Gaussian elimination technique. Denoting Nl its inverse and using the transitivity notation:
Ai,j = Ai,i−1 Ai−1,j, the system of equations reduces to:
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t =



I6 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 I6 0 · · · 0
A3,1 A3,2 I6 · · · 0
... ... . . . · · · 0

An,1 An,2 · · · An,n−1 I6


︸ ︷︷ ︸

(I−A)−1,Nl



P1 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0
0 0 P3 · · · 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 Pn


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Nd

q̇r (4.32)

It is worth noticing that this relation is actually the Jacobian matrix9 written for every
segment twist. This matrix is characterized by the linear dependency with the joint speeds:

ti =
[

Ai,1 · · · Ai,i−1 I6 0 · · · 0
]

Nd q̇r

For example, the effector Jacobian matrix JE is obtained by introducing the additional twist-
propagation matrix An+1,n, corresponding to the end-effector position pr

n+1 ,
npe expressed

w.r.t. the last segment frame Rn :

tE =
[

An+1,1 An+1,2 · · · An+1,n−1 An+1,n

]
Nd︸ ︷︷ ︸

,JE

q̇r (4.33)

It can be summarized by the following kinetic relation, to compare with the kinematic equiv-
alent in (4.27):

tE =
 vE

ωE

 = JE(qr) q̇r (4.34)

Kinematic Singularities and Manipulability The kinematic singularities qsing are de-
fined as the configurations where the Jacobian matrix JE is loosing its full rank. In other
words, it exists a non-zero vector of joint speeds η̇ such that: JE(qsing)η̇ = 0. It means that
a differential motion in the direction η̇ does not produce any linear nor angular motion of the
end-effector. This situation occurs for example when the axes of two joints are aligned, since
they can move in the opposite way without moving the effector. Another classic example
is when the manipulator reaches the limits of its workspace: the effector cannot go further

9“Jacobian” being understood here in its robotic meaning, i.e., as the kinetic relation between the joint
speeds and the twist of any point: tp = Jp q̇.
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and it looses some degrees of motion. This is why this matrix is used to characterize the
manipulability of a given configuration. It gives the capacity of the effector to move around
this configuration before reaching a singularity. A classic index of dexterity is given by the
volume of the manipulability ellipsoid, i.e., the product of the Jacobian singular values (Spong
et al., 2006). In the special case of a non-redundant arm, it reads:

µ(qr) =
√

det
(
JE(qr) J>E(qr)

)
(4.35)

This index highly depends on the units of distance or angle used to describe the robot
kinematics, which lead to great variations on the Jacobian matrix. For sake of numerical
implementation, different solutions have been proposed in the literature to overcome this
limitation: the condition number, for example, allows to use a dimensionless quantity between
0 and 1 based on the singular value decomposition of the Jacobian matrix, while additional
transformations are also introduced to make these indices invariant with the choice of the
distance unit (Staffetti et al., 2002). These measures are crucial when designing the path
planner of the arm, in order to avoid the singularities and to prevent the effector from reaching
the workspace limits.

The notation and preliminary concepts of the DeNOC approach have been presented in this
kinetics section. It allows to derive the dynamics by two approaches: a recursive one for
efficient simulation schemes, and a global one for control purpose. The relation (4.28) is used
to derive a recursive Newton-Euler scheme based on the constrained equations of motion of
a single segment, while the relation (4.32) is more suited to derive explicitly the closed-form
dynamic equation for the whole manipulator.

4.2.3 Constrained Dynamics of the Segments

In order to use the previous dynamic model of a single rigid link in (4.20), the time derivative
of the twist is computed recursively using the relation (4.28) :

ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̇i + Pi q̈i (4.36)

The differentiations of Ar
i,i−1 and Pr

i in their respective frame are given by the time derivatives
of matrices and vectors in (4.14). Noticing that they are both constant w.r.t., respectively,
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Ri−1 and Ri, it yields:

Ar
i,i−1 = Ωi−1 Ar

i,i−1 −Ar
i,i−1Ωi−1

=
 03×3 −

(
ωi−1 × pr

i−1

)×
03×3 03×3


Pr
i = Ωi Pr

i

(4.37a)

(4.37b)

where Ωi = diag(ω×i ,ω×i ). ωi , ωoi denotes the angular rate of the ith segment, and
is expressed in Ri. Finally, the change of frame i−1Ri in (4.30a) must be applied on the
time derivative of Ar

i,i−1 since its expression has been derived in Ri−1. By doing this, the
summation of (4.36) can be performed and expresses ti in Ri. The time derivatives in (4.36)
are finally given by:

Ai,i−1 = i−1R>i
(i−1)Ar

i,i−1

Pi = Ωi
(i)Pr

i

(4.38a)

(4.38b)

In addition to the twist and its time derivative, the constrained dynamics of the segment
is also driven by the efforts applied at both ends. Using the Newton’s third law on the ith

segment, the wrench at the end-tip is the opposite of the one applied on the next segment :

wei = −woi+1

Denoting by wi = woi the efforts applied by the (i−1)th segment on the ith one, the equation
governing the constrained dynamics of this latter reads :

Mriti + γri = wi −A>i+1,iwi+1 (4.39)

where γri denotes the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms:

γri = ΩiMriEvti (4.40)

Any additional external wrench wext,i can be considered in this equation by merely adding
its value expressed at Oi on the RHS of (4.39), as explained in Appendix A.3.1.
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N.B.: In the segment dynamics in (4.20) and (4.39), the twist derivative is given w.r.t.
the inertial frame RI instead of the floating frame Ri, because it avoids any ambiguities
in the sequel. Indeed, the terms in (4.28) are expressed in different frames, so if one
expresses the time derivative in the floating-frame, it yields:

ti = d

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
Ri

(Ai,i−1ti−1) + d

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
Ri

(Piq̇i)

The time derivative of the second term Pi w.r.t. Ri is straightforward since it has a
simple expression in this frame, but differentiation of the first term is more demanding
since they are easier to express in Ri−1. It would imply to introduce the relative
angular rate i−1ωi between both frames. But the angular rates ωi are already computed
w.r.t. RI through the twists. As a conclusion, these time derivatives have rather been
considered w.r.t. this common inertial frame to simplify the computations.

To fully express the inverse dynamics, the final step consists in computing the generalized
efforts corresponding to the generalized coordinates qr given in (4.24).

τ r =
[
τ1 . . . τn

]>
(4.41)

with τi the torque (resp. force) applied by the joint motor of the revolute (resp. prismatic)
joint. In the same fashion that the twist is only increased along the joint axis zi, the motor
wrench applied on the segment is only effective along this same axis. By contrast, the
constraint wrench is applied in the orthogonal directions. Therefore, the base wrench can be
split in two terms:

wi = wint,i +wmot,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
,τi zi

with wint,i and wmot,i the constraint and motor wrenches applied at the segment’s base.
Illustrating the fact that internal efforts do not work (Saha et al., 2013), this decomposition
yields the following result:

wint,i⊥wmot,i =⇒ w>int,i zi = 0

and leads to the expression of the ith generalized effort as a function of the ith base wrench10:

τi = P>i wi (4.42)
10An alternative proof of this formula from the viewpoint of velocity constraint is provided in Appen-

dix A.3.1.
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In the same fashion, if external efforts are considered at the segment bases, like friction, a
set of wrenches {wext,k; k = 1 . . . n} expressed at Ok is introduced and lead to an additional
generalized effort at the ith joint:

τ ext,i = P>i

(
n∑
k=i

A>k,iwext,k

)
(4.43)

Especially for an external effort at the end-effector, this relation yields:

τE,i = P>i A>n+1,iwE (4.44)

These last relations are proven in details in Appendix A.3.1. The latter is also matching
the transposed of the ith column of the Jacobian matrix in (4.33), which is consistent with
the classic term J>E wE arising in the closed-form equation of dynamics derived later in (4.54).

The last equations allow to recursively compute the twist and its time derivative knowing
the previous segment ones with (4.28) and (4.36). They also allow to compute the wrench
and its related generalized efforts knowing those of the next segment with (4.39) and (4.42).
This two recursions together define the Newton-Euler inverse dynamics algorithm presented
in the next section.

4.2.4 Inverse Dynamics

The inverse dynamics consists in computing the generalized efforts τ r resulting from a given
arm configuration (qr , q̇r , q̈r). This function is useful in a twofold sense: it is the basis for
efficient algorithms to compute the arm mass matrix and the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal
efforts, and it also allows to obtain the efforts to apply at the joints to perform a desired
joint trajectory (qdes, q̇des, q̈des) in a feedforward control.

In the following, the inverse dynamics is given first by the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm,
and then by a global closed-form equation, the terms of which are computed by dedicated
DeNOC algorithms. For a rigid robotic arm, this equation takes the classic form of (Spong
et al., 2006; Craig, 1989):

Dr(qr) q̈r + hr(qr , q̇r) = τ r (4.45)

with Dr the global mass matrix, and hr the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces.
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Newton-Euler recursive scheme This numerical scheme is based on two loops to com-
pute the vector of generalized efforts τ r . A kinetic loop propagates the twists starting from
the arm base, while a second one transmits the efforts starting from the end-effector with a
potential payload dynamics. The complete algorithm is given into details with the function
InvDynRig (qr , q̇r , q̈r) in Algorithm 4.1.

A first outward kinematic loop (i.e., from the base to the end-effector) computes the segment
twists and accelerations using (4.28) and (4.36). The initial conditions are set for a fixed
base, such that:

t0 = 06×1 t0 = 06×1 (4.46)

Then a second inward dynamic loop (i.e., from the end-effector to the base) computes the
wrenches with (4.39), and the corresponding generalized efforts τi with (4.42). This loop
starts from the external efforts applied on the end-effector with wE :

wn+1 = −wE (4.47)

If a payload is considered instead, the inward dynamic loop is initialized by its dynamics.
Denoting ωn+1, tn+1, and Mrn+1 , respectively, its angular rate, twist, and mass matrix, the
wrench wn+1 influences the payload dynamics as follows using (4.20):

wn+1 = Mrn+1 tn+1 + Ωn+1 Mrn+1 Ev tn+1 (4.48)

It is worth noticing that the payload is actually considered as the (n + 1)th body of the
arm, driven by the wrench applied by the nth segment. Matrices An+1,n and Pn+1 are thus
introduced to extend the algorithm in a simple way. An+1,n is defined by (4.29a) using
the kinematic data of the tool described in (4.26). Pn+1 and the corresponding coordinates
(qn+1, q̇n+1, q̈n+1) have no physical meaning here, since the payload is assumed to be rigidly
fixed at the end-effector. Nevertheless, they are introduced in the algorithm to keep the algo-
rithm complexity as low as possible. Indeed, the payload is accounted for by only extending
the kinematic loop with i = n+ 1, instead of adding extra computations.

Using this inverse dynamics function InvDynRig, M. W. Walker and D. E. Orin showed how
the main terms of the closed-form equation in (4.45) can be computed (Walker and Orin,
1982). As it will be seen in the next section, the vector hr is quadratic in q̇r . It implies that
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the mass matrix Dr can be computed column by column using the following algorithm:

Dr(:, i) = InvDynRig(qr ,0n×1, ei) , ∀i = 1 . . . n (4.49)

where ei is the ith basis vector defined by ∀j, ei(j) = δij, with δij the Kronecker delta. In the
same way, hr is easily obtained by setting the acceleration to zero, since q̈r is only multiplying
Dr :

hr(qr , q̇r) = InvDynRig(qr , q̇r ,0n×1) (4.50)

This last expression will be used in forward dynamics to compute hr in an efficient manner.

Closed-form dynamics The closed-form equation of the arm dynamics is now derived
based on the DeNOC matrices, and will be useful for control purpose. The expressions of
the mass matrix and of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector are derived based on (Saha, 1999;
Saha et al., 2013; Mohan and Saha, 2007).

Gathering together all the constrained dynamic models in (4.39), the system of equations
governing the manipulator dynamics is obtained as follows:

Mr1 t1 + γr1 = w1 −A>2,1w2

Mr2 t2 + γr2 = w2 −A>3,2w3
...

Mrn tn + γrn = wn −A>n+1,nwn+1

Mrn+1 tn+1 + γrn+1 = wn+1

This system can be written in a more compact form using the global twist t and the global
coordinate qr introduced for the Jacobian computation, as well as the global wrench w =
[w>1 , . . . , w>n ]>. The following block diagonal matrices are also introduced :

[Mr ] = diag(Mri , i = 1 . . . n)

[Ω] = diag(Ωi, i = 1 . . . n)

[Ev ] = diag(Ev , i = 1 . . . n)
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Algorithm 4.1: Newton-Euler algorithm for rigid inverse dynamics (InvDynRig)

Function : τ r = InvDynRig(qr , q̇r , q̈r)
Input : qr , q̇r , q̈r

Output : τ r

Data :
{
i−1Rr

i , Ar
i,i−1 , Pi , Mri ; i = 1 . . . n+ 1

}
Initialize

(
t0 = t0 = 06×1, Ar

1,0 = I6, Ar
1,0 = 06×6

)
// KINETICS LOOP

1 for i = 1 . . . n+ 1 do // Recursive computation of ti, ti, and Ωi

2 if i ≤ n then
3 iRi−1 = i−1Rr

i(qi)> (4.22)
else

4 q̇n+1 = q̈n+1 = 0 // Payload kinetics
5 iRi−1 =

(
nRr

n+1
)>

end

6 iRi−1 = diag(iRi−1,
iRi−1) (4.31)

7 Ai,i−1 = iRi−1 Ar
i,i−1 (4.30a)

8 Ai,i−1 = iRi−1 Ar
i,i−1 (4.38a)

9 ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̇i (4.28)
10 ωi = ti(4 : 6) (4.5)
11 Ωi = diag(ω×i , ω

×
i )

12 ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̈i + Ωi Pi q̇i (4.36)

13 if i ≤ n then
14 Ar

i+1,i = Ωi Ar
i+1,i −Ar

i+1,i Ωi (4.37a)
end

end

Initialize
(
wn+1 = Mrn+1 tn+1 +

(
Ωn+1Mrn+1Ev

)
tn+1

)
// DYNAMICS LOOP

15 for i = n . . . 1 do // Recursive computation of wi, τi
16 γri = Ωi Mri Ev ti (4.40)
17 W i = Mriti + γri (4.39)
18 wi = W i + A>i+1,iwi+1

19 τi = P>i wi (4.42)
end

20 return τ r
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to summarize the previous set of equations as follows, recalling that wn+1 = −wE :

[Mr ] t + [Ω] [Mr ] [Ev ] t =



I 0 0 · · · 0
−A2,1 I 0 · · · 0

0 −A3,2 I · · · 0
...

... . . . · · · 0
0 0 0 −An,n−1 I



>

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(I−A)>=(N−1

l )>

w +


0
...
0

A>n+1,n


︸ ︷︷ ︸
,A>n+1,n

wE

Reminding from (4.32) that Nl is the inverse of the matrix multiplying w, the free-body
Newton-Euler equations of all the segments are finally given by:

[Mr ] t + [Ω] [Mr ] [Ev ] t = N−>l w + A>n+1,nwE (4.51)

In this equation, the twist t is a set of 6n coordinates, constrained by the kinetic relation
t = NlNdq̇r in (4.32). To obtain the closed-form equation, the dimension of the previous set
of equations must be reduced to the number of DoF. Namely, it is described by one equation
per generalized coordinate in qr , since they are, by definition, independent. The manipulator
dynamics is now derived by reducing this number of equations from 6n to n by applying the
kinematic constraints on t.

To do so, the internal efforts are canceled by pre-multiplying the free-body equations in (4.51)
by the transpose of the DeNOC matrix N = Nl Nd. This method presented in (Mohan and
Saha, 2007) is inspired from the Kane’s formalism (Parsa, 2007). The twist and its time
derivative are first developed using N:

t = N q̇r =⇒ t = N q̈r + N q̇r

The decoupled form of N is used to compute its time derivative in the inertial frame:

N = NlNd + NlNd

=
(
NlANl

)
Nd + NlΩ̂Nd (4.52)

where the time derivative of Nd = diag(Pi, i = 1 . . . n) is straightforward using (4.38b),
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and a the original definition of Nl is used to compute Nl
11.Recalling that the expression of

the global twist-propagation matrix A is given by: Nl = (I − A)−1, the time derivative is
explicitly given using (4.38a):

Nl =



0 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 0 0 · · · 0
A3,1 A3,2 0 · · · 0
... ... . . . . . . 0

An,1 An,2 · · · An,n−1 0


= Nl



0 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 0 0 · · · 0
0 A3,2 0 · · · 0
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 An,n−1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

Nl (4.53)

Replacing the twist and its time derivative in (4.51), and pre-multiplying by the DeNOC
matrix N, it yields

N> [Mr ]
(
Nq̈r + Nq̇r

)
+ N> [Ω] [Mr ] [Ev ] Nq̇r = N>N−>l w + N>A>n+1,nwE

On the RHS, N>N−>l w reduces to N>d N>l N−>l w = N>dw = τ r , which is coherent with the
fact that internal efforts do not work in (4.42) (Angeles and Lee, 1988; Saha et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the computation of An+1,n N brings out the end-effector Jacobian JE given in
(4.33).

Rigid dynamics of a robotic manipulator

The set of free-body equations in (4.51) is finally reduced to the manipulator dynamics
under the classic closed form :

Dr(qr) q̈r + Cr(qr , q̇r) q̇r = τ r + J>E wE (4.54)

with
Dr(qr) = N> [Mr ] N

Cr(qr , q̇r) = N> [Mr ] N + N> [Ω] [Mr ] [Ev ] N

τ r = N>d w

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)

11Nl is obtained by coming back to its initial expression in (4.32). It :

Nl (I −A) = I =⇒ Nl (I −A)−NlA = 0 =⇒ Nl N−1
l = NlA =⇒ Nl = Nl A Nl
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The previous model is given under an analytical form which suits well for global analysis
and control. On the other hand, dedicated algorithms are available for numerical simulation,
with recursive computations of the mass matrix and of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector.
They are more efficient than the direct computation by using the matrices [Mr ], N, N and
[Ω], whose size can be relatively high. The details of these algorithms are recalled for the
rigid case in Appendix A.3, based on (Saha, 1999; Saha et al., 2013; Mohan and Saha, 2007,
2009). They will be extended to the flexible case and to the moving base in the sequel.

N.B.: If a payload is to be considered, the wrench at the end-effector wE will act as
a feedback on the dynamics, since it is defined by the last segment dynamics. Indeed,
the payload twist is merely given by tn+1 = An+1,ntn since the matrix Pn+1 does not
exista in the absence of DoF. Taking into account its dynamics given in (4.48), the set
of equations in (4.51) is re-written:

[Mr ] t + [Ω] [Mr ] [Ev ] t = N−>l w (4.58)

where the twist t, the wrench w and the diagonal matrices [.] are augmented with
their (n+ 1)th value; namely, the payload twist tn+1, its wrench wn+1, its mass matrix
Mrn+1 , and the cross-product of its angular rate Ωn+1.
Since t has one extra term, the constraints are re-written by only modifying the matrix
Nl while the matrix Nd is left unchanged:



t1

t2

t3
...

tn
tn+1


=



I6 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 I6 0 · · · 0
A3,1 A3,2 I6 · · · 0
... ... . . . · · · 0

An,1 An,2 · · · An,n−1 I6

An+1,1 An+1,2 · · · An+1,n−1 An+1,n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nl



P1 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0
0 0 P3 · · · 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 Pn


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nd

q̇r (4.59)

To summarize, the dynamic equations with a payload are exactly the same as (4.54)
to (4.56) by canceling the wrench wE , and using the augmented version of Nl, [Mr ],
[Ω], and [Ev ].

aMatrix Pn+1 and coordinate qn+1 are only set to zero in the algorithms to provide simpler pro-
grams.
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4.2.5 Forward Dynamics

Forward dynamics are the key components for dynamic simulation. It consists in computing
the accelerations resulting from efforts applied at the joints by τ r , and assuming a given
configuration of the manipulator (qr , q̇r). With the closed-form equation, this task is actually
performed by inverting the mass matrix:

q̈r = Dr(qr)−1 (τ r − hr(qr , q̇r)) (4.60)

where the external efforts at end-effector have been canceled, by rather considering a free
motion or a payload already included in the computation of Dr and hr .

To perform forward dynamics, Coriolis and centrifugal terms are assumed to be known first.
Then the inversion of Dr is performed by using its recursive structure described into details
in Algorithm A.1. Instead of inverting it roughly and downgrading the numerical efficiency,
an algorithm is proposed by S. K. Saha to apply a Recursive Gaussian Elimination (RGE)
technique on the block structure of the mass matrix (Saha, 1997). An overview is given in the
following, while the algorithm is thoroughly covered and demonstrated in Appendix A.3.4.

This approach is based on the U∆U> decomposition of the symmetric mass matrix Dr :

∃U ∈ Rn×n, ∆ ∈ Rn×n, Dr = U ∆ U>

with U a block upper triangular matrix and ∆ a block diagonal matrix.

U =



I U1,2 · · · U1,n

0 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . Un−1,n

0 · · · 0 I

 ∆ =



∆1 0 · · · 0

0 ∆2
. . . ...

... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∆n

 U> =



I 0 · · · 0

U>1,2 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0

U>1,n · · · U>n−1,n I



These terms are obtained analytically as functions of the twist-propagation and joint-rate-
propagation matrices in Appendix A.3. These expressions are necessary in order to solve the
system

(
U∆U>

)
X = b, with X unknown. Three steps are performed:

1. Solve: UX̂ = b

2. Solve: ∆X̄ = X̂ (= U−1 b)
3. Solve: U>X = X̄ (= ∆−1 U−1 b)

Based on the recursive solution of these three sub-systems of equations, the whole forward
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τ r
+++

−−−

b
ForDyn(b)

q̈r ∫
dt

q̇r ∫
dt

qr

InvDynRig(qr ,q̇r ,0)
hr

(Ai,i−1, Pi, Mri)

Figure 4.3: Forward dynamics scheme for numerical simulation of rigid multi-body systems

dynamics algorithm is given in Algorithm A.3. The function is called ForDyn, and is valid for
both rigid or flexible systems, provided that the twist-propagation and joint-rate-propagation
matrices are updated accordingly.

Finally, a general scheme is proposed in Figure 4.3 to illustrate the use of the previous
algorithms to perform the simulation of a rigid multi-body system. It is supposed that the
inputs are the joint torques τ r , and the output the joint angles qr .
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CHAPTER 5 FLEXIBLE FIXED-BASE ROBOT MODELING

The flexible behavior of the segments is now investigated to be accounted for in the global
manipulator dynamics. The main extension lies in the dynamic model of a single flexible
segment, which is thoroughly derived in the scope of the AMM. Kinematics and kinetics of
the robotic arm are also extended to encompass the flexible deflections in translation and
rotation. In the following, the dynamic model of a single flexible segment is derived first,
and then the previous modeling algorithms are adapted for chain-like manipulator made up
of these flexible bodies.

5.1 Model of a Single Flexible Segment

As for the rigid case, the same path through kinematics and kinetics is followed to obtain the
dynamic model of single segment with distributed flexibility. This model may also be used to
include the in-joint elasticity as well, by considering a rotor body subject to torsion. In the
sequel, kinematics is augmented to include the linear/angular deflections along the segment,
then kinetics are described by additional terms leading to the corrective mass matrices in the
kinetic energy expression. Using this latter, the quasi-Lagrangian equations are still used to
derived the flexible dynamic model of a single segment constrained at both ends.

Among the various refinements existing to model a flexible body, Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
is adopted here, based on the hypothesis of slender segments. The approach developed in the
following could be adapted for different models, as long as separability in time and space holds
to express the segment kinematics and kinetics. With this assumption, kinetic and potential
energies are derived by differentiating kinematics, and the corresponding Lagrangian is used
to derive the flexible segment dynamics using the hybrid state equations.

5.1.1 Kinematics

As mentioned earlier, the segment is assumed to have an elbow shape, such that a short rigid
part is considered at the beginning and a flexible slender one for the remaining. Figure 4.1
for rigid case is updated in Figure 5.1 with the flexible displacement along the beam. The
position and attitude of the two body-fixed frames Ro and Re are shifted from the rigid case,
due to the flexible motion at the end-tip. The frame Ro meets the notion of floating frame
introduced by A. A. Shabana to represent the frame that is rigidly fixed to the undeformed
segment (Shabana, 1997).
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RI x
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ro(t)

elbow E

beam BO

Re

E

s

Ro

A ◦

p(s)

u(p, t)
•P

Rp

(a)

uc

δp
•
C

• P

δp+ δu

•
C′

•P
′

(b)

Figure 5.1: Kinematics of a flexible segment; (a) Frames and vectors describing the global
motion through the reference point O; (b) Linear and angular deflection of the relative
position δp of any point P in a beam section, transforming (C,P ) in the undeformed state
into (C ′, P ′) (N.B. Vectors are still expressed in Ro).

Along the segment, any section experiences a linear and angular deformation in the three
directions, modeled by traction, bending and torsion, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Using the
usual convention of beam theory (X-axis along the elongated section), the considered flexible
deformations are:

• traction: X-translation only (Tx);
• Y -bending: Y -translation and Z-rotation (Ty, Rz);
• Z-bending: Z-translation and (−Y )-rotation (Tz, R−y);
• torsion: X-rotation only (Rx).

At the rotational level, the flexible angular drift of the cross-section is described by a set of
Euler angles. The attitude is described by the frame Rp which is rigidly fixed at point P , at
the curvilinear abscissa s. Its relative attitude ψ(s, t) w.r.t. the base frame Ro is only due
to the flexible motion. It is denoted by:

ψ =
[
ψx ψy ψz

]>
(5.1)

where (ψx, ψy, ψz) describe, respectively, the angular deflection due to torsion, Z-bending
and Y -bending. The inertial attitude of Rp is then obtained by introducing the additional
rotation oRp corresponding to these Euler angles:

IRp = IRo
oRp(ψ) (5.2)
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x

y

l

ux(x)(ρ, S,E)

(a)

y

z

ψx

(ρ,G, Ip)

(b)

l
x

y
ψz

uy(x)
(ρ, S,E, Iz)

(c)

l
x

z −ψy

uz(x)
(ρ, S,E, Iy)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Flexible behavior of a beam in each direction; (a) Traction along X axis; (b)
Torsion around X axis; (c) Bending in (X, Y ) plane; (d) Bending in (X,Z) plane; where
ρ is the material density, S the beam cross-section, E the material Young modulus, G the
material Poisson modulus, Iz (resp. Iy) the second moment of area for y-bending (resp.
z-bending) and Ip the polar moment of area.

As advised in (Damaren and Sharf, 1995) for enhanced numerical stability, the 3-2-1 Euler
convention given explicitly in (4.2) is used here, such that:

oRe(s, t) = R3-2-1(ψe(s, t))

= Rot(ψez , Z)Rot(ψey , Y )Rot(ψex , X) (5.3)

For the linear deflection, the inertial position r(p, t) of any point P along the segment consists
of three main terms, illustrated in Figure 5.1:

r(p, t) = ro(t) +
(
p + u(p, t)

)
(5.4)

with u the flexible deformation of P , expressed in Ro .

As mentioned for the rigid case, the undeformed position p is further decomposed between
the longitudinal coordinate along the centroidal axis with pc, and the transverse one perpen-
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dicular to this axis with δp :
p = pc(s) + δp(y, z) (5.5)

Hence, the flexible deformation of a point P also decomposes into the centroidal axis deflection
uc and the transverse one δu. This latter is due to the rotation of the cross-section, which is
supposed to stay planar. It reads as follows:

u(p, t) = uc(s, t) + δu(p, t) (5.6)

Flexible coordinates The previous flexible quantities (ψ,uc, δu) in (5.1) and (5.6) are
developed based on the AMM. The Euler-Bernoulli beam models are given by PDEs related
to each flexible directions (i.e., traction, torsion, bending) in Appendix B.1. It yields a linear
model of flexibility with a separability in time and space (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). Both
flexible translation and rotation are written as the summation of nf modes, including nx
modes in traction, ny/z modes in y/z-bending, and nα modes in torsion. The computation of
the clamped-loaded modes are given in detail in Appendix B.1, and their shapes are denoted
φx/y/z/α. A vector of time amplitudes δx/y/z/α is associated to each of these spatial modes.
The flexible displacement and rotation are then written in a compact form by:

uc(s, t) = Φ(s) δ(t)

ψ(s, t) = ∆(s) δ(t)

δu(p, t) = (∆(s) δ(t))× δp(y, z)

(5.7a)

(5.7b)

(5.7c)

where the time amplitudes are merged in δ ∈ Rnf , called the flexible coordinates, and the
mode shapes for translational and rotational displacements are stored, respectively, in Φ ∈
R3×nf and ∆ ∈ R3×nf . Their contents is derived explicitly in Appendix B.1. Their expression
read as follows:

δ(s) =
[

δ>x δ>y δ>z δ>α

]>

Φ(s) =


φ>x (s) 01×ny 01×nz 01×nα

01×nx φ>y (s) 01×nz 01×nα

01×nx 01×ny φ>z (s) 01×nα



∆(s) =


01×nx 01×ny 01×nz φ>α (s)
01×nx 01×ny −φ′>z (s) 01×nα

01×nx φ
′>
y (s) 01×nz 01×nα
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The unconstrained coordinates of the rigid body are augmented by the corresponding flexible
coordinates δ. These latter are additional DoFs for the body, such that the final coordinates
of a free flexible segment read:

xo =
[

r>o Ψ>o δ>
]>

(5.8)

5.1.2 Kinetics

As the vector of unconstrained coordinates, the twist describing the motion and internal
state of the segment is augmented with the derivative of these flexible coordinates (Mohan
and Saha, 2009). The reference twist attached to the segment base is merely an extended
version of (4.5):

to =


vo

ωo

δ̇

 =


I3 03×3 03×nf

03×3 RΨo 03×nf

0nf×3 0nf×3 Inf

 ẋo (5.9)

With the previous relations giving the flexible position along the segment, the linear velocity
of any point P is readily updated with the AMM formalism. It is worth noting that u is the
only time-dependent vector w.r.t. Ro in (5.4). Using in addition the small angle hypothesis,
the angular rate of the beam section is also updated by the flexible deflections. Rigid equation
(4.5) is thus updated by1:

v(p, t) = vo(t) + ∂u
∂t

(p, t) + ωo ×
(
p + u(p, t)

)
ω(s, t) = ωo(t) +Rψ

∂ψ

∂t
(s, t)

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

where (vo ,ωo) and (v,ω) are the inertial speed and angular rate of, respectively, frame Ro

at O and frame Rp rigidly attached at P and rotating with its beam section. The term Rψ

is introduced in (4.5) to denote the transformation from the time derivative of Euler angles
to the corresponding angular rate.

Using the AMM expressions in (5.7), and the flexible decompositions in (5.5) and (5.6), the
1All vectors in (5.4) are expressed in Ro for sake of simplicity, so the time derivative w.r.t. RI brings out

the angular rate ωo and not the local one ω.
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time derivatives are developed explicitly by:

∂u
∂t

(p, t) = Φ(s) δ̇(t)− δp(y, z)×∆(s)δ̇(t)
∂ψ

∂t
(s, t) = ∆(s) δ̇(t)

The kinetic relation used to propagate the twist for the rigid case in (4.7) is now updated for
the flexible case by:

tp(p, t) =
 I3 − (p + (Φ− δp×∆) δ)× (Φ− δp×∆)

03×3 I3 Rψ ∆


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Ap,o(p,t)

to(t) (5.11)

where the twist propagation matrix Ap,o is augmented from the rigid case (Mohan and Saha,
2009). When derived for the end-tip E, the transverse position and deflections cancel by
assuming that this point is located on the centroidal axis. More specifically, δp(0, 0) = 03×1

and so ue = Φe δ. The flexible end-tip twist is thus given by:

te(t) =
 I3 − (pe + Φe δ(t))× Φe

03×3 I3 Rψe ∆e


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Ae,o(t)

to(t) (5.12)

5.1.3 Kinetic Energy

The derivation of the kinetic energy is more cumbersome for the flexible case because the
linear speed of a point P involves more terms, and above all, it mixes many explicit de-
pendencies upon the curvilinear abscissa s in (5.11). The global kinetic energy T is now
expressed as a function of v, given by the upper row of Ap,o only. It is divided into three
terms: one for the rigid contribution vr, one for the flexible translation vu, and one for the
flexible rotation vψ :

v = vr + vu + vψ (5.13)

with
vr =

[
I3 − p× 03×nf

]
to

vu =
[

03×3 − (Φ δ)× Φ
]

to

vψ =
[

03×3 (δp× (∆ δ))× −δp×∆
]

to

(5.14a)

(5.14b)

(5.14c)

The differential energy 1
2v
>vdm is then integrated on the whole segment to express the global
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flexible kinetic energy:
T = 1

2

∫
L

(
v>v

)
dm

The velocity v is expanded according to (5.14), and the hypothesis of an elbow-shaped
segment allows to reduce the integration of the flexible matrices Φ and ∆. As illustrated
in Figure 5.2, the flexible speed contributions satisfy: vu(p, t) = vψ(p, t) = 0, ∀p ∈ E (i.e.,
along the rigid section). Therefore, T can be sorted by the rigid and flexible nature of its
terms, as follows:

T = 1
2

∫
L

v>r vrdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trr

+ 1
2

∫
B

v>u vudm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tuu

+ 1
2

∫
B

v>ψvψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tψψ

+
∫
B

v>r vudm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tru+Tur

+
∫
B

v>r vψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trψ+Tψr

+
∫
B

v>u vψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tuψ+Tψu

(5.15)

where each term is developed separately in Appendix B.2, in order to keep the distinction
between rigid and flexible contributions. Once these computations are performed, the global
kinetic energy of a flexible segment is set under matrix form by replacing expressions (B.18),
(B.28), (B.32), (B.37), (B.41) and (B.44) of Appendix B.2, into (5.15). It yields:

T = 1
2t>o


Mvv Mvω Mvδ

∗ Mωω Mωδ

∗ ∗ Mδδ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mf

to (5.16)

with: Mvv = mI3 Mωω = Io + Iru(δ) + Irψ(δ) + Iuu(δ, δ) + Iψψ(δ, δ)

Mvω = − (c + Vuδ)× Mωδ = Hru + Hrψ + Huu(δ) + Hψψ(δ)

Mvδ = Pru Mδδ = Z̄uu + Z̄ψψ

where matrices Pii, Hii, and Iii, contribute to, respectively, the flexible expressions of the
linear and angular momentum and to the inertia tensor. Their exact expression is detailed
in Appendix B.2. The subscripts indicate their origin in regards to (5.15).

This analytical expression is similar to equation (24) in (Mohan and Saha, 2009), but the main
contribution here is the exact computation of the integrals with the AMM representation,
and their ranking according to the linear or quadratic dependency upon δ. Doing this, the
constant terms can be computed and stored off-line, while the time-varying ones can be
studied in simulation to investigate their impact. Denoting by M(i)

f the matrix containing
the constant, linear and quadratic terms with i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, Mf is sorted as follows:
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Mf = M(0)
f︸ ︷︷ ︸

O(1)

+ M(1)
f︸ ︷︷ ︸

O(δ)

+ M(2)
f︸ ︷︷ ︸

O(δ2)

(5.17)

with

M(0)
f =


mI3 (−c)× Pru

∗ IO Hru + Hrψ

∗ ∗ Z̄uu + Z̄ψψ



M(1)
f (δ) =


03×3 (−Vuδ)× 03×nf

∗ Iru(δ) + Irψ(δ) Huu(δ) + Hψψ(δ)

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf



M(2)
f (δ, δ) =


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ Iuu(δ, δ)+Iψψ(δ, δ) 03×nf

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf



(5.18a)

(5.18b)

(5.18c)

It can be noticed that flexible dynamics augment the size of the previous rigid mass matrix in
(4.8), and that the constant mass matrix encompasses the rigid motion in the first sub-blocks:
Mf(1:6, 1:6). A common way of writing a flexible mass matrix is to partition it according to
the rigid and flexible dynamics, as follows:

Mf =
 Mrr Mrf

Mfr Mff

 (5.19)

where sub-block Mrr is actually the rigid mass matrix corrected by the flexible deformations,
Mfr is often referred to as the “modal participation” and denoted L (Alazard et al., 2008),
and Mff gathers the “modal masses”.

For the corrected rigid mass matrix , the equality Mrr = Mr holds only for undeformed
segments, i.e., with δ = 0, or equivalently Mr = M(0)

f (1:6, 1:6). Regarding the flexible
modes, the second shape normalization proposed in (B.8) can simplify their dynamics by
providing a diagonal stiffness matrix with the square of the pulsations. If the modes were
completely decoupled (e.g., in the absence of payload with the clamped-free beam modes),
the translational and rotary inertias Z̄uu + Z̄ψψ would be diagonal. Nevertheless, they are
full matrices in the general case of a loaded segment, meaning that the mode dynamics are
coupled.
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5.1.4 Potential Energy

Focusing on space applications with lightweight manipulators, gravity is neglected in the
sequel. The segment potential energy is only due to its flexibility, which generates strain
energy in each flexible direction. According to (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991; Mohan and
Saha, 2009), the linear potential energy due to strain with the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis
reads2:

U = 1
2

∫
B

ES (
∂ux
∂s

)2

+ EIz

(
∂ψz
∂s

)2

+ EIy

(
∂ψy
∂s

)2

+GIp

(
∂ψx
∂s

)2
 ds

where S denotes the section area, E the Young modulus, G the Poisson modulus, Iy and
Iz the second moments of area, and Ip the polar second moment of area. Using (5.7a) and
(5.7b), the following stiffness matrix Kδδ appears:

Kδδ =
∫
B



ESφ
′

xφ
′>
x 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα

∗ EIz φ
′′

yφ
′′>
y 0ny×nz 0ny×nα

∗ ∗ EIy φ
′′

zφ
′′>
z 0nz×nα

∗ ∗ ∗ GIpφ
′

αφ
′>
α

 ds

in order to express the potential energy U as follows:

U = 1
2 x>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ 03×3 03×nf

∗ ∗ Kδδ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Kf

xo (5.20)

5.1.5 Dynamics

The quasi-Lagrangian equations are used to describe the dynamics of a single segment, based
on their extension to flexible bodies by L. Meirovitch in (Meirovitch, 1991). As explained
for rigid segments, the rigid motion is described by quasi-Lagrangian equations to simplify
the rotational dynamics, while the flexible ones are derived by classic Lagrangian equations.

2More involved models could be considered with nonlinear stiffness matrices, as shown in (Mayo et al.,
1995).
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The complete set of equations applied to the Lagrangian L = T − U is given by:

Qvo = d
dt

(
∂L

∂vo

)
−
(
∂L

∂ro

)

Qωo = d
dt

(
∂L

∂ωo

)
−R−>Ψo

(
∂L

∂Ψo

)
+ v×o

(
∂L

∂vo

)

Qδ = d
dt

(
∂L

∂δ̇

)
−
(
∂L

∂δ

)

(5.21a)

(5.21b)

(5.21c)

where Qδ are the generalized efforts corresponding to the flexible coordinates. Since the
Lagrangian is still independent from the base position ro or attitude Ψo , their derivative
vanish and the set of equations can be summarized by:

Q = d
dt

(
∂L

∂to

)
− ∂̃L

∂xo
(5.22)

The computation of the state derivatives is performed for the case of the flexible segment
constrained at both ends in Appendix B.3. Its expression is summarized as follows:

∂̃L

∂xo
= −


03×1

v×o
(
∂L
∂vo

)
− ∂
∂δ

(T)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,M̃f to

−


03×1

03×1

∂
∂δ

(U)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Kfxo

(5.23)

where algebraic manipulations allows to express these derivatives as a matrix form by intro-ducing M̃f as:

M̃f =


03×3 03×3 03×nf

M̃ωv(ωo , δ, δ̇) 03×3 03×nf

M̃δv(ωo) M̃δω(ωo , δ) M̃δδ(ωo)

 (5.24)

It is shown that two of its sub-matrices yield a result similar to the rigid case, that allows to
simplify the complete flexible dynamics:

M̃ωv = −
(
Mωv + ω×o Mωv −Mωvω

×
o

)
M̃δv = −

(
−Mδvω

×
o

) (5.25a)

(5.25b)

Deriving the flexible dynamics by exploiting the mass matrix decomposition in (5.18), the
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same developments made for rigid bodies occur and the state equations are finally given by:

Q = d
dt (Mf to)− ∂̃L

∂xo

= Mf to + Mf to + M̃f to + Kf xo

that is further simplified thanks to (5.25):

Q = Mf to +
(
Mf + Ωo Mf + M̃f

)
Ev to + Kf xo (5.26)

where Ωo and Ev are augmented versions such that Ωo = diag(ω×o ,ω×o ,0nf×nf ), and
Ev = diag(03×3, I3, Inf ). The time derivative of the mass matrix is defined in details
in Appendix B.3, and can be summarized by:

Mf = M(1)
f (δ̇) + M(2)

f (δ̇, δ) + M(2)
f (δ, δ̇) (5.27)

On the LHS, the generalized efforts yield almost the same expression as for the rigid case in
(4.19). They are written in terms of speed as follows:

Qqj
=
(
∂

∂q̇j

[
v>o ω>o

])
wo +

(
∂

∂q̇j

[
v>e ω>e

])
we

But the flexible twist is augmented in (5.9), such that the generalized effort increases in size
when the flexible speeds are accounted for in q̇j. Using the expression of ve and ωe obtained
in (5.12), they read as follows:

Q =
(
∂

∂to

[
v>o ω>o

])
wo +

(
∂

∂to

[
v>e ω>e

])
we =

 I6

0nf×6

wo + A>e,owe

As proposed by A. Mohan and S. K. Saha in (Mohan and Saha, 2009), the global wrench at
the segment base can be augmented by fictitious efforts:

wo =
[
f>o n>o 0>nf×1

]>
(5.28)

in order to summarize the generalized efforts in a more compact way:

Q = wo + A>e,owe (5.29)
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Flexible dynamics of a single segment

The dynamic equations of a flexible body are obtained for the reference frame Ro . This
latter is considered as a floating frame rigidly fixed at the segment base to describe the
flexible motion. Combining (5.26) and (5.29), it yields the following matrix form:

Mf to +
(
Mf + ΩoMf + M̃f

)
Ev to + Kf xo = wo + A>e,owe (5.30)

An advantage of this formulation is the reduction of numerical computations obtained by
means of the matrix Ev . Indeed, it avoids the first columns of Mf(:, 1:3) and of M̃f(:, 1:3)
to be evaluated. It is worth reminding the following matrix dependencies when the model is
used in simulation, because they need to be updated at each time step:

Mf(δ), Mf(δ, δ̇), M̃f(ωo , δ, δ̇), and Ae,o(δ).

Regarding the flexible dynamics, the model couples all the flexible modes, as mentioned
above. This is in sharp contrast with the decoupled case of a clamped-free beam, where the
flexible coordinates obey the classic dynamics of a second order oscillator with:

δ̈ + 2 [ξ] [ω] δ̇ +
[
ω2
]
δ = −L

 vo

ωo


where [ξ] and [ω] denotes, respectively, the damping and pulsation of the flexible modes
stored in a diagonal matrix, and L = Mfr are the modal participation. The nonlinear model
developed here differs in twofold: first, the modal masses multiplying δ̈ are represented by
full matrices with the translational and rotary inertias coupling the modes, and second, the
nonlinear terms are included and may allow to experience the so-called “centrifugal stiffening”
effect (Damaren and Sharf, 1995). This latter would appear if the arm is moving quickly,
which is unlikely for space missions, or if a heavy payload is exciting the flexible modes,
which is however far more realistic.

5.2 Model of a Flexible Multi-body System

In the same way as for the rigid case, the flexible dynamics of a whole manipulator is obtained
by using recursively the previous model of a single segment. The same steps are described
because flexibility is impacting the kinematics by additional translation and rotations, and
kinetics and dynamics as well, since they derive from it. The advantage of the DeNOC
models and algorithms derived in Chapter 4 is their direct extension to the flexible case by
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only updating the key matrices and vectors:

Mri =⇒Mfi(δ)

Ar
i,i−1 =⇒ Af

i,i−1(δ)

Pr
i =⇒ Pf

i

γri =⇒ γfi(δ, δ̇)

To alleviate the notations, the flexible deflections expressed at the end-tip are denoted by
ui , uei and ψi , ψei , and their related matrices by Φi , Φei and ∆i ,∆ei .

In the sequel, the Newton-Euler scheme is adapted for the dynamics of flexible manipula-
tors, but at the expense of a much higher computation time. Indeed, the previous matrices
depend upon the flexible coordinates of their corresponding segment, and need to be up-
dated accordingly as they vary during the simulation. Therefore, three different approximate
models are proposed to limit the computational burden, while maintaining a high level of
accuracy. They are compared based on the energy drift occurring during the simulation of
two examples: a planar robot with 2 DoFs, and a Canadarm-like manipulator with 6 DoFs.

5.2.1 Kinematics

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the base of a given segment is translated and rotated by the
deflections at the end-tip of its predecessor. Hence, the homogeneous transformations pre-
sented in (4.21) must be updated by this additional motion due to flexibility. In addition to
the set of four DH parameters, the flexible coordinates are used to describe the translation
and rotation at the end-tip with the vector ui−1 and the Euler angles ψi−1. The flexible
homogeneous transformation i−1T f

i between (i− 1)th and ith segments is updated as follows
:

i−1T f
i = Trans(di−1, Z)Trans(ai−1, X)Trans(ui−1)Rot(ψi−1)Rot(αi, X)Rot(θi, Z)

where the flexible transformations are given by:

Trans(ui−1) =
 I3 ui−1

01×3 1


Rot(ψi−1) =

 oi−1Rei−1 03×1

01×3 1


(5.31)

(5.32)
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R0

θ1

Ro1

O0≡O1

θ2

E1≡O2

Re1

Ro2

Re2 E2≡E

(a)

θ1

ψ1R0Ro1

O0 ≡ O1

θ2
ψ2

E1 ≡ O2

Re1
Ro2

Re2

E2 ≡ E u2

u1

(b)
Figure 5.3: Robot kinematics comparison; (a) Rigid case, (b) Flexible case.

The end-tip deflection is expressed in Ri−1 by ui−1 = Φi−1 δi−1 with (5.7a) and (5.12); and
the end-tip rotation is described either by the Euler angles ψi−1 = ∆i−1 δi−1 with (5.7b), or
by the corresponding rotation matrix oi−1Rei−1 given in (5.3).

The resulting rotation and translation between the successive frames Ri−1 = Roi−1 and
Ri = Roi are given by i−1T f

i (1:3, 1:3) and i−1T f
i (1:3, 4). Using the rigid terms in (4.22)

and (4.23), they read as follows :

i−1Rf
i = oi−1Rei−1(δi−1) i−1Rr

i(θi)

pf
i−1 = pr

i−1 + (i−1)ui−1(δi−1)

(5.33)

(5.34)

where it is explicitly mentioned that the end-tip deflection ui−1 is expressed in Ri−1, so the
expression of pr

i−1 must be taken in the same frame using (4.23).

The rotation matrix i−1Rf
i can be decomposed like the mass matrix, i.e., according to its

dependency upon δi−1. The nominal value corresponds to the undeformed state, with the
rigid rotation i−1Rr

i(θi), while the flexible corrective term oi−1Rei−1 is function of ψi−1, which
depends upon δi−1 by (5.7b). Hence, the decomposition of the rotation matrix reads as
follows:

i−1Rf
i = i−1R

f (0)
i + i−1R

f (1)
i (δi−1)
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with
i−1R

f (0)
i = i−1Rr

i

i−1R
f (1)
i (δi−1) =

(
oi−1Rei−1(δi−1)− I3

)
i−1Rr

i

(5.35a)

(5.35b)

Considering that the flexible coordinates are additional degrees of freedom, the kinematics
depends upon generalized coordinates which are no longer scalar terms but vectors:

qi =
 θi

δi

 ∈ R1+nfi (5.36)

such that the global vector of generalized coordinates is now given by:

qf =
[
q1 . . . qn

]>
(5.37)

Therefore, the ith flexible transformation i−1T f
i has been written as a function of (θi, δi−1).

Assuming that the base is rigid (i.e., δ0 = ∅), the inertial position of any point M along the
ith link is obtained with the same recursive relation as (4.25):

r̃M =
(

0T f
1(θ1) 1T f

2(θ2, δ1) . . . i−1T f
i (θi, δi−1)

)
ip̃f
M(δi)

= 0T f
i (qf) ip̃f

M(δi)

(5.38)

where the relative position ipf
M must account for the flexible deflection of the ith segment

using (5.4) and (5.7):
ipf
M(δi) = ipM + iuM(δi)

To describe the end-effector kinematics, the extra transformation nTE now depends upon δn,
as shown in Figure 5.3b with the frame Re2 w.r.t. Ro2 . The global homogeneous transfor-
mation is then given by a function of qf by:

0T f
E(qf) = 0T f

1(θ1) 1T f
2(θ2, δ1) . . . n−1T f

n(θn, δn−1) nTE(δn)

Thanks to these notations, the effector frame is described by the same equation as (4.26):

rE(qf) = 0T f
E

 03×1

1

 and 0Rf
E(qf) = 0T f

E(1:3, 1:3) (5.39)
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which is equivalent to the general kinematic relation:

xE =
 rE

ΨE

 = fkin(qf) (5.40)

5.2.2 Kinetics

Still using the twist propagation relation at the scale of one single segment in (5.12), the
recursive twist relation for a rigid manipulator in (4.28) is extended to flexible ones. One
major change is the increase in the number of DoF, as qi is a vector instead of a scalar. Using
the twist-propagation matrix for the end-tip of a flexible segment in (5.12), the linear and
angular velocities of the ith segment are still obtained by: voi

ωoi

 = tei−1 + θ̇i zi = Aei−1,oi−1 toi−1 + θ̇i zi

Then, according to the flexible twist definition in (5.9) and to the expression of the segment
generalized coordinates in (5.36), an extra relation must be added in the form of: δ̇i = d

dtδi,
to eventually obtain:


voi

ωoi

δ̇i


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=ti

=
 Aei−1,oi−1

0nfi×(6+nfi−1 )


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Ai,i−1

toi−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ti−1

+
 zi 06×nfi

0nfi×1 Infi


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Pi

˙ θi

δi


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=q̇i

(5.41)

The same relation as (4.28) is then obtained for flexible systems, provided that the twist-
propagation matrices Ai,i−1 and the joint rate propagation matrices Pi are defined as follows:

Af
i,i−1 =


I3 −

(
pf
i−1(δi−1)

)×
Φi−1

03×3 I3 Rψi−1 ∆i−1

0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi−1



Pf
i =

 zi 06×nfi

0nfi×1 Infi



(5.42a)

(5.42b)
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The same partitioning used for the mass matrix in (5.17) applies for the twist-propagation
matrix Af

i,i−1, since it explicitly depends upon the flexible coordinates. On the other hand,
the joint rate propagation matrix Pi remains constant in Ri and does not present flexible
corrective terms. The decomposition of Ar

i,i−1 is straightforward since the segment vector
pf
i−1 is already written as the summation of a nominal (rigid) value and of a corrective term

in (5.34). The twist-propagation matrix is then split using (5.7a) to explicit the dependency
upon δi−1:

Af
i,i−1 = Af (0)

i,i−1 + Af (1)
i,i−1(δi−1) (5.43)

with

Af (0)
i,i−1 =


I3 −

(
pr
i−1

)×
Φi−1

03×3 I3 ∆i−1

0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi−1



Af (1)
i,i−1(δi−1) =


03×3 − (Φi−1δi−1)× 03×nfi−1

03×3 03×3
(
Rψi−1 − I3

)
∆i−1

0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi−1



(5.44a)

(5.44b)

In the same way, the generalized rotation matrix from Ri−1 to Ri is re-defined to encompass
the flexible coordinates, and is also split according to corrective terms. In order to use the
same expressions in

Ai,i−1 = i−1R>i
(i−1)Af

i,i−1

Pi = (i)Pf
i

(5.45a)

(5.45b)

with the extended rotation matrix:

i−1Ri = diag
(
i−1Rf

i,
i−1Rf

i, Infi
)

(5.46)

As mentioned above, extending the same matrices from the rigid case to the flexible one
allows to define kinetics and dynamics with less efforts. As an example, the definition of the
Jacobian matrix in (4.33) still holds for flexible manipulators, but includes now the flexible
coordinates:

tE =
 vE

ωE

 = JE(qf) q̇f (5.47)
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5.2.3 Constrained Dynamics of the Segments

The time derivative of the twist provided in (4.36) is still valid, but the time derivative of
the twist-propagation matrix must be re-developed. Indeed, it is no longer constant in Ri−1,
but rather depends explicitly upon time through δi−1 in (5.44b). Using the vectrix time
derivative in (4.14b), one obtains:

Af
i,i−1 = Af

i,i−1 +
 Ωi−1 Af

i,i−1(1:6, :)
0nfi×(6+nfi−1 )

− [ Af
i,i−1(:, 1:6) Ωi−1 0(6+nfi )×nfi−1

]

Pf
i =

 Ωi Pf
i(1:6, :)

0nfi×(1+nfi )


where Ωi is augmented by a zero matrix in (5.25). Depending whether the product is done on
the right/left hand side, matrices Ωi = diag(ω×i ,ω×i ,0nfi ) and Ω̄i = diag(ω×i ,ω×i ,0nfi−1

)
are introduced. The time derivatives are re-written as follows:

Af
i,i−1 = Af

i,i−1 + Ωi−1 Af
i,i−1 −Af

i,i−1Ω̄i−1

Pf
i = Ωi Pf

i

(5.48a)

(5.48b)

With these notations, the decomposition of Af
i,i−1 into its nominal and corrective terms yields:

Af
i,i−1 = Af (0)

i,i−1 + Af (1)
i,i−1(δi−1) (5.49)

where the nominal term is given explicitly by:

Af (0)
i,i−1 = Ωi−1 Af (0)

i,i−1 −Af (0)
i,i−1 Ω̄i−1

=


03×3

(
ω×i−1pr

i−1

)×
ω×i−1Φi−1

03×3 03×3 ω×i−1∆i−1

0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi−1



(5.50a)
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while the corrective one reads:

Af (1)
i,i−1(δi−1) = Af (1)

i,i−1 + Ωi−1 Af (1)
i,i−1 −Af (1)

i,i−1 Ω̄i−1

=


03×3 −

(
d
dt (Φi−1δi−1)

)×
03×nfi−1

03×3 03×3
d
dt

((
Rψi−1 − I3

)
∆i−1

)
0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi−1



(5.50b)

with
d
dt (Φi−1δi−1) = Φi−1δ̇i−1 + ωi−1 ×Φi−1δi−1

d
dt
((
Rψi−1 − I3

)
∆i−1

)
=
(
Ṙψi−1 + ω×i−1

(
Rψi−1 − I3

))
∆i−1

where the expression of Ṙψi−1 is given by (A.12) in Appendix A.2.

The final expressions of the time derivative of twist-propagation and joint-rate-propagation
matrices are obtained by applying the change of frame presented in (5.46), as done for the
rigid case in (4.38).

Ai,i−1 = i−1R>i
(i−1)Af

i,i−1

Pi = Ωi
(i)Pf

i

(5.51a)

(5.51b)

Gathering all the previous results, the constrained dynamics of a flexible segment is defined
by bringing together the free dynamics equation in (5.30), the recursive twist computation
and its derivative in (4.28) and (4.36), updated with the flexible twist-propagation and joint-
rate-propagation matrices in (5.45) and (5.51). Reminding that wei = −woi+1 , and denoting
wi , woi , the fundamental equation of motion of a constrained flexible segment is given by:

Mfi ti + γfi = wi −A>i+1,iwi+1 (5.52)

with the local vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces reading:

γfi =
(
Mfi + ΩiMfi + M̃fi

)
Ev ti + Kfi xi (5.53)

The final step of inverse dynamics is the computation of the generalized efforts. Once again,
their derivation is straightforward thanks to the DeNOC framework, where flexible kinet-
ics and dynamics are based on the same matrices as the rigid case. Hence, the compu-
tations introduced in (4.42) are still valid with the updated twist-propagation and joint-
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rate-propagation matrix in (5.42a) and (5.42b), and using the extended wrench in (5.28).
Nevertheless, since the flexible generalized coordinates qi lie in R(1+nf ), their corresponding
efforts are vectors of the same size:

τ i = P>i wi (5.54)

The flexible dynamics of each segment has been derived through the update of the twist
recursion with (5.42) and (5.48), and on wrenches and generalized efforts in (5.52) and (5.54).
Therefore, the inverse dynamics scheme and the algorithms presented earlier remain the same
for the flexible manipulator, provided that all matrices and their time derivatives are updated.

5.2.4 Inverse Dynamics

In this section, the inverse dynamics algorithm based on the Newton-Euler scheme is updated,
and the closed-form model is derived for the flexible case. These steps were thoroughly cov-
ered for rigid manipulators, and they easily extend to flexible dynamics through the DeNOC
approach. A main contribution is provided though with the derivation of approximate mod-
els for simulation. Indeed, if hypothesis are made on the expression of key matrices, as Mf ,
Af
i,i−1, and i−1Rf

i, their effect is coherently propagated through all dynamic steps. Three ap-
proximate models are presented, and the best compromise is chosen between the computation
time and the resulting accuracy.

Newton-Euler recursive scheme The double recursion is still used to derive the inverse
dynamics with the recursive Newton-Euler scheme. The algorithm presented in Algorithm 5.1
with the function InvDynFlex is an updated version of InvDynRig in Algorithm 4.1 with the
new equation labels of the flexible section. In addition, the algorithms lines involving the
decomposition of matrices Mf , Af

i,i−1, and i−1Rf
i, are marked with “?” and will be used to

derive the approximate models.

Firstly, the outward kinetic loop still starts with: t0 = 06×1 and t0 = 06×1, but the matrices
Af

1,0 and Af
1,0 must be augmented at the bottom by 0nf1×6, in order to include the flexible

states of the first segment. The following notation is used to alleviate the algorithm descrip-
tion: Imf1×6 =

[
I>6 0>nf1×6

]>
, where mfi , 6 + nfi is the size of the mass matrix Mfi , or

the LHS size of the twist-propagation Ai,i−1.
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Secondly, the inward dynamic loop is initialized with the external efforts applied by the
payload at the end-effector. The model used for the payload may be changed to include a
flexible behavior. Reminding that the mass matrix of the payload is denoted by Mn+1 =
Mpayload, and its twist by tn+1 = tpayload, the last wrench wn+1 is initialized by:

wn+1 = Mn+1 tn+1 + γn+1 (5.55)

where γn+1 is defined for a rigid payload by (4.48), and for a flexible model by the general
relation in (5.53):

γr
n+1 = Ωn+1 Mrn+1 Ev tn+1

or

γf
n+1 =

(
Mfn+1 + Ωn+1 Mfn+1 + M̃fn+1

)
Ev tn+1 + Kfn+1 xn+1

(5.56)

(5.57)

(5.58)

The function InvDynFlex is still used to compute the Coriolis and centrifugal vector hf and
the stiffness terms in a numerically efficient way by:

InvDynFlex(qf , q̇f ,0) =
(
hf(qf , q̇f) + K qf

)
(5.59)

These terms are detailed in the next section with the closed-loop equation of flexible dynam-
ics.

Closed-form dynamics Computations performed for the rigid case are straightforward
to extend to the flexible case thanks to the DeNOC approach. In this respect, the Coriolis
and centrifugal terms are denoted by the following abuse of notation, already used in (A.25)
of Appendix A.3.3:

Mfi ,
(
Mfi + Ω Mfi + M̃fi

)
Ev (5.60)

The system of constrained equations of motion in (5.52) is then written in the similar matrix
form, using the same block diagonal matrices and two additional ones for flexible Coriolis
terms and stiffness ones :

[Mf ] = diag(Mfi , i = 1 . . . n)

[Kf ] = diag(Kfi , i = 1 . . . n)

The manipulator dynamics is then described similarly to the rigid case in (5.61). Merging
all the free coordinates into x =

[
x1 . . . xn

]>
, the manipulator dynamics is described by
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Algorithm 5.1: Newton-Euler algorithm for flexible inverse dynamics (InvDynFlex)

Function : τ f = InvDynFlex(qf , q̇f , q̈f)
Input : qf , q̇f , q̈f

Output : τ f

Data :
{
i−1Ri , Af (0)

i,i−1 , Af (1)
i,i−1 , Pi , Mfi ; i = 1 . . . n+ 1

}
Initialize

(
t0 = t0 = 06×1, Af

1,0 = Imf1×6, Af
1,0 = 0mf1×6

)
// KINETICS LOOP

1 for i = 1 . . . n+ 1 do // Recursive computation of ti, ti, and Ωi

2 iRi−1 =
(
i−1R

f (0)
i (qi) + i−1R

f (1)
i (δi−1)

)>
?(5.35) a

3 iRi−1 = diag(iRi−1,
iRi−1) (5.46)

4 Ai,i−1 = iRi−1 Af
i,i−1 (5.45a)

5 Ai,i−1 = iRi−1 Af
i,i−1 (5.51a)

6 ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̇i (5.41) b

7 ωi = ti(4 : 6) (5.9)
8 Ωi = diag(ω×i , ω

×
i )

9 ti = Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Ai,i−1 ti−1 + Pi q̈i + Ωi Pi q̇i (4.36)

10 if i ≤ n then
11 Af

i+1,i = Af (0)
i+1,i + Af (1)

i+1,i(δi) ?(5.43)

12 Af
i+1,i = Af

i+1,i + Ωi Af
i+1,i −Af

i+1,i Ω̄i ?(5.49)
end

end

Initialize
(
wn+1 = Mn+1 tn+1 + γn+1

)
// DYNAMICS LOOP

13 for i = n . . . 1 do // Recursive computation of wi, τi
14 Mfi = M(0)

fi + M(1)
fi (δi) + M(2)

fi (δi, δi) ?(5.18)
15 Mfi = M(1)

fi (δ̇i) + M(2)
fi (δ̇i, δi) + M(2)

fi (δi, δ̇i) ?(5.27)
16 M̃fi = M̃fi(δi,ωi) ?(5.24)
17 γfi =

(
Mfi + Ωi Mfi + M̃fi

)
Ev ti + Kfi xi ?(5.53)

18 W i = Mfiti + γfi (5.52)
19 wi = W i + A>i+1,iwi+1

20 τ i = P>i wi (5.54)
end

21 return τ f

aFor the payload rotation at i = n + 1, the nominal rotation matrix is supposed constant, and does not
depend upon the fictitious variable qn+1. For the first rotation at i = 1, the base is supposed rigid, so δ0

does not exist, and the corrective rotation matrix is 0R
f (1)
1 = 03×3.

bFor the payload at i = n+ 1, the fictitious variables q̇n+1 = q̈n+1 = 0 are introduced, with Pn+1 = 06×1.
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the following system of (6n+∑
i nfi) equations:

[Mf ] t + [Mf ] t + [Kf ] x = N−>l w + A>n+1,nwE (5.61)

The motion constraints are now applied by pre-multiplying by N> to obtain the reduced
equations of motion in the Kane’s formalism. As it was done in the rigid case, the twist
and its time derivative are developed under the DeNOC form with matrix N. The new
system of equations is then reduced to describe the dynamics of the (n+∑

i nfi) generalized
coordinates, as follows:

N> [Mf ]
(
Nq̈f + Nq̇f

)
+ N>[Mf ]N q̇f + N> [Kf ] x = N>N−>l w + N>A>n+1,nwE

A similar closed-form appears for the flexible case, since kinetics and dynamics were writ-
ten using the same notations of twist-propagation and joint-rate-propagation matrices in
(5.41), and of mass matrix and nonlinear terms in (5.52). The principle that internal efforts
do not work still applies and simplifies the RHS to obtain the generalized efforts obtained
in (5.54), and developed more thoroughly in (A.18a) (Mohan and Saha, 2009). The Jaco-
bian matrix is also multiplying the effector wrench, but under its flexible form given in (5.47).

A last computation must be performed to obtain the stiffness matrix. As seen in (5.20), the
segment stiffness matrix Kfi is artificially augmented to be expressed as a function of the free
coordinates xi. Indeed, the term [Kf ] x could be expressed as a column vector merging all
the segment stiffness forces given by:

[
0>6×1 (Kδiδiδi)>

]>
. Hence, this vector remains the

same when multiplied by N>l , because of the structure of Ai,j matrices in (5.42a). Finally,
the last multiplication by N>d only reduces the size of the zero vector part from 6 to 1, i.e.,
the dimension of the rigid generalized coordinates of one segment. Finally, denoting by Ki

the segment stiffness matrices, the global one is obtained by merging them diagonally as:

K = diag (Ki , i = 1 . . . n)

Ki =
 0 01×nfi

0nfi×1 Kδiδi


(5.62a)

(5.62b)

The flexible dynamic model is now derived based on these last results. It is important to
recall that the algorithms provided in Appendix A.3 to compute the mass matrix and the
Coriolis and centrifugal vector are still valid for the flexible case.
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Flexible dynamics of a robotic manipulator

The set of free-body equations in (5.61) yields the manipulator dynamics under the
classic closed form :

Df(qf) q̈f + Cf(qf , q̇f) q̇f + K qf = τ f + J>E wE (5.63)

with

Df(qf) = N> [Mf ] N

Cf(qf , q̇f) = N> [Mf ] N + N>
(
[Mf ] + [Ω] [Mf ] + [M̃f ]

)
[Ev ] N

τ f = N>d w

(5.64)

(5.65)

(5.66)

5.2.5 Forward Dynamics

In the flexible case, the forward dynamics algorithm remains exactly the same thanks to the
DeNOC approach. Only the size of the involved vectors and matrices will change in the
algorithm presented in Appendix A.3.4.

The forward dynamics scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Firstly, inverse dynamics is com-
puted by Algorithm 5.1 with q̈f = 0 to obtain hf + Kqf . During these computations,
matrices Ai,i−1, Pi, and Mfi are stored after being updated with their respective corrective
terms, given by (5.35b) and (5.44b) for Af (1)

i,i−1 and i−1R
f (1)
i , and by (5.18) for M(1)

fi and M(2)
fi .

Their expression is then used in the forward dynamics algorithm given in Appendix A.3.4
based on (Saha, 1999; Mohan and Saha, 2009). It does not need to invert the whole mass
matrix, and only inverts a reduced inertia of size (1+nfi) at each step of the RGE. As shown
in (Mohan and Saha, 2007, 2009), this approach proves to be numerically more efficient and
more stable than most of the available algorithms in the literature.

In the next section, the numerical scheme is simplified by neglecting some of these corrective
terms in order to reduce the on-line computations during simulation. Doing this, much
attention is paid to the resulting accuracy of the approximate simulations.
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τ f
+++

−−−

b
ForDyn(b)

q̈f ∫
dt

q̇f ∫
dt

qf

InvDynFlex(qf , q̇f , 0)
hf + Kqf

(Ai,i−1, Pi, Mfi)

Figure 5.4: Forward dynamics scheme for numerical simulation of flexible multi-body systems

5.2.6 Approximate Dynamics for Simulation

Simulation of flexible manipulators increase significantly the computational burden compared
to rigid systems. The main reason is the update of the mass matrix at each time step, and
the computation of highly nonlinear terms in the Coriolis and centrifugal vector. By carefully
neglecting the least important corrective terms, approximate models can be used to reduce
the computation time. This is in sharp contrast with (Mohan and Saha, 2009), where only
integral expressions are provided and the influence of these corrections is not explicit. More-
over, even in (Sharf and Damaren, 1992; Damaren and Sharf, 1995), similar approximations
are made but are uncorrelated between the mass matrix and the nonlinear forcing terms.
Thanks to (5.63), the inertial approximations are propagated more coherently on both the
mass matrix and the forcing terms. In order to reduce these costly computations, three dif-
ferent approximate models are built based on some hypothesis at the kinematic, kinetic and
dynamic levels (Sharf and Damaren, 1992; Damaren and Sharf, 1995).

The main idea is to neglect the terms of first and second order w.r.t. the flexible coordinates,
and to observe the resulting effects in simulation. This analysis depends strongly on the
trajectory speed and on the presence of a payload, since both will excite the flexible modes
and thus increase the influence of their corrective terms on dynamics. For each approximate
model, one of these terms is neglected: either the first order one in the expression of i−1Ri

in (5.35) and Ai,i−1 in (5.44), or the first and second order ones for Mf in (5.18a). Four
different models are investigated in simulation: a reference case includes all the corrective
terms on Mfi , Ai,i−1 and i−1Ri, while three approximate models neglect some kinematic and
dynamic terms to check their respective influence, as follows:
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• flex : reference case, all corrective terms are computed;
• flex-M : segment mass matrices (Mfi) are constant w.r.t. δ;
• flex-MA : mass matrices and twist-propagation matrices (Mfi ,Ai,i−1) are constant

w.r.t. δ;
• flex-MR : mass matrices and rotation matrices (Mfi ,

i−1Ri) are constant w.r.t. δ.

Each of this model is quickly covered in the sequel to highlight the implications of these
hypothesis on flexible dynamics. Using the thorough derivation of the flexible model in
previous sections, the repercussions of these hypothesis are accounted for in a coherent way
along all the modeling steps. Indeed, they affect either the kinetic energy or the kinematic
constraints, and thus induce strong changes in the dynamic equation in (5.63).

5.2.6.1 Approximate models

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the simulation scheme is based on the computation in series of
inverse dynamics to obtain the nonlinear forcing terms in hf , and then, of forward dynamics
to inverse the mass matrix by the RGE technique. Doing so, the approximations made
on the kinematic and dynamic matrices impact consistently the computation of the forcing
terms as well as the inversion of the mass matrix. In the following, the hypothesis are
made at the inverse dynamics level, keeping in mind that the resulting mass matrices and
twist-propagation matrices are used then in forward dynamics.

Reference case flex
All corrective terms are computed, including the first and second order terms in the time
derivatives of Mfi and Ai,i−1 used to express hf .

Constant mass matrices flex-M
The mass matrix is supposed to remain constant, assuming that M(1)

fi + M(2)
fi � M(0)

fi

over time. This hypothesis involves that Mfi = 0 vanishes, and that M̃fi reduces to its M̃ωv

term in (5.24). Indeed, the differentiation of the mass matrix w.r.t. the flexible coordinates
produces the terms M̃δ,v/ωδ , so they cancel if Mfi is constant. Eventually, the nonlinear terms
in γfi cannot be simplified with Ev and read:

γi =
(
Ωi Mfi −Ωi Mfi + M̃fi

)
ti

By contrast with the other models, the kinematic corrective terms in i−1Ri and Ai,i−1 are
maintained.
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As it will be seen from the simulation results, the mass matrix hypothesis yields a very accu-
rate model, showing that the dynamic corrective terms are not the most important ones to
consider. Therefore, the next two models are still using this hypothesis, with an additional
one on the kinematic or kinetic corrective terms.

Constant twist-propagation matrices flex-MA
In addition to the constant mass matrix hypothesis, the twist-propagation matrix Ai,i−1

is reduced to its nominal value in this model. It is assumed that Af (1)
i,i−1 � Af (0)

i,i−1. This
additional assumption implies that Ai,i−1 is derived similarly to the rigid case, by restricting
it to Af (0)

i,i−1 in (5.50a). The kinematic corrective terms in i−1Ri are kept.

Constant rotation matrices flex-MR
In addition to the constant mass matrix hypothesis, the flexible rotations induced by bending
and torsion are neglected in this last model. The rotation matrix is given by the product
of this flexible rotation induced by the previous segment, with its nominal value i−1R

f (0)
i in

(5.33), i.e., the rigid-body rotation. Nevertheless, the kinetic corrective terms in Ai,i−1 are
kept for this case.

5.2.6.2 Simulation test cases

Two classic examples taken from the literature are used to validate the dynamic scheme, and
to evaluate the accuracy of approximate models. The simulation results allow to quantify the
effect of each corrective term and its impact on the computation time, as well as the error
introduced by the approximations. The ultimate goal is to recommend the simulation model
leading to the best compromise between accuracy and computation time.
Data used for both models are given in details through Appendix D.1. On the one hand,
simulations are led for a planar robot with hubs and payload taken from (De Luca and
Siciliano, 1991). Its physical data do not have any physical meaning, but it was used to
validate the dynamic model obtained with the previous inverse and forward dynamics, with
the symbolic one developed in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). On the other hand, a 6DoF
manipulator moving in 3D is also used to study the influence of the corrective terms for a
more complex case. Rigid data are taken from (Mohan and Saha, 2009), while the flexible
data are computed using the AMM presented in Appendix B.1 since they were not provided.
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Planar Manipulator A first set of simulations is performed for a planar robot with 2DoF,
as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Only bending in the plane is considered for this example. As
mentioned above, data from (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991) do not have a physical meaning
and result in overestimated rotary inertias in Z̄ψψ. Therefore, they must be neglected here
to be compatible with the symbolic model provided in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991), which
does not account for these terms.

Two modes are considered on each segment, leading thus to four flexible variables on the
whole manipulator. As explained in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991), a nominal configuration
must be chosen to obtain the resulting loads of each segment, and then to compute their
clamped-loaded modes. The extended position is chosen here, with θnom = 02×1. Using the
physical data provided in Appendix D.1.1, the following pulsations are obtained in rad/s for
the first two bending modes of each segment:

i ωi,1 ωi,2

2 3.01 11.29
3 13.67 99.99

The following stiffness matrices are then obtained for each segment, reminding that mode
shapes are normalized to ensure that Kfi(j, j) = mi ω

2
i,j (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991):

K1 =


0 0 0
0 0.91 0
0 0 12.74

 K2 =


0 0 0
0 18.73 0
0 0 999.88


These results were computed using Appendix B.1, and prove to be consistent with the data
provided in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991).

In simulation, the first test case from (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991) is used to test the free
flexible dynamics: no torques are applied at both joints, and non-zero initial conditions are
set on the flexible coordinates of the second segment δ2. Initial conditions are given by:
θ1 = θ2 = δ1,1 = δ1,2 = 0 and δ2,1 = 0.1, δ2,2 = 0.002. Due to the high coupling between
both segments, and due to the absence of control, they are vibrating freely. The results are
presented in Figure 5.5, and discussed in Section 5.2.6.3.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results for the planar example.
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Figure 5.7: Joint torques for the
Canadarm example

Canadarm Manipulator The Space Shuttle Remote Manipulator System, called Cana-
darm for brevity, is used to illustrate 3D motion and flexibility in each direction. Its kinematic
scheme with the classical DH frames is given in Figure 5.6 and its data are summarized in
Appendix D.1.2. Using the model given in (Mohan and Saha, 2009), only the second and
third segments are considered flexible. Ten modes are used for both segments, one in traction,
four in each bending direction and one in torsion. Since no flexible data were available in this
reference, they were computed with the theory introduced in appendix B.1. The extended
position is also chosen to compute the flexible modes, with θnom = 06×1.

With these parameters, the following pulsations are obtained in rad/s for the flexible modes
of the second and third segments:

i ωi,x,1 ωi,y,1 ωi,y,2 ωi,y,3 ωi,y,4 ωi,α,1

2 127.03 1.07 4.83 42.17 112.98 215.12
3 149.01 2.16 11.22 44.35 115.55 252.35

Simulations are performed for a forced dynamics scenario given in (Damaren and Sharf, 1995)
and (Mohan and Saha, 2009). The following “pick-and-place” trajectories are desired over
time:

θdi (t) = θdes

(
t

T
− 1

2π sin
(2π
T
t
))

, ∀i ∈ [1; 6]

with θdes = 0.5 rad/s the desired final joint angles, starting from 0, and T is the trajectory
duration. Using the previous inverse dynamics model InvDynFlex in Algorithm 5.1, the
torques required to follow this trajectory are computed and their profile is given in Figure 5.7.
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Eventually, the simulation of the 6DoF Canadarm is presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 and
discussed in the next section.

5.2.6.3 Simulation results

Accuracy of the approximate models is estimated by checking the global energy evolution
along time, as proposed by (Damaren and Sharf, 1995). Theoretically, this energy is assumed
to stay constant in the free dynamics case. On the contrary, the system power, defined as its
time derivative, is supposed to match the external power applied by the joint torques in the
forced dynamics case. The input power corresponding to the joint actuators and its related
work are defined by:

Pinput =
6∑
i=1

τi θ̇i Winput =
∫ t

0
Pinputdt

Theoretically, this work should match exactly the relative system energy denoted by ∆E =
E(t)− E0. The global system energy is defined by:

E = 1
2 q̇>D(q) q̇ + 1

2 q>K q

To measure this energy drift, the Root Mean Square (RMS) indicator introduced in (Damaren
and Sharf, 1995) is used. The peak energy Epeak reached during the simulation is introduced
to weight this energy drift. The numerical error and its RMS value over the whole time
horizon T are defined by:

eE(t) = ∆E −Winput

|Epeak|
eE,RMS =

√∫ T
0 (eE(t))2 dt

T

Coming back to the previous simulation results for both examples, conclusions are twofold:

• Validation of Flexible Dynamics: the algorithms for inverse and forward dynamics
are validated by the two examples taken from (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991) and (Mohan
and Saha, 2009). In the planar case, curves are exactly matching the simulations provided
by De Luca and Siciliano, which are based on symbolic dynamic equations. In addition,
a symbolic computation of the mass matrix and of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector has
been carried out with the algorithms provided in Appendix A.3 and it yields exactly the
same terms with the first order truncation proposed in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). In the
second example, the joint angles behaviors remain close but not exactly the same, because
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results for the Canadarm example.
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Figure 5.9: Approximation errors for the Canadarm example.
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Table 5.1: RMS energy drift and computation time ratios for both examples

Model RMS error Time Ratio

2DoF 6DoF 2DoF 6DoF

flex 2.67 · 10−7 2.81 · 10−5 100 % 100 %

flex-M 2.63 · 10−7 4.48 · 10−5 51.7% 64.5%

flex-MA 3.93 · 10−4 2.09 · 10−3 49.8% 60.7%

flex-MR 2.49 · 10−4 1.43 · 10−2 44.7% 63.5%

no data were provided about the computation of flexible modes in (Mohan and Saha, 2009).

The second illustration of the inverse dynamics performance is brought by the RMS indicator
introduced above, based on (Damaren and Sharf, 1995). Its value must stay as low as possible
to confirm that numerical errors are negligible. The results obtained for the two examples are
summarized in Table 5.1. Simulations are performed on a processor Intel Core i7 (2.3GHz,
16Go of RAM) with the software Matlab/Simulink c©, and using a Runge-Kutta integration
scheme of 4th order with a time step of 0.001 s. It is important to highlight that this RMS
error is independent of the time step chosen, because it is inherent to the approximations
made in the model. In the case of a rigid body, this error drops to 10−14 and can be almost
lowered to the machine epsilon by reducing the time step. By contrast, some hypothesis are
made for the full flexible dynamics, such as the small angle hypothesis for the angular flexible
deformations, and they prevent this error from decreasing with the time step. This latter
thus represents a good indicator of the model accuracy.

• Approximation of Flexible Dynamics: The three test cases flex-M, flex-MA and
flex-MR yield varying approximation errors compared to the reference case flex. The RMS
indicators are provided for each model in Table 5.1. It is clearly seen in the free dynamics of
the planar case that this error remains the lowest for the mass matrix approximation flex-M.
It means that the corrective terms on inertia are not the most important ones in flexible
dynamics. As soon as an approximation is made on the lever arm pi−1 in the matrix Ai,i−1,
this error rises significantly. Indeed, this flexible correction brings out lateral translations
on pi−1 that have tremendous dynamic effects due to the arm length. Eventually, the most
critical correction comes from the rotation matrices. When neglected, the same phenomenon
happens since a flexible rotation at the arm base implies huge motion at the effector level.

The computation time is given in Figure 5.10, where it is seen how the approximate models
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Figure 5.10: Computation time according to simulation time step for the Canadarm example.

reduce it drastically. According to Table 5.1, they nearly reach 40% of computation time
reduction, but the flex-M model is the only one to keep the RMS error as small as the full
flexible model. Indeed, the last two models flex-MA or flex-MR are not worth it because the
computation time is nearly the same as the flex-M one, but the resulting RMS error soar.
Therefore, this model seems to be the best compromise to reduce the computation time while
keeping the error small enough.

5.2.7 Conclusion

A nonlinear model has been presented through this whole chapter to perform efficient and still
accurate simulations of flexible manipulators. Thanks to a partitioning of main kinematic
and dynamic terms according to their dependency on the flexible coordinates, approximate
models are built to alleviate the computational load while keeping the induced error as small
as possible.

The proposed generic model of a flexible segment accounts for traction and torsion along
the main axis, and bending in its both transverse directions. The nonlinear dynamics have
been developed by constantly decomposing the resulting matrices into a nominal value and
its corrective terms. These latter are due to changes in the segment shape with the flexible
deformation, and result in first and second order terms w.r.t. the flexible coordinates. Using
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the DeNOC approach, a Newton-Euler inverse dynamics scheme is obtained under matrix
form instead of traditional integral expressions. These results are a key point in order to
speed up simulations and avoid on-line evaluation of integrals. Finally, four different models
have been tested in simulation in free and forced dynamics. A reference case considering
all the nonlinearities was used for high-fidelity simulations, while three approximate models
were used to alleviate the computational burden. A first one neglects the corrective terms
at the inertial level, impacting both the mass matrix and the Coriolis and centrifugal terms.
The second and third models neglect the kinematic corrections on, respectively, the end-
tip translation and rotation of the flexible segments. It came out that the less significant
corrective terms are the inertial ones, while the flexible translations and rotations at the end-
tip are crucial and have a greater influence on global dynamics because of the lever arm effect.

As a conclusion, it is shown that the inertial approximate model flex-M is the best compro-
mise to keep the accuracy high enough, while lowering substantially the computational load,
and thus, the simulation time.
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CHAPTER 6 SPACE ROBOT MODELING

The framework to model fixed-base robotic systems with the DeNOC approach is now ex-
tended to include the base dynamics. In the scope of a space robot, the base is moving freely
in the terrestrial gravity field and obey the orbital mechanics. The parameterization of the
Earth orbits is presented first through the Keplerian elements introduced in the literature
review. Then the manipulator models are extended to encompass the base motion under
external efforts. Eventually, the orbital and multi-body dynamics of the space robot are
decoupled to describe the capture phase in conditions of weightlessness.

6.1 Spacecraft Modeling

The modeling and dynamics of a usual spacecraft are covered. This description highlights
the elements that allow the satellite to control its attitude and orbit, as well as its thermal
state, among others. Based on the orbital mechanics, these inputs maintain the satellite
on the required orbit for the mission by counteracting the drift effects due to the on-orbit
disturbances.

6.1.1 Satellite components

As described in the literature review and illustrated in Figure 6.1, a common spacecraft is
made of 7 key elements to fulfill a mission. In this thesis, the main focus is put on the design
of the Attitude Control System (ACS) of a space robot, but most of the following items would
be affected and re-designed to embed a manipulator on-board. One may classify them as
follows:

• Structure: this term represents all the mechanical elements that make up the satellite.
They are designed to reach the best compromise between mass and rigidity, while
maintaining the spacecraft integrity throughout its lifetime. For example, it must
endure high vibrations at launch, and a harsh space environment during the mission,
with radiations and large temperature variations.
• TCS: the Thermal Control System (TCS) regulates the temperature of the whole space-

craft to maintain the equipments in their nominal range of operation, especially mechan-
ical elements and electronic devices. It dissipates the high temperatures encountered
when facing the Sun, or heats the spacecraft when passing through the shadow of the
Earth, with very low temperatures.
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Figure 6.1: Usual components of a spacecraft

• Propulsion: the thrusters apply forces and torques on the spacecraft to move it on
the desired orbit and to rotate it, as required by the AOCS. The limited amount of fuel
on board the spacecraft is the most crucial factor for its operating life.
• Power: this system generates all the necessary electrical power to the on-board com-

puter, the AOCS and the payload. It is based on electrical generators, like solar arrays.
• AOCS: thanks to actuators, like thrusters, and to sensors, like Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and star trackers, the AOCS maintains the spacecraft orbit and attitude
to fulfill the mission requirements. It can point accurately toward the Earth for com-
munication, or head the solar panels toward the Sun for electricity generation.
• On-board Computer: this element is the hub of the spacecraft. It gathers all data

and measurements to check the nominal functioning of each equipment, and then send
the commands required by the AOCS.
• Payload: this last item depends on the purpose of the mission. It can be a camera, a

radar or an embedded experiment to perform on-orbit.
The mission goal usually implies that the spacecraft follows a given trajectory with a desired
attitude. These requirements are based on the so-called orbital mechanics, which describes
the system behavior in the terrestrial gravity field.

6.1.2 Orbital mechanics

The spacecraft orbital dynamics is described as a rigid body orbiting the Earth (Hughes,
1986; Chobotov, 1991). The orbit is commonly described by the six Keplerian elements
illustrated in Figure 6.2. They were mentioned in the literature review, and can be classified
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Figure 6.2: Keplerian elements of the elliptical orbit

according to the quantity that they describe:

• Orbital plane: the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) Ω, the inclination
i, and the argument of the perigee ω ;
• Shape of the orbit: the eccentricity e and the semi-major axis a ;
• Satellite position: either the mean anomaly M , the eccentric anomaly E, or the true

anomaly ν.
It is worth highlighting that the orbit followed by a satellite is a periodic trajectory in the
absence of external efforts (i.e., without manœuvers or disturbances). Therefore, the first
two categories are used to describe the position and orientation of the orbit in space, while
the last one is used to parameterize the spacecraft location. The five first parameters are
thus constant in time, while the last one is the only time-variant parameter.

Frames: Three main frames are considered to describe the motion of a spacecraft orbiting
the Earth: the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame RECI , the inertial frame Rorb fixed to
the orbital plane, and the body-fixed frame Rb . The ECI frame is assumed inertial and
located at the Earth center. An equivalent frame may also be defined at the same location,
but rotating with the Earth around its own axis: Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame
is required to manage the communications with ground stations or for mission purposes, like
the visibility of a given land or ocean by the payload. The frame Rorb is not commonly
used in space engineering but it is introduced here for kinematics considerations. It is also
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fixed at the Earth center and is aligned with the principal axes of the ellipse describing the
orbit. Finally, the body-fixed frame is denoted Rb and describe the inertial attitude of the
spacecraft.

Free-flying dynamics: The spacecraft is considered as a rigid body moving in the gravity
field. Its dynamics is governed by the single rigid segment model in (4.20), expressed as
follows at the CoM Gb:

wc +we = Mbtb + ΩbMbEvtb =⇒

 f c + f e = mb vb

nc + ne = Ibωb + ωb × (Ibωb)

(6.1a)

(6.1b)

with tb =
[
v>b ω>b

]>
the spacecraft twist defined by vb = v(Gb), and Mb = diag(mb, Ib)

its mass matrix at Gb. The efforts are classified according to the control ones, coming from
the AOCS with wc = (f c,nc), and to the external ones due to the environment with
we = (f e,ne). The net external force f e is the system weight f g due to the terrestrial
attraction, while the net external torque ne reduces to the so-called gravity gradient1 ng.
They read as follows when expressed at Gb ((Hughes, 1986),p.236):

f g = µmb

r2
b
ub

ng = 3 µ

r3
b
ub × (IGbub)

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

where µ = Gmearth, with G = 6.67× 10−11N.m2/kg2 the universal gravitational constant,
and mearth the mass of the Earth. The inertial position of the spacecraft from RECI is given
by rb = −−−−−→OECIGb, and the corresponding unitary vector is denoted by ub = −rb/rb. Vectors
are denoted in bold characters while their norm is denoted by the same character in regular
weight, i.e., rb = ||rb||.

Inertial position of the spacecraft: The linear dynamic equation can be easily inte-
grated twice and provide the inertial position of the spacecraft CoM in space. This periodic
trajectory is called the “orbit”, and can result in an ellipse, a hyperbola or a parabola. Fo-
cusing on Earth satellites, only ellipses are considered in the sequel. They are fully described
by the Keplerian elements mentioned above, where (Ω, i, ω) are a set of Euler angles defining

1This torque is due to the non-homogeneous distribution of the differential weight: dfg = µ dm/r2
Mu on

an element dm of the spacecraft, located at a distance rM from the Earth’s center OECI, along the unitary
vector uM = −rM/rM with rM = −−−−−→OECIM . Since each differential element dm is located at a slightly different
distance and along a different vector, the resulting torque is non-zero at the spacecraft’s CoM. It is worth
mentioning that the torque expression in (6.2b) is only valid at the CoM, otherwise an extra term appears
to account for the lever arm with the new reference point (see (Hughes, 1986), p.247).
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the orbital plane orientation, (e, a) are the ellipse parameters, and ν is the polar parameter-
ization of the spacecraft location. Instead of using the semi-major axis a, orbits are often
described by their altitude h at the perigee, which is the closest point from the Earth. To
summarize, the following set of six parameters is required to fully characterize an object on
a terrestrial orbit: Ω [ rad ] RAAN

i [ rad ] Inclination
ω [ rad ] Argument of the perigee
h [ m ] Altitude of the perigee
e [ - ] Eccentricity
ν [ rad ] True anomaly

The orbital plane is obtained by a rotation from RECI , with its X-axis pointing toward the
perigee:

IRorb = Rot(Ω, Z)Rot(i,X)Rot(ω,X) (6.3)

Then, the mathematical description of the ellipse, in the orbital plane, is based on the
eccentricity e and the semi-latus rectum l, deriving from the semi-major axis a, itself deriving
from the altitude h, as follows:

a = (Rearth + h) / (1− e)

l = a (1− e2)

with Rearth the radius of the Earth. With these two parameters, the polar parameterization
of the ellipse (rb, ν) in the orbital plane reads:

rb(ν) = l

1 + e cos(ν) (6.4)

yielding the cartesian position of the spacecraft in the orbital plane by:

orbrb(ν) =


rb(ν) cos(ν)
rb(ν) sin(ν)

0

 (6.5)

Finally, applying the rotation from RECI , its inertial position is obtained by:

rb(ν) = IRorb
orbrb(ν) (6.6)
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Inertial attitude of the spacecraft: As opposed to linear dynamics, angular ones cannot
be obtained analytically, but requires instead a numerical integration to obtain the angular
rate ωb from (6.1b). Depending on the frame of expression of ωb , the transformation matrix
RΨb or RQb in Appendix A.2 is used to obtain the time derivative of the Euler angles Ψb or
of the quaternion Qb describing the spacecraft attitude. Integrating this last quantity, the
spacecraft orientation is obtain w.r.t. the inertial frame RECI , which does not account for
the Earth rotation on its own axis.

6.1.3 External disturbances

On the previous dynamic model (6.2), some usual disturbances are taken into account in the
forces and torques applied on the spacecraft. The main sources of disturbance on LEO are
coming from the irregular shape of the Earth, from the lunar and solar influences, from the
higher layers of the atmosphere, and from the solar radiation. They are introduced for sake
of completeness and will be treated as general disturbances in the simulation scheme of the
thesis. If one needs to model them more accurately, their influence on the previous model is
given as follows, by order of magnitude from the most influential to the least (Escudier and
Pouillard, 1996):

f e = f g,earth + fdrag + f g,moon + f g,sun + fpressure (6.7)

with f g the gravitational forces coming from the Earth, the Moon and the Sun, fdrag the
atmospheric drag, and fpressure the solar-radiation pressure. Among them, only the drag,
the pressure and the terrestrial gravity would induce a torque. The forces are detailed in
the sequel to have a glimpse into the way disturbances are considered, but the torques are
not expressed since they require additional integrations on the whole body or on its exposed
surface and would not bring much contribution to the present discussion. The reader can
refer to (Hughes, 1986) to find a thorough derivation and analysis of these disturbances.

Earth’s Gravity: The attractive force given in (6.2a) derives from the terrestrial potential
of gravity for a spherical body. The irregularities on the Earth surface nullify this hypothesis,
and result in corrective terms on this potential. Many terms could be introduced to describe
it more faithfully, but the main ones are the spherical harmonics which assume a symmetry
of revolution. For example, the first zonal harmonic J2 is the most important gravitational
correction, and depicts the Earth flattening.

The gravity potential used in (6.2) is based on the perfect sphere hypothesis, and reads:

U(r) = µ

r
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while the first zonal harmonic J2 corrects it with an extra term:

U(r) = µ

r
+ µ

r

(
Rearth

r

)2
J2

3 sin2(φ)− 1
2

with ψ the latitude of the spacecraft projection on the Earth surface. The general potential is
actually obtained by integrating it over the entire Earth, leading to a spherical development
in zonal and tesseral harmonics (Escudier and Pouillard, 1996):

U(r) = µ

r
+
∞∑
n=1

(
req
r

)n [
−Jn Pn(sin(φ)) +

n∑
m=1
{Cn,m cos(mλ) + Sn,m sin(mλ)}Pn,m(sin(φ))

]

with (φ, λ) the latitude/longitude of the spacecraft projection on the Earth surface, Jn the
zonal harmonics and (Cn,m, Sn,m) the tesseral ones. Pn denote the Legendre polynomials,
and Pn,m the corresponding Legendre functions.

This new potential is then derived with the gradient operator ∇ to correct the gravity force
applied on the spacecraft by:

f g,earth = −mb∇U(r)

Considering the induced torque, this gravity force must be integrated on the whole body
to obtain the resulting gravity gradient ng. The interested reader is referred to ((Hughes,
1986),p.236) to find the corresponding methodology.

Atmospheric Drag: The atmosphere density is globally decreasing with the altitude, but
the remaining particles in its higher layers are sufficiently dense to create a drag force on any
object in motion. Usually, this disturbance is worth considering up to an altitude of 1,500
km. Aerodynamics theory yields the following drag force ((Hughes, 1986), p258):

fdrag = −1
2 ρ S v

2
r CD (n>uv)uv

with

ρ [kg/m3] Air density at the current altitude
S [m2] Reference surface
vr [m/s] Relative speed w.r.t. the atmosphere
n [−] Unitary outward normal to the surface
uv [−] Unitary vector along the relative speed, (uv , vr/vr)
CD [−] Drag coefficient
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The scalar product between both unitary vectors accounts for the “effective” surface seen
from the air flow. This disturbance is significant because of the spacecraft velocity, since it
can reach 10 km/s in LEO.

Moon/Sun’s Gravity: The third main disturbance is the gravitational influence of other
bodies on the spacecraft trajectory. Around the Earth, the Moon is accounted for because
of its closeness, and the Sun for its considerable mass compared to other objects in the solar
system. Their effect is given by the addition of gravity forces acting on the spacecraft2, as
follows:

f g,moon = −µmoon mb

rOMGb

f g,sun = −µsun mb

rOSGb

denoting by µmoon = Gmmoon and µsun = Gmsun the gravitational constant of, respectively,
the Moon and the Sun, and by rOiGb the distance of the spacecraft from the CoM of these
two bodies.

Solar Pressure: The least influential disturbance is the pressure induced by the solar
radiations. The flux of photons coming from the Sun produces a force acting on every
exposed surface of the spacecraft. Once received by these surfaces, it is partially absorbed
and reflected. Two different types of reflection take place: the “diffuse” one and the “specular”
one. Each of them is emitted in a specific direction: the diffuse reflection is along the surface
normal vector, while the specular reflection obey the Snell-Descartes laws of reflection.

To summarize, each surface is subject to a pressure due to the total amount of photons
reaching it, and two additional pressures due to the fraction emitted along the normal di-
rection (i.e., diffuse) and to the one emitted along the symmetric direction (i.e., specular).
The thorough derivations of forces and moments induced by the solar pressure are available
in (Hughes, 1986)(p.263), and are only mentioned here for completeness. The force may be
written as follows for an homogeneous and plane surface:

fpressure = −P0
(
n>i

) [
(σa + σrd) i+ 2

3 σrdn+ 2σrs is
]

with
2It is worth mentioning that the term “disturbance” is well-suited here. Indeed, the idea to add the

effect of these bodies only as external forces is valid for a short amount of time, and hide a much more
complex reality. Since the Earth is rotating the Sun, the frame RECI is no longer inertial in the solar system.
Hence, the spacecraft dynamics for long term considerations should be entirely re-develop with respect to
the Sun-Centered frame, which is assumed inertial for the solar system.
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P0 [N/m2] Solar radiation pressure at 1 A.U.
S [m2] Surface
n [−] Unitary outward normal vector of the surface
i [−] Unitary Sun-pointing vector
is [−] Reflected vector of i w.r.t. n
σa [−] Absorption coefficient
σrd [−] Diffuse reflexion coefficient
σrs [−] Specular reflexion coefficient

The first scalar product
(
n>i

)
is used to compute the “effective” surface seen from the

flux of photons, and the term 2/3 in the diffuse reflection accounts for thermodynamics
considerations.

The dynamic model of a spacecraft orbiting the Earth has been quickly covered through the
previous considerations. It was considered as a single rigid body subject to external and
control efforts. The control inputs are mostly used to place the satellite onto its desired orbit
after its release from the launcher, and to counteract the disturbances raised above. The
dynamic coupling of a spacecraft with an embedded robotic arm and other appendages is
now investigated to represent the behavior of a space robot in orbit.

6.2 Space Robot Modeling

The term “space robot” refers to a rigid hub, called spacecraft, connected to a set of various
appendages, either rigid or flexible, and either actuated or fixed. Thanks to the dynamic
models for rigid bodies in (4.20) and for flexible ones in (5.30), global dynamics of a multi-
body system mixing rigid and flexible elements is derived hereunder. A first part introduces
the additional notations and equations at the crossing of spacecraft dynamics and robotics.
Then, the resulting algorithms to compute the inverse and forward dynamics are presented,
before highlighting the main hypotheses made on these dynamics for the capture scenario.

6.2.1 Dynamic coupling

The coupling between the hub and its appendages is investigated by updating the common
steps of modeling, through kinematics, kinetics and dynamics. The focus is placed on the
robotics point of view rather than on the orbital mechanics one, since it allows to include an
additional body to the chain with less efforts. The development of the space robot model is
mainly derived from the humanoid robot modeling based on the DeNOC approach in (Shah
et al., 2012a; Saha et al., 2013).
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Figure 6.3: Frames assignment on a spacecraft with various appendages

6.2.1.1 Kinematics

Kinematics is based on the frames illustrated in Figure 6.3. The space robot has na ap-
pendages, and the kth appendage has nk bodies. Inside the kth appendage, the frame Rik

denotes the reference frame of the ith body. It is worth noticing that some appendages have
only one element, as the solar panels or the reaction wheels, while other exhibit many sub-
elements, as the robotic arms. The notations introduced earlier are thus updated by the
appendage index, by denoting the unconstrained coordinates of any body as follows:

xik =
[

r>ik Ψ>ik δik

]>
(6.8)

where the index “ik” allows to keep using the same notations as before, describing thus each
appendage as a robotic arm. The position and the rotation matrix of each body can be
decomposed according to the base coordinates and to the relative position of the anchorage
point of the appendage, as follows:

rik = rb + br0k + 0krik(qak)
IRik = IRb(Ψb) bR0k

0kRik(qak)

(6.9a)

(6.9b)

where qak denotes the generalized coordinates of the kth appendage. The upper left-hand
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side superscripts denote the frame of reference from which the positions or the rotations are
expressed.

In the previous relations, the parameters
(

br0k ,
bR0k

)
are constant and inherent to the location

and orientation of the appendage basis on the spacecraft, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. They
are considered as model parameters in the sequel.

On the other hand, the pair (0krik , 0kRik) is a function of qak , given by the kinematic model
of the appendage, by (4.25) for the rigid case, and by (5.38) for the flexible one. They
are obtained by the appendage kinematic transformation 0kTik with 0krik = 0kTik(1:3, 4) and
0kRik = 0kTik(1:3, 1:3). These transformation are defined by the appendage generalized coor-
dinates qak , while the generalized coordinates of the spacecraft are unconstrained, and are
denoted by:

xb =
[

r>b Ψ>b
]>

(6.10)

such that the global vector of generalized coordinates is given by merging the spacecraft
coordinates xb and the appendages coordinates qa as follows:

q =
[

x>b q>a
]>

qa =
[

q>a1 . . . q>ana

]> (6.11)

(6.12)

The total number of variables is given by N = 6 + ∑na
k=1 sk, denoting by sk the numbers of

DoF of the whole appendage, and sik for its ith body. It yields that sk = ∑
ik sik .

As a conclusion, the position and orientation of any body of the space robot is obtained by
a relation merging the generalized coordinates of the hub with those of its own appendage:

xik = fkin(xb , qak) (6.13)

This relation is mostly applied to the end-effectors of the embedded manipulators. Combining
the relative position and orientation w.r.t. its base in (4.26) and (5.39) with (6.9), the end-
effectors are described by the following kinetic model, based on the transformation matrix
0kTEk(qak):

rEk
= rb + br0k + 0krEk

(qak)
IREk

= IRb(Ψb) bR0k
0kREk

(qak)

(6.14a)

(6.14b)
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6.2.1.2 Kinetics

The time derivation of (6.13) provides a recursive relation defining the twists in a similar way
as (4.28), except that the initial base twist is no longer 06×1. Indeed, the anchorage point of
the appendage is moving with the spacecraft, whose motion is described by twist tb in (6.1).
The twist is chosen as an hybrid coordinate to describe the spacecraft generalized velocities,
rather than the time derivative of xb in (6.10); exactly as it was done previously to describe
the dynamics of a single rigid body.

In the first place, the kinematics of any body inside the kth appendage is obtained by updating
equation (4.28) with the appendage index:

∀k = 1 . . . na, ∀i = 1 . . . nk, tik = Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Pik q̇ik (6.15)

and the initialization for any appendage is given by the twist propagation along the spacecraft,
considered as a rigid body. They are defined as follows:

∀k = 1 . . . na, t0k = A0k,b tb (6.16)

with the twist-propagation matrix A0k,b giving the kinematic transformation to the anchorage
point of the appendage by:

Ar
0k,b =

 I3 −
(

br0k

)×
03×3 I3

 (6.17)

Again, the notion of frame of expression is essential. Similar to (4.29a) and (4.30a) for the
rigid case, vectors br0k are usually expressed in the spacecraft frameRb , such that the rotation
to the appendage base frame R0k is necessary to fully define the initial twist-propagation
matrix as:

A0k,b = bR>0k
(b)Ar

0k,b (6.18)

with
bR0k =

 bR0k 03×3

03×3
bR0k

 (6.19)

It is also important to expand the spacecraft twist according to the chosen generalized ve-
locities. Let us write the twist propagation at the spacecraft level as:
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tb = Pb q̇b (6.20)

where the matrix Pb can be defined in two different ways. If one prefers to obtain the
spacecraft twist as the dynamics output for its physical meaning, then the following abuse of
notation is introduced q̇b = tb and Pb = I6. In contrast, one may prefer to obtain the time
derivative of the position and of the Euler angles in (6.10) to integrate them directly. In that
case, q̇b is replaced by its natural definition q̇b = ẋb , and Pb = Rxb , which is introduced to
transform the time derivatives of Euler angles into an angular rate in (4.5) .

Jacobian Matrix of an Appendage: Still considering each appendage in the light of
robotic systems, the Jacobian matrix for the end-effector of any embedded manipulator is
derived in the following. It is worth noticing that this kinetic model could also be applied to
any kind of appendage. For example, one may want to describe the kinematics and kinetics
of an antenna or of a payload instrument.

The recursion in (6.15) is written under matrix form, as done in the rigid modeling of multi-
body systems to derive the Jacobian matrix as well. However, the twist of the first element
t1k is written directly as a function of the spacecraft twist tb by replacing t0k by (6.16) in
the first step of (6.15).

tak =



0 0 0 · · · 0
A2k,1k 0 0 · · · 0

0 A3k,2k 0 · · · 0
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 0 Ank,nk−1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kAk

tak +



P1k 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2k 0 · · · 0

0 0 P3k
. . . ...

... ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 Pnk


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kNd

q̇ak +


A1k,b

0
...
0


︸ ︷︷ ︸
,kAb

tb (6.21)

where the transitivity notation of the twist-propagation matrix allows to write at the base
level: A1k,b = A1k,0k A0k,b. The previous relation is then summarized under matrix form as
follows:

tak = kAk tak + kNd q̇ak + kAb tb

where the twists of the appendage are merged into :

tak =
[

t>1k . . . t>nk
]>

(6.22)
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The kinetic relation defining the DeNOC approach is re-written for one appendage, as fol-
lows:

tak =



I 0 0 · · · 0
A2k,1k I 0 · · · 0

A3k,1k A3k,2k I . . . 0
... ... . . . . . . 0

Ank,1k Ank,2k · · ·Ank,nk−1 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=(I−kAk)−1,kNk,l



P1k 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2k 0 · · · 0
0 0 P3k · · · 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 Pnk


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kNd

q̇ak +



A1k,b

A2k,b

A3k,b
...

Ank,b


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=kNk,l
kAb,kNb,l

Pb q̇b (6.23)

The following notations are then introduced to denote the kinetic relation of the kth ap-
pendage with the orthogonal complements of its own influence by kNk and of the base
influence by kNb. The kinetic relation is re-written in a more compact form as:

tak = kNk,l
kNd︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kNk

q̇ak + kNb,l
bNd︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kNb

q̇b (6.24)

where the matrix Pb is denoted by bNd for coherency with the appendage notations.

One row of this relation allows to define the Jacobian matrix of any body of the appendage
by:

tik =
[

Aik,1k · · · Aik,ik−1 I 0 · · · 0
]
kNd q̇ak + Aik,b

bNd q̇b

which leads to the Jacobian matrix of the end-effector of the kth appendage, by using the
twist-propagation matrix for the tool Ank+1,nk introduced in (4.33):

tEk
=
[

Ank+1,1 Ank+1,2k · · · Ank+1,nk

]
kNd︸ ︷︷ ︸

,kJEk

q̇ak +
[

Ank+1,b

]
bNd︸ ︷︷ ︸

,bJEk

q̇b (6.25)

This relation is the kinetic equivalent of the relation (6.14). The Jacobian matrix kJEk

describes the effect of the joint motion on the effector, while bJEk
includes the spacecraft

influence with its global rigid motion. This relation can also be summarized with a unique
Jacobian matrix JEk , as follows:

tEk
=
[

bJEk

kJEk

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

,JEk

 tb

q̇ak

 (6.26)
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DeNOC relation for tree-type systems: Gathering the previous notations and devel-
opments for only one appendage, the relation in (6.24) is written for the whole space robot
with all appendages. The notations and definitions introduced in the following are slightly
different from the work of S. V. Shah et al. in (Shah et al., 2012a), in order to make the
derivation of the closed-form equation of dynamics easier. Furthermore, this thesis focuses
on a subclass of tree-type systems with the assumption of space robots with a “star” shape,
meaning that each appendage is supposed to be a chain-like multi-body system. This hy-
pothesis is used to alleviate the global problem complexity, but the extension to the general
case of tree-type space robots would be fairly straightforward using (Shah et al., 2012a; Saha
et al., 2013).

Coming back to the kinetic model for one appendage in (6.24), the independent equations
for each appendages are stacked together as:



tb

ta1

ta2
...

tana


=



bNb 0 0 0 0
1Nb

1N1 0 0 0
2Nb 0 2N2

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb 0 . . . 0 naNna





q̇b

q̇a1

q̇a2
...

q̇ana


(6.27)

where the matrix bNb = bNd since there is not a twist-propagation matrix between the twist
derived from the generalized coordinates in (6.20) and the reference twist for the spacecraft
tb , i.e., bNb,l = I6. It would be the case if the generalized coordinates were describing a point
of the spacecraft different from the CoM.

To summarize, one advantage of the DeNOC approach is to provide a framework in which the
kinematic structure of the space robot is clearly seen from (6.27). Indeed, each appendage
is only influenced by the spacecraft and by its joints, but not by any other appendage. This
decoupling is only valid at the kinematic level, while the dynamics derived in the sequel
brings the unavoidable coupling between all the components of such a complex system. The
previous relation can be summarized once again by the classic DeNOC approach by:

t = Nl Nd︸ ︷︷ ︸
N

q̇ (6.28)

with the global twist t =
[

t>b t>a1 . . . t>ana

]>
, and the generalized coordinates given in

(6.11). In this thesis, the decoupled form of N is defined differently from (Shah et al., 2012a),
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as follows:

Nl =



I6 0 0 0 0
1Nb,l

1N1,l 0 0 0
2Nb,l 0 2N2,l

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb,l 0 . . . 0 naNna,l


Nd =



bNd 0 0 0 0
0 1Nd 0 0 0

0 0 2Nd
. . . ...

0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 naNd


(6.29)

Is it worth remembering the properties of the sub-blocks related to the appendages in (6.23):

kNk,l =
(
I − kAk

)−1

kNb,l = kNk,l
kAb

It allows to state that these properties still holds at the space robot scale due to the lower-
triangular shape of Nl. Indeed, inverting it by solving b = Nl x for x, an analytic recursive
Gaussian elimination yields:

N−1
l =



I6 0 0 . . . 0
−1N−1

1,l
1Nb,l

1N−1
1,l 0 . . . 0

−2N−1
2,l

2Nb,l 0 2N−1
2,l

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

−naN−1
na,l

naNb,l 0 . . . 0 naN−1
na,l


(6.30)

which simplifies with the previous properties to:

Nl = (I −A)−1 (6.31)

where the matrix A is defined by:

A =



0 0 0 . . . 0
1Ab

1A1 0 . . . 0
2Ab 0 2A2

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naAb 0 . . . 0 naAna


(6.32)
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6.2.1.3 Constrained Dynamics of the Appendages

Thanks to the recursive twist relation in (6.15), the accelerations also obey the same pattern
as (4.36). Differentiating the recursive relation w.r.t. time, one obtains the same general
recursion with:

tik = Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Pik q̇aik + Pik q̈aik (6.33)

where the matrices
(
Aik,ik−1,Aik,ik−1

)
and

(
Pik ,Pik

)
are defined according to the nature of

the body considered: (4.30) and (4.38) for a rigid segment, or (5.45) and (5.51) for a flexible
one. Regarding the anchorage point of the appendage, the definition of its twist as a function
of the spacecraft motion in (6.16) is also differentiated w.r.t. time, as follows:

t0k = A0k,b tb + A0k,b tb (6.34)

where the matrix A0k,b is defined according to (4.37a) and (4.38a), since the spacecraft is
assumed to be rigid:

A0k,b = bR>0k

(
Ωb Ar

0k,b −Ar
0k,b Ωb

)
= bR>0k

 03×3 −
(
ωb × br0k

)×
03×3 03×3


(6.35)

(6.36)

Therefore, the constrained dynamics developed for multi-body systems is still valid for space
robots. Generalizing the notations in (4.39) and (5.52) for the rigid and flexible cases, the
constrained dynamic equation of any body inside the space robot is denoted by:

Mik tik + γik = wik −A>ik+1,ik wik+1 (6.37)

where γi denotes the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms depending on the body nature:

γik =⇒

 γrik
= Ωik Mrik Ev tik

γfik
=
(
Mfik + Ωik Mfik + M̃fik

)
Ev tik + Kfik xik

(6.38)

Finally, the computation of the generalized efforts is obtained with the general relation:

τ ik = P>ik wik (6.39)
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where the size of (wik , τ ik) also depends on the rigid or flexible nature of the body.

6.2.1.4 Constrained Dynamics of the Spacecraft

The spacecraft dynamics is taken from (6.1) and extended by the constraint wrenches com-
ing from each appendage. As mentioned earlier, the kinetic relations are decoupled from
one appendage to another, but the dynamics are actually coupling all of them through the
spacecraft they are attached to. The dynamic model of this latter reads as follows:

Mbtb + Ωb Mb Ev tb = wc +we −
na∑
k=1

A>0k,bw0k (6.40)

where the wrench at the anchorage point of an appendage is given by:

w0k = A>1k,0k w1k (6.41)

This wrench is only an intermediate variable to describe the efforts transmitted by the kth

appendage to the spacecraft. The wrenches w1k comes directly from the last step of the
dynamic recursion along the kth appendage in (6.37). The use of the transposed of the
twist-propagation matrix is a result of screw theory to move the point of expression of any
wrench from one point to another. It is similar to (4.19) where the end-tip wrench was
expressed at the segment base by multiplying by A>e,o. Inspecting the matrix kAb in (6.21)
and merging the wrenches of each appendage into wak =

[
w>1k . . . w>nk

]>
, the summation

can be re-written as:
na∑
k=1

A>0k,bw0k =
na∑
k=1

kA>b wak

Since the wrenches coming from the appendages are internal, all the “external” ones applied
on the spacecraft are denoted by wb , and include the control efforts (see the remark below):

wb = Mbtb + Ωb Mb Ev tb +
na∑
k=1

kA>b wak (6.42)

Depending on the velocities used to describe the spacecraft, the generalized efforts are ob-
tained by multiplying the wrench by the transposed of their differentiation w.r.t. to the
generalized velocities, as shown in Appendix A.3.1. Whatever the model used, equation
(6.20) allows to unify the result by giving the generalized efforts as follows, with bNd = Pb:

τ b = P>b wb (6.43)
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N.B.: How to account for “internal” control forces?
It is very important to notice that the hypothesis made on the “external” nature of
the control efforts implies that the AOCS does not influence the inner dynamics of the
space robot. This latter could be the forces and torques produced by the thrusters or by
magnetometers. Conversely, if reaction wheels or control moment gyros are considers
as actuators, their dynamics strongly influence the spacecraft behavior. In that case,
they must be considered as rotating appendages using the previous formalism, and thus
integrated in the dynamic model of the space robot itself.

6.2.2 Dynamics Algorithms

The previous constrained equations of motion for each body are assembled to derive the
inverse and forward dynamics of a space robot. Similar to the robotic systems, inverse
dynamics are obtained in two ways: with the recursive Newton-Euler scheme for simulation,
and under the closed-form for control. Eventually, the forward dynamics algorithm of a space
robot is derived, based on the general one for tree-type system in (Shah et al., 2012a). The
main contribution of this thesis is to provide a straightforward extension to flexible systems,
since the algorithm was originally developed for rigid bodies only. Thanks to the flexible
models of kinetics in (5.41) and of dynamics in (5.52), the forward dynamics algorithm is
extended by merely updating the matrices Aik,ik−1, Pik , Mik and their time derivatives with
their flexible counterparts.

6.2.2.1 Inverse dynamics

The inverse dynamics scheme consists in obtaining the generalized efforts of the spacecraft
and of each appendage. The classic Newton-Euler is extended to space robot using (Carignan
and Akin, 2000). The closed-form equation of dynamics are then derived with the DeNOC
approach to obtain the general model presented in (Nenchev, 2013).

In this latter, the dynamic model of a space robot is partitioned as follows: Dbb Dba

D>ba Daa

  q̈b

q̈a

+
 hb(q, q̇)

ha(q, q̇)

 =
 τ b

τ a

+
 bJ>Ea

aJ>Ea

wEa (6.44)

with
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− (Dbb, Dba, Daa) partitioning of the global mass matrix
− (hb, ha) partitioning of the Coriolis and centrifugal terms
− τ b generalized efforts of the spacecraft
− τ a generalized efforts of the appendages
− wEa external efforts applied at the end-effectors
−

(
bJEa ,

aJEa

)
partitioning of the Jacobian matrix of the end-effectors

In the sequel, the general model for a multi-appendages space robot is developed to describe
the case of star-shaped multi-body systems with flexible bodies.

Newton-Euler recursive scheme Inverse dynamics are first derived for simulation pur-
pose by extending the recursive Newton-Euler scheme introduced earlier. Provided that the
spacecraft twist and its time derivative are known, a first kinetic loop computes the twist
and the acceleration of the anchorage point through (6.16) and (6.34), and then iterates over
the sub-bodies of the appendage with (6.15) and (6.33):(

tb , tb
)

=⇒
∀k=1...na

(
t0k , t0k

)
=⇒

∀ik=1k...nk

(
tik , tik

)

Then, a second dynamic loop starts from the end-effector of each appendage, iterates along
each sub-bodies to compute their wrenches with (6.37), derives the generalized effort by
projecting them along the motion axes with (6.39), and eventually provides the wrench
applied on the spacecraft by w0k with (6.41). Summing these efforts over all the appendages,
the generalized effort of the spacecraft are obtained by (6.42) and (6.43).

=⇒
∀k=1...na

(wnk+1) =⇒
∀ik=nk...1k

(wik , τ ik) =⇒ (w0k) =⇒∑
k

(τ b)

The global algorithm gathering these steps is summarized in Algorithm 6.1. The superscript
{r/f} is used to emphasize the matrices to update with the rigid or flexible models. The
whole algorithm is written to stay valid for both types of bodies.

Closed-form dynamics The closed-form equation of dynamics is now derived for control
purpose and system analysis. It is obtained by gathering the dynamic equations of the
spacecraft, and of the appendages. With the previous results for one appendage in (6.37)
and (6.38), the set of equations is similar to (4.51) and (5.61) and reads as follows in the
general flexible case with the current notations:

[Mak ] tak +
[
Mak

]
tak +

[
Kfak

]
xak = (I − kAk)>wak + A>nk+1,nk wEk (6.45)
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Algorithm 6.1: Newton-Euler algorithm for space robot inverse dynamics (InvDynSpace)

Function : τ = InvDynSpace(q, q̇, q̈)
Input : q, q̇, q̈
Output : τ
Data :

{
ik−1R

r/f
ik
, Ar/f

ik,ik−1 , Pik , Mik , A0k,b , Mb , Pb ; ik = 0k . . . nk + 1 , k = 1 . . . na
}

Initialize
(
wa/b = 06×1

)
// APPENDAGE DYNAMICS

1 tb = Pb q̇b (6.20)
2 tb = Pb q̈b + Ωb Pb q̇b (6.7)
3 A0k,b = 0kR>b

(
ΩbAr

0k,b −Ar
0k,bΩb

)
(6.17) and (6.18)

4 for k = 1 . . . na do
Initialize

(
t0k = A0k,btb , t0k = A0k,btb + A0k,btb , Ar

1k,0k , Ar
1k,0k = 0mf1k

×6
)

(6.16)

5 for i = 1k . . . nk + 1 do // Recursive computation and storage of Aik,ik−1, Aik,ik−1, and Ωik

6 ikRik−1 = ik−1Rr
ik(qik)

> or ik−1Rf
ik(qik , δik−1)> (4.22) and (5.35)

7 ikRik−1 = diag(ikRik−1,
ikRik−1) (4.31)

8 Aik,ik−1 = ikRik−1 Ar/f
ik,ik−1 (4.30a) and (5.45a)

9 Aik,ik−1 = ikRik−1 Ar/f
ik,ik−1 (4.38a) and (5.51a)

10 tik = Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Pik qik (4.28)

11 tik = Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Aik,ik−1 tik−1 + Pik q̈ik + Ωik Pik q̇ik (4.36)

12 if ik ≤ nk then
13 Ar/f

ik+1,ik = Af
ik+1,ik + Ωik Ar/f

ik+1,ik −Ar/f
ik+1,ik Ω̄ik (4.37a) and (5.49)

end
end
Initialize

(
wnk+1 = Mnk+1 tnk+1 + γnk+1

)
14 for ik = nk . . . 1k do // Recursive computation of M̂ik , M̂ik , Ĥik

15 γik =
(
Mrik tik

)
or

(
Mfik tik + Kfik xik

)
(6.38)

16 W ik = Miktik + γik (4.39) and (5.52)
17 wik = W ik + A>ik+1,ikwik+1

18 τ ik = P>ikwik (4.42) and (5.54)
end

19 wa/b = wa/b − (A1k,0kA0k,b)>w1k

end
// SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS

20 wb = Mbtb + Ωb Mb Ev tb −wa/b (6.42)
21 τ b = P>b wb (6.43)

22 return τ
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where the abuse of notation for M is introduced in (A.25) of Appendix A.3.3, and is valid
for both rigid and flexible cases. Only the stiffness term would disappear if a fully rigid
appendage were considered.

When the spacecraft model in (6.37) is merged with the previous model of each appendage,
the global set of dynamic equations yields:

Mbtb + Mbtb = wb − ∑na
k=1

kA>b wak

[Ma1 ] ta1 +
[
Ma1

]
ta1 +

[
Kfa1

]
xa1 = (I − 1A1)>wa1 + A>n1+1,n1wE1

...[
Mana

]
tana+

[
Mana

]
tana+

[
Kfana

]
xana= (I−naAna)>wana + A>nna+1,nna

wEna

Reminding the notations used to denote the global DeNOC matrix Nl in (6.29) and its inverse
in (6.30), the previous system can be summarized as:

[M] t +
[
M
]

t + [Kf ] x = N−>l w +
[
A>E

]
wE (6.46)

using the diagonal matrix notation introduced earlier, and the global vectors defined as
follows:

t =
[

t>b t>a1 . . . t>ana

]>
w =

[
w>b w>a1 . . . w>ana

]>
wE =

[
w>E1

. . . w>Ena

]>
[M] = diag (Mb , {[Mak ] , k = 1 . . . na})[
M
]

= diag
(
Mb,

{[
Mak

]
, k = 1 . . . na

})
[Kf ] = diag

(
06×6,

{[
Kfak

]
, k = 1 . . . na

})
[
A>E

]
=

 06×6na

diag(A>nk+1,nk , k = 1 . . . na)


Applying again the Kane’s formalism by pre-multiplying with the global DeNOC matrix in
(6.28) and developing the twist accordingly, the closed-form equation of dynamics is obtained
for the whole space robot as:

N> [M] N q̈ + N> [M] N q̇ + N>
[
M
]

N q̇ + N> [Kf ] x = N>N−>l w + N>
[
A>E

]
wE
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The stiffness terms can be developed in as similar way as for the flexible dynamics in (5.62),
where it was shown that:

kN>k
[
Kfak

]
xak = kN>d kN>k,l

[
Kfak

]
xak

= kN>d
[
Kfak

]
xak

= Kak qak

Developing N> [Kf ] x, one obtains that all the appendages rows satisfies this same relation,
but the first row related to the spacecraft yields:

∑
k

kN>b
[
Kfak

]
xak =

∑
k

P>b kA>b kN>k,l
[
Kfak

]
xak

=
∑
k

P>b kA>b
[
Kfak

]
xak

=
∑
k

P>b A>1k,b Kf1k x1k

= 0

since the same argument of the flexible dynamics holds, that A>ik,ik−1 Kfik = 0. As a con-
clusion, the stiffness terms can be re-written as a function of the bodies stiffness matrices
as:

N> [Kf ] x = diag (06×6, {Kak , k = 1 . . . na}) q

with

Kak = diag(
 0 0

0 Kδik δik

 , ik = 1k . . . nk)

Regarding the RHS, N>N−>l w reduces to the generalized efforts, as expected:

N>dw =
[
τ>b τ>a1 . . . τ>ana

]>
, τ

Furthermore, the computation of N>
[
A>E

]
brings directly the transposed of the global Ja-
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cobian matrix of the end-effectors, gathering the ones given in (6.25), as follows:

N>
[
A>E

]
wE =



bJ>E1
bJ>E2

. . . bJ>Ena

1J>E1
0 . . . 0

0 2J>E2

. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0

0 . . . 0 bJ>Ena


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,J>E

wE

Dynamics of a space robot

To summarize the previous computations, the space robot dynamics is reduced to
the minimum set of equations governing the behavior of its spacecraft and of each
appendage by:

D(q) q̈ + C(q, q̇) q̇ + K q = τ + J>E wE (6.47)

with
D(q) = N> [M] N

C(q, q̇) = N> [M] N + N>
[
M
]

N

K = diag (06×6, {Kak , k = 1 . . . na})

τ = N>d w

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

(6.51)
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When the mass matrix is developed according to the structure of N given in (6.27), one
obtains the following sparse structure that clearly emphasize the dynamic coupling between
the appendages and the spacecraft:

D =



Dbb Dba1 . . . . . . Dbana

∗ Da1 0 . . . 0

∗ 0 . . . . . . ...
∗ ... . . . . . . 0
∗ 0 . . . 0 Dana


(6.52)

where the mass matrices appearing on the diagonal are the fixed-base models introduced
earlier in this thesis. Each sub-block of the global mass matrix is developed as follows, for
the spacecraft, the coupling terms, and the appendages:

Dbb = bN>b Mb
bNb +∑

k
kN>b [Mak ] kNb

Dbak = kN>b [Mak ] kNk

Dak = kN>k [Mak ] kNk

(6.53a)

(6.53b)

(6.53c)

In the same fashion, an interesting insight is given into the structure of the nonlinear efforts
by computing the matrix C:

C = N> [M] N + N>
[
M
]

N

=



Cbb Cba1 . . . . . . Cbana

Ca1b Ca1 0 . . . 0
... 0 . . . . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

Canab 0 . . . 0 Cana


(6.54)

where again the sub-matrices Cak are obtained for fixed-base appendages, while the central
and coupling terms read:

Cbb = bN>b
(
Mb

bNb + Mb
bNb

)
+∑

k
kN>b

(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
Cbak = kN>b

(
[Mak ] kNk +

[
Mak

]
kNk

)
Cakb = kN>k

(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
Cak = kN>k

(
[Mak ] kNk +

[
Mak

]
kNk

)

(6.55a)

(6.55b)

(6.55c)

(6.55d)
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which leads to the following decoupling of the Coriolis and centrifugal vectors for each ap-
pendage:

h(q, q̇) = C(q, q̇) q̇ =


hb (q̇b , qa , q̇a)
ha1 (q̇b , qa1 , q̇a1)

...
hana

(
q̇b , qana , q̇ana

)

 (6.56)

The algorithms from the robotic modeling in appendix A.3 are extended to the space robot
in appendix C.1 and allow to compute recursively the mass matrix D with Algorithm C.1,
and the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix C or the corresponding vector h with Algorithm C.2.

6.2.2.2 Forward dynamics

The forward dynamics algorithm based on the DeNOC approach is extended to space robot
in Algorithm C.3 by adapting the more general algorithm for tree-type systems in (Shah
et al., 2012a) to the case of “star-shaped” space robots.

The main idea of this algorithm is to write the DeNOC approach for tree-type systems in
the same way as the chain-like one. To this end, the whole system is split into modules, each
of them being a chain-like system. Then the twist propagation matrices are written between
the modules themselves instead of the segments, and a global matrix N = Nl Nd is derived
based on the inter-module connexions. The decoupled form of this matrix can be written as
follows with the current notations:

N =



I 0 0 0 0
1Nb,l I 0 0 0
2Nb,l 0 I . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb,l 0 . . . 0 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nl



bNb 0 0 0 0
0 1N1 0 0 0

0 0 2N2
. . . ...

0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 naNna


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nd

(6.57)

This decomposition is slightly different from the one introduced in (6.29). This new form
allows to perform exactly the same recursions presented for the chain-like forward dynamics
in Algorithm A.3, since Nl has identity matrices on the diagonal. The three step algorithm
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of forward dynamics can thus be used with the following matrices defined for each module:

Pi =⇒ iNi

Ai,j =⇒ 0, ∀i ≥ 1, ∀j < i

Ai,b =⇒ iNb,l

Mi =⇒ [Mai ]

The new twist-propagation matrices represent the connexion between different modules. Un-
der the hypothesis of a “star-shaped” space robot, there is not any direct link between two
appendages, and as a consequence, the lower diagonal part of Nl is zero, except for the space-
craft column. Indeed, these terms represent the anchorage of each appendage on a specific
point of the spacecraft.

The resulting forward dynamics algorithm is not directly written with the equivalent matrices
for each module, because it would lead to invert the inertia matrix of each module at one
point (i.e., when the diagonal terms ∆i are inverted at the second step of Algorithm A.3).
Instead, an inward recursive algorithm is derived by starting at each child module separately,
and then by switching to its parent. This approach is presented in (Shah et al., 2012a) for
the general case of a tree-type system and applied on humanoid robots. A reduced version
is used in this thesis to focus on one parent module, i.e., the spacecraft, with multiple child
modules attached to it. The resulting algorithm is given in Algorithm C.3 of Appendix C.1.

6.2.3 Simplifying hypothesis about orbital dynamics

A last simplifying hypothesis is made on the dynamics of the space robot to decouple the
orbital mechanics from the multi-body dynamics. Considering that a spacecraft is following
a given orbit, its linear velocity under the terrestrial gravity satisfies the dynamics in (6.1):

mb vb = f g + fdist + f c

where
(
f g, fdist, f c

)
denote respectively, the gravity force, the disturbances, and the control

forces. It is recalled that f g = µmb
r2

b
ub.

Without any external effort nor control, the gravitational speed vbg would satisfies:

mb vbg = f g
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Splitting the general speed with a perturbation term as vb = vbg + δvb , the full model is
re-written as follows:

mb
(
vbg + δvb

)
= f g + fdist + f c

For a short amount of time, the spacecraft stands at the same distance from the Earth, and
the gravitational force may be considered constant (i.e., the distance from the Earth, rb, is
constant). This observation allows to decouple the orbital mechanics, described by vbg , from
the local dynamics, described by δvb . Indeed, since the gravity force is considered constant,
the dynamics of δvb is independent since the changes in rb due to this perturbation are not
taken into account in f g. The two problems can be decoupled as follows:

mb vbg = f g

mb δvb = fdist + f c

This hypothesis holds as long as the translational motion induced by δvb is small compared
to the distance from the Earth. Since the thesis scenario is the capture of a tumbling target
within reach, the resulting motion of the chaser in translation will be negligible compared
to its distance from the ground. No major maneuvers are considered to reach the target’s
orbit, but rather local translations and rotations around it to compensate for the tumbling
motion. It means that the dynamics in weightlessness will be considered for the space robot
in the sequel (Dubowsky and Papadopoulos, 1993). The model in (6.47) is thus subject to
the control efforts on the spacecraft and at the joints, but not to the gravity. As a result, the
velocity profile of the spacecraft is only the perturbation δvb around the orbital speed vbg .
The free-flying dynamics reads similar to (Nenchev, 2013), as follows:

 Dbb Dba

D>ba Daa

  q̈b

q̈a

+
 hb(q, q̇)

ha(q, q̇)

 =
 wc +wdist

τ a

 (6.58)

where no external efforts are applied at the end-effectors before the capture, and the gravity
gradient is included in the disturbance torques of wdist.

Conclusion

Through this chapter, the modeling of a space robot was derived by extending the previous
DeNOC algorithms to a moving base. The on-orbit dynamics was considered from a very
general point of view, but will not be included in the next simulations. The resulting efforts
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are only considered as external disturbances acting on the spacecraft, and will be taken
into account by the control law. Thanks to the common framework used to describe the
kinematics and dynamics of rigid and flexible segments, the space robot model was derived
in a general form. Indeed, it can account for several chain-like appendages, like manipulators,
but also for flexible solar panels or antennas. The only assumption was its “star shape”. The
control and the path planning of this complex system will be presented in the following part.
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CHAPTER 7 PATH PLANNING FOR DEBRIS CAPTURE

The present chapter derives the path planning method used to perform the on-orbit capture
of a tumbling debris by a space robot. The trajectory of the target is first described based
on the rigid laws of motion, applied in conditions of weightlessness. Its position lies on a
sphere but may reach large variations depending on the tumbling rate of the debris and of
its size. In the sequel, the path planner is based on a general optimal criteria to match the
position, speed and acceleration of the target point at the instant of capture. This method
aims at reducing as much as possible the discontinuous commands sent to the chaser, in order
to smooth its capture trajectory and make it more robust to dynamic uncertainties on the
debris. The trajectory generation is adapted from (Aghili, 2009a) by adding the acceleration
as a new variable state, to ensure its continuity at capture.

7.1 Target Motion

As mentioned in the literature review, the name “debris” denotes the whole spacecraft to be
captured, while the “target point” represents the point that the end-effector of the chaser
will physically grasp. The debris is considered as a rigid body floating freely in space, in
the absence of external efforts and disturbances. This hypothesis does not fully hold in
the real case where mainly the atmospheric drag would disturb this dynamics, and where
the relative orbital motion w.r.t. the chaser would be considered through the Clohessy-
Wiltshire equations (Fehse, 2008). Therefore, the path planning is assumed here as the
guidance of the end-effector, leading to a reference trajectory that would be corrected by
on-line measurements provided by cameras or lasers.

7.1.1 Debris dynamics and target point kinematics

The debris is supposed to rotate freely in space and to obey the rigid laws of motion introduced
in (4.20). As illustrated in Figure 7.1, a frame Rd is rigidly fixed to the debris to describe
its motion. Using the quaternion representation, the generalized coordinates and velocities
of the debris are given by:

qd =
[

r>d Q>d
]>

q̇d =
[
v>d ω>d

]> (7.1a)

(7.1b)

with (rd , Qd) the CoM location and the quaternion of attitude of the debris w.r.t. the iner-
tial frame RI, and (vd , ωd) its inertial speed and angular rate.
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RI

rd

Rd

ωd

pt

Target point

Figure 7.1: Debris kinematics and target point location

From the linear momentum conservation, its expected that the CoM has a constant inertial
velocity vd = v0. This result derives from the rigid dynamics in translation and rotation,
obtained from (4.20) by:

md vd = fd = 0

Idωd + ωd × Idωd = nd = 0

(7.2a)

(7.2b)

where md is the mass of the debris, Id its inertia matrix, (vd ,ωd) the inertial time deriva-
tives of the inertial speed and angular rate, and (fd,nd) the forces and torques applied at
the CoM, assumed zero in conditions of weightlessness.

These relations are re-written under the traditional control theory formalism, by isolating
the time derivatives of the states in translation and rotation:

rd = vd

vd = 0

Q̇d = 1
2 Qd ⊗

 0
(d)ωd


ωd = − (ωd × Idωd) , φ(ωd)

(7.3a)

(7.3b)

(7.3c)

(7.3d)

where ⊗ denotes the quaternion product, and the relation between the time derivative of a
quaternion and the corresponding angular rate in the body-fixed frame is given in (A.11).
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It is worth noticing that the classic “·” is used for this latter, since there is not a notion of
frame of expression.

In the following, the time derivative of the angular rate is denoted by φ(ωd), and holds
in both inertial and local frames since the angular rate satisfies: ω = ω. This system of
equations in (7.3) can then be summarized by:

χ̇d = fd(χd) (7.4)

with the debris states merging the generalized coordinates and velocities as:

χd =
[

q>d q̇>d
]>

(7.5)

Using the debris dynamics, the target point trajectory is obtained by deriving its inertial
position rt , knowing its relative position pt w.r.t. Rd , as illustrated in Figure 7.1. The
computation of the position, speed, acceleration and jerk1 of the target point are needed to
solve the optimal path planning problem afterwards. They read as follows by applying the
simple rules of time differentiation in a moving frame:

rt = rd + pt

rt = vd + ωd × pt

rt = φ(ωd)× pt + ωd × (ωd × pt)

rt = φ̇(ωd)× pt + 2φ(ωd)× (ωd × pt) + ωd × (φ(ωd)× pt)− (ω>dωd)ωd × pt

(7.6a)

(7.6b)

(7.6c)

(7.6d)

where the inertial acceleration is zero, vd = 0, and the last term of the RHS in (7.6d) is a
triple cross product with ωd , that is developed according to the relation:

a × b× c = (a>c) b− (a>b) c (7.7)

In addition, the inertial time derivative of the function φ is obtained as:

φ̇(ωd) = d
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
Rd

(φ(ωd)) + ωd × φ(ωd)

= −I−1
d (ωd × Idωd + ωd × Idωd) + ωd × φ(ωd)

= −I−1
d (φ(ωd)× Idωd + ωd × Idφ(ωd)) + ωd × φ(ωd) (7.8)

1This term denotes the third time derivative of a position and is often used in robotics to generate smooth
motion.
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The inertial position, speed and acceleration of the target point are known and will be used
in the optimal problem as final conditions to ensure that the end-effector can synchronize
with it in either position, speed, acceleration or jerk.

7.2 Optimal Robot Guidance

The computation of the optimal capture trajectory may be led by many different means,
from the analytic solutions on reduced problems to the sophisticated numerical methods
to account for a great number of constraints. In the sequel, the path planning of the end-
effector is performed based on the analytic solution of a reduced optimization problem derived
from the application of the Pontryagin’s minimum principle (Athans and Falb, 1966; Bryson
and Ho, 1975). The optimization criteria is taken from the work of F. Aghili in (Aghili,
2009a), where the optimal capture trajectory guarantees the continuity of the end-effector
position and speed with the target point ones. This problem is augmented here to extend this
continuity to the acceleration, in order to allow the end-effector to smoothly switch
from the capture trajectory to the natural trajectory of the target point.The
grapple fixture can then be tracked for a short time period, before grasping it in a safer way.

7.2.1 Optimal problem statement

The optimization problem is first put in a general form, before refining it for each set of
matching conditions at capture. Two main constraints are considered: the system dynamics
and these final conditions. The first one is given by merging the dynamics of the debris
and the ones of the path planner. The second one is only applied at the final time tf ,
and corresponds to the capture conditions: either with the continuity in position, speed or
acceleration.

As a general notation, the state variables and inputs required by the path planner are de-
noted, respectively, by χh and uh , where the subscript “h” stands for the trajectory of the
chaser’s end-effector, also called “hand” in a more casual way. These quantities are merged
with the debris variables to define the global system states and inputs by χ = (χd,χh)
and u = uh , since the debris is in weightlessness and does not have any input signal. The
corresponding final conditions are denoted by ψ(χ(tf )) = 0, and are assumed not to have a
direct dependency upon time.
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With these notations, the path planner lies on the following set of dynamic equations:

χ̇h = fh(χh ,u) (7.9)

that are merged with the debris dynamics in (7.4) to describe the dynamic constraint by:

χ̇ =
 fd(χd)
fh(χh ,uh)

 , f(χ,u) (7.10)

The general form of the optimization problem can now be written as:

min
rh (t)

J =
∫ tf

0
L(χ,u)dt

subject to

 χ̇ = f(χ,u)
ψ(χ(tf )) = 0

(7.11a)

(7.11b)

where the Lagrangian notation is used to denote the cost function integrated in the criterion
by L(χ,u). The corresponding Hamiltonian is defined as follows, where λ =

[
λ>d λ>h

]>
are the Lagrange multipliers related to the constraints:

H(χ,u,λ) = L(χ,u) + λ>d fd(χd) + λ>h fh(χh ,uh) (7.12)

Applying the Pontryagin’s minimum principle on the optimization problem in (7.11a), the
following set of equations is used to describe the optimal solution for a free final time (Athans
and Falb, 1966; Bryson and Ho, 1975). The capture trajectory will be defined by the optimal
values of the input u∗(t), the states χ∗(t), the co-states λ∗(t) and ν∗, and the Hamiltonian
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H∗(t), which are solution of:

χ̇ = f(χ,u)

λ̇ = −
(
∂f

∂χ

)>
λ−

(
∂L

∂χ

)>
(
∂H

∂u

)>
=
(
∂f

∂u

)>
λ+

(
∂L

∂u

)>
= 0

χ(0) = χ0

λ(tf ) =
(
ν>

∂ψ

∂χ

)>
t=tf

H(tf ) = 0

ψ (χ(tf )) = 0

(7.13a)

(7.13b)

(7.13c)

(7.13d)

(7.13e)

(7.13f)

(7.13g)

where the equations represent, in order of appearance, the states dynamics in (7.13a), the co-
states dynamics in (7.13b), the implicit definition of the optimal input in (7.13c), the initial
conditions on the states in (7.13d), the transversality condition with the final condition on
the co-states in (7.13e), the optimal Hamiltonian at tf in (7.13f), and the final conditions on
the states in (7.13g).
Thanks to the decoupled nature of the system dynamics in (7.10), the first three equations
can be further developed, as follows:

 χ̇d

χ̇h

 =
 fd(χd)
fh(χh ,uh)


 λ̇d

λ̇h

 = −


(
∂fd
∂χd

)>
0

0
(
∂fh
∂χh

)>

 λd

λh

−


0(
∂L
∂χh

)>


(
∂H

∂u

)>
=
(
∂fh

∂uh

)>
λh +

(
∂L

∂uh

)>
= 0

(7.14a)

(7.14b)

(7.14c)

where an additional hypothesis is made by assuming that L only depends on the path planner
states in χh , and not on the debris ones in χd.

In the sequel, this optimal problem is solved analytically for three different set of final con-
ditions in position, speed and acceleration. Due to these latter, the criterion and the Hamil-
tonian definitions change, and the whole set of equations is updated accordingly.
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7.2.2 Optimal trajectories

To compare the trajectories resulting from the acceleration continuity with the position and
speed continuities, three different sets of final conditions are considered thereafter. For each
of them, the trajectory is assumed to be generated by an input corresponding to the time
derivative of the most differentiated signal in the final conditions. It means that the path
planner input is either the speed, the acceleration or the jerk of the inertial position of the
trajectory.

The set of equations defining the optimal quantities is always solved in the same fashion
because similar cost functions and final conditions are defined. It reads as follows:

Step 1 Using only the state dynamics of the path planner in (7.14a), the optimal input uh

is expressed as a time derivative of the position rh . Similarly, the co-states of the
path planner λh are expressed as functions of uh by (7.14c);

Step 2 Replacing these co-states λh by uh in their dynamics in (7.14b), and then replacing
uh by rh , an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) appears to define the optimal
trajectory shape;

Step 3 The resulting ODE is solved analytically and is parameterized by a set of variables
{ki} ;

Step 4 The initial and final conditions in (7.13d) and (7.13g) are used to define symbolically
the parameters {ki} as functions of the final time tf ;

Step 5 The optimal Hamiltonian in (7.13f) provides an implicit equation to define the final
time. This relation is derived by replacing uh with rh using step 1, by simplifying
various terms with the final conditions in (7.13g), and eventually by using the fol-
lowing trick from (Aghili, 2009a) to express the state derivative of rt w.r.t. χd as a
function of its speed:

rt =
(
∂rt

∂χd

) (
∂χd
∂t

)
=
(
∂rt

∂χd

)
fd(χd)

Position Matching When the position is the only final condition at the instant of capture,
the trajectory is generated by a low order derivative. It is sufficient to define the path planner
input as the speed profile to fulfill only one final condition at the capture. The path planner
input and the corresponding vector ψ are defined as follows:

rh = uh and
[

rh(tf )− rt(tf )
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ(χh (tf ))

= 03×1 (7.15)
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Therefore, the path planner states, the Lagrangian, and the Hamiltonian are defined by:

χh =
[

rh

]
χ̇h =

[
uh

]
(= fh(χh ,uh))

L(χh ,uh) = 1 + wu ‖uh‖2

H(χ,uh) = 1 + wu ‖uh‖2 + λ>d fd(χd) + λ>h uh

(7.16a)

(7.16b)

(7.16c)

(7.16d)

where the weight wu is introduced to manage the trade-off between minimal time and con-
sumption objectives.

First of all, step 1 is fulfilled by the previous definition of uh in (7.16b), and by the devel-
opment of the equation (7.14c) with the Hamiltonian in (7.16d), as follows:

(
∂H

∂u

)>
=
(
∂fh

∂uh

)>
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I3

λh +
(
∂L

∂uh

)>
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=2wu uh

= 03×1

leading to:

λh = −2wu uh (7.17)

Turning then to the co-states dynamics of the path planner in (7.14b), one obtains that:

λ̇h = −
(
∂fh

∂χh

)>
λh −

(
∂L

∂χh

)>
= 03×1

Implying that λh = λh(0) is a constant. Replacing then uh by (7.16b) into (7.17), the
differential equation of steps 2-3 is given and solved by:

rh = −λh(0)
2wu

=⇒ rh(t) = k0 + k1 t (7.18)

Denoting the initial condition by rh(0) = rh0 and using the final condition in (7.15), an
algebraic manipulation allows to performs the step 4 as:

k0 = rh0 and k1 = rt(tf )− rh0

tf
(7.19)

The determination of the optimal time of capture in step 5 is now derived under an implicit
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equation. Coming back to (7.13f), it yields:

H(tf ) = 0 =
(
1 + wu u>h uh + λ>d fd + λ>h uh

)
tf

= 1 + wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) +
(
λ>d fd(χd)

)
tf
− 2wu rh(tf )> rh(tf )

(7.20)

(7.21)

where the remaining unknown λd(tf ) is obtained by the transversality condition in (7.13e):
 λd

λh


tf

=
(
ν>ψ

[
∂ψ
∂χd

∂ψ
∂χh

])>
tf

=
 − ( ∂rt

∂χd

)>
νψ

νψ


tf

which leads to νψ = λh(tf ). The following relation is then obtained, using the trick mentioned
above, replacing λh by uh with (7.17), and finally by replacing uh by its definition with rh :

(
λ>d fd(χd)

)
tf

= λh(tf )>
(
− ∂rt

∂χd
fd(χd)

)
= 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf )

Eventually, the implicit equation defining the optimal time is given by:

1− wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) + 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf ) = 0 (7.22)

This equation is solved numerically by replacing the analytic expression of the speed rh with
the time derivative of (7.18) evaluated at tf , and propagating the debris dynamics on a large
time horizon in order to evaluate the value of rt at any time tf .

An example of the capture trajectory is presented in Figure 7.2. Using this guidance scheme,
the debris would be captured very roughly since a straight line is followed toward the target
point. Hence, two jumps appear on the speed and on the acceleration profile, and are
necessary to keep following the natural target trajectory. This optimal result is derived for
a debris whose kinematic and dynamic parameters (Id, pt) are given in Appendix D.2. The
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following sets of initial conditions were used on the target and on the capture trajectory:

rd0 = 03×1

vd0 = 03×1

Qd0 =
[

cos(0.5) − sin(0.5)
[

0 0 1
] ]>

ωd0 =
[
−0.15 0.05 −0.08

]
rh0 =

[
5 2 −1

]

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

(7.26)

(7.27)
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Figure 7.2: Example of an optimal capture trajectory by matching the position;
(a) X-axis components of the trajectory; (b) 3D capture trajectory

Position/Speed Matching In order to avoid any impact at the capture, the end-effector
speed must match the target one. It results in an additional constraint that forces to generate
the trajectory by its acceleration profile. Indeed, more DoF must be added to the optimal
solution in order to fulfill these extra boundary conditions. This case is mainly reproduced
from (Aghili, 2009a), and will be extended in the following to account for the acceleration
continuity.

To ensure the speed continuity at capture, the input becomes the acceleration of the trajec-
tory:

rh = uh and
 rh(tf )− rt(tf )

rh(tf )− rt(tf )


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ(χh (tf ))

= 06×1 (7.28)
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The problem variables are re-defined as follows:

χh =
 rh

vh


χ̇h =

 vh

uh

 (= fh(χh ,uh))

L(χh ,uh) = 1 + w1‖vh‖2 + wu ‖uh‖2

H(χ,uh) = 1 + w1‖vh‖2 + wu ‖uh‖2 + λ>d fd(χd) + λ>h1 vh + λ>h2 uh

(7.29a)

(7.29b)

(7.29c)

(7.29d)

The problem is solved exactly in the same fashion, following the steps introduced above.
Again, step 1 lies on the definition of uh in (7.29b), and on the development of (7.14c) to
obtain: (

∂H

∂u

)>
= 03×1 =

(
∂fh

∂uh

)>
λh +

(
∂L

∂uh

)>
=
([

03×3 I3

])
λh + 2wu uh

= λh2 + 2wu uh

leading to the similar result:

λh2 = −2wu uh (7.30)

The co-states dynamics are developed as:

λ̇h = −
(
∂fh

∂χh

)>
λh −

(
∂L

∂χh

)>

= −
 03×3 I3

03×3 03×3

> λh −
[

01×3 2w1 v
>
h

]>

=
 03×1

−λh1 − 2w1 vh


implying that λh1 = λh1(0) is still a constant. Replacing uh by (7.28) in (7.30), and differ-
entiating it with respect to time, the differential equation for rh is derived as follows:

d2

dt2
(
rh −

w1

wu
rh

)
= 03×1 (7.31)

Defining σ = w1/wu > 0, the previous ODE is first integrated twice to obtain the RHS under
a polynomial form: α0 +α1 t. The homogeneous and particular solutions of this problem are
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then obtained by:
rHh = k2 e

σ t + k3 e
−σ t

rPh = k0 + k1 t

leading to the following general solution:

rh(t) = k0 + k1 t+ k2 e
σ t + k3 e

−σ t (7.32)

Using the final condition in (7.28) to obtain the parameters {ki}, step 4 is solved by the
following linear system:


I3 03×3 I3 I3

03×3 I3 σ I3 −σ I3

I3 tf I3 eσ tf I3 e−σ tf I3

03×3 I3 σ eσ tf I3 −σ e−σ tf I3




k0

k1

k2

k3

 =


rh(0)
vh(0)
rt(tf )
rt(tf )

 (7.33)

As an alternative, if no weight were given to the speed in the cost function L, i.e., if w1 = 0,
the ODE would reduce to:

d2

dt2 (rh) = 03×1 (7.34)

and lead to the following polynomial solution:

rh(t) = k0 + k1 t+ k2 t
2 + k3 t

3 (7.35)

The corresponding linear system with the initial and final conditions is given by:


I3 03×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 I3 03×3 03×3

I3 tf I3 t2f I3 t3f I3

03×3 I3 2tf I3 3t2f I3




k0

k1

k2

k3

 =


rh(0)
vh(0)
rt(tf )
rt(tf )

 (7.36)

For both hypothesis, the previous step can be done analytically or by symbolic computation.
The idea is to express the parameters as explicit functions of tf . The trajectory rh can then
be expressed as an explicit function of time, in order to derive the implicit equation defining
the optimal final time.
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Coming back to (7.13f), step 5 is given by:

H(tf ) = 0 =
(
1 + w1 ‖vh‖2 + wu uh(tf )>uh(tf ) + λd(tf )> fd(χd) + λ>h1 vh + λ>h2 uh

)
tf

=
(
1 + w1 r>h rh + wu rh>rh + λ>d fd(χd) + λ>h1 rh − 2wu r>h rh

)
tf

= 1 + w1 rh(tf )>rh(tf )− wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) +
(
λ>d fd(χd)

)
tf

+ λ>h1 rh(tf )

where the remaining unknown λd(tf ) is obtained by (7.13e):

 λd

λh


tf

=
(
ν>ψ

[
∂ψ
∂χd

∂ψ
∂χh

])>
tf

=


−
(
∂rt
∂χd

)>
νψ1 −

(
∂rt
∂χd

)>
νψ2

νψ1

νψ2


tf

which leads to νψ1 = λh1(tf ) and νψ2 = λh2(tf ). Carrying out the same computations as for
the position matching only, and using (7.30), one obtains that:

(
λ>d fd(χd)

)
tf

= λh1(tf )>
(
− ∂rt

∂χd
fd(χd)

)
+ λh2(tf )>

(
− ∂rt

∂χd
fd(χd)

)
= −λh1(tf )> rt(tf ) + 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf )

Eventually, simplifying the implicit equation with the final condition on speed in (7.28), the
optimal time satisfies:

1 + w1 rh(tf )>rh(tf )− wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) + 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf ) = 0 (7.37)

This equation is also solved numerically by replacing the speed and acceleration by their
analytic expression evaluated at tf , based on (7.31). The results are illustrated in Figure 7.3
for the same initial condition in (7.23).

It is clearly seen how the trajectory becomes smoother, but at the expense of an acceleration
jump even greater at the instant of capture. The advantage of this guidance scheme is to allow
a capture without impact, in theory, but its main drawback is to require an instantaneous
update of the controller with the influence of the debris dynamics once grasped (Aghili,
2009a). This scheme is refined in the following to overcome this limitation.

Position/Speed/Acceleration Matching Eventually, the previous optimal problem of
(Aghili, 2009a) is extended to reach the acceleration continuity at capture, searching for a
smoother and safer capture. Indeed, this additional requirement must allow to track the
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Figure 7.3: Example of an optimal capture trajectory by matching position and speed;
(a) X-axis components of the trajectory; (b) 3D capture trajectory.

grapple fixture for a short period of time, before locking the grasping mechanism of the
end-effector of the chaser.

The third time derivative of position, or jerk, is then used as the new trajectory input:

rh = uh and


rh(tf )− rt(tf )
rh(tf )− rt(tf )
rh(tf )− rt(tf )


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ(χh (tf ))

= 09×1 (7.38)

The variables of the optimal problem are also re-defined as follows2:

χh =
[

r>h v>h a>h

]>
χ̇h =

[
v>h a>h u>h

]>
(= fh(χh ,uh))

L(χh ,uh) = 1 + w1‖ah‖2 + wu ‖uh‖2

H(χ,uh) = 1 + w1‖ah‖2 + wu ‖uh‖2 + λ>d fd(χd) + λ>h1 vh + λ>h2 ah + λ>h3 uh

(7.39a)

(7.39b)

(7.39c)

(7.39d)

The problem is solved again with the same previous steps. uh is defined with (7.39b), and
2The weight on the speed is canceled in the cost function L, otherwise it leads to a third order ODE for rh

that cannot be solved analytically. The difficult task in dealing with high order ODE is to be able to express
the explicit dependency of the solution w.r.t. time, in order to use it in the implicit equation defining the
final time.
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by developing (7.14c), one obtains that:

(
∂H

∂u

)>
= 03×1 =

(
∂fh

∂uh

)>
λh +

(
∂L

∂uh

)>
=
([

03×3 03×3 I3

])
λh + 2wu uh

= λh3 + 2wu uh

leading to:

λh3 = −2wu uh (7.40)

The co-states dynamics are re-developed as:

λ̇h = −
(
∂fh

∂χh

)>
λh −

(
∂L

∂χh

)>

= −


03×3 I3 03×3

03×3 03×3 I3

03×3 03×3 03×3


>

λh −
[

01×3 01×3 2w1 v
>
h

]>

=


03×1

−λh1

−λh2 − 2w1 vh


Providing again that λh1 = λh1(0) is constant. Replacing uh by (7.38) in (7.40), the differ-
ential equation for rh reads as follows:

d4

dt4
(
rh −

w1

wu
rh

)
= 03×1 (7.41)

By still defining σ = w1/wu > 0, the previous ODE is integrated four times to obtain the
RHS under a polynomial of higher order with α0 + α1 t + α2 t

2 + α3 t
3. The homogeneous

and particular solution are obtained with the same shapes, of an exponential homogeneous
solution and a polynomial particular solution:

rHh = k4 e
σ t + k5 e

−σ t

rPh = k0 + k1 t+ k2 t
2 + k3 t

3

leading to the following general solution:

rh(t) = k0 + k1 t+ k2 t
2 + k3 t

3 + k4 e
σ t + k5 e

−σ t (7.42)
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Using the final condition in (7.38), step 4 is defined by the following linear system:


I3 03×3 03×3 03×3 I3 I
03×3 I3 03×3 03×3 σ I3 −σ I3

03×3 03×3 I3 03×3 σ2 I3 σ2 I3

I3 tfI3 t2f I3 t3f I3 eσ tf I3 eσ tf I3

03×3 I3 2tf I3 3t2f I3 σeσ tf I3 −σeσ tf I3

03×3 03×3 2 I3 6tf I3 σ2eσ tf I3 σ2eσ tf I3





k0

k1

k2

k3

k4

k5


=



rh(0)
vh(0)
ah(0)
rt(tf )
rt(tf )
rt(tf )


(7.43)

The same previous alternative can be developed, without the weight one the acceleration in
L. The ODE becomes:

d4

dt4 (rh) = 03×1 (7.44)

and lead to the following polynomial solution:

rh(t) = k0 + k1 t+ k2 t
2 + k3 t

3 + k4 t
4 + k5 t

5 (7.45)

The new linear system reads as follows:


I3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 I3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 I3 03×3 03×3 03×3

I3 tf I3 t2f I3 t3f I3 t4f I3 t5f I3

03×3 I3 2tf I3 3t2f I3 4t3f I3 5t4f I3

03×3 03×3 2I3 6tf I3 12t2f I3 20t3f I3





k0

k1

k2

k3

k4

k5


=



rh(0)
vh(0)
ah(0)
rt(tf )
rt(tf )
rt(tf )


(7.46)

Eventually, the implicit equation in the final time is given as follows to complete step 5:

H(tf ) = 0 =
(
1 + w1 ‖ah‖2 + wu uh(tf )>uh(tf ) + λd(tf )> fd(χd) + λ>h1 vh + λ>h2 ah + λ>h3 uh

)
tf

=
(

1 + w1 r>h rh + wu r>h rh +
(
λ>d fd(χd)

)
tf

+ λ>h1 rh + λ>h2 rh − 2wu r>h rh

)
tf

= 1 + w1 rh(tf )>rh(tf )− wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) + λd(tf )> fd(χd) + λ>h1 rh(tf ) + λ>h2 rh(tf )
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Figure 7.4: Example of an optimal capture trajectory by matching position, speed and ac-
celeration; (a) X-axis components of the trajectory; (b) 3D capture trajectory.

The unknown λd(tf ) is still obtained using (7.13e):

 λd

λh


tf

=
(
ν>ψ

[
∂ψ
∂χd

∂ψ
∂χh

])>
tf

=



−
(
∂rt
∂χd

)>
νψ1 −

(
∂rt
∂χd

)>
νψ2

−
(
∂rt
∂χd

)>
νψ3

νψ1

νψ2

νψ3


tf

which leads to νψ1 = λh1(tf ), νψ2 = λh2(tf ) and νψ3 = λh3(tf ). Using (7.40), the last co-states
of the debris dynamics are eliminated by:

λd(tf )> fd(χd) =
(
λh1(tf )>

(
− ∂rt

∂χd

)
+ λh2(tf )>

(
− ∂rt

∂χd

)
+ λh3(tf )>

(
− ∂rt

∂χd

))
fd(χd)

= −λh1(tf )> rt(tf )− λh2(tf )> rt(tf ) + 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf )

Eventually, the final conditions on speed and acceleration in (7.38) brings out the last sim-
plifications in the implicit equation defining tf . This latter reads as follows:

1 + w1 rh(tf )>rh(tf )− wu rh(tf )>rh(tf ) + 2wu rh(tf )> rt(tf ) = 0 (7.47)

The results providing the continuity in acceleration are illustrated in Figure 7.4 for the initial
condition in (7.23).
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Conclusion

This last guidance scheme is more suited to a smooth capture since it allows to track the
grapple fixture for an unlimited period of time. With this approach, the end-effector of the
chaser is first synchronized with the target natural motion, and then the locking mechanism
can capture the debris without impact. Even if the grasping should not be too long in a
real mission, this smoother transition at the guidance level allow to better compensate for
potential errors on the debris dynamics propagation.

A more general optimal problem is also proposed in (Aghili, 2012), to include the error
measurement between the end-effector and the target point into the optimal planner. It allows
to continuously update the capture trajectory while the debris could be disturbed during the
period t ∈ [0, tf ]. Another extension is proposed in (Aghili, 2009b) with the consideration
of the post-capture stabilization for a tumbling debris. The angular momentum brought by
the debris at the instant of capture is dissipated by a time optimal control minimizing the
duration of the stabilization maneuver. As mentioned above, an instantaneous transition is
assumed between the controller of the free manipulator, and the loaded one at the instant
capture, which seems quite optimistic.
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CHAPTER 8 SPACE ROBOT CONTROL

The control structure of the space robot aims at finding the best compromise between the
computational complexity and the performance requirements to capture a slow-tumbling
debris. To that end, the controller is split into two loops. One low-level loop is merging
the manipulator joint control and the spacecraft AOCS, while the upper level is almost a
guidance loop to ensure that the end-effector is tracking the target. In the following, the
control architecture is first described, then the controller synthesis scheme is introduced to
fulfill the mission requirements. Finally, the last section is dedicated to the robust analysis
of the robotic controller through a novel LFT modeling of the system mass matrix.

8.1 Control Architecture

Two different loops are used to control the robot efficiently. In the first one, the system
measurements of the base and of the manipulator are centralized to perform high-level tasks,
like a trajectory tracking by the base or by the end-effector. Among these schemes, the
free-flying and free-floating cases were mentioned in the literature review. The first one lies
on an active control of the base, while the second one lets the base move freely in reaction to
the arm motion (Dubowsky and Papadopoulos, 1993; Moosavian and Papadopoulos, 2007a).
It is even suggested by E. Papadopoulos and S. Dubowsky that any classic terrestrial control
scheme may be applied to the space robots for a limited workspace, provided that dynamic
singularities are avoided (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991a).

In the sequel, the free-flying mode is preferred since the base attitude must be maintained
at almost any time during the arm motion. This is a strong requirement if the space robot is
tele-operated from the ground and if antennas need to be accurately pointed. As proposed
by M. Oda in (Oda, 1994), the global controller of the multi-body system is split into two
distinct structures: a traditional AOCS for the base, commonly tackled by space system en-
gineers, and a manipulator controller, designed by robotics engineers. The main drawback of
this decoupling is the potential saturation of the AOCS if the arm moves too fast. A feedfor-
ward controller could be proposed to improve the global performance by roughly estimating
the disturbance induced by the arm (Oda, 1996). As an alternative, a complete coordinated
control is available in (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991b) through an adapted Inverse
Jacobian control, to achieve a position and orientation control of both the end-effector and
the base.
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Figure 8.1: Decentralized control architecture between the AOCS and the arm’s controller

One major limitation of space systems is coming from the processors available for space
missions, which are significantly less powerful than the terrestrial ones due to their higher
robustness. A low complexity control architecture will be preferred in this study to anticipate
the limited processing capability of on-board processors. Therefore, the control architecture
presented here lies on the design of mere PD controllers at the joints and at the base. The
coupling between both structures is accounted for during the synthesis, the aim being to
obtain the highest performances possible with such simple architecture.

8.1.1 Inner Loop

The system inner loop is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The measurements for the spacecraft are
assumed to come from an IMU and a Global Positioning System (GPS) providing both the
inertial velocities and the inertial position/attitude (Weeden, 2011). Regarding the actua-
tors, only the thrusters are considered here since the manipulator motion is implying efforts
much higher than the usual orbital disturbances, as it will be seen in the following. At the
arm level, the measurements are embedded in the joint themselves and provide the position
and velocity of the link along its axis of motion. Of course, the links are actuated by the
joints at their base.

Although the actuators were considered perfect in this thesis, more accurate models of the
latter could easily be included in future works, thanks to the thorough derivations of multi-
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body system dynamics. For example, it was mentioned that the reaction wheels could be
considered as additional appendages driven by control torques. Doing this, their dynamic
coupling with the base would be represented more precisely. In a similar fashion, the joint
actuators could be refined by accounting for the shaft flexibility with the addition of a cylinder
link between the end of a segment and the beginning of the following one. The torsion of
this body may account faithfully for the real deflection due to the joint elasticity.

For the spacecraft, a PD controller is used with a decoupled behavior w.r.t. the linear and
angular dynamics. Its structure is chosen as a compromise between a full order controller,
that brings better performances but at the expense of a higher computational burden, and
a decoupled controller, that limits performances but remains simple enough to be compat-
ible with the processors capabilities. The complete decoupling on each axis could also be
considered, but the angular dynamics are kept coupled because the arm is introducing high
asymmetric inertias that prevent this decoupling. The AOCS controller takes the following
form, where the “pos” stands for the control in position, and “rot” for the one in rotation.

Cb =
 Kppos 03×3 Kdpos 03×3

03×3 Kprot 03×3 Kdrot

 (8.1)

For the arm, two structures are investigated: a centralized controller gathers all the joint mea-
surements before specifying the joints command, while a decentralized one gives the torque
commands of each joint by only using its local measurement. These two cases are studied
to emphasize the best compromise in terms of closed-loop performances and computational
burden. It will be shown how a decentralized controller yields convincing results when it is
well tuned through the sophisticated structured H∞ method.

Centralized joint control For the centralized architecture, the arm controller includes
a nominal mass matrix D0 obtained for a given configuration q0 along the trajectory. This
term reproduces the same coupling as in the nonlinear dynamics, and is clearly derived from
the feedback linearization technique. A classic feedback linearization would update the mass
matrix expression D(q) along the trajectory. In order to reduce on-line computation, a
mean configuration q0 is used to compute the mass matrix only once and to provide partial
information about the dynamic coupling. Obviously this structure is valid for a reduced set
of joint motions, since the mass matrix terms are highly nonlinear and may vary greatly
depending on the joint configuration. Merging the joint positions and velocities in a single
vector, the centralized controller for the manipulator takes the form:
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Ccen = D(q0)



Kp1 0 . . . 0 Kd1 0 . . . 0
0 . . . . . . ... 0 . . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 Kpn 0 . . . 0 Kdn

 (8.2)

It is worth noticing that this controller is not defined by a full gain matrix, but by a set
of design parameters instead. These gains (Kpi ,Kdi) are local to the joints, such that the
centralized feature of the controller lies in its dynamic coupling through the term D(q0).

Decentralized joint control For the decentralized architecture, the joint PD controllers
are simultaneously synthesized considering the whole arm dynamics. With this architecture,
each of them only uses its local measurements of position and velocity. The coupling between
the joints and the base, or between the joint themselves, is only considered through the
synthesis since the whole model is coupled. This controller is the most simple one can think
of, but it will appear that the performance gap between both structures is not so important
due to the slow dynamics involved when capturing a target tumbling at a modest rate. The
decentralized controller is given as follows:

Cdec =



Kp1 0 . . . 0 Kd1 0 . . . 0
0 . . . . . . ... 0 . . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 Kpn 0 . . . 0 Kdn

 (8.3)

8.1.2 Outer Loop

The outer loop consists in the synchronization of the spacecraft and the manipulator con-
trollers in order to achieve the target tracking by the end-effector. Called coordinated control
in (Papadopoulos and Dubowsky, 1991b), this control is based on the global Jacobian matrix
presented in (6.25). Considering a single manipulator mounted on a spacecraft with other
appendages, like solar panels or antennas, this relation can be re-written in a simpler form
by denoting J the Jacobian of this unique end-effector:

tE = Jb q̇b + Jm q̇m (8.4)

with (qb ,qm) the states of the spacecraft and of the arm, and Jb ∈ R6×6 the rigid motion in-
fluence of the spacecraft, and Jm ∈ R6×n the traditional Jacobian matrix, already mentioned
in (4.33).
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Figure 8.2: Outer control loop of the space robot based on the Jacobian matrix

The global structure of the outer loop is illustrated in Figure 8.2. The strategy adopted here
is to set the spacecraft position at a safety distance from the debris, and to move the robotic
arm to compensate for the base motion and track the target in any case. To this end, the
manipulability index of the Jacobian matrix is computed for the motion of the three main
segments. It appears to be almost invariant along the first joint due to the symmetric shape
of the base. Hence, the index is plotted in Figure 8.3 when the arm is moving in a vertical
plane (X, Y ), orthogonal to the manipulator base. For each position the inverse kinematics
is reduced to the computation of the angles θ2 and θ3, and the corresponding manipulability
index is computed with (4.35), using the global Jacobian matrix in (6.26) as proposed in
(Umetani and Yoshida, 2001).

According to this map, the manipulability index is maximized in an area almost circular from
4 to 5 meters from the manipulator anchorage point. This area of maximum manipulability
is denoted by Am in the following, and is defined by the sphere of radius dA = 4.5m. The
strategy of guidance reads:
Step 1 Compute the distance of the desired effector trajectory from the manipulator an-

chorage point;

Step 2 Move the spacecraft toward a position rbref that ensures the end-effector lies inside
Am ;

Step 3 Using the space robot Jacobian matrix, compute the resulting manipulator config-
uration qmref that ensures the desired position to be reached.

At the mathematical level, this guidance strategy lies on the Jacobian matrix decomposition
proposed in (8.4). The differential motion required on the base aims at moving it to bring the
desired effector position closer to Am, while the differential motion of the arm compensate
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Figure 8.3: Manipulability index of the manipulator of the space robot in a vertical plane
around its base

this base behavior to reach the desired effector position in any case. Denoting by dm,Eref the
distance between the arm base and the desired effector position, i.e., the norm of the vector
rm,Eref , the incremental motion of the base and of the arm are given as follows:

δrb =
(
dm,Eref − dA

) rm,Eref

dm,Eref

δQb = Q̃b ⊗Qbref

δqm = J−1
m

 rEref − rE

Q̃E ⊗QEref

− Jb

 δrb

δQb


where Q̃ denotes the inverse of a quaternion, and Qbref is an attitude of reference for the
base, which is assumed to be provided.

With these kinematic relations, the desired position and orientation of the base and the
desired configuration of the manipulator are given by :

rbref = rb + δrb (rEref )

qmref = qm + δqm (xb , qm , xEref )

merging the position and the quaternion of the base and the desired effector motion into the
states xb and xEref .

Considering that these incremental motions are small if the end-effector is following accurately
the desired trajectory, they are considered as the velocity requirements for the inner loop,
while the base and the arm coordinates are obtained by integrating them over time. To
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that end, the gains (Gb, Gm) are introduced to tune the guidance loop, and include the
sampling time of the computations, in order to respect the velocity units. The global vectors
of reference sent to the inner loop read as follows:

q̇bref = Gb

 δrb

δQb(2:4)

 and q̇mref = Gm δqm

qbref =
∫

q̇bref dt and qmref =
∫

q̇mref dt

(8.5a)

(8.5b)

8.2 Controller Synthesis

For both control strategies at the manipulator level, the synthesis is performed following the
same steps. As explained in (Kawamura et al., 1988), trajectory tracking may be efficiently
performed with this type of controller, if the derivative action is sufficiently high. Neverthe-
less, it cannot be increased indefinitely in practice since the control torques are limited at
the joints or by the thrusters capabilities. Hence, gain limits are fixed during the synthesis
to reach the best compromise of performance while meeting the actuators requirements.

8.2.1 List of requirements

The control requirements for the space robot are summarized in Table 8.1. They give the
actuators capabilities and the expected performances on the base attitude and on the end-
effector tracking errors.

Based on the ETS-VII mission (Oda, 1994, 1997), the base attitude error must be maintained
under 0.3◦- 0.5◦ when the arm is fixed, and under 3◦ when it is moving. These requirements
are used to maintain a pointing accuracy toward the Earth for communication purpose during
the capture, and also to ensure the solar panels exposition to the Sun for power generation.
At the actuator level, the thruster torques are limited to 5Nm considering that the spacecraft
is only a few meters long, and that the nominal force of a thruster is 20N in (Oda, 1994). In
comparison, the maximum reaction wheels capabilities were 0.1Nm on the ETS-VII mission.

Considering the robotic arm, the end-effector must accurately track the circular path used as
a capture trajectory. The tumbling rate is set to ωt = 4◦/s according to (Lampariello, 2010).
For the capture phase, taking the case of the SARAH hand, developed by the Canadian
Space Agency and Laval University (Rubinger et al., 2002), the end-effector has a grasping
capability of 10 cm for a cylinder shaped object. The tracking error is thus required to be
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below the tenth of this value with 1 cm, in order to prevent any slip at the instant of capture.
Regarding the actuators, the maximum joint torques are given by the MDA design provided
to TAS. The arm is given into details in Appendix D.1.3. It weighs 63 kg, and the joint
torques are limited to 200Nm. As a comparison, the Canadarm weighs 450 kg and the
joints can develop 1500Nm.

Table 8.1: List of constraints and requirements

Base Arm
Torques Attitude Torques Tip position
±5Nm ±0.3◦ ±200Nm ±1 cm

8.2.2 Linearized model

Since the synthesis is based on linear techniques like the H∞ method, the nonlinear dynamics
of the space system must be linearized to obtain the control models. Coming back to the
expression of the space robot dynamics in (6.47), one may notice that the nonlinear terms are
still quadratic in the generalized velocities, as it was the case for the fixed-base manipulator
(Spong et al., 2006). This result allows to greatly simplify the nonlinear model. Considering
an equilibrium position of the system q0 without external efforts, the state equations are
given by:

d
dt

 q0

q̇0

 =
 0

0

 =
 q̇0

D(q0)−1 (τ 0 − h(q0, q̇0)−K q0)


One obtains that the generalized velocities are 0 at the equilibrium, implying that the Coriolis
and centrifugal vector vanishes. The generalized efforts τ and the stiffness terms K q apply
on different sets of equations and do not overlap one with another. Indeed, the dynamic
equation could be re-written in a decoupled form as:

q̈r,0 = (D−1)rr τ r

q̈f,0 = (D−1)fr τ r − (D−1)ff Kff qf0

where the inverse of the mass matrix, the global stiffness matrix, and the generalized efforts
are partitioned according to the rigid and flexible coordinates. It must be recalled from
(5.62) that the stiffness matrix exhibits zero sub-blocks w.r.t. the rigid coordinates. These
equations provide that the generalized efforts are 0 at the equilibrium too, since the mass
matrix is always positive-definite and thus invertible. A secondary implication of the equilib-
rium is that the deformation described by the flexible coordinates qf0 must be 0. Therefore,
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the free-floating case with undeformed segments and without joint torques is an equilibrium
position for the space robot, whatever the configuration. This conclusion differs from the
Earth-based manipulators, for which a given torque must be applied at the joints to maintain
an equilibrium and compensate for the gravity.

Around a given nominal static configuration of the system q0, the variations around this
equilibrium are denoted by:

δq =
[
δr>b δΨ>b δq>a

]>
(8.6)

where qa stands for the appendages coordinates1. The Euler angles are used to denote
the attitude motion of the base, but a quaternion could also be considered by augmenting
accordingly the size of the vector q and of the matrix K.

The differential model around this equilibrium is obtained as follows:

D(q0 + δq) (q̈0 + δq̈) + h (q0 + δq, q̇0 + δq̇) + K (q0 + δq) = τ 0 + δτ

Applying the previous results of the equilibrium, i.e., qf0 = 0 and q̇0 = q̈0 = τ 0 = 0, the
dynamic equation leads to:

D(q0 + δq) δq̈ + h (q0 + δq, δq̇) + K δq = δτ

where the partitioning of the stiffness matrix provides that: qf0 = 0 =⇒ K q0 = 0.
Besides, recalling that the Coriolis and centrifugal terms are quadratic in the velocities, the
linear model is finally extracted under the classic following mechanical model:

D(q0) δq̈ + K δq = δτ (8.7)

Using the control notations, one obtains the synthesis model as :

d
dt

 x
ẋ

 =
 0N×N IN
−D(q0)−1 K 0N×N

  x
ẋ

+
 0N×N

D(q0)−1

 τ (8.8)

with the states given by: x = δq ∈ RN . If damping terms were considered on the flexible
modes, the lower right-hand sub-matrix would be replaced by −D(q0)−1 B, with B the
damping matrix. In addition, stiffness and damping terms could also be added at the joint

1In the case of a space robot with a single robotic arm described by qm , this vector could contain the
additional coordinates of flexible solar panels for example.
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level, and would appear in the rigid dynamics. The resulting matrices K and B would stay
decoupled between the two types of flexibility, i.e., at the joints and along the segments.

The final input/output model of the linearized dynamics is given by:

d
dt

 x
ẋ

 =
 0N×N IN
−D(q0)−1 K 0N×N

  x
ẋ

+
 0N×N 0N×N

IN D(q0)−1

  w
τ


 a

y

 =


−D(q0)−1 K 0N×N

IN 0N×N
0N×N IN


 x

ẋ

+


IN D(q0)−1

0N×N 0N×N
0N×N 0N×N


 w
τ



(8.9)

(8.10)

The complete model used for the controller synthesis is illustrated in Figure 8.4. A distur-
bance signal is added on the acceleration, and will be considered as an exogenous input in
the H∞ design presented in the next section. To that end, this transfer on the acceleration
is weighted by W(s) in order to reject the disturbances.

8.2.3 Synthesis scheme

Once the controller structure is fixed, stability and performances are ensured by carefully
tuning its gains. As highlighted by (Kawamura et al., 1988), a PD controller achieves any
trajectory tracking performance with a high derivative action. However, limited gain values
are always considered to prevent the actuators saturation, while a trajectory tracking perfor-
mance is still desired. With such constraints, controller gains cannot be tuned empirically.

The previous linearized model in (8.9) is used to tune the gains of the AOCS in (8.1) and of
the arm in (8.2) and (8.3). The H∞ framework is used by specifying frequency requirements
on the closed-loop system using weighting functions on the desired transfers (Alazard et al.,
1999; Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005). The synthesis is performed using the Robust Con-
trol Toolbox of Matlab, with the advanced functionalities of the structured H∞ synthesis.
Indeed, the function systune allows to define structured controller such as the decoupling
forms introduced on the spacecraft and on the arm (Apkarian, 2013).

Weightings The transfer on the acceleration sensitivity function is used to improve the
disturbance rejection in priority (Alazard, 2013). The following weighting function W(s)
enables to reject efficiently any disturbance like the unmodeled dynamics of the gravity
gradient, of the atmospheric drag or of the solar pressure that were neglected above. The
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Figure 8.4: H∞ synthesis scheme

acceleration sensitivity weighting is illustrated in the global synthesis scheme in Figure 8.4.
Regarding the numerical optimization, this weighting is considered as a “hard” requirement
by systune, and will be optimized in priority, compared to the secondary goals, called “soft”
requirements (Apkarian, 2013). This weighting is defined by the following transfer function:

W(s) = s2 + 2 ξdes ωdes s+ ω2
des

s2 (8.11)

characterized by a damping ratio ξdes, and a pulsation ωdes, defining the desired dynamics on
the acceleration transfer.

Since theH∞ synthesis aims at minimizing the weighted transfers to fulfill the related require-
ments, this weighting aims at shaping the system acceleration as 1/W(s), or equivalently,
to shape the position response as a traditional well-damped second-order system. The same
requirements are defined for both controllers, but with a different bandwidth and damping.
The spacecraft weighting Wb(s) is defined by (ωb, ξb) = (ωt , 0.707), in order to obtain a
rather slow closed-loop system. The objective is to minimize the base consumption with
limited performances, while still being at least capable of tracking the global rotation of the
debris. On the other hand, the arm weighting Wm(s) is defined by (ωm, ξm) = (10ωt , 0.707),
in order to reduce as much as possible the tracking error when following the target. In the
sequel, the target angular rate is fixed to ωt = 4◦/s, as proposed by (Lampariello, 2010).

In addition, a second requirement is added in the synthesis to limit the gain value as much as
possible, provided that the “hard” requirement of W(s) is satisfied. This “soft” requirement
is only given by a maximum gain that the controller should not exceed. In the following
syntheses, its value is initialized with the diagonal terms of the mass matrix multiplied by
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the corresponding desired pulsation and damping. For example, the proportional gains of the
decentralized design are initialized with ω2

des Di,i , while the derivative ones are initialized with
2ξdesωdes Di,i. For the centralized case, only the terms (ω2

des, 2ξdesωdes) are kept. These values
are also used during the synthesis to limit the controller gains by the order of magnitude of
the system inertias.

Mono/Multi-models synthesis The synthesis aims at providing the best controller to
track the capture trajectory. Hence, the synthesis models are computed at given configura-
tions along a pre-computed trajectory. Two options are then possible to tune the controllers:
either by using each model separately to obtain the best controller at this exact configuration,
or by performing the H∞ optimization with a multi-model objective satisfied by a single con-
troller. This latter approach provides a unique controller for the whole trajectory and thus
reduces dramatically the on-line computational burden by avoiding the controller scheduling
or the use of nonlinear methods. Using the systune function, the weighting functions are
specified as “hard constraints”, while a gain limitation and a consumption minimization are
set by “soft constraints” (Apkarian, 2013).

8.2.4 Results of synthesis

The synthesis is performed for the space robot model presented in Appendix D, with the
arm designed by MDA in D.1.3 and the base data in D.2.1. To improve the robust perfor-
mance of the controller, several models obtained along a capture trajectory are simultaneously
considered in the synthesis; a common controller is then synthesized by the multi-model op-
timization. These results are first presented in the rigid case, and then, in the flexible case.
Nevertheless, this latter happens to be unstable with the controller designed on the rigid
models, such that a new synthesis is necessary. For the sake of brevity, the gains are pre-
sented thoroughly only for the decentralized strategy since fewer terms are computed. The
centralized case is covered more quickly, to rather focus on the problems encountered for the
flexible system.

8.2.4.1 Rigid space robot

Two different configurations were used to compare the mono and multi-model syntheses.
The syntheses are first performed with the decentralized controller of the arm. A space robot
configuration q is described, on the one hand, by the spacecraft states qb , and on the other
hand, by the arm states qm . The space inertial position and attitude in qb have no influence
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Figure 8.5: Frequency responses on the acceleration sensitivity function for the rigid decen-
tralized arm controller; (a) Mono-model approach; (b) Multi-model approach.

on the global mass matrix in (6.48), since this latter is expressed in the body-fixed frame Rb .
Therefore, the model used for synthesis only depends on the arm states. In the following
discussion on mono and multi-model syntheses, two random configurations are taken, far
from one another, in order to better assess the validity domain of the local controller.

The numerical values used for both configurations are given by:
 qm1 =

[
0 0 0 0 0 0

]>
qm2 =

[
2.21 0.81 1.27 1.64 2.83 1.25

]> (8.12)

Decentralized strategy Using the decentralized arm controller in (8.3), and the AOCS
one in (8.1), the mono-model synthesis provides the gains summarized in Table 8.2, and
the frequency responses obtained for the acceleration sensitivity function are illustrated in
Figure 8.5a for the first case. For the different configurations, the requirement is fulfilled
with an H∞ index γhard and a soft index γsoft both smaller than 1, as shown in Table 8.2. It
is also seen on the frequency response that the transfers are below the reference weighting
functions of the base and of the arm.

Nevertheless, when the same controller is used for different configurations, the requirements
are no longer met and the system even becomes unstable, as illustrated in Figures 8.6a
and 8.6b. It means that the H∞ controller obtained for a given configuration is no longer
acceptable for some other configurations. This result is not obvious for close arm config-
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Figure 8.6: Analysis of the rigid decentralized arm controller used on a different arm con-
figuration; (a) Frequency responses on the acceleration sensitivity function; (b) Pole-zero
map.

urations, but rather appears for substantially different ones. A result of Lyapunov theory
will later show that a positive-definite gain matrix on the whole proportional and derivative
actions on both the base and the manipulator would avoid this destabilization. It only ap-
pears when the H∞ synthesis provides a non positive-definite gain matrix. The mono-model
controller needs thus to be updated to remain valid on the whole configuration envelope of
the capture trajectory.

This is done using the multi-model approach, where the different synthesis models are merged
together at the optimization step in systune. The algorithm tries to find a unique optimal
controller meeting the requirements on all the models simultaneously. For the present capture
trajectory, this approach provides a final gamma γhard < 1, and yields the frequency responses

Table 8.2: Gains setting of the decentralized arm controller

Model Gains Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6 γhard γsoft
Mono 1 Kp 2821 3735 3876 5872 1242 0.002 0.97 0.426

Kd 2215 571 594 445 338 0.03
Mono 2 Kp 1025 2103 1634 266 2018 0.008 0.97 0.52

Kd 371 1335 1090 415 289 0.03
Multi Kp 3803 7246 5575 373 3967 0.006 0.99 0.567

Kd 1973 2507 1822 1222 898 0.03
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approach.
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Figure 8.8: Pole-zero map of the rigid de-
centralized arm controller used on the cor-
responding flexible space robot model.

presented in Figure 8.5b. It clearly appears that the requirements are fulfilled with the new
controller proposed in Table 8.2, but at the expense of higher gains. Indeed, the soft index
γsoft is greater for the multi-model synthesis, meaning that the optimization led to higher
gains in order to maintain the controller performances with different plants.

Centralized strategy The same kind of conclusions holds for the centralized arm con-
troller. The main advantage of using this controller is a better decoupling of the arm dynam-
ics by the use of the mass matrix inside the controller structure. As illustrated in Figure 8.7,
the frequency responses on the acceleration sensitivity function fulfill perfectly the weight-
ings. Nevertheless, this is at the expense of a “specialization” of the controller for the current
configuration, and its domain of validity shrinks even more. Concerning the multi-model,
the optimization still manages to find a common controller valid for both models.

The discussion about these two types of controllers is rather led in the numerical simulation
section, where their pros/cons are emphasized by the accuracy of the end-effector positioning
and by the fuel consumption of the base.

8.2.4.2 Flexible space robot

The addition of flexible elements presented in the modeling section can lead to instability
with the previous controllers. This result rises the fundamental question of whether to take
the flexible modeling into account, or not, during the synthesis process. Indeed, when the
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previous controller based on the rigid model of the arm is applied on the flexible one, then
the system can become unstable, as shown in Figure 8.8.

The same arm configuration is taken from the previous section in (8.12). It is important to
see that these values define the rigid state of the arm, while the extra flexible states define
the deformed shape of the segments. For the synthesis purpose, all these flexible variables
are set to zero, corresponding to the undeformed state of the arm. However, their dynamics
is taken into account through the augmented mass matrix with the flexible sub-blocks. From
the arm design provided by MDA in Appendix D.1.3, the flexible frequencies obtained by the
AMM method introduced in appendix B.1 are presented in Table 8.3. Six modes are used
to describe the two main flexible segments of the arm. One is used for the traction, one for
the torsion, and two in each bending direction. They are described by their modal shapes
denoted by φx/y/z/α, and by their natural frequencies denoted by ωx/y/z/α in rad/s. It is
important to recall that these modes are the natural frequencies of the isolated segments.
They will slightly shift when looking at the global manipulator dynamics, and even more
for the space robot ones, because of the coupling between the segments and with the other
appendages. A first glance at these values shows that traction is, as expected, described
by a very high frequency mode and could be neglected in the simulations. In addition, the
bending modes yield different frequencies because the load is asymmetric for this arm, as
opposed to the Canadarm design presented in Section 5.2.6.1.

The flexible modes frequencies for the solar arrays are also provided in appendix D.2.1, and
recalled in Table 8.3. They are set to slightly different values in order to identify them in the
frequency responses.

Table 8.3: Natural flexible frequencies of the robotic arm and of the solar arrays (in rad/s)

Joint ωx ωy,1 ωy,2 ωz,1 ωz,2 ωα
2 181.74 2.26 10.01 2.29 10.05 15.21
3 189.27 4.60 45.72 4.40 24.35 14.83

Solar Array ωy ωz ωα
Left 8 15 20
Right 8.8 16.5 22

Decentralized strategy Using the same decentralized controller for the arm in (8.3) and
the AOCS controller in (8.1), the syntheses are performed again for the mono and multi-
model approaches. The resulting gains and optimization indices are given in Table 8.4. The
main result is that the gains become much more important; this is shown with the soft index
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Figure 8.9: Frequency responses on the acceleration sensitivity function for the flexible de-
centralized arm controller; (a) Mono-model approach; (b) Multi-model approach.

γsoft reaching the value of 100. One solution may be to add some dynamics to the arm
controller by means of first order terms or even more advanced filters, like notch filters, in
order to manage the flexible modes and to add roll-off at high frequencies.

As mentioned above, the multi-model synthesis leads to a valid and efficient controller on a
greater configuration envelope. Again, the use of a controller tuned on one model leads to
instability when applied on a different arm configuration.

Centralized strategy The flexible syntheses lead to the same conclusion for the central-
ized controller: one controller tends to destabilize the plant for a closer arm configuration.
Its robustness w.r.t. the arm configuration is poorer than the decentralized controller. Nev-
ertheless, since the controller is pre-multiplied by the mass matrix, the gains inside are less
important, such that the soft index γsoft is smaller than the decentralized case. It typically
reaches values around 10, instead of 100 for the decentralized controller.

Table 8.4: Gains setting of the decentralized arm controller for the mono-model approach

Model Gains Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6 γhard γsoft
Mono 1 Kp 9197 4827 3560 1360 3138 1 0.99 103

Kd 720 720 720 720 720 165
Mono 2 Kp 4111 4384 3762 989 26060 48496 0.99 114

Kd 794 794 794 794 794 19
Multi Kp 7419 3556 3420 1440 3648 1 0.99 149

Kd 1040 1040 1040 1020 1040 196
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Until now, the controllers have been designed on a reference plant linearized around a given
arm configuration. The robustness of the resulting controller was improved by including
more models in the synthesis, but this approach does not guarantee the robust stability and
performance of the controller on the whole capture trajectory, or even on a continuous subset
of the arm configuration. The next section investigates the LFT modeling of a manipulator
w.r.t. the joint angles. It allows to perform a stability and performance µ-analysis on the
closed-loop system.

8.3 Robust Analysis

The linear dynamic model used in the synthesis is evaluated at each different configuration
of the arm, in order to fulfill the frequency requirement all along the expected trajectory.
Another way of studying the robustness of a controller is to model its dependency upon the
variable parameters under a LPV form, as the LFT. An example is provided in (Manceaux-
Cumer and Chrétien, 2001; Guy et al., 2014) to parametrize the model of a satellite w.r.t.
the tilt angle of its solar panel. Doing this, the robust performance of the closed-loop system
can be studied and validated on the whole range of variation of the parameter based on the
µ-analysis. The main requirement for this modeling is that the uncertainties dependency can
be set in a linear form to extract them from the nominal plant.

The common LFT model of a system is illustrated in Figure 8.10a, where the nominal plant
is denoted by Σ, the controller by C, and the uncertainty block by ∆. The system references
and the regulated outputs are denoted by (w, z) and represent the exogenous signals. Then,
the controller loop is based on the measurements y and provides the commands u, while the

w Σ z

z∆

∆
w∆

y

C

u

(a)

[
wbase
wjoint

]
Synthesis
Model

[
zbase
zjoint

]
z∆

∆σ

w∆

[
q
q̇

]
C

τ

(b)

Figure 8.10: LFT model of an uncertain system; (a) General LFT form; (b) LFT form of the
linearized model of the robotic system.
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outputs multiplying the uncertainty block are denoted by z∆ and the resulting inputs by w∆.
For the case of the mass matrix of a robotic system, either a manipulator or a space robot, the
scheme is written explicitly w.r.t. the previous notations and to the inner loop in Figure 8.1.
The dependency of the mass matrix upon the joint angles in q must be parametrized in a
rational way to obtain its LFT form. To do this, an intermediate variable, denoted σ, is
defined to express this complex dependency in a linear way.

The dependency of the mass matrix upon the joint angles q is first written to emphasize
that the rotation matrices are the only terms that need to be parameterized. Then, the
LFT model of a single rotation matrix is proposed in two ways, before applying it to the
global mass matrix. The µ tools provided by the French Aerospace Laboratory (ONERA)
are finally used to model the whole space robot and to perform the robust analysis of the
previous controllers (Roos, 2013).

8.3.1 Robotic arm parameterization

The results presented in Appendix C.1.1 are recalled here to derive explicitly the dependency
of D in q. Using the closed-form equation, the general form of the mass matrix is taken from
(6.52). It reads as follows for any of the mechanical system considered in the thesis, either a
manipulator or a space robot, with rigid or flexible segments:

D = N> [M] N

= N>d N>l [M] Nl Nd

In this expression, the segment mass matrices in [M] and the DeNOC matrix Nd are given
by :

[M] = diag(Mi , i = 0 . . . n)

Nd = diag(Pi , i = 0 . . . n)
where the index 0 stands for the base variables.

Since these matrices are expressed in the local segment frame only, they are defined either by
dynamic or kinematic parameters. Hence, they are constant and independent of the system
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configuration. The q-dependency is entirely contained in the matrix Nl, which reads:

Nl =



I 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 I 0 · · · 0

A3,1 A3,2 I · · · ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

An,1 An,2 · · · An,n−1 I

An+1,1 An+1,2 · · · An+1,n−1 An+1,n


where the notation of the robotic manipulators is used, recalling that it has been extended
to the space robot by only specifying the appendage number on the indices (i, j).

In this expression, the twist-propagation matrices were introduced for the rigid and flexible
cases by decoupling the rotation matrix from the kinematic part in (4.30a) and (5.45a), as
follows:

Ai,i−1 = i−1R>i
(i−1)Ar/f

i,i−1 (8.13)

where the rigid version of the twist-propagation matrix Ar
i,i−1 is constant and only function

of the segment kinematics, while the flexible version Af
i,i−1 was split into a nominal term,

which is constant, and first order term w.r.t. the flexible variables.

The general form of the augmented rotation matrix i−1Ri is introduced in (4.31) and (5.46)
using the same formalism for the rigid and flexible cases, as follows:

i−1Ri =


i−1R

r/f
i 03×3 03×nfi

03×3
i−1R

r/f
i 03×nfi

0nfi×3 0nfi×3 0nfi×nfi


where the flexible rotation matrix can be decoupled as a function of the rigid rotation matrix
using (5.33). Its expression was given by the product of the rotation induced by the flexible
deflection of the previous segment, with the rotation induced by the rigid body motion at
the joint. It is written as:

i−1Rf
i = oi−1Rei−1(δi−1) i−1Rr

i(θi)

where the flexible rotation oi−1Rei−1(δi−1) reduces to 0 since the coordinates δi are assumed
to be zero when linearizing the dynamic model in (8.7).
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Figure 8.11: LFT model of a rotation w.r.t. a varying angle θi parameterized by σi

As a conclusion, the only terms of the mass matrix that explicitly depend in the coordinates
q are the rigid rotation matrices i−1Rr

i . Therefore, the parameterization of a single rotation
matrix in the joint angle θ allows to parameterize the whole linearized model in q. In the
next section, two parameterizations are presented to achieve this goal.

8.3.2 LFT parameterization of a rotation matrix

The rotation matrices are always expressed along one principal axis (x, y, z), and any other
complex rotation can be derived from these elementary versions. Denoting by (cθ , sθ) the
cosine/sinus of the angle θ, they read as follows (Craig, 1989):

Rx(θ) =


1 0 0
0 cθ −sθ
0 sθ cθ

 Ry(θ) =


cθ 0 sθ

0 1 0
−sθ 0 cθ

 Rz(θ) =


cθ −sθ 0
sθ cθ 0
0 0 1


Following the control theory convention of notation, any of these matrices can be viewed as
a system whose the input is the expression of a vector in the frame Rin, denoted u, and the
output is its expression in the frame Rout, as illustrated in Figure 8.11. The change of frame
for the rotation along the Z-axis is then given by:

y = outRin u =⇒


y1 = cos(θ)u1 − sin(θ)u2

y2 = sin(θ)u1 + cos(θ)u2

y3 = u3

(8.14)

For the two other rotations, the same equations holds, provided that one re-orders the indices
accordingly.

The LFT model of the rotation matrix is then obtained by finding a parameter σ that can
express the previous equation using a linear scheme, i.e., to express the blocks Σ and ∆ of
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the general form. In the first case, the tangent of the half-angle is used based on the works
of (Manceaux-Cumer and Chrétien, 2001), and in the second one, the quarter of the angle
is used to rewrite these expressions in a minimal way (Guy et al., 2014). In the following,
the quantities are defined with the subscript “2” and “4” to distinguish between the half-
angle parameterization or the quarter-angle one. It is important to keep in mind that the
LFT models are numerically tractable for a limited number of variables, so the fewer the
repetitions of the uncertain parameters, the better the results obtained by the µ-analysis.

8.3.2.1 Parameterization with tan(θ/2)

As done in (Manceaux-Cumer and Chrétien, 2001), the previous set of equations involved
in the rotation matrix are re-written as a function of the tangent of the half-angle. The
corresponding uncertain parameter reads:

σ2 , tan (θ/2) (8.15)

Using the classic trigonometric relations, the cosine and the sinus can be expressed as func-
tions of the tangent of the half-angle, as follows:

cos(θ) = 1− tan2(θ/2)
1 + tan2(θ/2) = 1− σ2

2
1 + σ2

2

sin(θ) = 2 tan(θ/2)
1 + tan2(θ/2) = 2σ2

1 + σ2
2

(8.16)

(8.17)

The advantage of this formulation is to shift the uncertainty from the angle θ, and its cosine/s-
inus, to the tangent of its half by means of rational functions. This transformation allows to
model the uncertainty using the LFT framework.

The change of basis given in (8.14) can be re-written as follows:

y = outRin u =⇒



y1 = 1− σ2
2

1 + σ2
2
u1 −

2σ2

1 + σ2
2
u2

y2 = 2σ2

1 + σ2
2
u1 + 1− σ2

2
1 + σ2

2
u2

y3 = u3
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Figure 8.12: LFT scheme to parameterize the rotation θ along Z with σ2 = tan(θ/2)

where each equation is re-arranged to make common terms appear:

y1 = u1 −
2σ2

2
1 + σ2

2
u1 −

2σ2

1 + σ2
2
u2 = u1 − 2 σ2

1 + σ2
2

(σ2 u1 − u2)

y2 = u2 + 2σ2

1 + σ2
2
u1 −

2σ2
2

1 + σ2
2
u2 = u2 + 2 σ2

1 + σ2
2

(u1 − σ2 u2)

y3 = u3

With this formulation, the term σ2/(1 + σ2
2) appears in both equations and a feedback loop

can easily represent it. Doing this, the LFT representation of the whole rotation matrix
can be realized with only two repetitions of the parameter σ2 , by cleverly defining the in-
put/output signals at the appropriate places. A linear scheme is derived in Figure 8.12 to
express the previous equation with a minimum number of repetitions. The corresponding
uncertainty block introduced in Figure 8.11 is then a 2× 2 block ∆σ2 = σ2I2, which is lower
that the order 4 obtained in (Manceaux-Cumer and Chrétien, 2001) and in (Guy et al., 2014).

In Figure 8.12, the endogenous inputs and outputs of the general LFT form are introduced
by:

w∆ =
[

w1 w2

]>
z∆ =

[
z1 z2

]>
(8.18)

They allow to derive the blocks defining the linear model of the rotation matrix under the
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LFT form:

Σσ2





z1

z2

y1

y2

y3


=



0 1 2 0 0
−1 0 0 −2 0
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1





w1

w2

u1

u2

u3


,

 Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

  w∆

u

 (8.19)

∆σ2


 w1

w2

 = (σ2 I2)
 z1

z2

 , ∆σ2 z∆ (8.20)

The dependency of order 2 is represented by the size of the uncertain block ∆. For the whole
mass matrix, this block will merge the uncertainty related to each joint angle and its size
must be as small as possible.

However, for the general case of θ ∈ ]−π; π], the parameter σ2 varies in ]−∞; +∞[. It
may prevent the stability analysis based on the µ-analysis to be performed for these extreme
variations. In order to reduce the variation range of σ2 ∈ [0; +∞[, an intermediate variable
δ2 ∈ [0; 1[, defined by the bijective relation σ2 = δ2/(1 − δ2), is introduced in (Manceaux-
Cumer and Chrétien, 2001). But this relation is only valid for σ2 ∈ [0; +∞[ and does not
cover a whole revolution of the joint angle θ.

A workaround is available by simply limiting angle range to avoid these extreme values. A
second option is to use the next parameterization of order 4, more complex but valid on the
whole range ]−π; π]. There is always a compromise between the size of the block ∆ and the
accuracy of the µ-analysis.

8.3.2.2 Parameterization tan(θ/4)

N. Guy introduced another parameterization in (Guy et al., 2014) to overcome this limitation
by using the tangent of the quarter-angle. The following trigonometric relation is used to
further develop the tangent of the half-angle in the previous model:

σ2 = tan(θ/2) = 2 tan(θ/4)
1− tan2(θ/4) ,

2σ4

1− σ2
4

The cosine/sinus functions are then re-parameterized as follows:

cos(θ) = 1− σ2
2

1 + σ2
2

=

(
1 + σ2

4

)2
− 8σ2

4

(1 + σ2
4)2 sin(θ) = 2σ2

1 + σ2
2

=
4σ4

(
1− σ2

4

)
(1 + σ2

4)2
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Figure 8.13: LFT scheme to parameterize the rotation θ along Z with σ4 = tan(θ/4)

The best way to represent the rotation matrix scheme with the parameter σ4 is to replace the
blocks σ2 in Figure 8.12. Since this model was already minimal, the minimal representation
of σ2 as a function of σ4 preserves this minimality. Thanks to the previous trigonometric
relation, a feedback loop with σ4 is obtained to represent the block σ2 . The final scheme is
illustrated in Figure 8.13.

The endogenous inputs and outputs are augmented by:

w∆ =
[

w1 w2 w3 w4

]>
z∆ =

[
z1 z2 z3 z4

]>
(8.21)

to finally define the matrices of the LFT model in Figure 8.13, as follows:

Σσ4





z1

z2

z3

z4

y1

y2

y3


=



0 1 −2 0 0 −4 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 4 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1





w1

w2

w3

w4

u1

u2

u3


,

 Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

  w∆

u



∆σ4




w1

w2

w3

w4

 = (σ4 I4)


z1

z2

z3

z4

 , ∆σ4 z∆

(8.22)

(8.23)
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Thanks to the first model based on the parameter σ2 , the whole rotation matrix is represented
with an uncertain block of order 4 only, which is better than the order 8 introduced in (Guy
et al., 2014). The main idea in this derivation is to minimize the repetition of the original
block σ2 in the scheme of Figure 8.12, in order to minimize the repetition of the new parameter
σ4 . Finally, the LFT model provided in (8.22) and (8.23) performs the rotation of the vector
u as the rotation matrix outRin does. Even though the uncertainty block ∆σ4 is now of size
4, it stays valid on the whole range of variation θ ∈ ]−π; π].

8.3.3 Robust stability analysis

The previous LFT model of a rotation matrix is used in the algorithm that computes the
mass matrix presented in Appendix C.1. The basic operations like the summation, the in-
version or the feedback of the linear system must be extended to account for LFT models
instead of nominal models. They are implemented in the efficient toolbox SMAC developed
by the French Aerospace Laboratory, also called ONERA. This tool is available on the insti-
tution website2, and provides many functions for the modeling, the analysis and the control
of uncertain systems. In the sequel, only the modeling and analysis tools are used with the
GSS library to represent the uncertain systems, and the SMART toolbox to analyze their
robust stability and performance. Each of these libraries possess its own functions dedicated
to the µ-analysis.

First, this section assesses the robust stability of a given controller by confronting the nu-
merical results obtained by µ-analysis to the Lyapunov theory. Indeed, it can be shown
that a PD controller guarantees the asymptotic stability of the linearized system, provided
that the gains matrices are positive-definite. On the contrary, the numerical tools proved to
perform poorly when applied on the whole range of variation of the joint angles. They bring
a guarantee of stability on a given subset of the range variation though, and can be refined
by performing the analyses on a reduced frequency range.

Then, the robust performances are studied in the second section. The SMART tools are ap-
plied to the augmented model with the performance transfer on the acceleration, as illustrated
in Figure 8.4. As it is the case for the stability analysis, the guarantee can only be reached for
subsets of the whole range of joint configurations. Though, the derived boundaries remains
useful to either assess the robust performance of a given controller, or to extract a worst-case
configuration. This latter can then be included in an iterative multi-model synthesis in order
to provide a more robust controller.

2http://w3.onera.fr/smac/

http://w3.onera.fr/smac/
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8.3.3.1 Lyapunov analysis of the stability

Based on the Lyapunov theory (Khalil, 2001), the stability of a system described by the
states x and by the following dynamic equation:

ẋ = f(x) (8.24)

can be assessed around an equilibrium point at the origin using a Lyapunov candidate V (x).
This latter is defined as a continuously differentiable function of scalar values on a subset D
containing the origin (0 ∈ D), denoted V : D ⊂ Rn 7−→ R, and satisfying the the positive
definiteness w.r.t. x:

V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0, ∀x 6= 0 (8.25)

With these assumptions, the following theorem is used in the sequel ((Khalil, 2001), Theorem
4.1, p.114):

If V̇ (x) ≤ 0 in D, then x = 0 is stable. (8.26)

In addition to this conclusion, if the time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate is negative-
definite, then the origin is asymptotically stable.

As demonstrated in (Spong et al., 2006), the basic relation to prove the asymptotic stability
by means of the Lyapunov theory is first to obtain the skew-symmetry property of the matrix
defined by:

S(q, q̇) = D(q)− 2 C(q, q̇) (8.27)

when coming back to the modeling definition of both matrices, one obtains from (6.48)
and (6.49) that:

S(q, q̇) = D(q)− 2 C(q, q̇)

=
(

N> [M] N + N>
[
M
]

N + N> [M] N
)
− 2

(
N> [M] N + N>

[
M
]

N
)

= −N>
[
M
]

N +
(

N> [M] N−N> [M] N
)

= −N>d M̂ Nd −N>d
(
[Ω] M̂ + H> −H− M̂ [Ω]

)
Nd

The two terms (M̂,H) were introduced to derive the dynamic algorithm of the Coriolis and
centrifugal matrix in appendix A.3.3. The RHS of the equation is obviously skew-symmetric,
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but the proof for the first part is more involved and would need to come back to the explicit
definition of Mi to derive it. The complete proof of this property is available in the general
case in (Spong et al., 2006), and the result is used in the sequel.

As proposed in (Spong et al., 2006), for a PD controller of the form τ = −Kpq̃ −Kdq̇ ,
with q̃ = (qd − q) the position error, the following Lyapunov candidate is used to prove the
stability with x =

[
q̃>, q̇>

]>
:

V (x) = 1
2 q̇>D q̇ + 1

2 q̃>Kp q̃ (8.28)

The time derivative of this Lyapunov candidate is now derived using the fact that S(q, q̇) is
skew-symmetric and that the control law is given by a PD controller. It yields :

V̇ (x) = q̇>D q̈ + 1
2 q̇>D q̇ + q̇>Kp q̃

= q̇> (τ −Cq̇) + 1
2 q̇>D q̇ + q̇>Kp q̃

= 1
2 q̇>

(
D − 2 C

)
q̇ − q̇>Kd q̇

= −q̇>Kd q̇

Two main remarks follow on from this result. First, to ensure that the Lyapunov candidate
is valid, the proportional gain matrix must be positive-definite. Secondly, the time derivative
of this function is negative-definite if the derivative gain matrix is positive-definite. There-
fore, if a PD controller with positive-definite gain matrices is used on the entire
system, then the closed-loop remains asymptotically stable whatever the joint
configuration. This result may seem contradictory with the unstable closed-loop found
in the previous section, but it is actually demonstrating that the H∞ optimization led to
PD controllers with non positive-definite gain matrices. It does occur especially when gain
matrices are left free in the optimization process, like the 3× 3-blocks

(
Kppos ,Kprot

)
on the

base controller.

8.3.3.2 µ-analysis of the stability

Thanks to the previous uncertain model of a single rotation, the complete parameterization
of the mass matrix is derived under a LFT form using the SMAC toolbox of ONERA (Roos,
2013). The model of the rotation is inserted into the algorithm in Algorithm C.1, and the
matrices are represented as GSS objects, standing for general state-space. Each product,
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summation or inverse in the algorithm is handled by the SMAC toolbox thanks to the ded-
icated functions. At the end, a model reduction allows to obtain the minimal uncertain
representation of the whole mass matrix, w.r.t. the joint angles.

For the example of the previous space robot, the global model is parameterized by a block
∆σ of size 40 × 40 using the parameterization σ2i = tan(θi/2), and of size 80 × 80 for the
parameterization σ4i = tan(θi/4). The uncertain block is split as follows for the robotic arm
with 6 joints:

∆σ =



∆1 0 . . . 0

0 ∆2
. . . ...

... . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 ∆5

 (8.29)

with
∆i = σ2i I8 or ∆i = σ4i I16 (8.30)

It is worth noticing that only the first five joint angles are accounted for in this uncertain
block. Indeed, the mass matrix dependency on the sixth joint vanishes because it rotates
the last segment along an axis of symmetry, and as a consequence, does not influence the
resulting inertia at the base.

In addition, the sizes mentioned above are actually the required number of parameters to
represent twice the double rotation matrix, denoted i−1Ri = diag(i−1Ri,

i−1Ri). Indeed,
each parameter σ2 is repeated 2 times per rotation matrix so 4 times for this double rotation,
respectively 4 times per rotation and 8 times per double rotation for σ4 . Finally, i−1Ri mul-
tiplies the twist-propagation matrix, which is then a factor on the LHS and RHS of the mass
matrices in the algorithm. At the end, these multiplications double the number of repetitions
to reach 8 times for σ2 , and 16 times for σ4 . It it important to notice that the sixth joint
does not appear explicitly in the LFT model at hand, because the effector is model as a
point mass at the end of the sixth link. Hence, a motion along this axis does not change the
manipulator inertia mass matrix since the sixth joint turns around its axis of symmetry.

This uncertain representation of the mass matrix is then inverted to define the linearized
model on which the µ-analysis is led, based on the structure described in Figure 8.10b.
The controller synthesized in the previous section is used to close the lower loop. From
the Lyapunov theory, the closed-loop system is supposed to stay stable whatever the gain
setting, provided that the gain matrices are positive-definite. The analysis of stability is thus
performed to assess the numerical conditioning of the space robot problem w.r.t. the SMAC
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toolbox tools. It clearly appears from the following results that the problem is hard to solve
by µ-analysis, since the bounds obtained are rather conservative. New methods are also
presented to overcome this conservatism in (Roos et al., 2011), but prove to be inefficient on
the present problem because no lower bounds were available. The advantage of these tools
though is their extension to the robust performance in the next section.

The µ-analysis is based on the computation of the maximum norm of the uncertainty before
the loss of stability or performance (Alazard et al., 1999). This problem is reduced to the
computation of a structured singular value, denoted µ, which is almost impossible to solve
analytically. Hence, methods have been developed to derive upper and lower bounds around
this value instead. If the algorithm yields a small enough gap between these bounds, then
the robust stability or performance is assessed according to the approximate value obtained
for µ. The bounds are derived based on a given range of variation of the parameters. The
computation of these bounds through the µ-analysis allows to compute the subset of the
parameters that guarantees the stability of the uncertain system. Since the varying parame-
ters are normalized in the following developments, the stability will be reached if the upper
bound is at least lower than 1. For example, if only one joint angle was considered varying
in an initial range of σ2 ∈ [a, b], the following reduced subset guarantees the stability in a
conservative way:

σ2 ∈
[
a

µu
,
b

µu

]

where µu denotes the upper bound of µ, defining then a more conservative range for the un-
certainty. If this value goes under 1, then the robust stability would be ensured for the initial
set of variation. Otherwise, the lower bound must be obtained to assess the conservatism of
the upper one. In the present case, the lower bound is 0 since the system is always stable,
as seen in the previous section. Nevertheless, the numerical upper bound obtained by the
SMART toolbox is rarely smaller than one, and lead then to very conservative subsets of
stability. They are derived in the following for both parameterizations of the rotation and
use the rigid model of the space robot. Indeed, the flexible case proves to be too cumbersome
to be numerically tractable by the SMART tools.

Numerical results for both parameterizations The bounds obtained for the two pa-
rameterizations in σ2 = tan(θ/2) and σ4 = tan(θ/4) are summarized in Table 8.5. In this
table, the initial ranges of variation of the joint angles are presented at the line “Limits” and
come by design according to the specifications given by MDA.

One major remark is that the µ algorithms are numerically very sensitive to the size of the
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Figure 8.14: Computation of the µ-bounds for stability with σ2-parameterization; (a) Na-
tive Matlab function mu for complex uncertainties; (b) Native Matlab function mu for real
uncertainties; (c) SMART function muub/mulb for complex uncertainties.

global uncertain block ∆σ . This is why the second parameterization, which leads to a block
twice the size of the first one, yields poorer results on the upper bound. The second point is
about the inclusion of the real or complex nature of the uncertainty. It is well known that
the algorithms are much efficient and stable to derive the bounds for a complex sub-block
than for real ones, knowing that one real uncertainty is the most difficult case (Alazard et al.,
1999). To this end, the SMART toolbox integrates dedicated functions for the computation
of the lower bound with real uncertainties, namely mulb_nreal for any number of real vari-
ables, and mulb_1real for a unique real parameter (Roos, 2013). The results are presented
for both complex and real cases in Figure 8.14.

A last remark is made on the resulting ranges of variation obtained from the µ-analysis. Since
the tangent function is used to parameterize the joint angle, the conservatism on the upper
bound has tremendous effects on the resulting stability subset. As shown in Figure 8.15,
depending on the absolute value of the upper limit on the joint angle, a same µ-bound can
reduce the subset drastically when the initial value was low. This result is due to the tangent
function shape, with very narrow variation close to the origin. This parameterization leads
then to great cuts on the joint angles that were initially small, while the wider ranges of
variation are less affected, as seen in Table 8.5.
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Figure 8.15: Reduction of the joint upper limit by a µ-bound of 1.3; (a) Impact for the
σ2-parameterization; (b) Impact for the σ4-parameterization.

As a conclusion, the values obtained in Table 8.5 show that the σ2-parameterization leads to
smaller bounds, meaning that the joint angles can vary in a wider range before destabilizing
the system. Due to the higher size of its block ∆σ , the σ4-parameterization yields more
conservative results by more narrow ranges of variation.

Further results for a reduced number of varying joints The stability margins are now
derived from a different point of view. An iterative process is used by adding a new varying
joint angle at each step. The process starts the analysis with only one varying parameter,
derives the corresponding µ-bounds and reduces accordingly the range of variation to reach
the stability. Then, an additional uncertainty is added to represent the next joint angle
and new bounds are derived for this augmented block ∆σ , until the six joints of the arm
are included. It is worth reminding that the sixth joint angle does not appear explicitly in
the LFT model at hand, such that the process either starts with the first or the fifth angle.
The numerical results are summarized in Table 8.5, where the bottom-up approach “1-5”
starts with the first angle and goes outward, and the top-down approach starts with the fifth
angle and goes inward. Since the bounds are computed at each step, the final joint ranges
are obtained by different reduction factors 1/µu,i, which differs from one joint to the other.
Therefore, no values are reported in the table for these approaches since they are not global
but specific to each joint.

The first approach yields wider ranges of variations for the last angles, while the second one
does the opposite. Since the most important segments for the global motion of the arm are
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Table 8.5: Subsets of the joint angles guaranteeing stability by µ-analysis

Case Value Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6 µC µR
Limits Min -90◦ -45◦ 0◦ -180◦ -90◦ -180◦

Max +90◦ +180◦ +180◦ +45◦ +180◦ +180◦
σ2-Stability Min -72◦ +141◦ +145◦ -174◦ +134◦ -175◦ 1.72 0

Max +72◦ +174◦ +174◦ -141◦ +174◦ +175◦ 1.72 1.39
σ4-Stability Min -24◦ +56◦ +82◦ -115◦ +27◦ -180◦ 5.85 0

Max +24◦ +115◦ +127◦ -56◦ +100◦ +180◦ 5.85 3.97
σ2-Iterative 1-5 Min -53◦ +159◦ +156◦ -174◦ +89◦ -175◦ - -

Max +53◦ +173◦ +174◦ -140◦ +175◦ +175◦ - -
σ2-Iterative 5-1 Min -88◦ +132◦ +148◦ -174◦ +150◦ -175◦ - -

Max +88◦ +174◦ +174◦ -154◦ +174◦ +175◦ - -
σ4-Iterative 1-5 Min -9◦ +65◦ +88◦ -146◦ -40◦ -180◦ - -

Max +9◦ +108◦ +124◦ -14◦ +150◦ +180◦ - -
σ4-Iterative 5-1 Min -60◦ +56◦ +94◦ -101◦ +47◦ -180◦ - -

Max +60◦ +115◦ +118◦ -72◦ +83◦ +180◦ - -

the first three, one may conclude that the top-down approach is advantageous. Indeed, the
first joint has much influence on the dynamics and, as a consequence, its bounds are more
conservative. When starting at the bottom of the arm, all the following joint ranges are
impacted by this conservatism. On the other hand, starting at the last segment, which has
less influence on the dynamics, the results become more conservative only at the last steps.

A last comment can be made on the µ-analysis with the single parameter σ25 at the first step
of the process. For these computations, the SMART tools prove to perform better than the
native Matlab function mu, as illustrated in Figure 8.16. Indeed, the upper bounds is almost
zero and provides thus the robust stability for the whole range of variation of the fifth joint
angle, while the others are fixed in a nominal configuration.

8.3.4 Robust performance analysis

The µ-analysis is also known to be a powerful tool to study the robust performances of linear
systems (Alazard et al., 1999). The main requirements to perform this analysis is to first
reduce the subset of the uncertainties to ensure the robust stability of the system. Then, the
given performance transfer is fed back through an additional complex block ∆p to yield the
augmented uncertain block given in Figure 8.17. The same notation (w, u) is used to denote
the performance transfer introduced in Figure 8.4.

The results are mainly presented for the rigid case, and only a brief word is said on the
flexible performance using the Matlab functions sigma to evaluate the singular values of an
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Figure 8.16: Reduced computation of the µ-bounds for stability with σ2-parameterization of
the fifth angle θ5 only; (a) Native Matlab function mu for complex uncertainties; (b) Native
Matlab function mu for real uncertainties; (c) SMART function muub_mixed/mulb_1real for
real uncertainties.
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Figure 8.17: LFT form of the linearized model
of the robotic system including the perfor-
mance transfer.

µ-analysis on the rigid case The previ-
ous results are extended to the performance
transfer by adding the feedback illustrated
in Figure 8.17. New functions must be used
to derived the µ-bounds since the block ∆
is now mixing real and complex uncertain-
ties. The upper bound is still obtained by
the function muub_mixed while the lower one
uses the function mulb_mixed instead of the
previous mulb_nreal or mulb_1real for one
parameter. The obtained bounds and the
corresponding intervals of guaranteed perfor-
mances are presented in Table 8.6. Similar
to the robust analysis, the bounds are also plotted in Figure 8.18 using both the Matlab
function mu and is compared to the results of the SMART tools.

The same conclusions hold on the robust performance analysis, namely that the σ2-parameterization
is less conservative and yields greater ranges of variation. As expected, the subset guarantee-
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Figure 8.18: Computation of the µ-bounds for performance with σ2-parameterization; (a)
Native Matlab function mu for complex uncertainties; (b) Native Matlab function mu for real
uncertainties; (c) SMART function muub_mixed/mulb_nreal for real uncertainties.

ing the robust stability are further shrunk to ensure the robust performance. The iterative
approach is also more efficient on the robust performance problem, and provides the guaran-
tee on a much wider range of variation for the first segment. At the end, the range of motion
allowed by the µ-analysis is rather small and reduces the effector workspace to a limited
cartesian space. The advantage of the iterative approach is to maximize the variation of the
first joint, extending greatly the cartesian workspace.

Table 8.6: Subsets of the joint angles guaranteeing performance by µ-analysis

Case Value Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6 µC µR
Limits Min -90◦ -45◦ 0◦ -175◦ -90◦ -175◦

Max +90◦ +175◦ +175◦ +45◦ +175◦ +175◦
σ2-Performance Min -49◦ +161◦ +162◦ -173◦ +160◦ -175◦ 2.41 1.81

Max +49◦ +173◦ +173◦ -161◦ +173◦ +175◦ 2.41 2.22
σ4-Performance Min -22◦ +58◦ +84◦ -114◦ +29◦ -180◦ 6.51 2.15

Max +22◦ +114◦ +127◦ -58◦ +99◦ +180◦ 6.51 4.23
σ2-Iterative 5-1 Min -82◦ +138◦ +154◦ -174◦ +164◦ -175◦ - -

Max +82◦ +174◦ +174◦ -146◦ +172◦ +175◦ - -
σ4-Iterative 5-1 Min -58◦ +56◦ +92◦ -100◦ +58◦ -180◦ - -

Max +58◦ +116◦ +119◦ -74◦ +72◦ +180◦ - -
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Figure 8.19: Singular values of the weighted performance transfer for the uncertain flexible
model

µ-analysis on the flexible case Finally, the robust performance problem may be inves-
tigated by the Matlab function sigma to compute the singular values of a great number of
randoms configurations. An illustrative example is provided in Figure 8.19, where the per-
formance transfer between (w, z) in Figure 8.17 is plotted for random configurations among
the ranges of variation. It turns out that the maximum value for these random cases is at
least a lower bound of the real µ-bound. In the example, a value of 55.6 dB is obtained,
which corresponds to a factor of reduction of 99.8% on the uncertain parameters to reach
the robust performance.

Is is obvious that the simple PD controller performance is limited on the flexible case, and
should be augmented with a roll-off contribution of even by a wide notch filter on the fre-
quencies of the peaks.

Conclusion

The control of a space robot has been investigated throughout this section. The control archi-
tecture was first described with the two different loops that control the open-loop behaviors
of the system and its guidance at a higher level. A fast control based on PD controllers
was synthesized to ensure a given requirement on the disturbance rejection, while the second
loop was based on a partitioning of the effector reference trajectory between the base and the
manipulator motions. These control laws were tested in simulation in Section 9.1 to asses
the performances and the limitations of the present design.
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CHAPTER 9 VALIDATION OF CONTROL LAWS

The validation of the safe capture of a tumbling debris by a space robot is detailed in this
last part. Many steps have already been validated separately. The dynamics simulation
has been checked, based on the energy drift along time, and it was shown how some of
the approximate models preserved this quantity while reducing the simulation time. From
the control point of view, a robust analysis has been performed on the closed-loop system
including the flexible behavior of the segments. Lastly, the guidance of the arm has been
validated by numerical considerations, ensuring that the trajectory can track the target, and
eventually synchronizes exactly with it. In the sequel, the global validation is led by inter-
connecting all these sub-parts together. A numerical scheme is introduced first, and then
the robotic test bench used at TAS is detailed along with the results obtained experimentally.

The numerical scheme used in simulation is introduced first. All the previous parts of the
thesis are summarized into this scheme: the dynamics chapter is used to simulate the be-
havior of a space robot in weightlessness, the control one provides a closed-loop controller
coping with flexibilities and performances, and the path planner generates smooth trajecto-
ries of capture for the robot guidance. A global scheme is then introduced and the numerical
results of simulation are discussed in the following.

Finally, a second part addresses more specifically the problem of validating space dynamics
or kinematics with Earth-based system, like the robotic test bench used at TAS. This crucial
issue is first discussed to highlight the outcomes of performing terrestrial experiments for
space systems. The test bench is quickly detailed through the physical components available
and the network used to ensure the real-time coupling between simulation dynamics and the
real robots motion and measurements. The few results obtained are introduced and discussed
at the end.
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Figure 9.1: Schematic view of the bodies and frames involved in the simulation

9.1 Numerical Validation

The numerical validation of the control laws is performed based on the architecture introduced
in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 for the kinematic scheme recalled in Figure 9.1. The global control
scheme is built using the software Matlab/Simulink and the sub-blocks are coming from the
different parts of the thesis, as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Its structure is first described to
emphasize the design features of each sub-blocks, and then the numerical results of capture
are presented. The discussion is led for the centralized and decentralized controllers of the
manipulator, as well as for the rigid and flexible models of the whole spacecraft.

9.1.1 High-fidelity simulator

The elements of the simulator presented in Figure 9.2 are detailed hereafter w.r.t. their goal
in the simulation. Each of them represents one topic of the thesis, and is implemented in a
general manner, in order to simulate the behavior of any space robot.

The following notation is used in the scheme:

FrameExpression_x_FrameReference_Body

where (x,xDot,xDDot) denote a state vector and its successive time derivatives, Body is the
body considered, FrameReference is the frame of reference w.r.t. which the states are
derived, and FramExpression is the frame of expression of the states. The frames are either
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Figure 9.2: Simulation scheme based on the inner/outer loops

the inertial frame, denoted by “i”, or the chaser body-fixed frame, denoted by cb, for “central
body”. Concerning the bodies, the names cb and eff are used to denote the quantities related
to the central body and to the effector. The addition of Ref at the end of the signal names
refers to the reference quantities used in control.

As seen in Figure 9.2, the main blocks of the simulator represent the global control architec-
ture introduced in Figure 8.2. They are listed as follows:

Path planner This block contains the optimal capture trajectory introduced in
Chapter 7, that serves as reference for the end-effector guidance.
These data are recorded prior to the simulation, based on the
propagation of the debris dynamics and of the resulting target
trajectory. The output is the effector trajectory expressed in the
chaser body-fixed frame;

Outer Loop The outer loop contains the guidance algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 8.1. Based on the desired end-effector trajectory, the coordi-
nated control invert the Jacobian matrix to obtain the reference
to follow by the central body and by the manipulator joints;

Inner Loop The low-level loop consists in the PD controller designed and
studied in Chapter 8. The decentralized structure between the
AOCS and the arm controller is implemented inside this block;

Chaser Dynamics The whole modeling part of the thesis in Chapters 4 to 6 is sum-
marized in this block. The inverse and forward dynamics are
performed simultaneously to compute respectively, the nonlinear
Coriolis and centrifugal terms, and the inverse of the mass ma-
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trix. It applies for both rigid and flexible segments thanks to
the common dynamic models introduced earlier. The resulting
states accelerations are also integrated twice inside this block, to
provide the inertial position and speed of the chaser expressed in
its body-fixed frame;

Kinematics The flexible kinematics and kinetics provide the end-effector states,
in both position/attitude and linear/angular speed. In addition,
the Jacobian matrices are computed in this block to minimize
the number of embedded scripts in the scheme;

Inertial Change of Frame This block performs only the rotation of the input quantities from
the chaser body-fixed frame to the inertial frame;

Visualization/Recording These last blocks gather all the signals of the scheme to plot them
and save them in the Matlab workspace.

This high-fidelity simulator is based on the flexible model of a space robot, according to
the models derived at the beginning of the thesis. The data used for the spacecraft and for
the manipulator are described in appendices D.1.3 and D.2.1. The spacecraft is based on
the DEOS project and weighs around 800 kg, while the manipulator comes from a design
performed by MDA for the French company TAS. It weighs 63 kg and is 6-meters long
with two main flexible segments. The modes obtained for this manipulator are provided in
appendix D.1.3, and some of them exhibit low frequencies around 4 rad/s. Recalling that the
manipulator controller is designed for a reference frequency of 0.7 rad/s, these modes create
great difficulties in simulation due to the simplicity of the controller.

The results of these simulations are now presented to compare the decentralized and central-
ized controllers of the manipulator. They are thoroughly studied on the rigid model, but the
closed-loop flexible one proves to be highly unstable in simulation.

9.1.2 Simulation results

The data used to assess the performances of a given controller are based on the list of
requirements fixed in Table 8.1. They are summarized as follows:

• The capture trajectory must be tracked with a maximal error of 1 cm;

• The base must be maintained below the limit of 0.3◦ for communication purpose;

• The base actuators and the joint torques are subject to saturations.
Besides, the base consumption is also evaluated by integrating the base command (i.e., forces
commanded to the thrusters) to compute the mass of fuel consumed during the maneuver.
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The following relation is used to obtain it ((Weeden, 2011), p.531):

mfuel = 1
g0 Isp

∫ t

0
‖u(t)‖dt (9.1)

with g0 = 9.81m/s2 denoting the Earth gravity acceleration, Isp the thrusters specific im-
pulse, and eventually u = fb + nb/d the thrusters command according to the required
AOCS force fb and torque nb. The distance d stands for the lever arm from the thrusters
location to the base CoM.

9.1.2.1 Rigid case

The results are presented for the rigid model of the space robot with the decentralized con-
troller in Figure 9.3, and with the centralized one in Figure 9.4. First, it clearly appears
that the capture requirement is fulfilled: both controllers synchronize the end-effector
with the desired accuracy of 1 cm. There is a slight advantage for the centralized con-
troller, whose the error remains the lowest. The main difference lies in the base reaction to
the manipulator motion.

Indeed, the AOCS controller is not sufficiently effective to reject the disturbances coming
from the arm. This drawback is due to the slow requirement used on its weighting function
during the synthesis. A large difference is noticeable on the base motion, that prevent the
fulfillment of the attitude requirement of 0.3◦. The maximum angular drift is around 1◦ in
the centralized case, and it rises to 4◦ in the decentralized one.

Having a look on the resulting base torques, this result suggests that the actuators on the
base are not capable of managing the arm disturbances. Indeed, the peaks of command are
always crossing the limits of 5Nm. One may think of using CMG instead of Reaction Wheel
(RW) for example. It is also worth mentioning that the Jacobian inversion in the guidance
may be the source of these peaks. They are observed on the joint torques and are then
transmitted to the base. Since no feedforward control is considered in this controller, the
base does not anticipate from the discontinuous motions of the manipulator.
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Figure 9.3: Results of simulation for the decentralized controller on the rigid space robot
model; (a) 3D trajectory of the end-effector and of the target; (b) AOCS efforts and joint
torques; (c) Linear and angular drift of the base during the maneuver; (d) Norm of the
tracking error of the end-effector w.r.t. the desired capture trajectory, and w.r.t. the real
target position.
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Figure 9.4: Results of simulation for the centralized controller on the rigid space robot model;
(a) 3D trajectory of the end-effector and of the target; (b) AOCS efforts and joint torques;
(c) Linear and angular drift of the base during the maneuver; (d) Norm of the tracking error
of the end-effector w.r.t. the desired capture trajectory, and w.r.t. the real target position.
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Figure 9.5: Mass of fuel consumed during
the maneuver of capture to maintain the
chaser at a safe distance and to counteract
the disturbances coming from the manipu-
lator motion

A last analysis is performed on the mass of fuel
used during the maneuver. The consumption of
both strategies are presented in Figure 9.5. On
this graph, the centralized controller reduces
drastically the consumption of the base actu-
ators by minimizing the disturbances coming
from the arm. The AOCS torques mainly ex-
ceed the limit during the initial base maneu-
ver to reach the safety position. After that,
they remain inside the bounds. This conclu-
sion is further supported by the base torques
in Figure 9.4b, and by the diagonal terms of
the proportional gains gathered for the AOCS
and the manipulator in Table 9.1. Indeed, the
centralized controller accounts for the arm cou-
pling and, as a consequence, its matrices contains smaller gains since they are full. On the
other hand, the decentralized controller results in higher gains only on the diagonal, that
make it more sensitive to the noise introduced by the Jacobian inversion.

The main conclusion of these analyses is that the guidance seems to be the main source of
concern for the compliance with the set of requirements listed above. Indeed, when the arm is
close to a singular configuration, the inversion of the ill-conditioned Jacobian matrix leads to
discontinuous references for the inner loop. This phenomenon creates the peaks observed on
the joint torques, and their transmission to the base causes a higher fuel consumption. A more
robust guidance scheme should be developed to better handle the singular configurations.

An alternative solution is to use the centralized controller with smaller gains, in order to
limit the sensitivity to the numerical noise. As illustrated for this case, the command pro-
file on both the manipulator and the base remains smooth and reduces drastically the fuel
consumption in the absence of singular configurations.

Table 9.1: Proportional gains setting of the decentralized and centralized arm controllers

Base Axis x y z φ θ ψ
diag(Kpdec) 58 286 469 23 1539 1668
diag(Kpcen) 18 19 170 35 243 135

Arm Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6
diag(Kpdec) 157 471 198 84 76 0.002
diag(Kpcen) 46 518 158 642 7 0.003
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Figure 9.6: Results of open-loop simulation for the decentralized controller on the flexible
space robot model; (a) Errors on the relative coordinates of the base w.r.t. a given reference;
(b) Errors on the joint angles w.r.t. a given configuration.

Flexible case The flexible case proves to be very unstable in simulation. Only the inner-
loop remains stable when a reference is set on the base coordinates and on the joint angles.
Otherwise, the outer-loop is very sensitive and becomes easily unstable when the current
guidance scheme is tuned manually. A synthesis method should be developed to ensure that
the global loop is stable. There are two main sources of instability: the numerical ones, and
the intrinsic ones. The first ones are assumed to be handled automatically by the advanced
solver embedded in Simulink, or by setting manually a fixed time step, small enough to
prevent any unstable behavior.

On the other hand, the intrinsic stability of the outer loop should be studied more thoroughly
to set the gains of the control law, Gb and Gm. An open-loop test is presented to assess the
inner-loop performances in Figure 9.6. A step reference is sent on each input: the base
position and attitude, and the joint angles. It results that the PD controller is very limited
on the flexible model, even with very high gains. The time response on each input is around
50 s., which is too slow to prevent the unstable behavior in closed loop. Therefore, a more
sophisticated controller should be designed on the flexible model to provide a stable simulation
of capture.
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9.2 Experimental Validation

Experiments have been conducted from the fall of 2014 to the spring of 2015 at TAS. The
goal was to perform the simulation of a robotic capture with HIL. The test bench used for
this experiment is illustrated in Figure 9.7. Two industrial robotic arms IRB 2400/16 made
by ABB were used to simulate the behavior of the target from one side, and of the chaser
on the other. This latter was mounted on a base moving on a rail of 10 meters, allowing
to reproduce the phase of rendezvous as well. In the sequel, a quick discussion is led about
the validity and the added value of terrestrial experiments for space system like the space
robot, then the components of the test bench itself are described, and finally the few results
obtained are presented.

Figure 9.7: Robotic test bench used to simulate the on-orbit kinematics of a capture

9.2.1 Pros/Cons of an Earth-based Simulator

Keeping in mind that the robotic motions of the test bench aims at reproducing the behavior
in weightlessness of a tumbling debris and of a moving-base manipulator, inherent limita-
tions exist due to the gravity field. The main problem is to faithfully mimic the free-floating
dynamics while counteracting this gravity, which obviously reduce the potential validations
in terms of kinematics, kinetics and dynamics.

From a dynamic viewpoint, it seems quite clear from the literature review that conditions of
weightlessness cannot be reproduced on Earth because of the gravity field. The best com-
pensation systems, like the underwater facilities used to train the astronauts, are always
introducing bias efforts that do not exist on orbit, like friction and drag. Concerning the
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gravity compensation based on springs or tethers, they only compensate the weight in one
direction and often in a static case of equilibrium, not in a dynamic one. The best compro-
mise between the costs and the faithful behavior in weightlessness seems to be the planar test
bench with air bearings. The 2D dynamics are almost exactly reproduced since the friction
can be lowered and large areas of motion can be used (Rybus et al., 2013). Therefore, using
the TAS robotics test bench base on industrial manipulators, it appears clearly that only
kinematics and kinetics validation are available.

Indeed, one of the trendy axis of research nowadays is the HIL validation of space components
like cameras or lasers (Boge et al., 2010). The idea is to simulate in real-time the dynamics
in weightlessness, to reproduce the resulting kinematics using a fast control loop on the
industrial manipulators that mimic the spacecrafts, and then to check the behavior of the
component undergoing test with mockups and illumination conditions (Aghili et al., 2010; Xu
et al., 2007). One major limitation in this type of experiments is the time delay introduced
during the real-time simulation, since it can destabilize the global closed-loop system by
further slowing down the feedback of the component itself. This latter is already costly
in terms of time with advanced image processing for the camera for example. This bias
would even prevent an effective component from being validated or from reaching its best
performances, if the additional time delay of simulation is too important. Thus, the dynamics
simulation must be optimized and the communication delays need to be well understood prior
to any HIL experiment. One last problem of HIL is the need for a realistic environment.
That means complete darkness in background, and specific directional lighting conditions
to mimic the Sun and test the image processing performances in illumination conditions.
Many of these requirements are fulfilled on the DLR’s robotic test bench called European
Proximity Operations Simulator (EPOS), which could serve as a reference setup for further
improvements.

Once these limitations are taken into account, a robotic test bench with industrial manip-
ulators offers many ways to investigate the control stability and performances with actual
sensors in the loop. The main advantage of this approach is to introduce the real noise and
delay of the components, and to check their compatibility with the requirements specification.
Using only numerical simulation with a network of computers, the costs are greatly reduced
compared to on-orbit experiments or zero-gravity test beds (Stoll et al., 2012). For the ex-
ample of the TAS test bench, the real on-orbit dynamics is reproduced by a high-fidelity
simulator and a Bumblebee camera is embedded on the chaser robot to provide a relative
position and attitude feedback of the target. This setup allowed to validate capture devices
as well, using prototype grasping tools mounted on the manipulator dedicated to the chaser.
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An illustrative example of this kind of validation is given by the CSA test bench in (Rekleitis
et al., 2007).

The TAS test bench is now described into further details, and the results obtained for the
simulation of a capture in weightlessness are presented.

9.2.2 Test bench layout

The test bench is made of two ABB manipulators. One is fixed on the ground and reproduces
the behavior of the target, while the other is mounted on a rail and represents the chaser in
approach. For sake of brevity, the industrial manipulators and their corresponding quantities
are directly referred to as “chaser” or “target”. First, the control architecture of each robot
is presented based on their controller, called IRC5. Then the frames used in simulation
are introduced. They allow to reproduce the motion obtained by simulation on the real
test bench by applying some scaling and offset factors, in order to respect the manipulators
workspaces. Then the simulator embedded on the real-time module is presented, to emphasize
the additional blocks w.r.t. the previous simulation scheme.

Control network of the industrial manipulators The whole network structure is illus-
trated in Figure 9.8. Both robots are controlled by a dedicated IRC5 bay. PC3 is a computer
embedded on the chaser robot for image processing, and eventually PC1 is the computer
linked with the real-time module from dSpace. This latter uploads the real-time simulation
scheme with the software Control Desk. The main steps of the experiment may be described
as follows:

1. PC1: The Simulink scheme to emulate on-orbit dynamics is designed and the in-
put/output signal of the experiments are chosen.

2. PC1: Using the dSpace release, the real-time application is built by Matlab.

3. PC1: The software Control Desk uploads and runs the real-time application onto the
dSpace module.

4. PC3: While Control Desk is running the real-time simulation, a remote program ini-
tializes and monitors the communications between the simulation input/output and the
different sub-systems, i.e., the robots and the camera. For both manipulators, the IRC5
bay manages the communication, receives the control inputs from the dSpace module,
and sends it back the measurements. Regarding the image processing, an embedded
C program runs during the simulation and sends constantly the relative distance from
the target.
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Figure 9.8: Robotic test bench setup to simulate the on-orbit kinematics of a capture
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Figure 9.9: Frames introduced to describe the on-orbit capture on the robotic test bench

More precisely, each robot is managed by an IRC5 bay, containing all the necessary hardware
to control the robot and to communicate with it using traditional protocols. It contains in its
internal memory all the necessary key files to control the motion in the different frames defined
by the user, and it is also used to define a security zone with a bounded workspace. Two solu-
tions are available to control the manipulator: either by the remote panel linked to the IRC5
bay, called “FlexPendant”, or remotely, using the communication network to communicate
with this bay. Obviously, for the experimental validation proposed here, the manipulators
are controlled using the ABB programming language, called “RAPID”. A dedicated program
manages the communication with the network in order to receive the commands, to perform
them, and to finally send the current position and attitude of the tool back to the dSpace
module.

Testbench frames In order to describe the motion of the robot in this environment,
various frames have been introduced. They are illustrated in Figure 9.9, as follows:

• The world frame is attached to the room and is the main reference to express the distances
from the observer point of view;

• The simu frame is the inertial frame of the real world environment. It is introduced to
perform scaling and rotation w.r.t. the world frame, in order to make the spacecraft motion
fit the actual workspace of the industrial robots;

• For each of them, three additional frames are introduced, denoted by the letter “C” to refer
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Figure 9.10: Rail motion according to the relative position of the arm base from the target
in simulation

to the chaser, and by the the letter “T” for the target.
– The base frame is attached to the manipulator base. For the target, this frame is fixed

w.r.t. the world frame, but for the chaser, it is moving linearly along the rail axis;
– The tool frame is attached at the end of the last segment, where the tool is mounted

on the arm;
– The eff frame is attached at the end of the tool. In the target case, it is located at the

grapple fixture, which is the center of a green circle on the TAS bench. For the chaser,
this point is located at the grasping mechanism, which is represented by the center of
the camera lenses on the bench;

• One extra frame baseC0
is introduced to account for the motion of the chaser on the rail.

As seen from Figure 9.9, this frame represents the reference position of the chaser on the
rail, for which a calibrated distance has been computed w.r.t. the world frame.

Rail Motion The linear distance drail of the chaser is computed from this last frame baseC.
The choice is made to reproduce the distance of the arm base from the target during the on-
orbit motion. In other words, the relative position of the arm base w.r.t. the grapple fixture
in the “real world” is projected along the direction of approach between both spacecraft,
which is assumed constant. The position of the chaser on the rail is driven by this projection,
which reduces the 3D motion to only one DoF. The parallel between the “real world” in
simulation and its projection onto the test bench is illustrated in Figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.11: Global HIL structure of the Simulink scheme emulating the the on-orbit dy-
namics of the closed-loop system

Real-time simulator Regarding the simulator embedded on the dSpace module, a slight
difference is introduced with the purely numerical one. Indeed, the experimental setup al-
lowed to perform an HIL validation with the use of the Bumblebee camera and its dedicated
image processing. Hence, the Simulink model include the feedback from a communication
module receiving the data through the network and using them in the control of the chaser
inside the simulation of the “real world”. The numerical scheme of control for the whole test
bench is illustrated in Figure 9.11.

Three main blocks are used to represent the different elements mentioned above. The first
one, called “Robotic Capture Simulation”, propagates the on-orbit dynamics of both the
chaser and the debris using the previous scheme of the numerical validation step. The main
difference is that the camera feedback is no longer computed from the simulation data, but
comes from the real hardware components with the inherent noise and delay. Apart from
that, the dynamics are simulated from the thesis rigid models for a single body, in the target
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case, and for multi-body systems, in the chaser case. Indeed, the flexible models were not
fully developed at the time of the experiments.

The second block, called “Test Bench Dynamics”, contains the control strategy of the indus-
trial manipulators. The on-orbit motions coming from the simulation are dispatched between
the target and the chaser arms, according to the choices made for the simu frame introduced
above. The block must provide “feasible” commands to the robots in terms of position and
attitude, i.e., commands that lie in the workspace including the security limits. All the cal-
ibration data are also applied at this step, in order to reproduce as faithfully as possible
the on-orbit kinematics. Since the robots are mounted on different supports, their axis of
motion are not exactly aligned and these drifts must be accounted for when computing the
commands. In addition, the commands sent to the IRC5 bays are modular and can be split
w.r.t. to the linear and angular motion. For example, in the following results of simulation,
the attitude of the end-effector embedded on the space robot is not reproduced because it
would rotate the camera too. This would lead the target to go out of the camera field-of-
view because of the implementation of a security offset, as illustrated in Figure 9.9. This
is the only difference with the real on-orbit kinematics, except that the quantities from the
simulation are scaled and translated to fit the test bench workspace.

Finally, the last block, called “DS4504 Interface”, stands for the communication setup of the
dSpace module. All the protocols and data encoding are implemented inside. They allow
to write the messages in the form and with the tags required by the IRC5 bays and their
RAPID programs, using the XML frames required by the ABB convention. Similarly, the
measurements are received and decoded through this block, before entering the small camera
block at the bottom of Figure 9.8. This block is actually an extension of the image processing
step that was not yet implemented: it transforms the distances from pixels to meters. This
is explained in more detail in the next sub-section.

Image processing The embedded camera on the chaser robot is a “Bumblebee2” stereo
camera produced by PointGrey18. The image processing is performed on the PC3 computer
on Figure 9.8, which is attached to the base of the chaser robot. Using the two images of
its lenses, the depth information can be inferred from specific features in the picture. The
resulting vector of position of the object in the picture is given in pixels in the plane of the
camera, and in meters in the depth axis, as illustrated in Figure 9.12. Once computed, these
data are sent to the dSpace module to be used in the Simulink model. Currently on the
TAS bench, a sheet of paper with four green circles stands for the target. Each circle is ana-
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Figure 9.12: Image processing to identify the target position and attitude from the embedded
camera

lyzed through the stereoscopic vision, and its distance from the camera is computed. These
relative positions allow to deduce the relative attitude of the sheet of paper w.r.t. the camera.

A last detail must be mentioned concerning the relative position used in the feedback. The
raw data coming from the camera and expressed in pixels are sent directly into a TCP/IP
socket for the feedback. In order to use it in the control law, a conversion must be performed
to obtain the vector expressed in meters. Denoting the planar position of the object in pixels
by (u, v)pix, and its distance from the camera expressed in meters by z, the planar position
in meters is obtained by the following relations based on the classic Thales’ theorem:

x = ‖x‖ ρ
f

(
upix − ucpix

)
and y = ‖x‖ ρ

f

(
vpix − vcpix

)
(9.2)

where the lateral position in meters are denoted by x and y, f = 2.5mm is the lens focal
distance, and ρ = 4.65µm is the physical size of a pixel on the sensor. Besides, the frame
toolC of the camera is assumed to be located at the center of the two lenses and with the
Z-axis along the line of sight. It means that the reference coordinates in pixels are given by
(uc, vc)pix at the center of the image.

These considerations allow to write the transformation from the pixel space to the cartesian
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frame toolC as follows:


x

y

z

 =


‖z‖/f 0 0

0 ‖z‖/f 0
0 0 1




upix

vpix

z

−

ucpix

vcpix

0


 (9.3)

Each component of the test bench has been covered in the previous sections, from the network
structure, to the industrial controllers, passing by the real-time simulator and the image
processing used to closed the loop. The experimental results are presented in the following
for a given test case.

9.2.3 Experimental results

The experimental results are presented at two levels. First, the delay introduced by the whole
network communication has been investigated, in order to lower the expected controller per-
formances. Then, the output of the experiments are given by the relative distance measured
by the camera between the chaser’s end-effector and the target point. The test case used
in simulation is first detailed to emphasize which hypotheses have been made in order to
perform a stable closed-loop, and then the experimental accuracy of the capture is presented.

9.2.3.1 Modeling hypotheses

The embedded simulation performs the capture of a small space debris by a chaser satellite,
equipped with a robotic arm of 3DoF. The chaser data are taken from (Umetani and Yoshida,
1989b), with a base of 2 tons with a square basis of 3.5meters, and a manipulator with two
main segments of 2.5 meters each. The debris consists of a small cylinder-shaped spacecraft
with a 75 cm radius, a 50 kg mass, and an initial angular rate of 11◦/s1. The goal of the
simulation is to synchronize the chaser’s effector with a target point located on the border
of the debris. To do this, the “real world” dynamics which drives the robots motion is based
on the previous simulator, as seen in 9.13. It is based on the following main hypothesis:

• Dynamics in weightlessness (orbital mechanics neglected);

• Rigid bodies only (no flexible panels or flexible segments);

• Perfect inertial sensors;

• Real camera feedback with noise and delay ;

• Perfect actuators;

• An optimal capture trajectory is computed a priori to the maneuver.
1This tumbling rate is among the fastest that are expected on-orbit, according to (Bonnal et al., 2013).
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Figure 9.13: Visual interface of the simulator to check the on-orbit capture

This simplified model is used because the main goal was to validate the closed-loop simulation
capability of the test bench. Later works in the company would benefit from all the work
done to set up this test bench.

9.2.3.2 Results of the experiment

Before presenting the results, we briefly come back to the delay introduced by the network
communication. This point is crucial for an efficient HIL since it determines the complex-
ity of the dynamic scheme that can be used for the real-time simulation. The faster the
communications are performed, the more complex the controller can be.

The main limitations on the closed-loop performances are coming from the communication
delays. Very efficient control structures can be imagined and validated numerically, but once
embedded on the dSpace module, the closed-loop is destabilized by the delay. In order to
evaluate the delay of the industrial manipulators, commands were sent to them and received
back, as illustrated in Figure 9.14. The analysis of these curves provide a mean delay of
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Figure 9.14: Delay in the IRC5 control loop of the industrial manipulator

approximately 80ms. Therefore, the initial controller performance were reduced in terms of
bandwidth, by reducing their gains. This approach was gradually performed by hand because
it was almost impossible to predict in advance the additional delay required to compute the
simulation itself at one time step. This latter was much depending on the closed loop com-
plexity, and the instability may come from a simple additional filter in the loop.

Once the controller performance is set sufficiently low to prevent the system instability, the
experiment of a capture is performed. The resulting accuracy for the example described above
is presented in Figure 9.15. From the scheme in Figure 9.9, the world frame is represented
in the (X,Z) plane, with the X-axis horizontal from the target to the chaser, the Z-axis
upward, and the Y -axis to obtain a direct frame. Therefore, the lateral distances are given
by the Y and Z signals in the plots, while the longitudinal one along the approach direction
is given by the X signal. This latter is stabilized around the value of 2 m because a security
offset was set between both manipulators to avoid any contact.
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Figure 9.15: Vector components from the chaser’s end-effector (i.e., the camera) to the target
point (i.e., the biggest green circle)

From these results, the capture is validated with a mean error on the norm of the relative
distance of 33.4 mm on a time horizon starting at 40 s, when the maneuver of capture seems
completed. The resulting mean values, the errors and variances are summarized in Table 9.2.
It can be seen that the mean value is actually very close to zero with a maximum bias of
only 2 mm on the X-axis, while the mean error on this same axis rises to 1.1 cm. Similar
mean values are obtained on the lateral axes, but a greater mean error. It means that the
image processing is more accurate on the lateral axes than on the depth direction, but that
it is more sensitive to the noise on these same lateral axes than the in-depth one. This
conclusion is further strengthened by the variance results showing greater variations on the
lateral axes. One explication to this phenomenon may be found in the transformation from
pixels to distances in (9.3). Indeed, it is recalled that the lateral offsets in pixels are divided
by the depth distance to obtain their values in meters. Therefore, a reasonable error on the
in-depth value is magnified on the lateral ones by this operation.
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Table 9.2: Mean error and variance of the relative distance during the capture

Axis Value Error

Mean Variance Mean Variance

X 2.0 mm 210 11.3 mm 87

Y 0.1 mm 495 19.5 mm 116

Z - 1.0 mm 505 19.7 mm 117

A second experiment was performed with the same simulation but at the calibration level.
Carrying on the kinematic computations based on the measurements of the industrial ro-
bots, it is possible to assess the validity of the calibration data by comparing them with the
image processing output. The results are plotted in Figure 9.15. It is clearly seen than the
signal obtained by kinematic computations is very close to the camera one. The mean error
between both signal on the norm of the global vector is only of 18.3 mm. Clearly, it seems
quite intricate to decouple this error between the noise on the industrial robot measurements
and the one coming from the camera. After all, the calibration of the test bench remains
a key element to reduce as much as possible the sources of error. For comparison purpose,
the EPOS test bench is able to perform a linear positioning of 0.3 mm and an angular one
of 0.2◦. With such positioning accuracy, the previous results would be directly linked to the
camera noise and not to the industrial manipulators.

Conclusion and Improvements
As a conclusion, these experiments allowed to prove only partially all the dynamics and the
control laws developed throughout the thesis, but their interest lies in the Hardware-In-the-
Loop (HIL) capability with the potential validation of hardware components such as cameras
or lasers. One main source of concern when performing such experiments are the computation
time and the calibration data. The first one is critical to update at each time step both the
on-orbit dynamics and the controller output based on a delayed and noisy measurement. The
second point must be performed prior to any experiment, and using very accurate sensors in-
ertially fixed in the room. Since the material was not at disposal at the time of this 6-months
stay at TAS, an ad hoc calibration has been performed but may be one of the sources of errors.
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As potential improvements for the future, many ideas can be found in the EPOS test bench
(Boge and Ma, 2011). The current TAS test bench could be fully insulated to reproduce a
darker background, closer to the space environment. A spot could be introduced to simulate
the sun light coming from only one direction. More realistic mock-ups could be used to
represent the debris on the target robot, in order to test more advanced image processing. A
grapple mechanism could be mounted on the chaser as well to test the actual capture of an
object. Doing this, a lot of care must be given to the mechanical closed loop arising at the
instant of capture, since the robot may be damaged by too important efforts at the interface
if a force control is not implemented.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 Summary of contributions

This thesis went through the modeling and the control of a space robot with the aim of
capturing a tumbling debris in orbit. The main contributions are summarized hereafter for
the different topics involved in this project. Their advantages and limitations are emphasized
before giving more advice for future works.

Modeling of flexible multi-body systems with a moving base The modeling of a
multi-body system was investigated first for fixed-base structures, like industrial manipula-
tors, in order to provide a common framework to describe their kinematics and dynamics
with both rigid and flexible elements. A simplification of the flexible dynamics was proposed
to reduce the computational burden of the simulations, while maintaining a high level of
accuracy. Then, the dynamic model was augmented with the motion of the base undergoing
external efforts. In the scope of space robots, the gravitational forces and the external on-
orbit disturbances applying on this base were accounted for in the modeling phase. Using the
Decoupled Natural Orthogonal Complement (DeNOC) framework, these steps were performed
by using a local approach describing the dynamics of each element separately, in order to use
the same model recursively for chain-like manipulators. As illustrated throughout the thesis,
the models were written in a similar fashion that allowed to switch easily from the rigid
to the flexible dynamics of an element, by simply updating its mass and twist-propagation
matrices.

To perform the capture of a tumbling debris, the space robot must propagate the dynamics
of the target point over time. To that end, a simple rigid model in rotation was proposed,
knowing that a flexible one could be easily developed with the modeling tools introduced for
the chaser.

Path planning with acceleration continuity at capture Assuming that the debris
dynamics was accurately estimated, the space robot path planning consisted in finding the
best way to move the end-effector toward the target point. A revisited path planner was
introduced to provide the acceleration continuity at the instant of capture. The resulting
trajectory aimed at performing a smoother capture, by allowing the end-effector to track the
natural motion of the target before closing the grasping mechanism. Indeed, this requirement
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on the acceleration yielded a continuous profile of the control efforts, meaning that a more
robust capture was expected if uncertainties appear on the target dynamics.

This trajectory planning was based on the optimal control theory and was solved using the
Pontryagin’s minimum principle. The debris dynamics was considered explicitly, while the
trajectory was supposed to be generated by its third order time derivative.

LFT modeling of the robotic mass matrix for robust stability and performance
In order to follow this desired capture trajectory, a space robot controller was designed and
synthesized in the thesis. A two level control law was proposed, with an inner loop allowing
to efficiently reach a desired system configuration, while a second outer loop performed the
global guidance. Two strategies for the inner loop were investigated with centralized and
decentralized controllers, whose synthesis was based on the structured H∞ framework. This
approach allowed to specify a list of requirements in the frequency domain and to optimize
the gains of a controller with a fixed structure. This was in sharp contrast with the older
H∞ methods that provide a full order controller. Lastly, the outer loop was built on a
basic guidance scheme that coordinated the motion of the spacecraft with the motion of the
manipulator, using the Jacobian matrix.

A strong contribution of the thesis was represented by the LFT modeling of any robotic
system. A general formulation of the uncertain model of a rotation matrix w.r.t. its angle
was first obtained under its minimal form. Then, this model was used recursively to describe
any multi-body system w.r.t. the mechanical configuration of its joints. This tool was
introduced for the first time to perform stability and performance µ-analyses on robotic
manipulators. It allowed to derive the reduced ranges of motion of the joint angles, that
ensured the performances for any arm configuration among them.

Closed-loop simulation on a robotic test bench with HIL Finally, the proposed
control law for the space robot was partially validated on a robotic test bench with indus-
trial manipulators. Numerical simulations were first performed to assess the validity of the
control strategy, and to evaluate its computational burden as well. The delay required for its
computation proved to be a critical feature for real-time simulation with hardware compo-
nents. Bringing together the dynamic models and the control and guidance laws, the on-orbit
behavior of the space robot and of the debris were obtained by numerical simulations, and re-
produced on the robotic test bench. The final contribution of the thesis was the performance
of a debris capture in weightlessness using a closed-loop scheme to guide the space robot with
Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) components, namely a camera and its image processing software.
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The main contributions of the thesis have been summarized above, and give rise to many
more questions for future theoretical works and experiments. Some of them are proposed in
the sequel.

10.2 Recommendations for future works

The current algorithms and control laws developed during this project may be improved
manyfold to provide more efficient and more accurate strategies for the control of space
robots. They are listed below according to the main topics of the thesis.

Modeling of tree-type systems and mechanical closed loop As mentioned in the
modeling chapter, strong hypotheses were made on the space robot structure, with the as-
sumption of a “star-shaped” system. Many improvements at the modeling level may be
brought by extending the dynamic algorithms to tree-type systems according to the work of
(Shah et al., 2012a). Doing this, the model of sophisticated structures could be obtained,
like the Dextre manipulator on the ISS for example. Besides, closed-loop dynamics might
be useful for the post-capture phase, and can still be obtained with the DeNOC framework
(Saha et al., 2013). Indeed, the grasping of a debris by a multi-manipulator robot would lead
to strong efforts at the interface. Though the modeling of such system in open-loop configu-
ration is already possible with the algorithms in this thesis, their extension for the closed-loop
configuration would be necessary for the study of the post-capture with a multi-arm chaser.

Another wide area of improvements is available for the modeling of the flexible behavior.
Indeed, in-joint elasticities were not included in the thesis but may be considered as inter-
mediate segments undergoing torsion. The impact of the presented distributed flexibility
compared to this in-joint elasticity is worth studying. This analysis must provide more accu-
rate models to design the controllers, and also to simulate the system in real-time by reducing
dynamics to the main terms. In addition to the flexible modeling features, the algorithms
may be extended for different representations of the flexibility, like the widespread Finite
Element Method (FEM) instead of the AMM used throughout this thesis.

Lastly, dedicated elements for space system modeling could be developed from the works of
this thesis. Indeed, additional models could be provided for CMGs and RWs by simplifying
their dynamics using their rotational symmetry. The modeling of actuators and sensors was
not introduced in this thesis and would contribute greatly to a better control of the real
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systems. A graphical user interface could also make the link with a control engineer to model
more easily any multi-body system with mixed rigid and flexible elements.

Path-planner with collision avoidance and improved positioning accuracy At the
path-planning level, many works were mentioned in the literature review and could form the
basis of future researches. Among those, the most critical topics that were not considered
in this thesis were the collision avoidance and the actuators saturations. A good start is
available in (Lampariello, 2013), where a single shooting method allows to solve the global
optimization problem. The main focus of this research is the computation time since space
systems always experience high delays due to the communication with the ground. An
autonomous path planner may be an asset if it could be embedded on-board and computed
in real-time by the space processor.

An interesting strategy for the planning could be to mix both the free-flying control for the
approach phase, with the free-floating one during the capture phase, in order to avoid the
disturbances on the manipulator from the base. Doing this, the planning must be adapted
for each strategy and its continuity at the instant of switching is an interesting problem.

Improved synthesis schemes and robust analysis tools Concerning the control laws,
the synthesis scheme used in the thesis was rather simple and could be augmented with addi-
tional performance transfers for the noise rejection and for the reference tracking. Similarly,
a more complex controller could be developed by adding dynamics in its structure, for better
trajectory tracking performances and to handle more efficiently the lowest flexible modes.
The same synthesis method with the structured H∞ framework may still be used.

At the robustness level, the LFT tools proved to be limited on the space robot system due
to the high repetition of real uncertainties. Improved results may be expected by taking into
account additional complex uncertainties, like delays or actuator dynamics. The main idea is
to obtain worst cases by the computation of the lower bound in the µ-analysis. These latter
would improve the controller robustness by performing a new multi-model synthesis that
includes these worst configurations. For future works, there is also room for improvement to
go further into the control and robustness analysis of the flexible systems.

More realistic test bench simulations Finally, the experimental validation of space
robot control law is already an active field of research. Among the limitations on the work
presented in the thesis, the delays experienced by the network communication was probably
the most important one. In order to reduce as much as possible the impact of the hardware
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components during the experiment, one first needs to evaluate precisely the delays introduced
by each element; namely, the computation of the multi-body dynamics, the communication
through the network, the time response of the industrial robots, etc. The quantification of
the global delay expected in the feedback loop is crucial to reproduce faithfully the on-orbit
kinematics and dynamics to test hardware components.

A last improvement to reach high-fidelity simulations is the realistic reproduction of the
space environment, with a dark background and the use of a lighting spot to simulate the
illumination conditions. These last features have tremendous effects on the image processing
and, as a consequence, on the path planning based on this visual feedback.
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APPENDIX A RIGID MODELING DETAILS

This appendix gathers all the results and computations used in the modeling of rigid manip-
ulators.

First, the Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters are described in appendix A.1, according to
the two main convention available in the literature: the classic and the modified conventions.
A new adapted convention is also developed in order to place the joint frames at a the segment
base. This will be more suited to describe dynamics of elbow-shaped segments in flexible
modeling.

Then, the traditional formula relating Euler angles and their corresponding angular rate or
accelerations are derived in appendix A.2. The similar transformations are also presented for
the quaternions. Even if they are only little covered in the modeling, they are often used in
simulation so this reminder may appear to be useful though.

Finally, all the dynamics algorithms are presented in appendix A.3. It is of the utmost
importance to notice that the demonstrations are performed for the general case using the
standard matrices: iRi+1, M, Ai,i−1 and Pi. Therefore, the resulting algorithms are valid for
both rigid and flexible cases, provided that they are updated with the corresponding model.

A.1 Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters

A.1.1 Classic Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

Introduced in (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955), the classic Denavit Hartenberg (DH) param-
eters are defined to compute any robot kinematics in a systematic way. They define a set of
four parameters for each segment {θi, di, ai, αi}, which describes the translation and rotation
from the frame Ri−1 to the frame Ri, rigidly fixed to the ith segment. With the DH conven-
tion, the Z-axis of Ri−1 is aligned with the ith joint axis. It results that its origin Oi is most
often located at the segment’s end-tip, as illustrated for a planar example in Figure A.1b and
for a manipulator with six joints in Figure A.4a. The ith frame Ri = (Oi|Xi, Yi, Zi) is set
as follows:
• Zi is aligned with the (i+ 1)th joint axis;

• Xi is along the common perpendicular of Zi and Zi−1;

• Yi is chosen to have a direct frame;

• Oi is taken at the intersection of Zi with the common perpendicular of Zi and Zi−1.
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Figure A.1: Classic Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

The kinematic scheme between two successive segments is described by the next steps (see
Figure A.1a):

1. Rot(θi,Z): with θi the angle ∠(Xi−1, Xi) about Zi−1;

2. Trans(di,Z): with di the distance 〈Oi−1, Xi〉 along Zi−1;

3. Trans(ai,X): with ai the distance 〈Zi−1, Oi〉 along Xi;

4. Rot(αi,X): with αi the angle ∠(Zi−1, Zi) about Xi.

A.1.2 Modified Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

Modified parameters were introduced by W. Khalil and J. F. Kleinfinger (Khalil and Kle-
infinger, 1986) to overcome the ambiguous cases arising for tree-type systems. Indeed, the
ith frame is oriented according to the next segment axis in the classic DH convention, so it
becomes unclear when there are multiple segments attached to it. Modified DH parameters
are defined in a similar way but the Z-axis of Ri is aligned with the ith joint axis, instead of
the (i− 1)th one. The difference for the planar example is illustrated in Figure A.2b, and for
the 3D model in Figure A.4b.

With the Khalil convention, the frame Ri = (Oi|Xi, Yi, Zi) is set as follows:

• Zi is aligned with the ith joint axis;

• Xi is along the common perpendicular of Zi and Zi+1;

• Yi is chosen to have a direct frame;

• Oi is taken at the intersection of Zi with the common perpendicular of Zi and Zi+1.
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Figure A.2: Modified Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

The modified DH parameters define the transformation between two following frames accord-
ing to the kinematic scheme illustrated in Figure A.2a. Such a transformation is performed
by following the next steps:

1. Rot(αi+1,X): with αi+1 the angle ∠(Zi, Zi+1) about Xi;

2. Trans(ai+1,X): with ai+1 the distance 〈Oi, Zi+1〉 along Xi;

3. Trans(di+1,Z): with di+1 the distance 〈Xi, Oi+1〉 along Zi+1;

4. Rot(θi+1,Z): with θi+1 the angle ∠(Xi, Xi+1) about Zi+1.

It must be noted the following equivalence with the classic parameters illustrated in Table A.1:
[
αi+1 ai+1 di+1 θi+1

]
Modified

=
[
αi ai di+1 θi+1

]
Classic

A.1.3 Adapted Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

A similar convention is used in this thesis, with a slight change to ensure that Ri is rigidly
fixed at segment’s base and not at its end-tip E or at an imaginary point like it happens for
the Khalil convention. Derived from this latter, the new convention, called adapted, is more
suited to describe the flexible segment considered in the thesis. Indeed, when considering
elbow-shaped segments the new convention makes frame Ri coinciding with the
floating frame of reference Roi . For example, with Khalil convention, when the joint
axis is along the segment’s length and when di parameter is not zero, the frameRi is not fixed
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Figure A.3: Adapted Denavit-Hartenberg parameters

at segment’s base O but at its end-tip E, as illustrated for the first segment in Figure A.4b.
With this new convention, frame Ri is set at the base, as shown in Figure A.4c.

This adapted convention is mainly based on the Khalil one. The same rules are used to
choose the axes (Xi, Yi, Zi) but Oi is set differently :

• Oi is taken at the intersection of Zi with the common perpendicular of Zi−1 and Zi.

The Adapted DH parameters are defined for a new kinematic scheme given in Figure A.3a:

1. Trans(di+1,Z): with di+1 the distance 〈Oi, Zi+1〉 along Zi;

2. Trans(ai+1,X): with ai+1 the distance 〈Oi, Zi+1〉 along Xi;

3. Rot(αi+1,X): with αi+1 the angle ∠(Zi, Zi+1) about Xi;

4. Rot(θi+1,Z): with θi+1 the angle ∠(Xi, Xi+1) about Zi+1.

It must be noted the following equivalence with the classic parameters illustrated in Table A.1:
[
di+1 ai+1 αi+1 θi+1

]
Adapted

=
[
di ai αi θi+1

]
Classic

For example, the DH parameters are compared for each convention: the classic, the modified,
and the adapted one. It yields the following results when the tool frame is described as the
(n+1)th frame. Segment lengths are denoted by li, and joint lengths by d, which are supposed
identical for each joint.
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Table A.1: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the Canadarm in Figure A.4

Classical parameters Khalil parameters Adapted parameters

# θi di ai αi
1 0 l1 0 π/2
2 0 −d l2 0
3 0 −d l3 0
4 0 −d l4 −π/2
5 π/2 d l5 π/2
6 π l6 0 0
E 0 0 0 0

# αi ai di θi
1 0 0 l1 0
2 π/2 0 −d 0
3 0 l2 −d 0
4 0 l3 −d 0
5 −π/2 l4 d π/2
6 π/2 l5 0 π
E 0 0 l6 0

# di ai αi θi
1 0 0 0 −π/2
2 l1 0 π/2 0
3 −d l2 0 0
4 −d l3 0 0
5 −d l4 −π/2 π/2
6 d l5 π/2 π
E l6 0 0 0

A.2 Euler Angles and Quaternions

Euler angles and quaternions are two of the main representations of attitude to describe
system dynamics (Hughes, 1986). Euler angles are also widely used in aeronautics because
they have a direct physical meaning ro represent the angular variations around the nominal
attitude of an aircraft. On the other hand, when angular motion are greater, singularities
may occur with the Euler representations and a fourth parameter is introduce to avoid them.
In that sense, quaternions provide a powerful tool for numerical simulation since they stay
stable for all range of angular motion, and describe rotations by only four parameters.

In the following, rotation matrices are written for both representations. Then, the relation is
given between their time derivative and the angular rate of the corresponding body, as well
as the relation between their acceleration and the time derivative of the angular rate itself.

A.2.1 Direct Cosine Matrix

Let us denote the angular motion of a body called “b” by two representations, namely by
the Euler angles with Ψb , and by the quaternions by Qb. The rotation matrix expresses the
transformation of a vector from one frame to another. It is denoted by IRb to transform a
vector (b)x expressed in frame Rb into (I)x expressed in frame RI. One of the main properties
of rotation matrices is that their inverse is obtained by transposing them, since they belong
to the special orthogonal group SO(3). The transformation of a vector (I)x from RI into Rb

is thus given by bRI = IR>b . Therefore, only one rotation matrix is developed in the sequel,
the one projecting a local vector x from the body-fixed frame to the inertial one:

(I)x = IRb
(b)x (A.1)
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For the quaternion, the Hamilton product is denoted “⊗”, so the definition of a change of
frame reads as follows (Vince, 2012):

(I)x = Qb ⊗ (b)x⊗Q−1
b (A.2)

Euler angles The rotation matrix corresponding to an Euler angle parameterization is
given here for the “yaw-pitch-roll” order (or 3-2-1 Euler convention) by:

IRb = Rot(Ψz, Z)Rot(Ψy, Y )Rot(Ψx, X)

=


cy cz −cx sz + sx sy cz sx sz + cx sy cz

cy sz cx cz + sx sy sz −sx cz + cx sy sz

−sy sx cy cx cy

 (A.3)

where ci = cos(Ψi) and si = sin(Ψi) for i ∈ {x; y; z}, and denoting the Euler angles as follows:

Ψb =
[

Ψx Ψy Ψz

]>
(A.4)

Quaternion The same rotation matrix based on quaternions is expressed by:

IRb =


2(u2 + v2

x)− 1 2(vx vy − u vz) 2(vx vz + u vy)
2(vx vy + u vz) 2(u2 + v2

y)− 1 2(vy vz − u vx)
2(vx vz − u vy) 2(vy vz + u vx) 2(u2 + v2

z)− 1

 (A.5)

where the quaternion scalar/vector parts are denoted, respectively, u and v =
[
vx vy vz

]>
,

as follows:
Qb =

[
u vx vy vz

]>
(A.6)

A.2.2 Angular Rate

When describing the dynamics of a rigid body, the angular rate ωb is often preferred as state
variable compared to the time derivative of the corresponding Euler angles or quaternion.
But these latter are necessary to represent the resulting attitude of the body. The angular
rate is traditionally obtained by integrating the dynamic equations of motion, and then, used
to compute the time derivative of the chosen angular representation before integrating it in
time.

In order to build a full simulation scheme, one needs the transformation matrix between these
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two quantities. Is it worth recalling that the following matrices are not symmetric anymore,
and that they may not be invertible for some singular configurations.

Euler angles With the Euler angles representation, the simulation scheme is represented
by the next steps (Craig, 1989; Spong et al., 2006):

ω̇b =⇒ ωb = RΨb Ψ̇b =⇒ Ψb =
∫
t
R−1

Ψb
ωb dt (A.7)

The frame of expression of the angular rate must also be considered carefully because it
entirely changes the transformation. For (I)ωb expressed in the inertial frame, it results in:

(I)RΨb =


cz cy −sz 0
sz cy cz 0
−sy 0 1

 and (I)R−1
Ψb

=


cz/cy sz/cy 0
−sz cz 0
sy cz/cy sy sz/cy 1

 (A.8)

On the other hand, if (b)ωb is expressed in the body frame:

(b)RΨb =


1 0 −sy
0 cx sx cy

0 −sx cx cy

 and (b)R−1
Ψb

=


1 sy sx/cy sy cx/cy

0 cx −sx
0 sx/cy cx/cy

 (A.9)

Quaternion When the quaternion representation is used, the relation with the angular
rate expressed in the inertial frame reads as follows:

ω̇b =⇒ Q̇b = 1
2

 0
(I)ωb

⊗Qb =⇒ Qb =
∫
t

1
2

 0
(I)ωb

⊗Qb dt (A.10)

leading to a set of differential equations for the quaternion terms:

u̇ = 1
2
(
−vx (I)ωx − vy (I)ωy − vz (I)ωz

)
v̇x = 1

2
(

u (I)ωx − vy (I)ωz + vz
(I)ωy

)
v̇y = 1

2
(

u (I)ωy + vx
(I)ωz − vz (I)ωx

)
v̇z = 1

2
(

u (I)ωz − vx (I)ωy + vy
(I)ωx

)

On the other hand, if the angular rate is expressed in the body-fixed frame, the product is
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done in the opposite way:

ω̇b =⇒ Q̇b = 1
2 Qb ⊗

 0
(b)ωb

 =⇒ Qb =
∫
t

1
2 Qb ⊗

 0
(b)ωb

 dt (A.11)

and the differential equations are derived by:

u̇ = 1
2
(
−vx (b)ωx − vy (b)ωy − vz (b)ωz

)
v̇x = 1

2
(

u (b)ωx + vy
(b)ωz − vz (b)ωy

)
v̇y = 1

2
(

u (b)ωy − vx (b)ωz + vz
(b)ωx

)
v̇z = 1

2
(

u (b)ωz + vx
(b)ωy − vy (b)ωx

)

A.2.3 Angular Acceleration

It can also be useful to differentiate w.r.t. time the relation between the time derivative of
the angular rate and the acceleration of the chosen representation. This relation is used in
flexible dynamics, where the angular deflection is represented by a set of Euler angles. The
time derivative of matrix RΨ is then required when deriving Af (1)

i,i−1 in (5.50b). Using (A.7),
the time derivative of the angular rate is derived by:

ω̇b = ṘΨb Ψ̇b +RΨb Ψ̈b

where the only unknown term at this point is ṘΨb .

Coming back to the expression (A.8) of the transformation for an angular rate expressed in
inertial frame, its time derivative is obtained by:

ṘΨb = dRΨb

dt
= Ψ̇x

∂RΨb

∂Ψx

+ Ψ̇y
∂RΨb

∂Ψy

+ Ψ̇z
∂RΨb

∂Ψz

Performing the derivation w.r.t. each Euler angle, the final expression is given as follows for
(I)ωb expressed in the inertial frame:

ṘΨb = Ψ̇y


−cz sy 0 0
−sz sy 0 0
− cy 0 0

+ Ψ̇z


−sz cy −cz 0
cz cy −sz 0

0 0 0

 (A.12)
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while its equivalent for (b)ωb expressed in the local frame starts from (A.9) and reads:

ṘΨb = Ψ̇x


0 0 0
0 −sx cx cy

0 −cx −sx cy

+ Ψ̇y


0 0 − cy
0 0 −sx sy
0 0 −cx sy

 (A.13)

A.3 Rigid Dynamics Algorithms

This section gathers the dedicated algorithms used to compute recursively the mass matrix,
the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and the forward dynamics based on the DeNOC
approach. The first part quickly covers the derivation of the generalized efforts at a given
joint by using the wrench applied at its base. The resulting relation in (A.17) will then be
used in the dynamic algorithms.

A.3.1 Generalized Efforts Computation

Reminder: An alternative proof is proposed to demonstrate that the generalized
efforts at a joint can be expressed by the relation (4.42) and (5.54), as follows:

τ i = P>i wi (A.14)

Actually, this last relation represents the joint constraint from the efforts viewpoint.
An alternative way is proposed by coming back to the dual relation on the velocity
constraint in (4.32), written as:

t = Nl Nd q̇ (A.15)

When inspecting the structure of the lower triangular matrix Nl, one obtains the explicit
dependency of any twist with respect to the generalized coordinates. With the convention
that Ai,i = I6, the summation reads as follows:

tk =
k∑
j=1

(Ak,j Pj q̇j) (A.16)

This expression is now inserted into the definition of the generalized effort in (4.18), extended
for the multi-body case and for the presence of external efforts {wext,k; k = 1 . . . n} (i.e.,
applied at the segment bases, at Ok). By merely summing over the number of segments and
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using the fact that Ai,j = 06×6 for i < j, it provides:

Qqi
=

n∑
k=1

( ∂

∂q̇i
tok

)>
(wok +wext,k) +

(
∂

∂q̇i
tek

)>
wek


=

n∑
k=1

( ∂

∂q̇i
tok

)>
(wok +wext,k) +

(
∂

∂q̇i
Aek,oktok

)>
wek


=

n∑
k=1

( ∂

∂q̇i
tk
)>

(wok +wext,k)−
(
∂

∂q̇i
tk
)>

A>k+1,kwk+1


where it is recalled that Ak+1,k , Aek,ok . Considering now the twist expression in (A.16), it
provides:

Qqi
=

n∑
k=1

 ∂

∂q̇i

k∑
j=1

(Ak,j Pj q̇j)
> (wk +wext,k −A>k+1,kwk+1

)
The derivative w.r.t. q̇i is straightforward since only the ith term depends upon this variable,
provided that k ≥ i, otherwise the result is zero. Therefore the first sum is reduced to k ≥ i,
and reads as follows:

Qqi
=

n∑
k=i

(Ak,i Pi)>
(
wk +wext,k −A>k+1,kwk+1

)

= P>i

(
n∑
k=i

A>k,iwk +
n∑
k=i

A>k,iwext,k −
n∑
k=i

A>k+1,iwk+1

)

= P>i

 n∑
k=i

A>k,iwk −
n+1∑

k′=i+1
A>k′,iwk′ +

n∑
k=i

A>k,iwext,k



= P>i

A>i,i︸︷︷︸
=I6

wi −A>n+1,iwn+1 +
n∑
k=i

A>k,iwext,k


This result can now be summarized as:

Qqi
= τ i + τ i,E + τ i,ext (A.17)

with

τ i = P>i wi

τ i,E = P>i A>n+1,iwn+1

τ i,ext = P>i
n∑
k=i

(
A>k,iwext,k

)
(A.18a)

(A.18b)

(A.18c)
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The ith generalized effort is thus split between the joint torque/force with τ i, the effort
induced by a wrench applied at the end-effector with τ i,E, and the efforts introduced by more
general external efforts applied on the upper joints only, with τ i,ext. It is worth noticing that
the matrix multiplying the end-effector wrench in (A.18b) actually matches the transposed
of the ith column of the Jacobian matrix given in (4.33), which is confirmed by the term
J>E wE found in the closed-form equation of dynamics in (4.54).

A.3.2 Mass Matrix Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, a recursive method is already proposed to compute column by column
the mass matrix of a manipulator using the inverse dynamics algorithms (Walker and Orin,
1982). Nevertheless, it appears to be more efficient to derive a dedicated algorithm to compute
this mass matrix by taking advantage of its recursive structure. The next computations are
closely related to the notion of Composite Rigid Body introduced in (Featherstone, 2008).
In the scope of the DeNOC approach, the following algorithm is based on the work of S. K.
Saha in (Saha, 1997, 1999).

Reminder: The mass matrix is obtained explicitly using the DeNOC approach in
(4.55). The idea of the algorithm presented in this section is to compute efficiently this
matrix product, by taking into account the block structure of the matrices instead of
performing the raw product.

D(q) = N>d N>l [M] Nl Nd (A.19)

where general notation are used to stay valid for the rigid and flexible cases. The
twist-propagation matrices Ai,j are stored in an lower triangular fashion in Nl, while
the joint-rate-propagation matrices Pi are diagonally stored in Nd. Their expression
is recalled in the general case of a payload, since its mass matrix will serve as initial
condition in the algorithm.

Nl =



I 0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 I 0 · · · 0
A3,1 A3,2 I · · · 0
... ... . . . · · · 0

An,1 An,2 · · · An,n−1 I

An+1,1 An+1,2 · · · An+1,n−1 An+1,n


(A.20)
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Nd =



P1 0 0 · · · 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0
0 0 P3 · · · 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 Pn


(A.21)

It is also recalled that the twist-propagation matrices satisfy the following property of
transitivity: Ai,j = Ai,k Ak,j, and as a consequence, Ai,i = I6.

By using the lower-triangular shape of Nl with the non-zero elements for i ≥ j, the algo-
rithm to recursively compute D in (Saha, 1997) is straightforward to prove. The complete
algorithm is given for sake of completeness in Algorithm A.1, and is also valid for the flexible
manipulators, as long as matrices Ai,j and Pi are updated with the flexible DoF.

Firstly, the inner product in (A.19) is denoted: M̂ , N>l [M] Nl. Applying the classic
rules of matrix product by:

(A×B)ij =
n∑
k=1

Ai,k Bk,j

the terms of M̂ are derived as follows:

M̂i,j =
n+1∑
k=1

(
N>l

)
i,k

([M] Nl)k,j =
n+1∑
k=1

A>k,i Mk Ak,j =
n+1∑

k=max(i,j)
A>k,i Mk Ak,j

When focusing on the diagonal terms, the lower right-hand sub-block of M̂ is obtained by:

M̂n,n = Mn + A>n+1,n Mn+1 An+1,n

and for the remaining ones, an inward recursion appears:

M̂i,i =
n∑
k=i

A>k,i Mk Ak,i

= Mi +
n∑

k=i+1
A>k,i Mk Ak,i

= Mi + A>i+1,i

 n∑
k=i+1

A>k,i+1 Mk Ak,i+1

Ai+1,i

= Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i

For all the off-diagonal terms, the general expression can be re-written as a function of the
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M̂i,i: 
∀i ≥ j, M̂i,j = ∑n+1

k=i A>k,i Mk Ak,j = M̂i,i Ai,j

∀i ≤ j, M̂i,j = ∑n+1
k=j A>k,i Mk Ak,j = A>j,i M̂j,j

Denoting M̂i , M̂i,i to alleviate the notations, the inner product is described recursively
using the set of {M̂i; i = 1 . . . n+ 1} matrices:

M̂ =


M̂1 A>2,1M̂2 · · · A>n,1M̂n

M̂2A2,1 M̂2 · · · A>n,2M̂n

... ... . . . ...
M̂nAn,1 M̂nAn,2 · · · M̂n



And the final mass matrix is derived by multiplying on the right and on the left hand side
by, respectively, Nd and its transpose. It yields the algorithm in Algorithm A.1, summarized
as follows:

M̂n+1 = Mn+1

∀i = n . . . 1, M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i

∀i ≥ j, D(i, j) = P>i M̂i Ai,j Pj

∀i ≤ j, D(i, j) = D(j, i)>

(A.22a)

(A.22b)

(A.22c)

(A.22d)
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Algorithm A.1: Recursive computation of the mass matrix of a rigid manipulator

Function : D = MassMat(q)

Input : q

Output : D

Data :
{
i−1R

r/f
i , Ar/f

i,i−1 , Pi , Mi ; i = 1 . . . n+ 1
}

Initialize
(
M̂n+1 = Mn+1 = Mpayload

)
1 for i = n . . . 1 do // Recursive computation of M̂i

2 i+1Ri = iRr
i+1(qi+1)> or iRf

i+1(qi+1, δi)> (4.22) and (5.35)

3 i+1Ri = diag(i+1Ri,
i+1Ri) (4.31)

4 Ai+1,i = i+1Ri Ar/f
i+1,i (4.30a) and (5.45a)

5 M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i (A.22b)

6 Ai,i = I6

7 for j = i . . . 1 do // Symmetric terms of N>d M̂ Nd

8 D(i, j) = P>i M̂i Ai,j Pj (A.22c)

9 D(j, i) = D(i, j)> (A.22d)

10 jRj−1 = j−1Rr
j(qj)> or j−1Rf

j(qj , δj−1)> // Update of Ai,j

11 jRj−1 = diag(jRj−1,
jRj−1)

12 Ai,j−1 = Ai,j

(
jRj−1 Ar/f

j,j−1

)
end

end

13 return D
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A.3.3 Coriolis and Centrifugal Matrix Algorithm

In the same way, the computation of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector can be performed
recursively by using the decoupled form of N and its time derivative in (4.52) into its matrix
expression in (4.56). Based on (Saha, 1999), this approach is built on the products between
triangular and block-diagonal matrices.

Reminder: The result obtained in (4.56) is recalled here to highlight the structure of
the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix.

C(q, q̇) = N>M N + N> [Ω] [M] [Ev ] N (A.23)

where the general notation are still used since the relation is valid for both rigid and
flexible cases.

Based on this expression, a recursive algorithm is derived to compute the whole matrix using
the decoupled form of N = Nl Nd. In order to develop an algorithm still valid for the flexible
manipulators, the following notation is introduced:

Mri , Ωi Mri Ev (A.24)

since it is easily replaceable in the flexible case by:

Mfi ,
(
Mfi + Ω Mfi + M̃fi

)
Ev (A.25)

With this notation, the diagonal form is denoted by
[
M
]

= diag(Mi, i = 1 · · ·n + 1).
Developing then N with Nl and Nd into (A.23), the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix is given
by:

C(q, q̇) = N>d
(
N>l [M] Nl + N>l [M] Nl [Ω] + N>l

[
M
]

Nl

)
Nd (A.26)

where it must be recalled that Nd = [Ω] Nd from (4.52). In this expression of C, two terms
can be computed as M̂ was:

• M̂ Ω: by multiplying the ith block-column of M̂ by Ωi;

• M̂ = N>l
[
M
]
Nl: by replacing Mi by Mi in Algorithm A.1.
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For the remaining term N>l [M] Nl, a different algorithm must be used. The matrix H is
introduced to denote :

H ,
(
N>l [M]

)
Nl

=


M1 A>2,1M2 · · · A>n,1Mn A>n+1,1Mn+1

0 M2 · · · A>n,2Mn A>n+1,2Mn+1
... . . . . . . ... ...
0 · · · 0 Mn Mn+1





0 0 · · · 0
A2,1 0 · · · 0

... . . . . . . 0
An,1 · · · An,n−1 0

An+1,1 · · · An+1,n−1 An+1,n



Developing the matrix product and using the triangular shape to obtain that:

∀k < i, (N>l [M])i,k = 0 and ∀k ≤ j, (Nl)k,j = 0

the terms of H are computed as follows, ∀(i, j) ∈ {1 . . . n}:

Hi,j =
n+1∑

k=max(i,j+1)
A>k,iMkAk,j

=


∀j < i,

∑n+1
k=i A>k,iMk

(
Ak,iAi,j + Ak,iAi,j

)
∀j ≥ i

∑n+1
k=j+1

(
A>j,iA>k,j

)
MkAk,j

=


∀j < i,

(∑n+1
k=i A>k,iMkAk,i

)
Ai,j +

(∑n+1
k=i A>k,iMkAk,i

)
Ai,j

∀j ≥ i A>j,i
(∑n+1

k=j+1 A>k,jMkAk,j

)

=


∀j < i, Hi,iAi,j + M̂iAi,j

∀j ≥ i A>j,iHj,j

where the properties of the matrices Ai,j are used, as an example: Ai,i = I6 =⇒ Ai,i = 06×6.
Similar to the computation of M̂, the notations are alleviated by denoting Hi , Hi,i, which
obeys the following recursive relation:

Hi =
n+1∑
k=i+1

(
A>i+1,iA>k,i+1

)
Mk

(
Ak,i+1Ai+1,i + Ak,i+1Ai+1,i

)

= A>i+1,i

 n+1∑
k=i+1

A>k,i+1Mk

(
Ak,i+1Ai+1,i + Ak,i+1Ai+1,i

)
= A>i+1,i

(
Hi+1Ai+1,i + M̂i+1Ai+1,i

)
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The resulting recursion on Hi matrices is summarized as follows, with an initialization done
on Hn+1

1 instead of Hn: Hn+1 = 06×6

∀i = n . . . 1, Hi = A>i+1,i

(
Hi+1Ai+1,i + M̂i+1Ai+1,i

)

Eventually, the global expression of H is given as follows, with an arrow-shaped matrix in
the second term:

H =


0 0 · · · 0

M̂2A2,1 0 · · · 0
... . . . . . . ...

M̂nAn,1 · · · M̂nAn,n−1 0

+


H1 A>2,1H2 · · · A>n,1Hn

H2A2,1 H2 · · · A>n,2Hn

... ... . . . ...
HnAn,1 HnAn,2 · · · Hn

 (A.27)

This recursive expression of Hi results in a numerically more efficient algorithm to compute
H. Indeed, only the two sets of n matrices

{
M̂i ; i = 1 . . . n

}
and {Hi ; i = 1 . . . n} need to be

known to compute H, instead of the whole triangular part {Hi,j ; i = n . . . 1, j = i− 1 . . . 1}
as proposed in (Saha, 1999).

Using the previous expression of Cr , a formula similar to (29) in (Saha, 1999) is derived,
starting from its lower right to its upper left corner, and proceeding line by line:

∀i = n . . . 1, M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i

∀i = n . . . 1, M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i

∀i = n . . . 1, Hi = A>i+1,i

(
Hi+1Ai+1,i + M̂i+1Ai+1,i

)
∀i, ∀j < i, Cr(i, j) = P>i

((
Hi + M̂i

)
Ai,j + M̂i

(
Ai,j + Ai,jΩj

))
Pj

∀i, ∀j ≥ i, Cr(i, j) = P>i A>j,i
(
Hj + M̂jΩj + M̂j

)
Pj

(A.28a)

(A.28b)

(A.28c)

(A.28d)

(A.28e)

The complete algorithm to compute the Coriolis and centrifugal terms is given in Algo-
rithm A.2. One main advantage of this formulation of h = C q̇ is its use for control and
especially for the linearization. Moreover, it provides an insight into the structure of the
nonlinear terms, and how they affect the global dynamics.

1which is equivalent, by recursion, to: Hn = Hn,n = A>n+1,nMn+1An+1,n, obtained by evaluating the
sum at i = n.
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Algorithm A.2: Computation of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector based on matrix Cr

Function : hr = CorMat(q)
Input : q
Output : h
Data :

{
i−1R

r/f
i , Ar/f

i,i−1 , Pi , Mi ; i = 1 . . . n+ 1
}

Initialize
(
t0 = 06×1, Ar

1,0 = I6, Ar
1,0 = 06×6

)
// KINETICS LOOP

1 for i = 1 . . . n+ 1 do // Recursive computation and storage of Ai,i−1, Ai,i−1, and Ωi

Kinetics loop from InvDynRig

(only ti is not computed here)
end

Initialize
(
M̂n+1 = Mn+1, M̂n+1 = Ωn+1Mn+1Ev , Hn+1 = 06×6

)
// DYNAMICS LOOP

2 for i = n . . . 1 do // Recursive computation of M̂i, M̂i,Hi

3 M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i (A.28a)
4 Mi = Ωi Mi Ev (A.24)

5 M̂i = Mi + A>i+1,i M̂i+1 Ai+1,i (A.28b)
6 Hi = A>i+1,i

(
M̂i+1 Ai+1,i + Hi+1 Ai+1,i

)
(A.28c)

7 Ai,i = I6

8 Ai,i = 06×6

9 for j = i− 1 . . . 1 do // Computation of the LHS of line Cr(i, :)
10 Ai,j = Ai,j+1 Aj+1,j

11 Ai,j = Ai,j+1 Aj+1,j + Ai,j+1 Aj+1,j

12 Cr(i, j) = P>i
((

Hi + M̂i

)
Ai,j + M̂i

(
Ai,j + Ai,jΩj

))
Pj (A.28d)

end

13 for j = i . . . n do // Computation of RHS of line Cr(i, :)
14 Cr(i, j) = P>i A>j,i

(
Hj + M̂jΩj + M̂j

)
Pj (A.28e)

15 Aj+1,i = Aj+1,j Aj,i

end
end

16 return h = C q̇
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A.3.4 Forward Dynamics Algorithm

This section aims at deriving the analytical expression of the sub-matrices ∆i and Ui,j used
to invert the whole mass matrix D following the RGE technique presented in (Saha, 1999;
Mohan and Saha, 2007, 2009).

Reminder: The forward dynamics consists in computing the acceleration resulting
from efforts τ applied at the joints, and assuming a given configuration (q, q̇) of the
manipulator. When considering the closed-form equation, this task is actually per-
formed by inverting the mass matrix :

q̈ = D(q)−1 (τ − h(q, q̇)) (A.29)

where the external efforts at end-effector have been canceled, by considering only a
payload attached at this point. In addition, the Coriolis and centrifugal terms are
denoted by h to encompass both rigid and flexible cases, where the stiffness term may
appear.
The inversion of D is then performed by taking advantage of its recursive structure
described in Algorithm A.1, and by using an algorithm developed by S. K. Saha in
(Saha, 1997). This approach is based on the U∆U> decomposition of the symmetric
mass matrix D :

∃U ∈ Rn×n, ∆ ∈ Rn×n| D = U ∆ U>

with U a block upper triangular matrix and ∆ a block diagonal matrix.

U =


I U1,2 · · · U1,n

0 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . Un−1,n

0 · · · 0 I

 ∆ =


∆1 0 · · · 0

0 ∆2
. . . ...

... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∆n

 U> =


I 0 · · · 0

U>1,2 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0

U>1,n · · · U>n−1,n I



Developing the product U∆U>, one obtains:

U ∆ U> =


∆1 +

∑n
k=2 U1,k∆kU>1,k U1,2∆2 +

∑n
k=3 U1,k∆kU>2,k · · · U1,n∆n

∆2U>1,2 +
∑n
k=3 U2,k∆kU>1,k ∆2 +

∑n
k=3 U2,k∆kU>2,k · · ·

...
... . . . . . . Un−1,n∆n

∆nU>1,n · · · ∆nU>n−1,n ∆n
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While the analytical expression of D, lying on (A.19), provided that:

D = N> [M] N =



P>1 M̂1P1 P>1 A>2,1M̂2P2 · · · P>1 A>n,1M̂nPn

P>2 M̂2A2,1P1 P>2 M̂2P2 · · · P>2 A>n,2M̂nPn

...
... . . . ...

P>n M̂nAn,1P1 P>n M̂nAn,2P2 · · · P>n M̂nPn



N.B.: For a 3 segments example, the previous sums of matrices can be expanded to
give an idea of the recursions arising in the expression of the global mass matrix. It
yields:


∆1 + U1,2∆2U>1,2 + U1,3∆3U>1,3 U1,2∆2 + U1,3∆3U>2,3 U1,3∆3

∆2U>1,2 + U2,3∆3U>1,3 ∆2 + U2,3∆3U>3,2 U2,3∆3

∆3U>1,3 ∆3U>2,3 ∆3



=


P>1 M̂1P1 P>1 A>2,1M̂2P2 P>1 A>3,1M̂3P3

P>2 M̂2A2,1P1 P>2 M̂2P2 P>2 A>3,2M̂3P3

P>3 M̂3A3,1P1 P>3 M̂3A3,2P2 P>3 M̂3P3



When focusing on the lower triangular part {(i, j); j ≤ i}, the identity provides:

Di,j =


∆iU>j,i +∑n

k=i+1 Ui,k∆kU>j,k
P>i M̂iAi,jPj

(A.30)

Deriving the last row, the last sub-block of ∆ is obtained by:

∆n = P>n M̂n Pn (A.31)

and some unknowns Ui,j can already be solved by:

∀j = 1 . . . (n− 1), Uj,n =
(
P>j A>n,jM̂nPn

)
∆−1

n (A.32)
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Applying the same kind of reasoning on the (n− 1)th row, it yields:

∀j = 1 . . . (n− 2), ∆n−1U>j,n−1 + Un−1,n∆nU>j,n = P>n−1M̂n−1An−1,jPj

such that, resolving for Uj,n−1:

Uj,n−1 =
(
P>j A>n−1,jM̂n−1Pn−1 −Uj,n∆nU>n−1,n

)
∆−1
n−1

=
(
P>j A>n−1,jM̂n−1Pn−1 −

(
P>j A>n,jM̂nPn

)
∆−1
n ∆n∆−1

n

(
P>n M̂nAn,n−1Pn−1

))
∆−1
n−1

= P>j A>n−1,j

(
M̂n−1 −A>n,n−1

(
M̂nPn∆−1

n P>n M̂n

)
An,n−1

)
Pn−1∆−1

n−1

Developing then M̂n−1 using (A.22b), it yields:

Uj,n−1 = P>j A>n−1,j

(
Mn−1 + A>n,n−1M̂nAn,n−1 −A>n,n−1

(
M̂nPn∆−1

n P>n M̂n

)
An,n−1

)
Pn−1∆−1

n−1

= P>j A>n−1,j

Mn−1 + A>n,n−1

(
M̂n − M̂nPn∆−1

n P>n M̂n

)
An,n−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

,M̄n−1

Pn−1∆−1
n−1

From this result, it is expected that a similar formula can be derived for all matrices Ui,j. It
is assumed that:

Ui,j =
(
P>i A>j,iM̄jPj

)
∆−1

j (A.33)

In this expression, it is worth mentioning that matrices M̄i are matching the Articulated-
Body-Inertia terms presented in (Featherstone, 2008). They are equivalent in size with pre-
vious mass matrices Mi or M̂i, and must satisfy the following recursion ∀i = n − 1 . . . 1:


M̄n+1 = M̂n+1 (= Mn+1)

M̄i = Mi + A>i+1,i

(
M̄i+1 −ϕi+1 ϕ̄

>
i+1

)
Ai+1,i

(A.34)

with the intermediate variables (ϕi, ϕ̄i), initialized by ϕ̄n+1 = ϕn+1 = 06×1, and defined by:

∀i = n . . . 1, ϕ̄i = M̄i Pi

∀i = n . . . 1, ϕi = ϕ̄i ∆
−1
i = M̄i Pi ∆−1

i

(A.35)

(A.36)
In parallel, the sub-blocks of ∆ are defined ∀i = 1 . . . n by:

∆i = P>i M̄iPi (A.37)
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PROOF:
The proof is led around the following definition:

M̄j , M̂j −
n∑

k=j+1
A>k,jϕkϕ̄>k Ak,j (A.38)

Hypothesis of recursion: The previous recursive relations in (A.33), (A.34)
and (A.37) are assumed to be true at step j + 1 for the following sets of matrices:

∀l = n . . . j + 1, M̄l = Ml + A>l+1,l

(
M̄l+1 −ϕl+1 ϕ̄

>
l+1

)
Al+1,l

∀l = n . . . j + 1, ∆l = P>l M̄lPl

∀l = n . . . j + 1,∀i = l − 1 . . . 1, Ui,l = P>i A>l,iϕl

Initial check at j = n: Regarding M̄n, its own recursion is developed as follows
with the initialization of ϕ̄n+1 and ϕn+1 in (A.35) and (A.36):

M̄n = Mn + A>n+1,nM̂n+1An+1,n = M̂n

which satisfies the definition of M̄n in (A.38), since the sum vanishes for j ≥ n.
Thanks to this relation, the properties are satisfied for ∆n given in (A.31), and for
{Ui,n; i = 1 . . . (n− 1)} in (A.32) by replacing M̂n by M̄n in both.

Next iteration check: Assuming the hypothesis of recursion holds at j + 1, the
results are shown at the next step j. To do this, the equality in (A.30) is derived first
for the diagonal terms i = j:

∆j +
n∑

k=j+1
Uj,k∆kU>j,k = P>j M̂jPj

Using the hypothesis to develop the terms Uj,k, it leads to:

∆j = P>j M̂jPj −
n∑

k=j+1
Uj,k∆kU>j,k

= P>j M̂jPj −
n∑

k=j+1
P>j A>k,jM̄kPk∆−1

k ∆k∆−1
k P>k M̄kAk,jPj

= P>j

M̂j −

 n∑
k=j+1

A>k,jM̄kPk∆−1
k P>k M̄kAk,j

Aj+1,j

Pj

= P>j

M̂j −
n∑

k=j+1
A>k,jϕkϕ̄>k Ak,j

Pj
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By definition of M̄j, it yields that:

∆j = P>j M̄j Pj

which proves the recursion for ∆. In addition, when this expression M̄j is developed
according to the recursion of M̂[j + 1] itself, it leads to:

M̄j = Mj + A>j+1,jM̂j+1Aj+1,j −
n∑

k=j+1
A>k,jϕkϕ̄>k Ak,j

= Mj + A>j+1,j

M̂j+1 −
n∑

k=j+1
A>k,j+1ϕkϕ̄

>
k Ak,j+1

Aj+1,j

= Mj + A>j+1,j

M̂j+1 −ϕj+1ϕ̄
>
j+1 −

n∑
k=j+2

A>k,j+1ϕkϕ̄
>
k Ak,j+1

Aj+1,j

= Mj + A>j+1,j

(
M̄j+1 −ϕj+1ϕ̄

>
j+1

)
Aj+1,j

using the definition of M̄j+1. This last relation proves the recursion for M̄.
The remaining terms are the {Ui,j; ∀i = j − 1 . . . 1}. The general identity (A.30) is
now written for the off-diagonal terms (j, i) by:

∀i = j − 1 . . . 1, ∆jU>i,j +
n∑

k=j+1
Uj,k∆kU>i,k = P>j M̂jAj,iPi

Resolving for Ui,j and applying the hypothesis of recursion for Ui,k with k > j, it
yields:

Ui,j =
P>i A>j,iM̂jPj −

n∑
k=j+1

Ui,k∆kU>j,k

∆−1
j

=
P>i A>j,iM̂jPj −

n∑
k=j+1

P>i A>k,iM̄kPk∆−1
k ∆k∆−1

k P>k M̄kAk,jPj

∆−1
j

= P>i A>j,i

M̂j −
n∑

k=j+1
A>k,jϕkϕ̄>k Ak,j

Pj∆−1
j

= P>i A>j,iM̄jPj∆−1
j

which was the last recursion to prove.

Since the three recursion are satisfied at step j, then the whole recursions in (A.33),
(A.34) and (A.37) are demonstrated. �
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With these analytical expressions of U and ∆, a parallel must be made with the initial de-
composition of D through (A.19). The alternative decomposition proposed hereafter will be
used in the proof of the forward dynamics algorithm for space robot.

Since the expression of Ui,j in (A.33) has a left product with P>i , the rectangular matrix Ũ
is introduced as follows using (A.21):

U =



I1 P>1 Ũ1,2 · · · P>1 Ũ1,n

0 I1
. . . ...

... . . . . . . P>n Ũn−1,n

0 · · · 0 I1

 = N>d



Ũ1,1 Ũ1,2 · · · Ũ1,n

0 Ũ2,2
. . . ...

... . . . . . . Ũn−1,n

0 · · · 0 Ũn,n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Ũ

(A.39)

where the terms of Ũ are defined by Ũi,j = A>j,iϕj according to the analytic expression of
Ui,j = P>i A>j,iϕj in (A.33). In the same way, the identity blocks are expanded using the fact
that Ui,i = P>i ϕi = I, to define the diagonal terms by Ũi,i = ϕi.

With this new matrix, the parallel with (A.19) leads to this fundamental equality for the
demonstration of the space robot forward dynamics:

M̂ = N>l [M] Nl = Ũ ∆ Ũ> (A.40)

Let us come back to the initial task of inverting the global mass matrix to perform the
forward dynamics. Knowing the analytical expression of the U∆U> decomposition, the
system

(
U∆U>

)
X = b with X unknown, is solved in three steps:

1. Solve: UX̂ = b

2. Solve: ∆X̄ = X̂ (= U−1 b)

3. Solve: U>X = X̄ (= ∆−1 U−1 b)
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Step 1: The system UX̂ = b reads as follows:

I U1,2 · · · U1,n

0 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . Un−1,n

0 · · · 0 I




X̂1

X̂2
...

X̂n

 =


b1

b2
...

bn



The algorithm is based on the recursive relation that links the ith unknown X̂i to the previous
ones. The system is solved upward starting from the last row :

X̂n = bn

X̂i = bi −
∑n
k=i+1 Ui,kX̂k (∀i = n− 1 . . . 1)

By using the analytical expression of Ui,j obtained in (A.33), the following recursion is derived
to solve the system efficiently based on the additional variable ηi:

X̂i = b−
n∑

k=i+1
Ui,kX̂k

= b−
n∑

k=i+1
P>i A>k,iϕkX̂k

= b−P>i A>i+1,i

 n∑
k=i+1

A>k,i+1ϕkX̂k


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,ηi+1

Developing further this term, a recursion is obtained as:

ηi+1 = ϕi+1X̂i+1 +
n∑

k=i+2
A>k,i+1ϕkX̂k

= ϕi+1X̂i+1 + A>i+2,i+1

n∑
k=i+2

A>k,i+2ϕkX̂k︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ηi+2

This last relation is the foundation of the RGE technique. Starting with ηn+1 = 06×1, the
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upper triangular system is solved as follows:

∀i = n . . . 1, X̂i = bi −P>i A>i+1,i ηi+1

∀i = n . . . 1, ηi = ϕi X̂i + A>i+1,i ηi+1

(A.41a)

(A.41b)

Step 2: The system ∆X̄ = X̂ is solved for X̄ provided that Step 1 yields X̂:

∆1 0 · · · 0

0 ∆2
. . . ...

... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∆n




X̄1

X̄2
...

X̄n

 =


X̂1

X̂2
...

X̂n



The solution is straightforward, and is given by:

∀i = 1 . . . n, X̄i = ∆−1
i X̂i (A.42)

Step 3: Eventually, the system U>X = X̄ is solved using the same modified RGE algorithm
on: 

I 0 · · · 0

U>1,2 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0

U>1,n · · · U>n−1,n I




X1

X2
...

Xn

 =


X̄1

X̄2
...

X̄n


To solve this lower triangular system, the recursion goes downward by starting from the first
row : 

X1 = X̄1

Xi = X̄i −
∑i−1
k=1 U>k,iXk (∀i = 2 . . . n)

Using the same kind of computation, the lower triangular system is solved with (A.33) as
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follows:
Xi = X̄i −

i−1∑
k=1

U>k,iXk

= X̄i −
i−1∑
k=1
ϕ>i Ai,kPkXk

= X̄i −ϕ>i Ai,i−1

(
i−1∑
k=1

Ai−1,kPkXk

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

,µi−1

Again, the expression of µi−1 is developed to obtain a recursive relation with its predecessor:

µi−1 =
i−1∑
k=1

Ai−1,kPkXk

= Pi−1Xi−1 +
i−2∑
k=1

Ai−1,kPkXk

= Pi−1Xi−1 + Ai−1,i−2

i−2∑
k=1

Ai−2,kPkXk︸ ︷︷ ︸
=µi−2

Similar to (A.41), but starting with µ0 = 06×1:

∀i = 1 . . . n, Xi = X̄i −ϕ>i Ai,i−1µi−1

∀i = 1 . . . n, µi = Pi Xi + Ai,i−1µi−1

(A.43a)

(A.43b)

The whole forward dynamics algorithm is given in Algorithm A.3 based on the three recur-
sions detailed in (A.41), (A.42) and (A.43).
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Algorithm A.3: Forward Dynamics Algorithm based on DeNOC approach

Function : q̈ = ForDyn(b)
Input : b
Output : q̈
Data : {Ai,i−1 , Pi , Mi ; i = 1 . . . n+ 1}

Computation and storage of Ai,i−1 // KINETICS LOOP
(usually done in previous computation of hr or Cr)

Initialize
(
ηn+1 = 06×1, M̄n+1 = Mn+1, ϕ̄n+1 = ϕn+1 = 06×1

)
// UPPER

TRIANGULAR
// SYSTEM

for i = n . . . 1 do
ηi,i+1 = A>i+1,i ηi+1 // Recursive computation of UX̂ = b
X̂i = bi −P>i ηi,i+1 (A.41a)

M̄i = Mi + A>i+1,i

(
M̄i+1 −ϕi+1 ϕ̄

>
i+1

)
Ai+1,i (A.34)

ϕ̄i = M̄i Pi (A.35)
∆i = P>i ϕ̄i (A.37)
ϕi = ϕ̄i∆−1

i (A.36)
ηi = ϕiX̂i + ηi,i+1 (A.41b)

end

Initialize
(
∅
)

// DIAGONAL SYSTEM

for i = 1 . . . n do
X̄i = ∆−1

i X̂i (A.42)
end

Initialize
(
µ0 = 06×1

)
// LOWER TRIANGULAR SYSTEM

for i = 1 . . . n do
µi,i−1 = Ai,i−1µi−1 // Recursive computation of U>X = X̄
Xi = X̄i −ϕ>i µi,i−1 (A.43a)
µi = Pi Xi + µi,i−1 (A.43b)

end

return q̈ = X
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APPENDIX B FLEXIBLE MODELING DETAILS

This appendix gathers all the results and computations used in the modeling of flexible ma-
nipulators.

The first section is dedicated to the computation of the flexible modes using the Assumed
Mode Method (AMM). The theory is quickly covered to focus on the clamped-loaded bound-
ary conditions used to describe the flexible segments of a manipulator. The mode shapes are
stored in compact matrices to describe flexibility in each direction of space through traction,
bending and torsion.

In the second part, these results are used to compute the flexible kinetic energy through
the rigid/flexible decomposition of speed. Each term is developed separately to simplify its
derivation, and the flexible mass matrix is introduced to express the global kinetic energy.
This analytical expression of the mass matrix is the foundation of the flexible modeling, by
its decomposition into the nominal terms and the ones depending explicitly on the flexible
coordinates.

Finally, the last section deals with the derivation of the quasi-Lagrangian equations of motion
for the previous kinetic energy. The time and state derivatives are performed to provide the
dynamic model under matrix form, free of any integral over space, in order to provide less
on-line computations during the simulation. This model will allow to easily highlight the
terms that can be neglected during the design of approximate models in simulation.

B.1 Assumed Mode Method

B.1.1 Assumed Mode Formalism

The Assumed Mode Method (AMM) is used to model the four different directions of flexibility
presented in Figure B.1 to recall Figure 5.2. The slender part of the segment is supposed to
behave like a beam.

Traction and torsion deformations obey the same equation, called the wave equation. For a
constant section area S and density ρ, a polar second moment of area Ip, a Young modulus
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x

y

l

ux(x)(ρ, S,E)

(a)

y

z

ψx

(ρ,G, Ip)

(b)

l
x

y
ψz

uy(x)
(ρ, S,E, Iz)

(c)

l
x

z −ψy

uz(x)
(ρ, S,E, Iy)

(d)

Figure B.1: Flexible behavior of the beam in each direction; (a) Traction along X axis; (b)
Torsion around X axis; (c) Bending in (X, Y ) plane; (d) Bending in (X,Z) plane.

E and a Poisson modulus G, flexible deformations ux and ψx satisfy the following PDEs
(Meirovitch, 2001):

ES
∂2ux(s, t)

∂s2 − ρS ∂
2ux(s, t)
∂t2

= 0

GIp
∂2ψx(s, t)

∂s2 − ρIp
∂2ψx(x, t)

∂t2
= 0

(B.1)

(B.2)

The bending modes computation is based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory. For a constant
second moment of area Iz (resp. Iy for z-bending in (X,Z) plane), bending deformation uy
(resp. uz) obeys the following PDE:

EIz/y
∂4uy/z(s, t)

∂s4 + ρS
∂2uy/z(s, t)

∂t2
= 0 (B.3)

With the AMM, each deformation is written as the summation of several flexible modes.
Assuming the separation in time and space, each of them is the product of a mode shape
φi(x) by a time-varying amplitude δi(t). In the general case, a flexible deformation reads:

uf (x, t) =
∞∑
i=1

φi(x) δi(t)
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When inserting the time-varying amplitudes under harmonic form1, the previous PDEs yield
ODEs which are only function of the curvilinear abscissa s. The general solution for each
flexible direction is given by:

φx(s) = Ax cos(kxs) +Bx sin(kxs)

φα(s) = Aα cos(kαs) +Bα sin(kαs)

φy(s) = Ay cos(kys) +By sin(kys) + Cy cosh(kys) +Dy sinh(kys)

φz(s) = Az cos(kzs) +Bz sin(kzs) + Cz cosh(kzs) +Dz sinh(kzs)

where k2
x = ρω2

x

E
, k2

α = ρω2
α

G
and k4

y/z = ρS ω2
y/z

EIz/y
are the spatial pulsations corresponding to

the time pulsations ωx/α/y/z in, respectively, traction, torsion and bending. These time and
spatial pulsations are solutions of transcendental equations, which must be solved numerically
and depends on the load mass and inertia. They are detailed in the following.

B.1.2 Boundary Conditions

Mode coefficients (Ai, Bi, Ci, Di) are obtained by expressing the boundary conditions satisfied
at both segment tips. In the scope of a multi-link manipulator, the clamped-loaded boundary
conditions are considered. The clamped assumption is made because the model is derived
in the local frame, in which the segment base is always fixed. Furthermore, the loaded
assumption at segment’s end-tip is due to inertia and mass of the next segments. For a beam
of length l, the boundary conditions on ux, ψx, uy and uz are summarized for a load of mass
ML and inertia tensor JL in Tab. B.1.

These relations yield a system of linear equations of the form :

 F(kx/α)


2×2

 Ax/α

Bx/α

 = 0 and
 G(ky/z)


4×4


Ay/z

By/z

Cy/z

Dy/z

 = 0 (B.4)

which admits a non-zero solution if and only if the matrices F and G are singular (i.e. if
det(F(kx/α)) = 0 and det(G(ky/z)) = 0). These last relations are transcendental in spatial
pulsation kx/α/y/z and can only be solved numerically for a given load mass and inertia. After
some algebraic manipulations, one gets the following equations to obtain the mode pulsations

1i.e., φi(t) = ejωit with ωi the ith mode pulsation
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Table B.1: Boundary conditions for a clamped-loaded beam

Base conditions End-tip conditions

Traction Tx ux(0, t) = 0 ES ∂ux
∂s

(l, t) = −ML
d2

dt2
(ux(l, t))

Torsion Rx ψx(0, t) = 0 ρIp
∂ψx
∂s

(l, t) = −JxL d2

dt2
(ψx(l, t))

Y -bending (Ty, Rz) uy(0, t) = 0 EIz
∂2uy
∂s2 (l, t) = −JzL d2

dt2

(
∂uy
∂s

(l, t)
)

∂uy
∂s

(0, t) = 0 EIz
∂3uy
∂s3 (l, t) = +ML

d2

dt2
(uy(l, t))

Z-bending (Tz, Ry) uz(0, t) = 0 EIy
∂2uz
∂s2 (l, t) = −JyL d2

dt2

(
∂uz
∂s

(l, t)
)

∂uz
∂s

(0, t) = 0 EIy
∂3uz
∂s3 (l, t) = +ML

d2

dt2
(uz(l, t))

in traction and torsion:

cos(kxl)−
ML

ρS
kx sin(kxl) = 0 (B.5)

cos(kαl)−
JxL
ρIp

kα sin(kαl) = 0 (B.6)

while bending pulsations are given by:(
− 1− cos(ky/zl) cosh(ky/zl)

)
+MLJ

z/y
L

(ρS)2 k4
y/z

(
− 1 + cos(ky/zl) cosh(ky/zl)

)
+J

z/y
L

ρS
k3
y/z

(
sin(ky/zl) cosh(ky/zl) + cos(ky/zl) sinh(ky/zl)

)
+ML

ρS
ky/z

(
sin(ky/zl) cosh(ky/zl)− cos(ky/zl) sinh(ky/zl)

)
= 0

(B.7)

The mode pulsations ωx/α/y/z are found by solving numerically these equations for a given
load, given by (ML, JL). But according to (B.4), the mode coefficients are defined up to a
multiplicative constant since F and G are singular. This last degree-of-freedom is set by
normalizing the mode integrals. The normalization value is usually chosen to simplify the
flexible dynamics equations. In (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991) for example, it is advised to
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set : ∫ l

0
ρS φ2

x/α/y/zds = 1 or


∫ l

0 ES φ
′
x

2
ds = ω2

x∫ l
0 GIp φ

′
α

2
ds = ω2

α∫ l
0 EIz,y φ

′′

y/z

2
ds = ω2

y/z

(B.8)

B.1.3 Flexible Displacements

For a numerical implementation, a finite number of modes is considered and the flexible
deformations are given by finite sums, as follows:

uf (x, t) =
nf∑
i=1

φi(x) δi(t) , φ>(x) δ(t)

For a truncation of nx modes for traction, ny and nz for bending, and nα in torsion, the
total number of modes is nf = nx + ny + nz + nα. Traction mode shapes and amplitudes are
denoted respectively φx and δx, while y, z and α subscripts are used for bending in both y
and z-direction, and for torsion.

With these notations, the linear deformation of a point of coordinates (y, z) in the cross-
section plane located at the curvilinear abscissa s is given by (Damaren and Sharf, 1995):

u =


φ>x (s)
01×nx

01×nx

 δx(t) +


−yφ′>y (s)
φ>y (s)
01×ny

 δy(t) +


−zφ′>z (s)

01×nz

φ>z (s)

 δz(t) +


01×nα

−zφ>α (s)
yφ>α (s)

 δα(t) (B.9)

where δx/y/z/α and δx/y/z/α ∈ Rnx/y/z/α . Superscript {.}′, as φ′y, stands for spatial derivative,
used to approximate the angular deflections.

The terms depending on the transverse position (y, z) are actually due to the flexible rotation
of the cross-section. They are based on the following discretization of the flexible rotation of
the cross-section:

ψ =


01×ny

01×ny

φ′>y (s)

 δy(t) +


01×nz

−φ′>z (s)
01×nz

 δz(t) +


φ>α (s)
01×nα

01×nα

 δα(t) (B.10)

Indeed, this last relation is based on the small angles hypothesis with regards to the flexible
rotations (ψx, ψy, ψz � 1), such that ψz ' ∂uy

∂s
and ψy ' −∂uz

∂s
as shown in Figure B.1.
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The corresponding flexible variables are merged into the vector :

δ(t) =
[
δ>x (t) δ>y (t) δ>z (t) δ>α (t)

]>
(B.11)

while the translational and rotational modes are stored in :

φu(s) =
[
φ>x (s) φ>y (s) φ>z (s) 0>nα×1

]>
φψ(s) =

[
0>nx×1 φ′>y (s) −φ′>z (s) φ>α (s)

]> (B.12)

(B.13)

In order to highlight the influence of the beam section rotation, the total flexible displacement
u is split between the centroidal axis motion uc (i.e., for (y, z) = (0, 0)), and the transverse
one δu in (5.6). The equations (B.9) and (B.10) are thus written for the centroidal axis first:

uc(s, t) =


φ>x (s) 01×ny 01×nz 01×nα

01×nx φ>y (s) 01×nz 01×nα

01×nx 01×ny φ>z (s) 01×nα


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,Φ(s)

δ(t) (B.14a)

and

ψ(s, t) =


01×nx 01×ny 01×nz φ>α (s)
01×nx 01×ny −φ′>z (s) 01×nα

01×nx φ
′>
y (s) 01×nz 01×nα


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,∆(s)

δ(t) (B.14b)

while the flexible displacement due to transverse terms is given by:

δu(p, t) =


01×nx −yφ′>y (s) −zφ′>z (s) 01×nα

01×nx 01×ny 01×nz −zφ>α (s)
01×nx 01×ny 01×nz yφ>α (s)



A careful inspection of this matrix allows to rewrite it in a more compact way:

δu(p, t) = ψ(s, t)×


0
y

z

 = (∆(s) δ(t))×


0
y

z

 (B.15)

using the Gibbs notation “×” to denote the cross product.
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B.2 Computation of the Flexible Mass Matrix

The computation of the flexible mass matrix is derived in this section. Using the kinetic
energy partitioning into rigid and flexible terms in (5.15), recalled in (B.17), each term is
developed explicitly based on the corresponding linear velocities in (5.14), recalled in (B.16).
In the following, I, P and H are used to denote the flexible contributions to, respectively,
the second moment of inertia, and to the linear and angular momentums.

Reminder:
It is recalled that the augmented twist at the segment base is defined by merging the
linear and angular velocity of the segment reference point O, with the flexible variables
used to describe its deformation. It reads as follows in (5.9) (Mohan and Saha, 2009):

to =
[
v>o ω>o δ̇

> ]>
Using this twist, the linear velocity of any point P along the segment is described with
respect to this reference point, and to the flexible deformations in Appendix B.1:

vr =
[

I3 − p× 03×nf

]
to

vu =
[

03×3 − (Φ δ)× Φ
]

to

vψ =
[

03×3 (δp× (∆ δ))× −δp×∆
]

to

(B.16a)

(B.16b)

(B.16c)

such that the kinetic energy has been split up according to:

T = 1
2

∫
L

v>r vrdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trr

+ 1
2

∫
B

v>u vudm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tuu

+ 1
2

∫
B

v>ψvψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tψψ

+
∫
B

v>r vudm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tru+Tur

+
∫
B

v>r vψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trψ+Tψr

+
∫
B

v>u vψdm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tuψ+Tψu

(B.17)

B.2.1 Rigid Contribution
Trr is developed using the term vr in (B.16a). It yields the classic mass matrix of a rigid
body, already obtained for the rigid case in (4.8) (Alazard et al., 2008):

Trr = 1
2

∫
L

v>r vr dm

= 1
2

∫
L

t>o


I3 −p× 03×nf

∗ − (p×)2 03×nf

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to dm
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summarized by:

Trr = 1
2 t>o


mI3 −c× 03×nf

∗ Io 03×nf

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to (B.18)

where it is recalled that m denotes the segment’s mass; c =
∫
L pdm is the first moment of

inertia defined by c/m = pG, with pG the relative position of its CoM w.r.t. O in Ro ; and
Io =

∫
L(− (p×)2)dm is the second moment of inertia of the undeformed body, expressed at

O in Ro (Hughes, 1986; Spong et al., 2006). The symbol “∗” represents the symmetric parts
of a matrix.

B.2.2 Flexible Contributions

l
O

E
s

C
•

pa s ex

pc(s)

A

Figure B.2: Undeformed kinematics along the
segment slender part

To express the flexible terms, the unde-
formed kinematics illustrated in Fig. B.2 is
split according to the rigid part at the seg-
ment beginning, described by the vector pa,
and to its slender part, along the unitary vec-
tor ex.

With these notations, the position along the centroidal axis can be parametrized on the beam
section B, as follows:

pc(s) = pa + s ex (B.19)

where a reduced curvilinear abscissa s is introduce along the flexible part, and goes from 0
to l, with l the segment’s length.

B.2.2.1 Preliminary definitions

Before deriving the kinetic terms, the following matrices are introduced to denote the integrals
of mode shapes. They are supposed to be computed off-line to alleviate the computational
burden during the simulation (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). Two mains categories of terms
arise: the translational ones and the rotary ones (Cyril, 1988). Translational modes in φu are
due to the beam deformation in traction and bending, while rotary modes in φψ are caused
by the cross-section rotation with torsion and bending.
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The following matrices are introduced to represent the flexible modes integrals:

Vu =
∫ l

0
ρSΦ(s) ds

Wu =
∫ l

0
ρS sΦ(s) ds

Vψ =
∫ l

0
ρ∆(s) ds

(B.20)

(B.21)

(B.22)

where their subscripts are chosen in agreement with their translational or rotary nature.
Vu ∈ R3×nf represents the flexible contribution to the linear momentum, while Vψ ∈ R3×nf

stands for the contribution to the angular momentum. The last term Wu ∈ R3×nf is a
translational corrective term on the angular momentum.

Two matrices are also introduced to denote the translational and rotary inertias, by, respec-
tively, Zuu and Zψψ. They represent the cross-products between the corresponding sets of
flexible modes, φu in (B.12) and φψ in (B.13) of Appendix B.1.

Firstly, the full matrix Zuu ∈ Rnf×nf represents the cross-products between the translational
modes in all directions:

Zuu ,
∫ l

0
ρS φu(s)φ>u (s)ds =

∫ l

0
ρS


φxφ

>
x φxφ

>
y φxφ

>
z 0nx×nα

∗ φyφ
>
y φyφ

>
z 0ny×nα

∗ ∗ φzφ
>
z 0nz×nα

∗ ∗ ∗ 0nα×nα

 ds

=


Zxx Zxy Zxz 0nx×nα
∗ Zyy Zyz 0ny×nα
∗ ∗ Zzz 0nz×nα
∗ ∗ ∗ 0nα×nα


the diagonal version of which stands for these cross-products in each direction separately,
with:

Z̄uu ,
∫ l

0
ρSΦ>(s) Φ(s)ds =


Zxx 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα
∗ Zyy 0 0ny×nα
∗ ∗ Zzz 0nz×nα
∗ ∗ ∗ 0nα×nα
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Secondly, the rotary inertias are based on the intermediate variable Yψψ ∈ Rnf×nf :

Yψψ ,
∫ l

0
ρφψ(s)φ>ψ (s) ds =

∫ l

0
ρ


0nx×nx 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα
∗ φ

′

yφ
′>
y φ

′

yφ
′>
z φ

′

yφ
>
α

∗ ∗ φ
′

zφ
′>
z φ

′

zφ
>
α

∗ ∗ ∗ φαφ
>
α

 ds

=


0nx×nx 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα
∗ Yyy Yyz Yyα

∗ ∗ Yzz Yzα

∗ ∗ ∗ Yαα

 (B.23)

while its diagonal form considers only the cross-products in each different direction by:

Ȳψψ ,
∫ l

0
ρ∆>(s)∆(s) ds =


0nx×nx 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα
∗ Yyy 0ny×nz 0ny×nα
∗ ∗ Yzz 0nz×nα
∗ ∗ ∗ Yαα

 (B.24)

Based on these notations, the rotary inertias are stored in Z̄ψψ ∈ Rnf×nf , defined by:

Z̄ψψ ,
∫ l

0
ρ∆>(s)JS∆(s) ds =


0nx×nx 0nx×ny 0nx×nz 0nx×nα
∗ IzYyy IyzYyz 0ny×nα
∗ ∗ Iy Yzz 0nz×nα
∗ ∗ ∗ IpYαα

 (B.25)

where the terms of the previous matrix Y are weighted by the second moments of area, stored
in:

JS =
∫∫

S
−
(
δp(y, z)×

)2
dydz =


Ip 0 0
∗ Iy Iyz

∗ ∗ Iz



IS =
∫∫

S
δp(y, z) δp(y, z)>dydz =


0 0 0
∗ Iz −Iyz
∗ ∗ Iy



(B.26)

(B.27)

with Iy =
∫∫
S z

2 dydz and Iz =
∫∫
S y

2 dydz the second moments of area w.r.t. the transver-
sal axis Y and Z, and Ip =

∫∫
S(y2 + z2)dydz the polar second moment of area, verifying :

Ip = Iy + Iz.
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B.2.2.2 Flexible/Flexible Terms

The kinetic energy decomposition is now computed explicitly. The flexible/flexible terms Tuu

and Tψψ are derived first, and then the rigid/flexible terms follow.

Contribution of Tuu

Developing Tuu using vu in (B.16b), the following matrix form is obtained:

Tuu = 1
2

∫
B

v>u vu dm = 1
2

∫
B

t>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ − (Φδ)× (Φδ)× (Φ δ)×Φ

∗ ∗ Φ>Φ

 to dm

summarized by:

Tuu = 1
2 t>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ Iuu(δ, δ) Huu(δ)

∗ ∗ Z̄uu

 to (B.28)

Matrix Iuu ∈ R3×3 is introduced to denote the flexible contribution of the translational modes
on the second moment of inertia. It is defined by:

Iuu(δ1, δ2) = −
∫ l

0
ρS (Φδ1)× (Φδ2)× ds

=
(
δ>1 Z̄uuδ2

)
I3 − [δ1]>u Zuu [δ2]u (B.29)

where the flexible variables in translation are arranged in a diagonal way through the notation:

[δ]u =



δx 0nx×1 0nx×1

0ny×1 δy 0ny×1

0nz×1 0nz×1 δz

0nα×1 0nα×1 0nα×1

 (B.30)

In addition, matrix Huu ∈ R3×nf denotes the flexible contribution of φu on the momentum.
This influence is due to to the flexible angular rate produced when the section beam is rotating
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due to bending. Derived from a cross-product adapted for block matrices, its expression reads:

Huu(δ) =
∫ l

0
ρS (Φ δ)×Φ ds =


01×nx −δ>z Zzy δ>y Zyz 01×nα

δ>z Zzx 01×ny −δ>x Zxz 01×nα

−δ>y Zyx δ>xZxy 01×nz 01×nα

 (B.31)

Contribution of Tψψ
Due to the hypothesis of a slender segment, the cross-sectional dimensions are small compared
to its length. Therefore, the rotary inertias denoted by Iψψ, Hψψ and Z̄ψψ are introduced
for sake of completeness, but remains negligible compared to the translational inertias in-
troduced by Iuu, Huu and Z̄uu. They could be omitted assuming that the second moments
of area Iy, Iz, Iyz and Ip are much smaller than the cross-section area S (see (Timoshenko,
1955; Cyril, 1988)).

Developing Tψψ using (B.16c), the same kind of matrix form as (B.28) appears:

Tψψ = 1
2

∫
B

v>ψ vψ dm = 1
2

∫
B

t>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ − (δp× (∆ δ))×,2 (δp× (∆ δ))× δp×∆

∗ ∗ −∆>δp×δp×∆

 to dm

summarized by:

Tψψ = 1
2 t>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ Iψψ(δ, δ) Hψψ(δ)

∗ ∗ Z̄ψψ

 to (B.32)

A rotary corrective term is added on the second moment of inertia with matrix Iψψ ∈ R3×3:

Iψψ(δ1, δ2) = −
∫
B
ρ
(
δp× (∆ δ1)

)× (
δp× (∆ δ2)

)×
dydzds

=
((
δ>1 Ȳψψδ2

)
I3 − [δ1]>ψ Yψψ [δ2]ψ

)
IS + JS

(
[δ1]>ψ Y[ψψ] [δ2]ψ

)
(B.33)

where the flexible variables in rotation are arranged in an anti-diagonal way through the
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notation:

[δ]ψ =


0nx×1 0nx×1 0nx×1

0ny×1 0ny×1 δy

0nz×1 δz 0nz×1

δα 0nα×1 0nα×1

 (B.34)

Finally, the rotary contribution on the angular momentum Hψψ ∈ R3×nf is given by:

Hψψ(δ) = IS


01×nx δ>z Yzy −δ>y Yyz 01×nα

01×nx −δ>αYαy 01×nz δ>y Yyα

01×nx 01×ny δ>αYαz −δ>z Yzα

 (B.35)

B.2.2.3 Rigid/Flexible Cross Terms

The kinetic cross terms Tru +Tur, Trψ+Tψr and Tuψ+Tψu are computed using their symmetry
property: Tij = Tji. In the sequel, it is worth noticing that the centroidal axis is, by definition,
passing through the “center of area” CA of each cross-section, that is denoted C in the thesis.
It implies that C = CA, by definition of C. Therefore the following integral reduces to zero:

∫∫
S
δp(y, z) dydz = S δpCA = 03×1 (B.36)

Thus, the decomposition of the relative position of any point P by p = pc + δp in (5.5),
allows to simplify the following integral arising in the computation of the kinetic cross terms:

∫
B

p dm =
∫
ρ
(∫∫

S
(pc(s) + δp(y, z))dydz

)
ds

=
∫
ρ S pc(s) ds

Computation of Tru

The matrix form of Tru + Tur is inferred using (B.16a) and (B.16b).

Tru + Tur = 1
2

∫
B

(
v>r vu + v>u vr

)
dm

= 1
2

∫
B

t>o


03×3 − (Φ δ)× Φ
∗ −p× (Φ δ)× − (Φ δ)× p× p×Φ

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to dm
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summarized by:

Tru + Tur = 1
2t>o


03×3 − (Vuδ)× Pru

∗ Iru(δ) Hru

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to (B.37)

The same notations are used to denote the contributions on the flexible linear and angular
momentum with P and H, as well as the corrective term on the second moment of inertia
with I. They are defined by:

Pru = Vu

Iru(δ) = −〈pa,Vuδ〉 − 〈ex,Wuδ〉

Hru = p×a Vu + e×xWu

(B.38)

(B.39)

(B.40)

where the product 〈., .〉 is defined by: 〈u, v〉 = u× v×+ v× u×. Besides, the vector pa denotes
the rigid part of the segment, from its base to the beginning of the slender flexible part, as
illustrated in Fig. B.2. On the other hand, the vector ex denotes the axis of the slender part
(i.e., the x axis in the classical beam theory, but expressed here in Ro).

It can be noticed that Vu ∈ R3×nf provides the flexible shift of the CoM location when the
segment is in a deformed state: cf = c+Vuδ. Similarly, Wu ∈ R3×nf is a corrective term
on the angular momentum due to the translational modes.

Computation of Trψ

In the same way, Trψ + Tψr is derived using (B.16a) and (B.16c), to obtain:

Trψ + Tψr = 1
2

∫
B

(
v>r vψ + v>ψvr

)
dm

= 1
2

∫
B

t>o


03×3 (δp×(∆δ))× −δp×∆

∗ p× (δp×(∆δ))× + (δp×(∆δ))× p× −p× δp×∆

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to dm
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summarized by:

Trψ + Tψr = 1
2t>o


03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ Irψ(δ) Hrψ

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 to (B.41)

The hypothesis on the center of area in (B.36) has been used to cancel the upper terms, while
the remaining ones still influence the angular momentum with matrices:

Irψ(δ) = (Vψδ)× JS − JS (Vψδ)×

Hrψ = JSVψ

(B.42)

(B.43)

Computation of Tuψ

The matrix form of Tuψ + Tψu is inferred using (B.16b) and (B.16c).

Tuψ + Tψu = 1
2

∫
B

(
v>u vψ + v>ψvu

)
dm

= 1
2

∫
B

t>o



03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ (Φ δ)× (δp×(∆δ))× − (Φ δ)× δp×∆
. . .+ (δp×(∆δ))× (Φ δ)×

∗ ∗ −Φ> δp×∆
. . .+ ∆>δp×Φ


to dm

Noticing that vu does not contain any term depending upon δp(y, z), the integration of vψ
in Tuψ + Tψu over the cross-section domain vanishes thanks to the center-of-area hypothesis
in (B.36). It leads to the following result:

Tuψ + Tψu = 0 (B.44)

B.2.3 Global Kinetic Energy

Finally, equations (B.18), (B.28), (B.32), (B.37), (B.41) and (B.44) are combined to derive
the full expression of the kinetic energy given in (5.16).

T = 1
2 t>o Mf to (B.45)
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By gathering all the previous results, the flexible mass matrix is given by:

Mf =


Mvv Mvω Mvδ

∗ Mωω Mωδ

∗ ∗ Mδδ

 (B.46)

with
Mvv = mI3

Mvω = − (c + Vuδ)×

Mvδ = Pru

Mωω = Io + Iru(δ) + Irψ(δ) + Iuu(δ, δ) + Iψψ(δ, δ)

Mωδ = Hru + Hrψ + Huu(δ) + Hψψ(δ)

Mδδ = Z̄uu + Z̄ψψ

where matrices Pii, Hii, and Iii, contribute to, respectively, the flexible linear and angular
momentums, and to the inertia tensor. Their exact expressions are given as follows, to
summarize the previous computations:

Pru = Vu

Iru(δ) = −〈pa,Vuδ〉 − 〈ex,Wuδ〉

Irψ(δ) = (Vψδ)× JS − JS (Vψδ)×

Iuu(δ1, δ2) =
(
δ>1 Z̄uuδ2

)
I3 − [δ1]>u Zuu [δ2]u

Iψψ(δ1, δ2) =
((
δ>1 Ȳψψδ2

)
I3 − [δ1]>ψ Yψψ [δ2]ψ

)
IS + JS

(
[δ1]>ψ Y[ψψ] [δ2]ψ

)
Hru = p×a Vu + e×x Wu

Hrψ = JSVψ

Huu(δ) =


01×nx −δ>z Zzy δ>y Zyz 01×nα

δ>z Zzx 01×ny −δ>xZxz 01×nα

−δ>y Zyx δ>x Zxy 01×nz 01×nα



Hψψ(δ) = IS


01×nx δ>z Yzy −δ>y Yyz 01×nα

01×nx −δ>αYαy 01×nz δ>y Yyα

01×nx 01×ny δ>αYαz −δ>z Yzα
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B.3 Quasi-Lagrangian Equations

This section aims at developing the nonlinear terms arising in the derivation of flexible
dynamics by the quasi-Lagrangian equations in (5.21). By computing them explicitly, it is
possible to identify the terms that must be updated on-line during the simulation from those
that can be computed and stored off-line. The time derivative of the mass matrix is obtained
first, and then the state derivatives of the Lagrangian are obtained.

Reminder: The system Lagrangian is given under the following matrix form using
the kinetic energy in (5.16), the potential energy in (5.20), and replacing them in the
general Lagrangian in (4.10). Denoting Mf the mass matrix and Kf the stiffness matrix,
it reads:

L = 1
2 t>o M(δ) to︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

− 1
2 x>o Kf xo︸ ︷︷ ︸

U

(B.47)

The flexible dynamics were obtained by the hybrid state equations, written as follows
in (5.22):

Q = d
dt

(
∂L

∂to

)
− ∂̃L

∂xo
(B.48)

with the extended state derivative vector given by (5.23):

∂̃L

∂xo
=


03×1

−v×
(
∂L
∂vo

)
∂L
∂δ

 = −


03×1

v×o
(
∂L
∂vo

)
− ∂
∂δ

(T)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=M̃f (δ ,ωo ) to

−


03×1

03×1

∂
∂δ

(U)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Kfxo

(B.49)

This section aims at providing the explicit expressions of matrices Mf and M̃f to derive
the flexible dynamics as (5.26):

Q = Mf to +
(
Mf + Ωo Mf + M̃f

)
Ev to + Kf xo (B.50)
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B.3.1 Lagrangian time derivative

The time derivative of
(
∂L
∂to

)
in (B.48) is performed with respect to the inertial frame. Based

on Lagrangian expression in (B.47), this term reads:

d
dt

(
∂L

∂to

)
= d

dt (Mf to) = Mf to + Mf to

Using the vectrix time derivative (Hughes, 1986), the term Mf is expanded to yield:

d
dt

(
∂L

∂to

)
= Mf to +

(
Mf + Ωo Mf −Mf Ωo

)
to (B.51)

where it is recalled that an inertial differentiation w.r.t. RI is denoted by x, while a local
differentiation w.r.t. Ro is denoted by x. The augmented skew-symmetric matrix Ω is
introduced as:

Ωo =


ω×o 03×3 03×nf

∗ ω×o 03×nf

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf

 (B.52)

The advantage of this formulation is that Mf can be expressed more easily, since it only
depends upon δ(t) w.r.t. Ro in (B.46). This time derivative is performed by evaluating the
functions with a linear dependency f(δ) for f(δ̇) (i.e., for terms Vuδ, Iru, Irψ, Huu and
Hψψ), and the functions with a quadratic dependency f(δ, δ) for f(δ̇, δ) + f(δ, δ̇) (i.e., for
terms Iuu and Iψψ). Using the mass matrix decomposition in (5.18), this time derivative is
written as:

Mf = M(1)
f (δ̇) + M(2)

f (δ, δ̇) (B.53)
with

M(1)
f =


03×3

(
−Vu δ̇

)×
03×3

∗ Iru(δ̇) + Irψ(δ̇) Huu(δ̇) + Hψψ(δ̇)

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf



M(2)
f =



03×3 03×3 03×nf

∗ Iuu(δ̇, δ) + Iuu(δ, δ̇) + Iψψ(δ̇, δ) +
Iψψ(δ, δ̇)

03×nf

∗ ∗ 0nf×nf
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B.3.2 Lagrangian state derivative

According to (B.46) in Appendix B.2, the only dependency of T upon the state variables xo

is only through the δ-dependency of Mf . Regarding the potential energy U in (B.47), the
state derivative is straightforward and yields Kf xo . Therefore, the extended state derivative
of the Lagrangian ∂̃L

∂xo
is divided into M̃f to and Kf xo in (B.49). The terms of M̃f are now

developed according to the explicit expression of Mf in (B.46).

Development of v×o ∂L
∂vo

: The second row of the state derivative is computed based on the
first row of the mass matrix by:

v×o
∂L

∂vo
= v×o

([
Mvv Mvω Mvδ

]
to
)

= v×o
([

mI3 − (c + Vuδ)× Vu

]
to
)

= v×o
(
mvo − (c + Vuδ)× ωo + Vu δ̇

)
= m vo × vo︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+
(
(c + Vuδ)×ωo

)
× vo −

(
Vu δ̇

)
× vo

=
(
(c + Vuδ)×ω×o − ω×o (c + Vuδ)×

)
vo −

(
Vu δ̇

)×
vo

where one uses the Jacobi relation at the final step to develop the double cross-product.
Coming back to the definition of the mass matrix terms, one eventually obtains:

v×o
∂L

∂vo
=
(
−Mvωω

×
o + ω×o Mvω

)
vo + Mvωvo

=
(
Mvω + ω×o Mvω −Mvωω

×
o

)
vo

which can also be re-written as:
v×o

∂L

∂vo
= Mvωvo (B.54)

This result will be helpful to simplify the global dynamics by canceling Mvω in the inertial
time derivative of the whole mass matrix.

Development of ∂T
∂δ
: The derivative of the kinetic energy with respect to the generalized

coordinates xo reduces to the differentiation w.r.t. δ only, since it does not depend explicitly
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upon ro , nor Ψo . The computation reads as follows:

∂T

∂δ
= 1

2
∂

∂δ

(
t>o Mf(δ) to

)
= 1

2
∂

∂δ

(
t>o

(
M(1)

f (δ) + M(2)
f (δ, δ)

)
to
)

In this latter, the differentiation of the constant matrix M(0)
f w.r.t. δ yields directly zero,

since it is constant. The global mass matrices is now developed according to its non-zero
sub-matrices and to the order of the δ-dependency. It yields the following expressions:

∂T

∂δ
= 1

2
∂

∂δ

t>o


M(1)

vωωo

M(1)
ωvvo +

(
M(1)

ωω + M(2)
ωω

)
ωo + M(1)

ωδ δ̇

M(1)
δωωo




= 1
2
∂

∂δ

(
v>o M(1)

vωωo + ω>o M(1)
ωvvo + ω>o

(
M(1)

ωω + M(2)
ωω

)
ωo + ω>o M(1)

ωδ δ̇ + δ̇>M(1)
δωωo

)
= 1

2
∂

∂δ

(
2v>o M(1)

vωωo + ω>o
(
M(1)

ωω + M(2)
ωω

)
ωo + 2ω>o M(1)

ωδ δ̇
)

(B.55)

Each term is developed separately to obtain the differentiation more easily. The first one
reads as follows, reminding that the skew-symmetric matrix satisfies x×,> == x×:

∂

∂δ

(
v>o M(1)

vωωo
)

= ∂

∂δ

(
v>o (−Vuδ)×ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
v>o ω

×
o Vu δ

)
= −V>u ω×o vo

This result yields the sub-matrix M̃δv of M̃f by:

M̃δv =
(
−Mδv ω

×
o

)
vo (B.56)

The most cumbersome development is due to the quadratic dependency of the corrective
inertias. Their differentiation w.r.t. δ is obtained as follows:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o

(
M(1)

ωω + M(2)
ωω

)
ωo
)

= ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o (Iru(δ) + Irψ(δ) + Iuu(δ, δ) + Iψψ(δ, δ))ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o (Iru(δ) + Irψ(δ) + Iuu(δ, δ) + Iψψ(δ, δ))ωo

)
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The differentiation is performed for each term separately. The first one yields:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iru(δ)ωo

)
= − ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o 〈pa,Vuδ〉ωo + ω>o 〈ex,Wuδ〉ωo

)
whose the first term is first developed, since the second is similar:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o 〈pa,Vuδ〉ωo

)
= − ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o p×a (Vuδ)×ωo + ω>o (Vuδ)×p×a ωo

)
= − ∂

∂δ

(
−2ω>o p×a ω×o Vuδ

)
= 2V>uω×o p×a ωo

leading to the following result:

−1
2
∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iru(δ)ωo

)
, Ĩru(ωo)ωo = −

(
V>uω×o p×a + W>

uω
×
o e×x

)
ωo (B.57)

The second term of the initial summation is given hereunder, using the symmetry property
of JS:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Irψ(δ)ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o (Vψδ)× JSωo − ω>o JS (Vψδ)×ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
2ω>o (Vψδ)× JSωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−2δ>V>ψω×o JSωo

)
= −2V>ψω×o JSωo

It is denoted as follows in the following:

−1
2
∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Irψ(δ)ωo

)
, Ĩrψ(ωo)ωo = V>ψω×o JSωo (B.58)

The third term is given by more involved computations, as follows:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iuu(δ, δ)ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o

(
δ>Z̄uuδ

)
ωo − ω>o [δ]>u Zuu [δ]uωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

((
δ>Z̄uuδ

)
ω>o ωo − ω>o [δ]>u Zuu [δ]uωo

)

Its first term is easily differentiated w.r.t. δ, while the second need to compute by hand or
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symbolically ∂
∂δ

([δ]uωo). It yields:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iuu(δ, δ)ωo

)
= 2

((
Z̄uuδ

)
ω>o ωo − diag(ωx Inx , ωy Iny , ωzInz ,0nα×nα) Zuu [δ]uωo

)
However, by coming back to the integral definition of Iuu in (B.29), a symbolic manipulation
allows to re-write this result in an equivalent form, as:

−1
2
∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iuu(δ, δ)ωo

)
, Ĩuu(δ,ωo)ωo =

(
[Zuu [δ]uωo ]u − Z̄uuδ ω>o

)
ωo (B.59)

The fourth term is obtained with similar computations by coming back to its definition in
(B.33):

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iψψ(δ, δ)ωo

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫
B
ρω>o

(
δp× (∆ δ)

)× (
δp× (∆ δ)

)×
ωo dydzds

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫
B
ρω>o δu× δu×ωo dydzds

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫
B
ρ δu>ωo × ω×o δu dydzds

)
= −2

∫
B
ρωo × ω×o δu dydzds

reminding that δu = (∆ δ)× δp. The computations can be led symbolically to check that
the final results reads as follows:

−1
2
∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Iψψ(δ, δ)ωo

)
, Ĩψψ(δ,ωo)ωo

with

Ĩψψ(δ,ωo) =
((

[ωo ]∆ Yψψ [δ]ψ − Ȳψψδ ω
>
o

)
IS − [JSωo ]∆ Yψψ [δ]ψ ω

>
o

)
(B.60)

where the block-diagonal operator [.]∆ is defined by:

[x]∆ = diag(0nx×nx , z Iny , y Inz , x Inα)

for a vector x =
[
x y z

]>
∈ R3.

The results in (B.57) to (B.60) are used to summarized the contributions of the corrective
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inertias as:

−1
2
∂

∂δ

(
ω>o

(
M(1)

ωω + M(2)
ωω

)
ωo
)

=
(
Ĩru(ωo) + Ĩrψ(ωo) + Ĩuu(δ,ωo) + Ĩψψ(δ,ωo)

)
ωo

(B.61)

Eventually, the last terms to differentiate is the flexible contribution to the angular momen-
tum with:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o M(1)

ωδ δ̇
)

= ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o (Huu(δ) + Hψψ(δ))ωo

)
For both terms, it is necessary to come back their definitions. The first one is developed
using (B.31):

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Huu(δ)δ̇

)
= ∂

∂δ

(∫ l

0
ρS ω>o (Φ δ)× Φ δ̇ds

)

= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫ l

0
ρS δ>Φ>ω×o Φ δ̇ds

)

= −
∫ l

0
ρSΦ>ω×o Φ δ̇ds

Again, either by hand or symbolically, one obtains the following results:

− ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Huu(δ)δ̇

)
, H̃uu(ωo)δ̇ =


0 −ωzZxy ωyZxz 0

ωzZyx 0 −ωxZyz 0
−ωyZzx ωxZzy 0 0

0 0 0 0

 δ̇ (B.62)

For the second one, the computations based on (B.32) and (B.35) lead to:

∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Hψψ(δ)δ̇

)
= ∂

∂δ

(∫
B
ρω>o (δp×∆δ)× δp×∆δ̇ dydzds

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫
B
ρ (δp×∆δ)> ω×o δp×∆δ̇ dydzds

)
= ∂

∂δ

(
−
∫
B
ρ δ>∆> δp×,>ω×o δp×∆δ̇ dydzds

)
= ∂

∂δ

(∫
B
ρ δ>∆> δp×ω×o δp×∆δ̇ dydzds

)
=
∫
B
ρ∆> δp×ω×o δp×∆δ̇ dydzds
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which yields by hand or symbolically:

− ∂

∂δ

(
ω>o Hψψ(δ)δ̇

)
, H̃ψψ(ωo) δ̇ =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ω̃yYyα

0 0 0 −ω̃zYzα

0 −ω̃yYαy ω̃zYαz 0

 δ̇ (B.63)

where the angular rate is weighted by the moment of area with ω̃o = ISωo .

Back to (B.55), the general expression of the state derivatives is set under matrix form to
define M̃f of (B.49) as follows:

M̃f =


03×3 03×3 03×nf

M̃ωv 03×3 03×nf

M̃δv M̃δω M̃δδ

 (B.64)

with the sub-matrices given by:

M̃ωv = −
(
Mωv + ω×o Mωv −Mωvω

×
o

)
M̃δv = −

(
−Mδvω

×
o

)
M̃δω = Ĩru + Ĩrψ + Ĩuu + Ĩψψ
M̃δδ = H̃uu + H̃ψψ

The corrective terms of size Rnf×3 on the second moment of inertia are recalled here as a
reminder from (B.57) to (B.60) :

Ĩru(ωo) = −V>u ω×o p×a −W>
u ω

×
o e×x

Ĩrψ(ωo) = V>ψ ω×o JS
Ĩuu(δ,ωo) = [Zuu [δ]uωo ]u − Z̄uuδ ω>o

Ĩψψ(δ,ωo) =
(

[ωo ]∆ Yψψ [δ]ψ − Ȳψψδ ω
>
o

)
IS − [JSωo ]∆ Yψψ [δ]ψ ω

>
o
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The corrective terms of size Rnf×nf on the angular momentum are given in (B.62) and (B.63)
by:

H̃uu(ωo) =


0 −ωzZxy ωyZxz 0

ωzZyx 0 −ωxZyz 0
−ωyZzx ωxZzy 0 0

0 0 0 0



H̃ψψ(ωo) =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ω̃yYyα

0 0 0 −ω̃zYzα

0 −ω̃yYαy ω̃zYαz 0
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APPENDIX C SPACE ROBOT MODELING DETAILS

This appendix gathers all the results and computations used in the modeling of a space robot
and the corresponding algorithms. These objects are considered as a rigid hub supporting
many appendages, either rigid or flexible. The system is illustrated in Figure C.1 with all
the frames and index notations.

RI

rb

R01 R11

R02
R12

Rb

R03
R13

R23

R33
R43

RE3

Figure C.1: Frames assignment on a spacecraft with various appendages

C.1 Space Robot Dynamics Algorithms

This section gathers the dynamics algorithms dedicated to space robots. They are provided
to compute recursively the mass matrix, the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and the
forward dynamics using the DeNOC approach.

C.1.1 Mass Matrix Algorithm

Similar to the algorithms presented for robotic systems, the next algorithm computes the mass
matrix of a space robot assuming a “star shape” with all the chain-like appendages connected
to a rigid hub, as shown in Figure C.1. The approach is still based on the Composite Rigid
Body concept to describe each appendage (Featherstone, 2008). The global inertia of the
composite system is obtained by merging all their own inertias with the spacecraft one,
expressed at its CoM Gb. The proposed algorithm starts with the DeNOC formalism used to
describe tree-type systems in (Shah et al., 2012a) and then derives explicitly the algorithm
by computations similar to the fixed-base robotics case.
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Reminder: The mass matrix is developed explicitly in (6.52) to emphasize how the
dynamics of the appendages interacts with the spacecraft:

D = N> [M] N

=



Dbb Dba1 . . . . . . Dbana

∗ Da1 0 . . . 0

∗ 0 . . . . . . ...
∗ ... . . . . . . 0
∗ 0 . . . 0 Dana


(C.1)

where the sub-blocks are given in (6.53) by:

Dbb = bN>b Mb
bNb +∑

k
kN>b [Mak ] kNb

Dak = kN>k [Mak ] kNk

Dbak = kN>b [Mak ] kNk

(C.2a)

(C.2b)

(C.2c)

Theirs expressions lie on the DeNOC matrix N according to (6.27):



tb

ta1

ta2
...

tana


=



bNb 0 0 0 0
1Nb

1N1 0 0 0
2Nb 0 2N2

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb 0 . . . 0 naNna


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=N



q̇b

q̇a1

q̇a2
...

q̇ana


(C.3)

whose decoupled form is detailed in (6.29) as:

N =



I6 0 0 0 0
1Nb,l

1N1,l 0 0 0
2Nb,l 0 2N2,l

. . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb,l 0 . . . 0 naNna,l


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nl



bNd 0 0 0 0
0 1Nd 0 0 0

0 0 2Nd
. . . ...

0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 naNd


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nd

(C.4)
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Each of these elements is actually part of the decoupled DeNOC matrix obtained for
one appendage with a fixed base in appendix C.1. Their main properties are recalled
here for the next developments:

bNb = bNb,l
bNd = I6 Pb Decoupled form at the spacecraft level

kNk = kNk,l
kNd Decoupled form at the appendage level

kNb = kNb,l
bNd Decoupled form of the coupling terms

Dak = kN>k [Mak ] kNk Mass matrix decomposition of an appendage

M̂ak = kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l Composite body inertias of an appendage

where the structure of the matrix kNb,l is also recalled for sake of completeness by
(6.21):

kNb,l =


A1k,b

A2k,b
...

Ank,b

 =



I 0 0 · · · 0
A2k,1k I 0 · · · 0

A3k,1k A3k,2k I . . . 0
... ... . . . . . . 0

Ank,1k Ank,2k · · · Ank,nk−1 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=kNk,l


A1k,b

0
...
0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=kAb

(C.5)

In the first place, the diagonal terms of D describing the appendages self-dynamics are
obtained by the fixed-base algorithm in Algorithm A.1.

Secondly, the coupling terms Dbak are developed as follows:

Dbak = kN>b [Mak ] kNk

= bN>d kN>b,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kNd

= bN>d kA>b kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kNd

= bN>d kA>b M̂ak
kNd

= P>b A>1k,b
[

M̂1kP1k A>2k,1kM̂2kP2k . . . A>nk,nk−1M̂nkPnk

]
where the matrix on the RHS is already computed in the algorithm for fixed-base manipu-
lators. The coupling terms are thus described by row block-structures, whose elements are
denoted by:

Dbak(ik) = P>b A>1k,b A>ik,1kM̂ikPik
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Eventually, the spacecraft term is the most cumbersome one since all the appendage inertias
are merged at this step:

Dbb = bN>b Mb
bNb +∑

k
kN>b [Mak ] kNb

= bN>d Mb
bNd +∑

k
bN>d kN>b,l [Mak ] kNb,l

bNd

= bN>d
(
Mb +∑

k
kA>b kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l

kAb
)

bNd

= P>b
(
Mb +∑

k
kA>b M̂ak

kAb
)

Pb

= P>b
(
Mb +∑

k A>1k,b M̂1k A1k,b
)

Pb

The previous relations are merged to derive the global algorithm of computation of D. Simi-
larly to the fixed-base case, a first inward loop over each appendage computes their own mass
matrix and their coupling terms. Then, the spacecraft mass matrix is obtained by gathering
the appendage inertias.

At the appendage level, ∀k = 1 . . . na,

M̂nk+1 = Mnk+1 (if payload)

∀ik = nk . . . 1k, M̂ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik

∀jk ≤ ik, Dak(ik, jk) = P>ik M̂ik Aik,jk Pjk

∀jk > ik, Dak(ik, jk) = D(jk, ik)>

Dbak(ik) = P>b A>1k,b A>ik,1k M̂ik Pik

At the spacecraft level,

Dbb = P>b
(
Mb +∑

k A>1k,b M̂1k A1k,b
)

Pb

(C.6a)

(C.6b)

(C.6c)

(C.6d)

(C.6e)

(C.6f)
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Algorithm C.1: Recursive computation of the mass matrix of a space robot

Function : D = MassMatSpace(q)
Input : q
Output : D
Data :

{
ik−1R

r/f
ik
, Ar/f

ik,ik−1 , Pik , Mik , A0k,b , Mb , Pb ; ik = 0k . . . nk + 1, k = 1 . . . na
}

Initialize
(
M̂a = 06×6

)
// APPENDAGE TERMS DaK AND DbaK

1 for k = 1 . . . na do
Initialize

(
M̂nk+1 = Mnk+1 = Mpayload,k

)
2 for i = nk . . . 1k do // Recursive computation of M̂ik

3 ik+1Rik = ikRr
ik+1(qik+1)> or ikRf

ik+1(qik+1, δik)> (4.22) and (5.35)
4 ik+1Rik = diag(ik+1Rik ,

ik+1Rik) (4.31)
5 Aik+1,ik = ik+1Rik Ar/f

ik+1,ik (4.30a) and (5.45a)
6 M̂ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik (C.6b)

7 Aik,ik = I6

8 for jk = ik . . . 1k do // Computation of Dak

9 Dak(ik, jk) = P>ik M̂ik Aik,jk Pjk (C.6c)
10 Dak(jk, ik) = D(ik, jk)> (C.6d)

11 jkRjk−1 = jk−1Rr
jk(qjk)

> or jk−1Rf
jk(qjk , δjk−1)> // Update of the Aik,jk

12 jkRjk−1 = diag(jkRjk−1,
jkRjk−1)

13 Aik,jk−1 = Aik,jk

(
jkRjk−1 Ar/f

jk,jk−1

)
// Computation of Dbak

14 Dbak(ik) = P>b A>0k,b A>ik,0k M̂ik Pik (C.6e)

15 A1k,b = A1k,0k ,A0k,b // Update of M̂a

16 M̂a = M̂a + A>1k,b M̂1k A1k,b (C.6f)

// SPACECRAFT TERM Dbb

17 Dbb = P>b
(
Mb + M̂a

)
Pb (C.6f)

18 return D
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C.1.2 Coriolis and Centrifugal Matrix Algorithm
Using the previous developments for the chain-like manipulators, the Coriolis and centrifugal
matrix C and vector h are derived by recursive algorithms. Their analytic expressions are
recalled from the thesis content, and the detailed expressions of the DeNOC matrices Nl and
Nd are already given above in (C.3) and (C.4).

Reminder:
As for the mass matrix, the matrix of nonlinear efforts C reflects the dynamic structure
of the space robot. From (6.54), it is recalled that:

C = N> [M] N + N>
[
M
]

N

=



Cbb Cba1 . . . . . . Cbana

Ca1b Ca1 0 . . . 0
... 0 . . . . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

Canab 0 . . . 0 Cana


(C.7)

with the sub-matrices given by (6.53):

Cbb = bN>b
(
Mb

bNb + Mb
bNb

)
+∑

k
kN>b

(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
Cbak = kN>b

(
[Mak ] kNk +

[
Mak

]
kNk

)
Cakb = kN>k

(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
Cak = kN>k

(
[Mak ] kNk +

[
Mak

]
kNk

)

(C.8a)

(C.8b)

(C.8c)

(C.8d)

The intermediate variables used in appendix A.3.3 to compute the fixed-base Coriolis
matrix Cak are recalled with the new notations, to be used in the next computations:

M̂ak = kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l Composite body inertias of the kth appendage

M̂ak = kN>k,l
[
Mak

]
kNk,l Coriolis and centrifugal matrix of the segments

Hak = kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l Intermediate matrix for the computation of C

such that the Coriolis matrix reads:

Cak = kN>d
(
kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l + kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l [Ωak ] + kN>k,l

[
Mak

]
kNk,l

)
kNd

= kN>d
(
Hak + M̂ak [Ωak ] + M̂ak

)
kNd
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Similar to the own mass matrix of the appendages, the diagonal sub-matrices Cak correspond
to the computation of a fixed-base appendage, as done in appendix A.3.3. Parts of this al-
gorithm are used to compute the coupling terms (Cbak , Cakb) and the spacecraft block Cbb.

The coupling terms are developed using the matrices given in the reminder:

Cbak = kN>b
(
[Mak ] kNk +

[
Mak

]
kNk

)
= bN>d kN>b,l

(
[Mak ] kNk,l

kNd + [Mak ] kNk,l
kNd +

[
Mak

]
kNk,l

kNd

)
= bN>d kA>b kN>k,l

(
[Mak ] kNk,l + [Mak ] kNk,l [Ωak ] +

[
Mak

]
kNk,l

)
kNd

= P>b kA>b
(
Hak + M̂ak [Ωak ] + M̂ak

)
kNd

This last result leads to the following expression of the ithk sub-block of these coupling terms,
based on the expressions of

(
Hak , M̂ak , M̂ak

)
in (A.28):

∀ik = 1k . . . nk, Cbak(ik) = P>b A>1k,b
(
A>ik,1kHik + A>ik,1kM̂ik [Ωik ] + A>ik,1kM̂ik

)
Pik (C.9)

In the same fashion, the remaining coupling terms read:

Cakb = kN>k
(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
= kN>d kN>k,l

(
[Mak ] kNb,l

bNd + [Mak ] kNb,l
bNd +

[
Mak

]
kNb,l

bNd

)
= kN>d

(
kN>k,l [Mak ] kNb,l

bNd + kN>k,l [Mak ] kNb,l
bNd + kN>k,l

[
Mak

]
kNb,l

bNd

)
= kN>d

(
kN>k,l [Mak ]

(
kNk,l

kAb + kNk,l
kAb

)
bNd . . .

. . . + kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kAbΩb

bNd + kN>k,l
[
Mak

]
kNk,l

kAb
bNd

)
= kN>d

(
Hak

kAb + M̂ak

(
kAb + kAbΩb

)
+ M̂ak

kAb

)
Pb

leading to:

∀ik = 1k . . . nk, Cakb(ik) =P>ik
( (

M̂ikAik,1k + HikAik,1k

)
A1k,b

+ M̂ikAik,1k (ΩbA1k,b + A1k,bΩb)

+ M̂ikAik,1kA1k,b

)
Pb

(C.10)
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Regarding the spacecraft term Cbb, its analytic expression is split into two terms. Firstly:

bN>b
(
Mb

bNb + Mb
bNb

)
= P>b

(
MbΩbPb + MbPb

)
= P>b

(
MbΩb + Mb

)
Pb

Secondly, an expression similar to the sub-blocks of Cak in (A.28d) and (A.28e) is obtained:

∑
k
kN>b

(
[Mak ] kNb +

[
Mak

]
kNb

)
=∑k

bN>d kN>b,l
(
[Mak ]

(
kNb,l

bNd + kNb,l
bNd

)
+
[
Mak

]
kNb,l

bNd

)
=bN>d

(∑
k
kN>b,l

(
[Mak ]

(
kNb,l + kNb,lΩb

)
+
[
Mak

]
kNb,l

))
bNd

=P>b
(∑

k
kA>b kN>k,l

(
[Mak ]

(
kNk,l

kAb + kNk,l
kAb + kNk,l

kAbΩb
)

+
[
Mak

]
kNk,l

kAb
))

Pb

=P>b
(∑

k
kA>b

(
Hak

kAb + M̂ak

(
kAb + kAbΩb

)
+ M̂ak

kAb

))
Pb

=P>b
(∑

k A>1k,b
(
H1kA1k,b + M̂1k

(
A1k,b + A1k,bΩb

)
+ M̂1kA1k,b

))
Pb

By gathering these results, the computation of C is derived for the whole space robot as
follows:

At the appendage level, ∀k = 1 . . . na,

∀ik = nk . . . 1k, M̂ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik

M̂ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik

Hik = A>ik+1,ik

(
Hik+1Aik+1,ik + M̂ik+1Aik+1,ik

)
∀jk < ik, Cak(ik, jk) = P>ik

((
Hik + M̂ik

)
Aik,jk + M̂ik

(
Aik,jk + Aik,jkΩjk

))
Pjk

∀jk ≥ ik, Cak(ik, jk) = P>ikA
>
jk,ik

(
Ĥjk + M̂jkΩjk + M̂jk

)
Pjk

Cbak(ik) = P>b A>1k,b
(

A>ik,1kHik + A>ik,1kM̂ikΩik + A>ik,1kM̂ik

)
Pik

Cakb(ik) = P>ik
((

M̂ikAik,1k + (Hik + M̂ik)Aik,1k
)
A1k,b . . .

. . . + M̂ikAik,1k (ΩbA1k,b + A1k,bΩb)
)
Pb

At the spacecraft level,

Cbb(ik) = P>b (MbΩb + ΩbMbEv) Pb . . .

+ P>b
[∑

k A>1k,b
((

H1k + M̂1k

)
A1k,b + M̂1k

(
A1k,b + A1k,bΩb

))]
Pb

(C.11a)

(C.11b)

(C.11c)

(C.11d)

(C.11e)

(C.11f)

(C.11g)

(C.11h)
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As seen from this set of equations, the algorithm to compute the Coriolis and centrifugal
matrix is an extended version of the fixed-base one in Algorithm A.2. The analytic algorithm
in Algorithm C.2 provides an insight into the structure of the nonlinear terms, and would be
more suited to a symbolic computation. Conversely, the technique based on the Newton-Euler
algorithm is more efficient numerically since it is built on vector operations.
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Algorithm C.2: Computation of the Coriolis and centrifugal vector for a space robot

Function : h = CorMatSpace(q, q̇)
Data :

{
ik−1R

r/f
ik
, Ar/f

ik,ik−1 , Pik , Mik , A0k,b , Mb , Pb ; ik = 0k . . . nk + 1 , k = 1 . . . na
}

Initialize
(
Ha = 06×6

)
// Spacecraft Kinetics

1 tb = Pb q̇b (6.20)
2 A0k,b = 0kR>b

(
ΩbAr

0k,b −Ar
0k,bΩb

)
(6.17) and (6.18)

3 for k = 1 . . . na do // APPENDAGE TERMS CaK AND CbaK

Initialize
(
t0k = A0k,btb

)
(6.16)

4 for ik = 1k . . . nk + 1 do // Recursive computation and storage of Aik,ik−1, Aik,ik−1, and Ωik

Kinetics loop from InvDynSpace (only tik is not computed here)

Initialize
(
M̂nk+1 = Mnk+1, M̂nk+1 = Ωnk+1Mnk+1Ev , Ĥnk+1 = 06×6

)
5 for ik = nk . . . 1k do // Recursive computation of M̂ik , M̂ik , Ĥik

6 M̂ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik (C.11a)

7 M̂ik = Mr/f
ik + A>ik+1,ik M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik (6.38) and (C.11b)

8 Hik = A>ik+1,ik

(
M̂ik+1 Aik+1,ik + Hik+1 Aik+1,ik

)
(C.11c)

9 for jk = ik − 1 . . . 1k do // Computation of the LHS of line Cak(ik, :)
10 Aik,jk = Aik,jk+1 Ajk+1,jk

11 Aik,jk = Aik,jk+1 Ajk+1,jk + Aik,jk+1 Ajk+1,jk

12 Cak(ik, jk) = P>ik
((

Ĥik + M̂ik

)
Aik,jk + M̂ik

(
Aik,jk + Aik,jkΩjk

))
Pjk (C.11d)

13 for jk = ik . . . nk do // Computation of RHS of line Cak(ik, :)
14 Cak(ik, jk) = P>ikA

>
jk,ik

(
Ĥjk + M̂jkΩjk + M̂jk

)
Pjk (C.11e)

15 Ajk+1,ik = Ajk+1,jk Ajk,ik

16 A1k,b = A1k,0k ,A0k,b // Computation of Cbak(ik)
17 Cbak(ik) = . . . and Cakb(ik) = . . . (C.11f) and (C.11g)
18 A1k,b = A1k,0k ,A0k,b + A1k,0k ,A0k,b // Intermediate variable to compute Cbb

19 Ha = Ha + A>1k,b
(

H1kA1k,b + M̂1k

(
A1k,b + A1k,bΩb

)
+ M̂1kA1k,b

)
(C.11h)

// SPACECRAFT TERM Cbb

20 Cbb = P>b
(
MbΩb + Mb + Ha

)
Pb (C.11h)

21 return h = C q̇
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C.1.3 Forward Dynamics Algorithm

The forward dynamics algorithm is now derived for a space robot with a star shape. The
steps presented in Algorithm A.3 for one appendage on a fixed base are extended to a multi-
appendages approach. As introduced in the main content, the DeNOC matrix N for tree-type
systems can be decoupled in a form similar to the chain-like manipulators one, with identity
matrix on the diagonal. This decomposition considers each appendage as a “module”, that
replaces the previous concept of segment. As assumed with the star shape, each of these
modules is itself a chain-like system. With this bottom-up approach, the same algorithm of
inversion is applied on the global mass matrix and results in going back and forth between
the multi-module algorithm and the previous mono-module one. These switches between
both visions are summarized in the general case of tree-type system in (Shah et al., 2012a).

Reminder: It is shown in (6.57) how the DeNOC matrix N can be written in a form
similar to the manipulator case with:

N =



I 0 0 0 0
1Nb,l I 0 0 0
2Nb,l 0 I . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

naNb,l 0 . . . 0 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nl



bNb 0 0 0 0
0 1N1 0 0 0

0 0 2N2
. . . ...

0 ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 naNna


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Nd

(C.12)

With this decomposition, a parallel can be made with the DeNOC matrices Nl and Nd

of a manipulator in (4.32), by defining the following equivalences, where the index 0 is
replaced by the spacecraft notation b:

Pk =⇒ kNk

Ak,j =⇒ 0 ∀k = 1 . . . na, ∀j = 1 . . . k − 1

Ak,b =⇒ kNb,l

Mk =⇒ [Mak ]
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Reminding the U∆U> decomposition of the mass matrix proposed in Appendix A.3.4,
the upper triangular matrix U reads as follows for our star-shaped system:

U =



I Ub,1 · · · · · · Ub,na

0 I 0 · · · 0

0 0 I . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · · · · 0 I


∆ =



∆b 0 · · · 0

0 ∆1
. . . ...

... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∆na



where the sparse definition of Nl implies the same structure for U. By definition of U
and ∆, the global mass matrix decomposes at the multi-module level by:

D = U ∆ U>

With the module equivalence, the explicit expressions of matrices Ui,j = P>i A>j,iϕj and
∆i = P>i M̄iPi in (A.33) and (A.37), are updated by:

M̄k = [Mak ]

∆k = kN>k M̄k
kNk = kN>d M̂ak

kNd

Uj,k = 0 ∀k = 1 . . . na, ∀j = 1 . . . k − 1

Ub,k = bN>b kN>b,lM̄k
kNk∆−1

k

(C.13)

(C.14)

(C.15)

(C.16)

Then the three steps of forward dynamics are applied with these module matrices. The whole
system

(
U∆U>

)
X = b is solved in the same fashion by:

1. Solve: UX̂ = b

2. Solve: ∆X̄ = X̂ (= U−1 b)

3. Solve: U>X = X̄ (= ∆−1 U−1 b)

Step 1: The system UX̂ = b is easily solved due to the sparse structure of U. It reads as
follows: 

I Ub,1 · · · · · · Ub,na

0 I 0 · · · 0
... 0 I . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 I





X̂b

X̂1
...

X̂na


=



bb

b1
...

bna
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and its solution is direct for the lower terms with X̂k = bk , but not for the spacecraft terms
X̂b:

X̂b = bb −
na∑
k=1

Ub,k X̂k

= bb −
na∑
k=1

bN>b kN>b,l M̄k
kNk ∆−1

k bk

= bb −
na∑
k=1

bN>d kA>b kNk,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kNd ∆−1

k bk

= bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b M̂ak
kNd ∆−1

k bk

Using now the U∆U> decomposition of the module itself, using Appendix A.3.4, ∆k and
M̂ak are expanded as follows:

∆k = Uak∆akU
>
ak

M̂ak = Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak

with the definition of Ũak in (A.40) by:

Uak = kN>d Ũak

The global triangular system is then solved at the spacecraft level by:

X̂b = bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b M̂ak
kNd∆−1

k bk

= bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak
kNdU−>ak ∆−1

ak U−1
ak bk

= bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akU
>
akU

−>
ak ∆−1

ak U−1
ak bk

= bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b ŨakU
−1
ak bk

Reminding from Appendix A.3.4 that the intermediate variable obtained after the first step
was denoted by: X̂ = U−1b, the previous summation can be re-written as:

X̂b = bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b ŨakX̂ak

where X̂ak = U−1
ak bk is solved with the previous algorithm for one appendage on a fixed base.

It is worth noticing that this vector is different from X̂k = bk obtained from the multi-module
solution.
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Based on the expression of Ũ in (A.39), the matrix multiplying X̂ak can be developed as:

kA>b Ũak X̂ak = A>1k,b
[

Ũ1k,1k . . . Ũ1k,nk

]
X̂ak

= A>1k,b
[
ϕ1k . . . A>nk,1k ϕnk

]
X̂ak

= A>1k,b
nk∑

ik=1k
A>ik,1k ϕikX̂ik︸ ︷︷ ︸

=η1k

This main result allows to fully solve the global triangular system by:

∀k = 1 . . . na, X̂k = bk

X̂b = bb −
na∑
k=1

P>b A>1k,b η1k

(C.17a)

(C.17b)

This scheme is the basis of the forward dynamics for multi-module systems. It allows to solve
the first step for X̂ in the global approach, by computing this same first step at the module
level in order to obtain the variables η1k . They are then added to get the spacecraft variable
X̂b at the multi-module level.

Step 2: The system ∆X̄ = X̂ is solved for X̄ provided that Step 1 yields X̂:


∆b 0 · · · · · · 0
0 ∆1 0 · · · 0

0 0 . . . . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 ∆na





X̄b

X̄1
...

X̄na


=



X̂b

X̂1
...

X̂na



The solution is straightforward, and is given by:

X̄b = ∆−1
b X̂b

∀k = 1 . . . na, X̄k = ∆−1
k X̂k

(C.18a)

(C.18b)

It is very important to notice that the appendage solutions are actually obtained by inverting
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their whole mass matrix ∆−1
k , which would be very costly to perform. Instead, the algorithm

avoids this step thanks to the third step solution, where the values of X̄k are not required.

At the spacecraft level though, the matrix ∆b must be computed explicitly. It is defined by
the equivalent definition of the mass matrix Dbb either by (C.6f), or by the direct product
U∆U>. Its expression satisfies the relation in (A.30), re-written with the module matrices
as:

Dbb =


∆b +∑na

k=1 Ub,k∆kU>b,k
P>b

(
Mb +∑

k A>1k,b M̂1k A1k,b
)

Pb

This relation leads to:

∆b = Dbb −
na∑
k=1

Ub,k∆kU>b,k

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

bN>b kN>b,lM̄k
kNk∆−1

k ∆k∆−1
k

kN>k M̄k
kNb,l

bNb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kNd∆−1

k
kN>d kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l

kAbPb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b M̂ak
kNd∆−1

k
kN>d M̂akAbPb

using again the own U∆U> decomposition of the appendage inertia, it yields:

∆b = Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak
kNdU−>ak ∆−1

ak U−1
ak

kN>d Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak
kAbPb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akU
>
akU

−>
ak ∆−1

ak U−1
ak Uak∆akŨ

>
ak
kAbPb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak
kAbPb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b kA>b Ũak∆akŨ
>
ak
kAbPb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b A>1k,b
[
ϕ1k . . . A>nk,1k ϕnk

]
∆ak

[
ϕ1k . . . A>nk,1k ϕnk

]>
A1k,b Pb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b A>1k,b
nk∑

ik=1k
A>ik,1k ϕik∆ikϕ

>
ik

Aik,1k A1k,b Pb

= Dbb −
na∑
k=1

P>b A>1k,b
nk∑

ik=1k
A>ik,1k ϕikϕ̄

>
ik

Aik,1k︸ ︷︷ ︸
=M̂1k−M̄1k+ϕ1k

ϕ̄>1k

A1k,b Pb
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using the definition of M̄1k introduced in the proof of the forward dynamics algorithm in
Appendix A.3.4.

Reminding then the expression of Dbb, the result reduces to:

∆b = Dbb +
na∑
k=1

P>b A>1k,b
(
M̄1k − M̂1k −ϕ1kϕ̄

>
1k

)
A1k,b Pb

= P>b

(
Mb +

na∑
k=1

A>1k,b
(
M̄1k −ϕ1kϕ̄

>
1k

)
A1k,b

)
Pb (C.19)

This expression allows to recursively compute the summation inside ∆b, using the same
first step of the mono-module recursions. Indeed, these latter provides the necessary values
of
(
M̄1k , ϕ1k , ϕ̄1k

)
. Once this matrix is obtained, its inversion yields the value of X̄b to

initialize the third step.

Step 3: Eventually, the system U>X = X̄ is solved using the same modified RGE algorithm
on: 

I 0 0 · · · 0
U>b,1 I 0 · · · 0
... 0 I . . . ...
... ... . . . . . . 0

Ub,na 0 · · · 0 I





Xb

X1
...

Xn


=



X̄b

X̄1
...

X̄na


The solution at the spacecraft level is straightforward and yields:

Xb = X̄b

while the appendages terms are given by:

Xk = X̄k −U>b,kXb

= X̄k −∆−1
k

kN>k M̄k
kNb,l

bNb Xb

= X̄k −∆−1
k

kN>d kN>k,l [Mak ] kNk,l
kAb Pb Xb

= X̄k −∆−1
k

kN>d M̂ak
kAb Pb Xb
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Using again the own appendage decomposition, one obtains:

Xk = X̄k −U−>ak ∆−1
ak U−1

ak
kN>d Ũak∆akŨ

>
ak
kAb Pb Xb

= X̄k −U−>ak ∆−1
ak U−1

ak Uak∆akŨ
>
ak
kAb Pb Xb

= X̄k −U−>ak Ũ>ak
kAb Pb Xb

= X̄k −U−>ak Ũ>ak
kAb Pb Xb

Introducing the results of the second step, a change of variable is made with:

X̄k = ∆−1
k X̂k

= U−>ak ∆−1
ak U−1

ak bk
= U−>ak X̄ak

such that the global variable Xk can be written as:

Xk = U−>ak

(
X̄ak − Ũ>ak

kAb Pb Xb
)

= U−>ak

(
X̄ak −

(
A>1k,b

[
ϕ1k . . . A>nk,1k ϕnk

])>
Pb Xb

)

The system to solve at the module level is eventually given by:

U>ak Xk = X̄ak −


ϕ>1k
. . .

ϕ>nk Ank,1k

A1k,b Pb Xb

which is slightly different from the fixed-base appendage case, where the RHS was only
made up of X̄ak . Developing the computation in the same fashion as in the third step of
Appendix A.3.4, the ithk term of Xk satisfies the following property:

Xik +
ik−1∑
jk=1k

U>jk,ik Xjk = X̄ak −ϕ>ik Aik,1k A>1k,b Pb Xb

leading to:

Xik = X̄ak −ϕ>ik Aik,1k A>1k,b Pb Xb −
ik−1∑
jk=1k

ϕ>ik Aik,jk Pjk Xjk

= X̄ak −ϕ>ik Aik,ik−1

 ik−1∑
jk=1k

Aik−1,jk Pjk Xjk + Aik−1,1kA1k,b Pb Xb


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=µik−1
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where the variable µik−1, updated with the influence of the moving base, satisfies the same
recursive relation:

µik =
ik∑

jk=1k
Aik,jk Pjk Xjk + A>ik,b Pb Xb

= Pik Xik + Aik,ik−1

 ik−1∑
jk=1k

Aik−1,jk P1k X1k + A>ik−1,b Pb Xb


= Pik Xik + Aik,ik−1 µik−1

The only change w.r.t. the fixed-base recurrence is the initial value of µ0k = A>0k,b Pb Xb.

To summarize, the third step of the multi-module system is also solved by performing the
third step for each module separately. It yields:

Xb = X̄b

∀k = 1 . . . na, Xk = U−>ak

(
X̄ak − Ũ>ak

kAb Pb Xb
) (C.20a)

(C.20b)

The whole forward dynamics algorithm is given in Algorithm C.3 based on the three recur-
sions detailed in (C.17), (C.18) and (C.20).
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Algorithm C.3: Forward dynamics algorithm for space robot

Function : q̈ = ForDynSpace(b)
Data : {Aik,ik−1 , Pik , Mik , A0k,b , Mb , Pb ; ik = 0k . . . nk + 1 , k = 1 . . . na}

Initialize
(
ηb = 06×1, M̄b = Mb

)
// UPPER TRIANGULAR AND DIAGONAL SYSTEM

1 for k = 1 . . . na do
Computation and storage of Ai,i−1 (usually done in previous computation of h or C) //
Kinetics Loop
Initialize

(
ηnk+1 = 06×1, M̄nk+1 = Mnk+1, ϕ̄nk+1 = ϕnk+1 = 06×1

)
2 for ik = nk . . . 1k do
3 ηik,ik+1 = A>ik+1,ik ηik+1 // Recursive computation of UakX̂ak = bk
4 X̂ik = bik −P>ik ηik,ik+1 (A.41a)

5 M̄ik = Mik + A>ik+1,ik

(
M̄ik+1 −ϕik+1 ϕ̄

>
ik+1

)
Aik+1,ik (A.34)

6 ϕ̄ik = M̄ik Pik (A.35)
7 ∆ik = P>ik ϕ̄ik (A.37)
8 ϕik = ϕ̄ik∆

−1
ik

(A.36)
9 ηik = ϕikX̂ik + ηik,ik+1 (A.41b)

// Recursive computation of ∆akX̄ak = X̂ak

10 X̄ik = ∆−1
ik

X̂ik (A.42)

11 A1k,b = A1k,0k ,A0k,b // Intermediate variables of the spacecraft
12 ηb = ηb + A>1k,bη1k

13 M̄b = M̄b + A>1k,b
(
M̄1k −ϕ1k ϕ̄

>
1k

)
A1k,b

14 ϕ̄b = M̄bPb // Computation of UbX̂b = bb and ∆bX̄b = X̂b

15 ∆b = PT
b ϕ̄b

16 X̂b = bb −P>b ηb

17 X̄b = ∆−1
b X̂b

// LOWER TRIANGULAR SYSTEM

Initialize
(
Xb = X̄b, µb = PbXb

)
// Computation of U>b Xb = X̄b

18 for k = 1 . . . na do
19 µ0k = A0k,bµb // Computation of U>akXk = X̄ak

20 for ik = 1k . . . nk do
21 µik,ik−1 = Aik,ik−1µik−1

22 Xik = X̄ik −ϕ>ik µik,ik−1 (A.43a)
23 µik = Pik Xik + µik,ik−1 (A.43b)

24 return q̈ = X
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APPENDIX D MANIPULATOR AND SPACECRAFT DATA

This appendix gathers all the physical data used in simulation for the robotic arms and the
spacecrafts. They are given in details in order to allow any simulation of the thesis to be
reproduced faithfully.

D.1 Robotic Arms Data

The robotic arms data are provided for three different systems: the planar and the Canadarm
examples used in the approximate model study in Section 5.2.6.1, and the manipulator de-
signed by MDA for TAS. This latter is assumed to be embedded on the chaser spacecraft for
the debris removal mission.

D.1.1 2DoF planar manipulator

R0

θ1

R1

O0 ≡ O1

θ2

O2

R2

RE

E

Figure D.1: Planar robot with 2 DoFs

The planar robot example of Fig. D.1 is taken
from (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). Its physical
data are provided in Table D.1, along with the
kinematic DH parameters for the three conven-
tions. All masses are given in the International
System of Units (SI): masses in kg, lengths in
m, inertias in kg.m2, and density in kg/m3. Seg-
ments are considered homogeneous with the same
material properties: E = 1N/m2, G = 1N/m2,
S = 1m2, Iz = 1m4, Iy = 1m4. Only one di-
rection of bending is considered and two modes
are used. As explained in (De Luca and Siciliano,
1991), a nominal configuration must be chosen to
obtain the resulting loads of each segment, and
then, to compute their clamped-loaded modes. The extended position is chosen here, with
θnom = 02×1.

With these parameters, the following pulsations are obtained for the two bending modes of
each segment:

i ωi,1 ωi,2

2 3.01 11.29
3 13.67 99.99
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Reminding that mode shapes are normalized to ensure that Kfi(j, j) = mi ω
2
i,j (De Luca and

Siciliano, 1991), the corresponding stiffness matrices of each segment are obtained as :

K1 =


0 0 0
0 0.91 0
0 0 12.74

 K2 =


0 0 0
0 18.73 0
0 0 999.88


These results were computed using Appendix B.1, and prove to be consistent with the data
provided in (De Luca and Siciliano, 1991). It is important to recall that the modes were
assumed to be orthogonal, and that the translational and rotary inertias were given by:

Mδδ,1 = m1 I2 Mδδ,2 = m2 I2

If these inertia are computed with the AMM, they result in overestimated rotary inertias
because the material properties above do not have any physical meaning, and are not corre-
lated with the inertia tensor of the segments. So these later are neglected in the simulation
of this planar example.

Table D.1: Data of 2 DoFs planar robot (SI units)

Dynamic parameters

i ρi li mi Jzi
1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.0083
2 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.0083

Hub parameters

i mhi [kg] Jzhi [kg.m
2]

1 1 0.1
2 1 0.1

Payload 0.1 0.0005

Classic DH parameters

i θi di ai αi
1 θ1 0 l1 0
2 θ2 0 l2 0
E 0 0 0 0

Modified DH parameters

i αi ai di θi
1 0 0 0 θ1

2 0 l1 0 θ2

E 0 l2 0 0

Adapted DH parameters

i di ai αi θi
1 0 0 0 θ1

2 0 l1 0 θ2

E 0 l2 0 0

Flexible data (bending only)

i φi,1e φi,2e φ′i,1e φ′i,2e vi,1 vi,2
1 0.1859 0.2151 0.6571 −0.5604 0.0066 0.0131
2 0.8833 −0.0693 2.6413 −10.8526 0.0333 0.0544
i wi,1 wi,2 zi,11 zi,12 zi,22

1 0.0024 0.0045 0.0007 0.0013 0.0024
2 0.0122 0.0156 0.0185 0.0205 0.0406
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Figure D.2: Canadarm manipulator with 6 DoFs

D.1.2 6DoF Canadarm manipulator

The second example is the Space Shuttle Remote Manipulator System, also called Canadarm.
Its kinematic scheme with the DH frames is given in Figure D.2 and its corresponding data
are gathered in Table D.2. They are taken from (Mohan and Saha, 2009). At the flexible
level, only the second and third segments are considered flexible. Ten modes are used for
both segments, with one in traction, four in each bending direction and one in torsion.
The fully extended position is still chosen to compute the loads for these clamped-loaded
modes: θnom = 06×1. The load mass and inertia are therefore identical for each segment
along the Y and Z axes1 since the manipulator exhibit a symmetry of revolution in this
configuration. As a consequence, the same bending modes are obtained in both Y and
Z directions. Therefore, flexible modes data given in Table D.2 are given for Y -bending
only, since the same values are used for Z-bending. Another nominal configuration with
asymmetric loads would lead to different modes. These modes are still normalized by the
stiffness matrix, i.e., Kfi(j, j) = mi ω

2
i,j.

Segments are considered tubular of radius 7.5 cm and thickness 2 cm (S = 0.01m2), with the
following material properties:

E = 2.5× 109N/m2 Iz = 3.91× 10−5m4

G = 7.17× 109N/m2 Iy = 3.91× 10−5m4

With these parameters, the following pulsations are obtained for the flexible modes of second
and third segments (expressed in rad/s):

i ωi,x,1 ωi,y,1 ωi,y,2 ωi,y,3 ωi,y,4 ωi,α,1

2 127.03 1.07 4.83 42.17 112.98 215.12
3 149.01 2.16 11.22 44.35 115.55 252.35

1of the beam frame, set with the X-axis aligned with the beam axis.
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Table D.2: Data of the 6 DoFs Canadarm manipulator (SI units)

Dynamic parameters

i ρi li mi Jxi Jyi Jzi
1 4447 1 47.5 0.20 38.12 38.12
2 2185 6 140 0.40 639.99 639.99
3 1137 7 85 0.20 358.77 358.77
4 4447 1 47.5 0.20 38.12 38.12
5 4447 1 47.5 0.20 38.12 38.12
6 4447 1 47.5 0.20 38.12 38.12

Classic DH parameters

i θi di ai αi
1 θ1 0 l1 −π/2
2 θ2 0 l2 0
3 θ3 0 l3 π/2
4 θ4 0 l4 −π/2
5 θ5 0 l5 π/2
6 θ6 0 l6 0
E 0 0 0 0

Modified DH parameters

i αi ai di θi
1 0 0 0 θ1

2 −π/2 l1 0 θ2

3 0 l2 0 θ3

4 π/2 l3 0 θ4

5 −π/2 l4 0 θ5

6 π/2 l5 0 θ6

E 0 l6 0 0

Adapted DH parameters

i di ai αi θi
1 0 0 0 θ1

2 0 l1 −π/2 θ2

3 0 l2 0 θ3

4 0 l3 π/2 θ4

5 0 l4 −π/2 θ5

6 0 l5 π/2 θ6

E 0 l6 0 0

Flexible data

i φi,x,1e φi,y,1e φi,y,2e φi,y,3e φi,y,4e −
2 0.7102 0.3135 0.6338 −0.2181 0.1432 −
3 0.7013 0.6814 0.1675 −0.2014 0.1382 −
i − φ′i,y,1e φ′i,y,2e φ′i,y,3e φ′i,y,4e φi,α,1e
2 − 0.0987 −0.0458 0.0060 −0.0023 8.2980
3 − 0.1501 −0.3989 0.1182 −0.0444 8.1936
i vui,x,1 vui,y,1 vui,y,2 vui,y,3 vui,y,4 −
2 51.93 15.05 48.06 106.02 2.62 −
3 31.10 21.55 28.74 61.55 1.56 −
i − vpi,y,1 vpi,y,2 vpi,y,3 vpi,y,4 vpi,α,1
2 − 684.92 1384.54 −476.44 312.81 56804.5
3 − 774.59 190.47 −228.94 157.07 34014.7
i wui,x,1 wui,y,1 wui,y,2 wui,y,3 wui,y,4 −
2 205.93 67.34 199.41 297.91 −142.25 −
3 143.90 110.78 124.55 197.69 −100.09 −
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Figure D.3: Robotic manipulator with 6 DoFs designed by MDA

D.1.3 6DoF manipulator of the space mission

The robotic arm used during the simulations was designed by the Canadian company Mac-
Donald, Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) and is illustrated in Figure D.3. This manipulator
possesses 6 joints and has a structure similar to the Canadarm presented above. The corre-
sponding DH parameters and the dynamic and flexible data are summarized in Table D.3.

Similarly to the previous example, only the second and third segments are considered flexible.
Nevertheless, the modes have different modal participation matrices for this structure, be-
cause the load of each segment is completely asymmetric. As a result of previous simulations,
the highest flexible modes have a small influence on the simulations, so they were reduced in
bending for this example. Six modes are used to describe each of the two segments: one in
traction, two in both bending directions, and a last one in torsion. The load are also com-
puted on the nominal configuration of an arm fully extended, with θnom = 06×1. Concerning
the material properties, they are inspired by the Canadarm ones, available in the literature
or on the CSA website. They are given as follows for tubular segments of diameter 10 cm,
thickness of 4.8mm and section surface of 1.6mm2:

E = 10.3× 109N/m2 Iz = 2.15× 10−6m4

G = 7.17× 109N/m2 Iy = 2.15× 10−6m4
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In addition, the hubs were modeled using data provided by MOOG motors2. The motor
inertias were set to 5.51 × 10−5 kg.m2, their gear ratio to 450, and their mass to 5.4 kg. A
payload is also considered to model the tool with a mass of 15.8 kg at the end-tip of the last
segment. The resulting flexible frequencies are given as follows (in rad/s):

i ωi,x,1 ωi,y,1 ωi,y,2 ωi,z,1 ωi,z,2 ωi,α,1

2 344.43 4.65 19.34 4.75 19.47 27.37
3 405.39 9.59 53.99 9.01 38.73 27.19

2http://www.moog.com/products/motors-servomotors/brushless-motors/high-performance-direct-drive-
brushless-dc-motors/db-4530-a-1es/

http://www.moog.com/products/motors-servomotors/brushless-motors/high-performance-direct-drive-brushless-dc-motors/db-4530-a-1es/
http://www.moog.com/products/motors-servomotors/brushless-motors/high-performance-direct-drive-brushless-dc-motors/db-4530-a-1es/
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Table D.3: Data of the 6 DoFs manipulator designed by MDA (SI units)

Dynamic parameters

i ρi li mi Jx
i Jy

i Jz
i

1 2250 0.10 0.36 0.82 1.00 0.82
2 − 2.61 9.20 0.03 5.24 5.24
3 − 2.61 9.20 0.03 5.24 5.24
4 − 0.10 0.36 1.00 0.82 0.82
5 − 0.10 0.36 0.82 0.82 1.00
6 − 0.50 1.78 0.04 0.04 0.01

Classic DH parameters

i θi di ai αi

1 θ1 0.06 l1 π/2
2 θ2 0.10 l2 0
3 θ3 0.10 l3 0
4 θ4 0.10 l4 −π/2
5 θ5+

π/2
0.14 l5 π/2

6 θ6 l6 0 0
E 0 0 0 0

Modified DH parameters

i αi ai di θi

1 0 0 0.06 θ1

2 π/2 l1 0.10 θ2

3 0 l2 0.10 θ3

4 0 l3 0.10 θ4

5 −π/2 l4 0.14 θ5+
π
2

6 π/2 l5 l6 θ6

E 0 0 0 0

Adapted DH parameters

i di ai αi θi

1 0 0 0 θ1

2 0.06 l1 π/2 θ2

3 0.10 l2 0 θ3

4 0.10 l3 0 θ4

5 0.10 l4 −π/2 θ5+
π/2

6 0.14 l5 π/2 θ6

E l6 0 0 0

Flexible data

i φi,x,1e φi,y,1e φi,y,2e φi,z,1e φi,z,2e −
2 0.9695 −1.2183 −2.0488 −1.2129 −1.9799 −
3 0.9570 −0.9194 −0.2577 −0.8594 −0.4145 −
i − φ′i,y,1e φ′i,y,2e φ′i,z,1e φ′i,z,2e φi,α,1e

2 − −0.8638 0.5019 0.8572 −0.5129 0.9997
3 − −0.5437 1.5674 0.5260 −0.9873 0.9997
i vu

i,x,1 vu
i,y,1 vu

i,y,2 vu
i,z,1 vu

i,z,2 −
2 4.5263 −3.8765 −10.4703 −3.8649 −10.1746 −
3 4.4942 −3.1442 −4.4847 −2.9031 −3.9523 −
i − vp

i,y,1 vp
i,y,2 vp

i,z,1 vp
i,z,2 vp

i,α,1
2 − −2741.2 −4609.9 2729.0 4454.7 2935.9
3 − −2068.7 −579.8 1933.7 932.7 2935.9
i wu

i,x,1 wu
i,y,1 wu

i,y,2 wu
i,z,1 wu

i,z,2 −
2 7.8525 −7.5332 −18.8474 −7.5085 −18.3018 −
3 7.7878 −6.0271 −7.2953 −5.5776 −6.6713 −
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D.2 Spacecraft Data

The data used for the spacecraft are provided below. The models used in simulation for the
chaser and for the debris are based on real data available online or in the literature.

D.2.1 Chaser Spacecraft

Base Concerning the spacecraft of the chaser, the data are taken from the DEOS project,
based on the website of the company SpaceTech GmbH3 and of the DLR. They are summa-
rized as follows in SI units, assuming an homogeneous cubic shape:

Height Width Depth Mass Jx Jy Jz

2.6 1.7 1.8 786 401.5 655.0 632.1

Solar Array In addition, the solar panels of the spacecraft are also modeled as flexible
elements. Since the behavior of plate members is very complex, only a linear model is
proposed here. The rigid parameters of the solar arrays are defined for a cubic shape by:

Height Width Depth Mass Jx Jy Jz

4 2 0.05 200 66.7 333.3 266.7

Their flexible parameters are given as follows for nsa = 3 modes in both bending directions,
and in torsion:

y−Bending z−Bending Torsion

ωi 8 15 20
ξi 0.005 0.005 0.005

The mode frequencies and damping allow to define the flexible mass and stiffness matrices:

Mf =
 Mr L>

L Insa

 Kf = diag(06×6, ω
2
i ) =


06×6 0 0 0

0 64 0 0
0 0 225 0
0 0 0 400


3http://www.spacetech-i.com/images/press/downloads/DEOS_PhaseA_Datasheet.pdf

http://www.spacetech-i.com/images/press/downloads/DEOS_PhaseA_Datasheet.pdf
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with Mr the rigid mass matrix of the solar array, and L its modal participation, which is
alternatively defined by Pru for the translation, and Hru for the rotation in the mass matrix
expression of a segment in (B.46). Its explicit content reads as follows:

L = (1001/2)


0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5
0 0 0.2 0 −0.2 0
0 0 0 0.2 0 0



D.2.2 Target Spacecraft

The debris corresponds to a real satellite whose data are provided by TAS. The shape is also
considered cubic, as illustrated in Figure D.4. However, the mass distribution is taken into
account through non-zero inertia cross terms. The dynamic data of the debris are summarized
as follows in SI units:

Height Width Depth Mass Jx Jy Jz Jxy Jyz Jxz

3.77 1.50 1.50 1060 1440 1120 2250 −64 18 24

Figure D.4: Dimensions of the debris provided by TAS
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